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Abstract 

The 1991-2002 civil war in Sierra Leone raised the bar of cruel@ as high as an} war in 

recent memoq. Infamous for mass amputations and kidnapping and recruitment of children into 

armed forces, Sierra Leone should face severe obstacles to reconciliation between combatants and 

civilians or combatants from opposing sides. But this is not the case. Sierra Leoneans are 

strikinglj milling to saj  the) forgive and will reconcile u i th  those responsible for ravaging their 

villages and their lives. Popular anger is hrected instead at top government officials even though 

their predecessors, not the). were responsible for the conuption and mismanagement that led to 

the rebellion. Until Sierra Leoneans see real change in governing practices, the most important 

fonn of national reconciliation in Sierra Leone, (re)establishing popular trust in the state, tvill be 

difficult to achleve. 

T h ~ s  research explores the multiple meanings of reconciliation after mass atrocit), the 

roles of transitional institutions in promoting reconciliation, and barriers to deep reconciliation. 

Based on field research In Sierra Leone, including observations of Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission (TRC) hearings. I argue that conciliatoq processes fall into two groups: those that 

must be evaluated on rational grounds and can be measured (described as 'coming together' or 

'coming to agreement-) and those that can onlj be felt (described as 'trust,' 'healing' and 'coming 

to terms' with the past). Institutional efforts to promote reconciliation strive for measurable 

outcomes that are too often taken as proxies for deeper, sentient forms of reconciliation. With few 

organized processes besides the truth commission to promote dlalogue about the past. Sierra 

Leoneans often turn to religion or their own informal trust-building strategies to fill the gaps. 

Achieving sentient reconciliation requires more than addressing war-related crimes. 

Problematic social structures and tensions that contributed to the war must be understood so that 

post-war transitional processes can avoid replicating them. The Sierra Leone TRC showed that, 

given a mandate to investigate the broad contex? of war. truth commissions can assist 

reconciliation b j  identiijing these social structures and tensions and thus provide essential 

information for effective transitional planning. 

Keywords 

Reconciliation, Peacebuilding, Sierra Leone, Restorative Justice. Truth commission 
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Chapter 1: 
Two in the driver's seat: 

The research journey 

1.1 Introduction 

The taxi driver is unforgiving and unrepentant. It is March 2003 and we are in New 

London, Freetown, Siena Leone, 14 months after President Tejan Kabbah announced the official 

end of the count~y's 11-j-ear civil war. As he inches the cab through the throngs clogging the 

street around the old clock tower, our driver points proudlj- to the chan-ed remains of the East End 

police station. '-Do you see that buildmg there?'' he asks. "We burned that down." The whole 

judicial sj.stem is corrupt, he says, explaining his hatred for the police, who comprise the front 

line and provide the easiest targets of public fiustmtion with government corruption. Police 

frequentlj. harass motorists, he says, and while poor men can serve ).ears in prison for minor 

offences, wealthy, powerful people go free after committing major crimes. The Januan- 6~ 1999 

'rebel' invasion of the city - an orgy of murder, mutilation, rape and abduction - provided a 

chance for revenge. "The onlj. time j.ou could exercise j-our power was at that time - with the 

barrel" (of a gun). ' 

Our driver saj s his brother was killed b) soldiers of the government-allied West African 

peacekeeping force, ECOMOG. He boasts that he transported goods for rebel forces during the 

war and therefore could drive unharrassed in this region. He speaks fondlj of the late rebel leader, 

Foday Sankoh. And he boasts. "In 1,000 )ears, peace will not come because we will tell our 

children" about the war and the reasons for it. For all his bravado, his calls for generations of 

revenge seekers are unconvincing. It simply was not that kind of war. 

But also unconvincing are declarations of 'forgiveness' and 'reconciliation. that I hear 

repeated like mantras across the countq from people who suffered tel-riblj during the war. '-Let's 

forgive and forget."' "Leave the past behind..' --Swallow the bitter pill" (of no justice for most 

perpetrators). 'Let sleeping dogs lie..' After all that Sierra Leoneans went through during this 

bitter war, can the) reall? forget the past that easil?, or are these the words of people resigned to 

no justice and dete~mined to get on with their lives in a countn rated b) the United Nations 

' According to the International Crisis Group (200 1b. p. 6). rebel Revolutionaq United Front forces killed 
approximatelj oneeighth of Siena Leone police during the war. 
' In k io .  the word .forget' means somethmg similar to .forgive' (H. Wright. personal communication 
November 28. 2005). 



Development Program (UNDP) as the second poorest in the world (UNDP, 2005)?-' The path to 

peace and reconciliation in Sierra Leone is far more complicated than either the taxi dnver's calls 

for revenge or popular calls for amnesia - leaving the past behind - indicate. 

The war in Sierra Leone started in 199 1 as an uprising by the rebel Revolutionaq. United 

Front (RUF) against a kleptocratic goveinment in Freetown that failed to provide basic services to 

the counti3-'s citizens, especiallj. those living outside the capital. The RUF might have found 

sj-mpathizers to its cause but its widespread use of terror tactics against civilians - precisely the 

irnpoveiished iural people its leadership claimed to assist - quicklj. alienated it from the 

population. The rebels' practice of kidnapping villagers, especially children, and 'i-esocializing' 

them as young killers, tore families and communities apart in ways that could not be sustained in 

peacetime. When the war ended, most combatants and displaced villagers had to return home 

where they had land and support networks. RUF excombatants had to return to villages often 

destroyed bj- forces with which thej- were associated. And thej. had to find a waj. to live with 

their families and neighbours. How can people learn to trust each other again after so much blood 

has been shed'? And how can we talk meaningfully about reconciliation in the tentative peace of 

post-war contexts'? This research aims to answer these questions. 

This research examines how we might think about reconciliation in a precise way that 

would be usefil for post-conflict policj making. In particular it asks how we can discuss 

reconciliation in a way that will satisfi. the needs of anj- given post-conflict society - in this case 

Sier-ra Leone. In assessing Sierra Leone's reconciliation needs, the research digs deep into histoq.. 

It looks at the tensions that helped tear the country apart, some created bj. the war, but manj. of 

which are rooted in colonial practices of indirect rule and continue to this d a ~ . .  This historical, 

ideological and cultural context is integral both to the war and to people's experiences of 

reintegration and reconciliation. If reconciliation - a neutral term - is to be a just reconciliation 

for women, children and men of all classes and geographies, policj. makers need a deep 

understanding of the cultural and historical context, one that goes far bej.ond the rifts of war. 

Specificallj., the research asks one theoretical and four field-based questions: 

Theoretical: 

How do we need to understand and assess post-conflict reconciliation so that the 
concept is useful for peacebuilding policj- and practice'? 

' The UNDP human development index assesses the standard of living in 177 countries based on such 
indicators as average life expectancy. adult liteiaq and school enrolment and GDP per capita "in 
purchasing power parit) (PPP) US dollars" (UNDP. 2005. p. 2 14). 



What are the dominant conciliato1)- needs of Sierra Leone and how are these 
being experienced and addressed'? 

How do reintegrative, truth-telling and justice institutions, especiall?. the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission. affect reintegration, reconciliation and justice in 
Sierra Leone and how do they affect each other'? 

How do Sierra Leoneans (re)establish tiust as excombatants and victims return to 
their communities'? 

What does the Sierra Leone case study suggest about the contextual knowledge 
needed before a national reconciliation plan can be developed'? 

This research grew out of my long personal commitment to Afiica and to the field of 

comparative peacebuilding studies. I have lived, worked and travelled in a number of Ahcan 

countries since 1985. My deep respect for people I met, many of whom stiuggled to survive 

amidst war, injustice and poveq, pushed me towards the fields of peacebuilding, development 

and human rights. MJ- master's research on peacebuilding education in Bosnia and Croatia, my 

work with youth in post-war Bosnia, and courses on peacebuilding and post-conflict transitions 

introduced me to scholars and field workers from a wide range of post-war contexts and showed 

me the value of a comparative understanding of conflicts and peacebuilding. 

After living in Botswana from 1991-1993 during neighbouring South Africa's transition 

from apartheid to democracy, I took a keen interest in the proceedings of the South African Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). The commission was said to encourage 'reconciliation' 

and provide 'restorative justice' for victims of apartheid-era crimes but I was not convinced that it 

provided either. In my view these concepts and processes had not been fully thought through. As 

Sierra Leone intended to have its own TRC, it seemed to offer an excellent case stud!. for 

examining reconciliation and restorative justice in depth. I wanted to know how lve can think of 

reconciliation and restorative justice so the)- are useful concepts for policy making in transitional 

societies rather than nice-sounding telms that mean eveqthing and nothing at all. 

A case stud)- is an excellent way to probe and ground concepts used in theoq and policy 

making. These concepts, and the assumptions they rest on, need to stand the test of real life 



situations. Yet once in the field the researcher must work with what she finds. Stake (2000) 

writes : 

Ultimatelj, we ma). be interested in a general phenomenon or a population of 
cases more than in the individual case. And we cannot understand this case 
without knowing about other cases. But while we are studying it, our meagre 
resources are concentrated on tqing to understand i ts complexities (p. 436). 

In Sierra Leone I found little resembling restorative justice and had to adapt mj- research to focus 

exclusively on reconciliation processes. Ths  proved to be a rich and useful area of inquill. in 

itself. 

Siem Leone provides an excellent oppoi-tunit) to examine post-conflict reconciliation for 

a number of reasons. First, because the conflict was not ethnicall) or religiousl! driven and 

because the RUF largelj. obtained recruits using abductions, war rifts were unsustainable in 

peacetime. Most Sierra Leoneans need to reconcile and this enables the stud] of post-conflict 

reconciliation in action. The case stud) can also show the limits of generalizing about 

reconciliation. 

Second, Sierra Leone is unusual because the government chose to have both a TRC and a 

Special Court to t q  those most responsible for war crimes. This provides an opportunit:, to stud) 

potential coinple~nentaiities and conflicts between the two institutions. However, while in! 

research touches on issues relating to the Special Court, the primaq institutional focus is on the 

TRC. 

Third, man:, tensions and inequities in Siei-ra Leone are rooted in colonial structures and 

processes of indirect rule. The rural-urban divisions that derive from colonial protectorate-colon) 

relations, the use of chiefs as intermediaries. and the presence of Lebanese-Siei-ra Leoneans as a 

middle-man minorit] group resemble situations in man] former colonies. An anal] sis of the war 

and peacebuilding that incorporates this understanding ma] contribute to the small but growing 

bod) of literature on post-colonial conflicts. 

Fourth, the study has intrinsic value (Stake, 2000). There is a great need for research and 

writing on the conflict in Sierra Leone which is cuirentl]. underserved in the literature. Siei-ra 

Leoneans deserve the attention, insights and discussion that good literature and research by 

nationals and outsiders can provide or provoke. At the same time, Sierra Leone has much to teach 

the rest of the world, not least because of its model of religious cosmopolitanism which 

contributes greatly to peace. 



Sieila Leone is also an important piece in the puzzle of conflicts suirounding the Mano 

Rwer region of West Africa. War is a fertile training ground for "regional warriors'. (Human 

Rights Watch, 2005), combatants who become mercenaries in neighbouring countries. If peace is 

to be found in the region, we need to know much more about w h ~  combatants choose this career 

path and how reintegration efforts can be improved. 

Finally, a framework for thinking about post-conflict reconciliation needs to satisfi. eve]>. 

society emerging from mass atrocitj-. Case studles provide a good way of assessing and 

improving such a model which then needs to be assessed in other contexts. In this way, analj.sts 

might hone a precise and useful language around reconciliation. 

This case studj-, therefore, has both intrinsic and instrumental value. It seeks to contribute 

to literature on peacebuilding in Sierra Leone and infoim policy in the country and, as such, it 

speaks to both an academic and a Sierra Leonean audience. Equallj- important, this study 

contributes to the theoretical understanding of reconciliation in transitional societies and tries to 

present these findings in a useful way for policy making - thus speaking to academics and polic!. 

makers. These dual goals and loyalties create a tension throughout the thesis. 

1.2 The journey begins 

Valentine-s Day 2003. The plane from London touches down on a typical sweltering 

night at Lungi Inteinational Airport, just a short ride in a dilapidated militaq helicopter from 

Freetown. Once the tired passengers and I have collected our luggage and passed through 

customs and immigration, we are greeted bj a throng of j oung men. clambering to assist us with 

our bags, guiding us through the othenvise easj process of arranging a ticket for the helicopter. 

Anjthing for a generous tip. 

Welcome to Sierra Leone, a country where legions of joung men and women need to 

find a waj. to support themselves and their families or, given the opportuniq., they will retuin to 

the only profitable activitj. they know: the business of war. 

That night I moved into the compound of a Krio familj in Congo Town: on the more 

affluent west side of Freetown. The compound would be mj home for the next hvo months and 

living there exposed me to the complicated inteirelationships and interdependencies of people in 

Sierra Leone. Mj interviews provided m? data but mj dal-to-day relationships with m! Sierra 

Leonean friends, acquaintances and cohabitants provided the all-important context for m? 

research. Through them I learned about the power and dependency relationships between men 



and women, and people of different ages. classes and ethnicities that enabled and shaped this na r  

and provides the context within which peace will be built - or lost. 

In Freetown, most people get around by poda poda (a public minivan) or public taxi. 

Both take a set number of passengers, have set rates and go set routes, though thej- are not 

labelled. Except at the final stops, a person wanting to catch one of these poda podas needs to 

stand at a given but unmarked place and as the poda poda slows down. she needs to shout out 

where she wants to go. If the poda poda is going there - and if it has room - the driver will stop, 

the 'apprentice' (driver's assistant) will open the door and she can get on. If not, the poda poda 

will not stop and she must shout at the next one. 

People say that man). poda poda and taxi drivers are excombatants, tr)-ing to find a new 

way of surviving and perhaps save money for school. The drivers are almost all young men and 

apprentices sometimes look as j.oung as 13. The taxis are usually owned bj- a patron who receives 

a share of the profits. 

Being a poda poda passenger is an insider's business. You need to know where to stand, 

where taxis are likelj- to go because J-ou must shout a stop on their route, and you need the right 

accent. A person shouting "Circular Road" for the university or "Girl's School" with a Canadian 

accent will not go far. The right version of "Sucula Road" or "Gals School" is required. Luckily 

Sien-a Leoneans are ven- helpful and ).ou can usually ask for assistance. A new arrival ma! have 

a general idea of where he wants to go but the route and stopping point, even the way of hailing a 

poda poda, are unclear. With time, routes and names become so familiar they feel like the most 

natural wa?. of travelling. 

I lived in Freetown for two months, and while I lealned the poda poda routes of these 

j.oung men, so influenced by war, I also learned the routes that justice, reconciliation and 

reintegration took in a peace process driven by fear of excombatants. I spent the first month in 

Freeton-n, interviewing NGO workers and diverse citizens to get their impressions of the TRC 

and Special Court and perspectives on the reintegration of excombatants and war wounded. Some 

of my questions were informed by my previous writing on reconciliation but thej- were directed 

by themes emerging from the interviews. 

Early on, three themes arose. First, Sierra Leonean reintegration workers often espoused 

an ontological view that Africans need to be part of their home communities and traditional 

communities are always ready and willing to receive them. They contrasted this with 'Western 

individualism' and often cited the saying "There's no bad bush to throw away a bad child." At the 



sane time I was hearing about amputees, rape victims and excombatants who were having 

difficultj- returning or did not want to return home. I needed to assess the accuracy of tlis 

'African cornmunit).' vision bj. asking displaced people and excombatants about their ideas of 

communitj- and of returning home. 

Second, Sierra Leonean NGO workers who should have been on side with the TRC 

tended to be highly critical and seeminglj unsuppoi-tive of it. I began to ask about consultation 

processes preceding and following the commission's creation. 

Third. people I spoke with were quick to say they forgave excombatants for war crimes 

and would let them return and thej. defined -forgiveness3 and 'reconciliation' as being willing to 

forego revenge. I wanted a deeper sense of how the). felt, how thej. dealt with anger and pain and 

how they build trust again. I was beginning to see that people's religious beliefs stronglj. 

influenced their ideas of justice and reconciliation. I was also beginning to hear about divisions 

within the countq that were not commonly discussed. 

After a month in Freetown I knew I had to travel to the interior. I emploj ed a Krio and 

Temne-speaking interpreter. Umaroh Sesa!, to help me pursue themes that arose in Freetown and 

hear different views of the conflict, reintegration and justice. We visited a group of displaced 

excombatant amputees, and interviewed two elderlj amputees. We then travelled to Port Loko 

and Makeni in northern Sierra Leone to t n  to meet excombatants who we heard did not want to 

return to their home communities in the south. We succeeded in interviewing excombatants on 

those trips, though the interviews were predictablj superficial. Interviews with excombatants and 

elderlj amputees would have been better done as part of an ethnographic. anthropological stud? 

where the researcher spent time in the communitj and earned the tiust of the people she was 

talking to. This was not possible with the brief nature of mj visits to these regions. I dld, 

however, have good interviews with Sierra Leoneans who worked with excombatants. 

Travelling in intercity poda podas also exposed me to Sierra Leoneans' ambivalent 

relationship with conuption and their complex relations with police who served as the state's 

front line. During frequent police road blocks, passengers often debated the wrongs and rights of 

offering bribes. Some saw it as an unfortunate but necessary way of proceeding and did not want 

their journej. further delayed for the sake of principle; others argued that the). are onl! 

contributing to a corrupt system by complying. During these trips up count9 I also got a taste of 

the danger and exhaustion of travel in regions beyond Port Loko, Freetown and Bo and some 

good reasons for police enforcement of laws. In the north and east of the country a taxi is not full 



until the roof can can>- no more and there are two in the diver's seat. In a low point in mj. trip, as 

the taxi hurtled on the bump). road from Koindu to Bo and the dnver shifted gears around my 

knees, that second person in the driver's seat was me. 

These travels showed me that I needed to live 'up count~y>' awaj. fi-om relativelj. 

privileged, insular and expensive Freetown life. In mid-April I moved to Bo where I was based 

until I left Sierra Leone at the end of Maj.. From late Apsil until mid-Maj. I attended TRC 

hearings in Freetown, Bo and Kailahun near the Liberian border. I also visited the dlamond-rich 

town of Koidu in Kono District and conducted I I interviews in a village in the Southern 

Province, which I call 'Togo,' that was attacked three times bj. RUF forces during the war. I was 

interested in -Togo' because I heard that, after manj- visits from government off~cials, villagers 

reluctantlj- agreed to accept a top RUF commander home. I wanted to know what thej- felt about 

the process. These interviews were intespreted fi-om Kno and Mende by Musa Jambawai who 

was not onlj. an excellent interpreter but also a wise friend with whom I could discuss ever!. 

aspect of my research. 

1.3 The data 

Mj field data came from three main sources: inteiviews: ethnographc observations; and 

notes fsom Truth and Reconciliation Commission heaiings. During mj  3 l/r months in Sie~l-a 

Leone I conducted 62 formal interviews. After returning to Canada, I conducted two telephone 

intewiews with foreigners who had worked in Sierra Leone. The interklew characteristics are 

depicted in Table 1 .1  below. 

I anived in Sierra Leone with few contacts but did not experience problems in obtaining 

inteivie\vs. Sierra Leoneans are vely helpful and before long I had more interviews than I could 

keep up with. Mj- snowball approach for getting inte~views was appropriate in Sierra Leone 

where a sj-stem of mutual obligation prevails and people tend to introduce you to those thej- 

know. Whether one is looking for a tailor or an interview, if a person asks for guidance, a Sierra 

Leonean will usuallj- take you to a family member or friend. This approach led to some fruitful 

intewiews with people I would not othenvise have met. I was able to counter the homogenizing 

tendencj. that this interview-finding strategj. might have created by expressing interest in diverse 

groups of people and relying on a wide range of people to make introductions. 



Table 1.1 Interview overview 

Infoimmts interviewed as:* 

Location 

Individ 
'I 

3 1 

Religious 
leader 

6 

Gender 

Freetown 

24 

Inteiview language 

Displaced 
person 

2 groups 

Port Loko 

6 

Indwidual or group interview 

Camp 

I 

English 

13 

Male 

15 

Excomb 

8 

Makeni 

10 

Bo 
5*** 

Krio 

1 0 

Mende 

8 

Interviewed alone** or with others present 

Temne 

2 

Female 

16 

Indvid'l 

58 

N W  
local 

2 

Village 

I4 

Mixed grp 

2 

Group 

6 

Expressed concern about confidentialio : 2 

Outside SL 

2 

Alone 

15 

Total interviews: 64. 

* Informants were sometimes interviewed for multiple reasons. Group interviews are onl} counted once. 

** Interpreter being present is not counted 

*** There were six interviews with five people in Bo as one person was interviewed twice. 

NGO local: Informant works for a local N W  and is interviewed in that capacio. 

NGO InlRIN: Informant works for an international N W  and is interviewed in that capacio . 

Individ'l: Individual Excomb: Excombatant SL : Sierra Leone Injurd : injured 

N W  
Inl./UN 

8 

Others present 

18 

Govt 

3 

Chef 

3 

TRC 
Staff 

2 

War 
injurd 

4 



In in) first interviews in Freetown I asked 'ordinal)- Siei-ra Leoneans and local and 

international NGO staff about integration processes, the TRC, forgiveness and reconciliation. 

Other themes emerged from these interviews that I taped and tried to transcribe and analjze in 

turn. Interview analjsis involved identifjing major themes that could inform the direction of 

future interviews and following up on past themes. However electiical shortages and time and 

social constraints meant I could onlj transcribe 40-50 percent of the interviews in the field. I 

prioritized transcriptions and completed the rest after returning to Canada. 

I also followed the Tiuth and Reconciliation Commission for just over two weeks of 

hearings in Freetown, Bo and half a day in Kailahun. I did not record the hearings but took notes. 

I was less interested in the events of the war than the commission's goals, djnamics between 

commissioners and witnesses, audlence composition and responses, witnesses' expressed needs 

and attitudes towards reconciliation and justice. and the degree to which perpetrators took 

responsibility for their actions. I tj.ped and thematically analyzed these notes. 

Mj. interviews and interview analj.sis took two main foims. In the first part of the 

interviews - and in some interviews entire])- - I asked basic questions and encouraged 

respondents to talk without exposing mj. own views. Dming the interview, and after when 

analjzing the transcripts, I listened careful13 and tried to pick up on respondents' words, themes 

and assumptions. This is an interviewer-centred approach and, while the research ma!- indirectl!. 

benefit the respondent, it offers few immediate benefits. Analj-sis of these transcripts maj. be 

more sjstematic in nature - even quantitative at times - to identi@ trends and themes that might 

not have been noted b!- the researcher during the interview or recalled after it. 

When respondents were interested in engaging in the sub.jects of peacebuilding and 

reconciliation, the latter pait of the interview would become a dialogue in which we would both 

ask each other more probing questions and I would feel fi-ee to express my opinions and ideas as 

respondents expressed theirs. These were ofien very fruitful discussions that allowed us to 

explore issues around reintegration and reconciliation in depth. In this kind of conversational 

intewiew, relations between interviewer and interviewee are more equal. Although the 

interviewer still determines the general topic of discussion, both parties should benefit from it and 

both ask questions. In fact, one man I interviewed called me back to interview me. The data from 

this kind of interview maj. be anallzed differentlj. than the previous kind. For esample, in 

conversation, our language is likely to merge so data analj.sis focuses less on the language used 

and more on the deeper meanings and issues that we flesh out together. 



These two aspects of my interview approach and analj sis may appear to be contradictoq 

but thej. are not. They are as complementai-y as listening and conversing. Before anyone offers an 

opinion on a subject and engages in conversation, he or she should first listen to and reflect on 

what others have to say. Then in conversation, ideas. feelings and information can be examined in 

depth. 

Mj- original research plan was heavily reliant on interviews and notes from TRC 

hearings. However the longer I staj.ed in Sierra Leone the more incongruities I found between 

what people said and my obseivations of their lives. I heard people espouse forgiveness and a 

culture of mutual support that valued children. Yet I saw workers, including children, suffering 

under terriblj. exploitative conditions, often with little or no benefit to themselves or their 

immediate families. If, as some people stated, Sieira Leonean communities had a place for 

even.body, one had to ask what the conditions of placement were and who integration benefited. 

Moreover, in particularlj. exploitative circumstances. I saw and experienced a climate of extreme 

secrecy and distrust. I framed deep reconciliation in terms of trust j-et I was looking at its 

opposite. 

Although I was slow to understand my work as ethnographic, mj. interactions with Sieira 

Leoneails heavily informed my analjsis. I was especially influenced bj. deep conversations with 

Sieira Leonean friends, observing the relationships of people on mj. compounds in Freetown and 

Bo, and my experiences iidlng intercitj. taxis and poda podas. The dynamics on my compounds 

revealed complex relations of love, support, dependencj-, distrust, exploitation and abuse. 

Intercity poda poda and taxi rides exposed the front line of tension between the goveimnent and 

citizens, people's fiustrating and ambivalent relations with conuption and the unhealed wounds 

of war. I took some notes about these experiences but relied more heavily on the perspective 

enabled bj. distance. 

As incongruities between interview data and mj participant obseivations became 

apparent I began a regular process of cross-checking between the two. When analj zing interview 

data duiing mj. dailj. transcriptions I continuously reflected on whether the sentiments expressed 

were consistent with the relations I observed around me. Often thej were not and this spuired 

further inquiq, both in interviews and, informallj. in field observation. Neither participant 

observation nor interviews alone could have provided me with the insights that such tiiangulation 

enabled. 



This triangulation did not stop with the end of mj- field research. I left Sierra Leone more 

confused about the countn's past than I had been when I arrived. Each da!- in the field seemed to 

bring a new angle to the war and people's struggles to reintegrate and reconcile. Much of my 

research occurred once I returned home as I pieced together literature on Sierra Leone histosy 

from hundreds of sources to ti.?. to make sense of what I had seen in the field. The most fiustiating 

question was: -Who were the rebels and what were their motivations'?' I often found more 

generalizations than answers in accounts on the subject. It took draft chapters of the TRC report 

to fill in many of these gaps. 

The dearth of literature on Sierra Leone contrasts sha~pl j  with the plentiful literature on 

Bosnia, Israel/Palestine, South Africa and Rwanda. Although some good books are available, 

the) tend to address aspects of the war - diamonds (Hirsch. 2001), regional issues (Adebajo, 

2002), for example - and do not answer the man) histo~ical questions that arose from m j  field 

research. As a result. I had to relj heavilj on two works that provided credible answers: the first 

was William Reno's (1995) Corruptzon and Stntr Polztzcs zn .Yzrrm Lrom; the second was the 

TRC report (2004). While this created an imbalance in the literature I use, I found that these two 

sources were invaluable in filling information gaps that othenvise sqmied m j  attempts to write 

an adequate histoq of the war and its roots. 

This research reflects my observations during a particular time - a 3 %-month period in 

2003 - in a rapidly-changing post-war environment. I often felt that I was talking to people who 

were still in shock after the war. Their main concern was survival, an end to war and building 

some hope for the future. As people become economically and physicallj- more secure they ma)- 

call more strongly for former perpetrators to be held accountable for their crimes. M). findings 

need to be assessed with this understanding to avoid inappropriate generalizations or 

assumptions. 

1.4 On being an outsider 

I am an outsider to Sierra Leone and mj  role. value and limitations are in that position. 

As an outsider, especiallj one doing interview-based research, m j  research options are limited. I 

do not have a deep understanding of the worldviews. trahtions and experiences of the people of 

Sierra Leone, the elements of societ? that a Sierra Leonean researcher would more Ilkel? - 

though not necessarilj - be priv) to. This ma) make me more inclined as a sociologist to do 

broader, more supe~ficial research and to avoid commenting in depth on aspects of reconciliation 

that cannot be articulated or observed. 



As one example, Sierra Leoneans often express their desire to forgive and reconcile in 

religious terms. While I interviewed a number of people at length about their religious viens in 

I-elation to reconciliation, I can do no more than repol-& what they said and the frequency with 

which they said it. Because religion is clearly important to many S i e ~ ~ a  Leoneans' experiences of 

reconciliation, I would like deeper insights into how the?. experience reconciliation as influenced 

b?. their faith. However as a non-religious person I struggle to empathize. In a similar way I 

cannot appreciate the role of tradtional secret societies in reintegi-ation and reconciliation 

processes even though this is clearlj important.4 I can, however, observe cultural1~-entrenched 

relations of dependencj between Sierra Lconeans that seem to contradict people-s statements of 

reconciliation and forgiveness. As an outsider, in other words, mj  insights are limited to what I 

can observe and. perhaps, empatluze with. 

My outsider status, especially as I come from a dominant culture, also means that I 

struggle constantlj with m? own ethnocentrism, both in the field and when writing. Our views of 

who men, women and ch~ldren are and how we relate to one another are sociall> constructed. 

Cross-cultural researchers need to acknowledge and engage with often profoundl? confl~cting 

perspectives and researchers from dominant groups are perhaps most inclined to be blind to their 

own cultural assumptions. Bell (2002) cautions that: 

if we wish to understand the wajs in which people inhabit the world, we must 
work hard to detelmine what is significant from the point of view of its people. 
Understanding anjthing is alwajs tied to its surroundings, which include 
language, customs, geograph) , iconic traditions, and especiallj the ordinar) 
practices of its people (p. I). 

Similarly: I grappled with what criteria to use when discussing human rights - a concept 

that exists in most cultures but may not always reflect rights enshrined in the UN Declaration of 

Human Rights or the Afncan Charter on Human and People's Rights. Because elite spokespeople 

do not alwaj-s protect the rights of those the? govern and often argue for discrimination based on 

t~aditional - and sometimes religious - values. I decided to take my lead from disadvantaged 

Sieria Leoneans and their supporters. 

For example, o n l ~ .  one person mentioned the issue of female genital mutilation and, when 

I raised the subject, people did not see it as a problem. Yet many children and adults talked about 

the right to go to school and receive medical care and equal justice. Women also talked about the 

need to end legalized discrimination that affects women's abilio. to inherit and own propel% and 

4 Long-tern1 ethnographc research bp non-Sierra Leoneans. such as that done by Hoffinan (2003. 2004) 
and Felme (2001. 2004) can overcome some -outsider' obstacles. 



to address attitudes towards victims of sexual violence who are often blamed for crimes 

committed against them. These are the human right values emphasized in this paper. This does 

not negate or contradict other human rights values articulated in international law. However, an 

outsider's efforts to address sensitive human rights issues are more persuasive. and less at risk of 

being counter-productive, when they build on concei-ns expressed bj  those most affected bj  

abuses. 

Conducting research across cultures, even within the same language, is susceptible to 

misinterpretation. When research is conducted in a language the researcher does not understand 

or understands poorl)., chances of misinterpretation are even greater. When interpreters arc 

involved, especially non-professionals, they may add their own biases to questions or responses. 

Sometimes these biases reflect the interpreter's own prejudices or perceptions; at other times 

interpreters, in an effort to be helpful, tq.  to lead respondents into providing the kinds of answers 

thej. think the researcher wants to hear. 

During this research, I emploj ed three interpreters to interpret to and from Krio, Temne. 

Limba and Mende. None were professionals but all had universit~ education and we learned each 

others' stjles as we went along. Most interpreted interviews were in Krio. a mix of English and 

African languages. I could follow these interviews easily, though I never leained to speak the 

language. In Krio interviews I could catch problems with interpretation - if words \yere added or 

if the inteipretes was summarizing instead of interpreting the exact words. In some cases I could 

translate informants' words directlj from the tape. I have great confidence in the interpretations 

from Mende and Krio but less confidence in early interviews involving Temne and Limba. 

Using interpreters has benefits too. Mj- interpreters helped me reflect on the inteiviews. 

The). offered valuable insights and background infoimation after the interview was finished. They 

also introduced me to people who I would never have othenvise met and in some cases this 

resulted in lasting fiiendships. Musa was a fiiend first and then an interpreter and we discussed 

every aspect of my research. HIS insights and our debates were invaluable to mj- fieldwork. 

As a white Westerner, Sierra Leoneans not only saw me as an outsider, some viewed me 

as a potential source of wealth, influence and assistance; others saw me as neutral, detached from 

the politics around them: yet others saw me as part of a neo-colonial, dominant group that 

imposes its will and interests on small countries like Sierra Leone, giving little in return. (The 

United States first bombed Iraq while I was there and this was a topic of tremendous interest in 

the countn). 



Sieim Leoneans often acknowledge that the). like and tiust Westeiners too much. This 

may be largely due to the tremendous inequality of wealth between Westerners and Sierra 

Leoneans so that Westeiners are seen as potential patrons. It may also result fi-om the patronizing 

1egac~- of colonialism and current global undervaluing of Africans which lead man). Africans - 

even generations after colonialism - to lose confidence in themselves and their people. Also, 

many aid agencies are from Europe and North America and many Sierra Leoneans have positive 

espeiiences with aid workers and volunteers who are tiying to help the country and are not 

entrenched in clientalist structures fi-om which many are excluded or benefit little. One elderly 

intei-viewee agreed to an interview with me because a Canadian helped him in the past. Such 

blind tiust of Westerners is wonying, but it encourages the foreign researcher not to betra?. that 

t1ust. 

There are also advantages to being an outsider. Processes and relations that insiders see 

as nonnal or impossible to change can be questioned by the outsider. When an insider explains 

these processes or relations to the outsider, she analyses them at the same time. For the first time 

she ma). ask, is this working for us'? Is it just'? What support do I need to heal from the climes of 

the war'? Is something else possible'? 

An outsider's perceived neutral it^ can benefit research. Some Sierra Leoneans may feel 

unsafe to talk about their feelings, fears or experiences with other community members for fear of 

appearing to criticize leadership or stirring up trouble. Instead, they ma). hide their feelings and 

focus on daj--to-daj- survival. The s?.mpathetic foreigner may be seen as a safe ear, somcone with 

whom one can talk about these things. This makes protecting the identih- of informants in such 

cases especially impoilant. 

A foreigner can also raise provocative questions that Sierra Leoneans cannot. For 

example, I was able to ask whether a top official should apologize for a statement he made during 

the war that angered man) people. I suggested that by testifjing at the TRC. he would show 

leaderslup, encouraging others to admit what the) had done during the war. Sierra Leoneans ma! 

not have felt safe to state that suggestion publiclj . 

1.5 Ethical considerations 

Conducting research in a countq like Sierra Leone brings up many ethical questions, but 

these are far fi-om the questions posed bj- universi~. research ethics requirements. In mj- 

experience, the questions tended to be social and practical: 



1. How can I make the research as useful as possible for Sien-a Leone:' 

2. How can I make the interviews as useful as possible for those I interview? 

3, How can I be as supportive as possible to people in need around me'? 

4. How can I avoid doing h a m  in my research and daily interactions'? 

5 .  And finallj., consistent with university ethics conceins, how can I be sensitive to the 
safe@ needs of those I interview, including maintaining confidentiality, within a 
social setting that is comfortable for them'? 

The first four questions are as important as the last. First, mj. research must be useful to 

people on the ground. It has to be relevant to policy and address issues that are meaningful to 

Sieria Leoneans. To me, this obligation is especially important when doing research with 

vulnerable and extremely poor people in one of the poorest countries in the world. Pam Schole! 

(2005) of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) writes that northein researchers 

"tend to avoid taking on research with an explicit policj. or practical bent which frequently frames 

Southein research interests" (p. 4). I attempted to make the research locallj- meaningful b!- 

deriving research themes from informants' conceins and tqing to find a language and concepts 

surrounding reconciliation that will be useful for policy makers. 

Scholey (2005) also writes that: 

Most research on conflict contexts is still witten by Noithemers and not 
disseminated in Southern contexts or even back in the context from which it is 
derived and local actors fsom conflict contexts frequentlj. need to go to Noithem 
countries or sources to get research information on their own societies (p. 4). 

I will send summaries of mj. findings to places known by and accessible to informants. Copies 

will be sent to all Sierra Leoneans I inte1-v-iewed who work with non-gove~nmental organizations 

(NGOs). A summary will also be available on the internet and I will send a copy of the full 

dissertation to the Department of Peace Studies libraq at Foulah Bay College in Freetonn. 

Second, I tried to make interviews as useful as possible for respondents by engaging 

some in rnutual1j.-beneficial dialogue (as described above) and by asking all respondents whether 

they had questions for me at the end of each interview. Many had conceins about the TRC and 

Special Court and I was able to provide some answers. 

Third, being supportive of the people around me was a major concern. Young people 

commonly expressed a desire for education. Illiteracj- is a big concein in Siei-ra Leone. It 

contributes to povei-tj-, exploitation and dependencj. relations. This was a practical problem that I 



could help with. I bought alphabet posters, maps, exercise books, pens and books and set up 

classrooms in both m! homes. I spent man) happ! hours reading with children and doing basic 

literacj work with adults. I also tried unsuccessfullj to pair literate familj members with those 

wanting to leam to read. 

The fourth concei-n was avoiding doing haim. In its easiest sense, this meant avoiding 

conuption. As a white, Western foreigner. I have a lot more power to refuse the occasional hint 

for bribes than most Sierra Leoneam Still, even riding a poda poda or taxi in which the driver 

paj s bribes to police can be said to contribute to conuption. 

A researcher can also unintentionallj- do haim. When talkmg with >.oung excornbatants, 

for example, I found mj.self subtlj. reinforcing the dominant view, perpetuated bj. reintegration 

officials, that the>. were victims and were not responsible for their actions. While thls stance is 

understandable, especiallj- in the earlj- reintegration period, it maj- also hinder j-oung people's 

ability to come to teims with their sometimes milling complicitj- in violence. 

Also, my daily interactions and conversations cai-ried iisks in a societj- in ww-hich power 

and dependencj- relationships were a1waj.s important. As Tedlock (2000) writes, "Ethnographers' 

lives are embedded within their field experiences in such a way that all of their interactions 

involve moral choices'' (p. 455). I was alwajs aware that any support for people around me could 

threaten an established gender, class or age hierarchj. with possible damaging implications for 

those I was seeking to assist. This was by far the most difficult part of mj- stay in Sierra Leone. 

Finallj-, I had ethical concerns about not endangering my informants. Asking them to sign 

informed consent forms was not culturallj. appropriate. Instead, I broadlj- explained the research, 

its possible uses and where they can obtain a research summai?. At first I told infoimants that all 

information would be kept confidential but as this statement tended to make those with less 

foimal education uneasj., I stopped mentioning confidentialitj. in most interviews. All interviews, 

however, are kept as confidential as the interview setting peimitted. Also, I alwva!-s use 

pseudonj.ms when quoting respondents. With NGO workers, government officials and TRC staff 

I stated clearly that information would be confidential and some took advantage of opportunities 

to speak off the record. In two cases, informants were very concerned about disclosure of their 

identities and I have been extremely carefid with how I use their infoimation. 

While protecting confidentiality and being sensitive to any possibilities of endangering 

respondents is appropriate, in some cases conventional ethical review procedures seemed 

inappropriate for the realities in the field. Scholey (2005) writes: 



Where signed parental consent forms for use with minors as research subjects are 
appropriate for Canada. the veq definition of 'minor' is flexible and contextual 
in other locales, not to mention the actual significance of signed consent in 
contests, or with populations, where literacj is uncommon. Finall), how 
meaninghl or realistic is signed parentallguardian consent in contexts where 
interviews with armed child soldlers or trafficked children are requested'! (p. 10) 

Interviewing minors was not a major part of m). research and while I did interview three teenage 

excombatants (see chapter 8.2.2). rnj ar~angement with Simon Fraser University's ethics review 

board enabled me to interview them without parental consent. 

I usuall!. tried to anange for private interviews, with onl). me, an interpreter if necessary. 

and the informant. However, as indicated in Table 1.1, 18 interviews occurred in the presence of 

other people - usually family members. ,411 informants knew who was present and I felt the?. 

wanted familj- members or friends there and did not feel threatened b j  them. During other 

interviews informants wanted privacj-. 

Finall?., much of my research involved participant observation and this has ethical 

implications. Though people around me knew I was a researcher, I did not info~m them that I was 

learning from observing their interactions, and they thus could not give informed consent. 

Ethnographers distinguish between obligations to gain informed consent in public and private 

spaces with more need to gain consent for information gathered in private settings like the home 

(Hammersle) & Atkinson, 1995). However, I learned from interactions both on m) compounds 

and in the streets. I have dealt with this by writing more specifically about incidents in public 

spaces while keeping accounts based on observations from m j  compounds vague. More 

importantly, man)- people whose situations I learned from were vulnerable. I therefore keep 

references to them vague to obscure their identit).. Where the person cannot be identified. I 

describe events involving them more precisel)-. 

This dissertation is written in four parts. Part I reviews the literature on reconciliation and 

offers a potential framework for discussing and analyzing conciliatoq. processes. Part I1 discusses 

the history of the conflict in Sierra Leone, including a chapter on the situations facing women and 

children. Part I11 reviews my findings that examined reintegrative and con cilia to^^ institutions, 

especiall) the TRC, and people's info~mal ways of building trust in their communities. Part IV 

ofiers my conclusions. 



Part I 

Reconciliation after violent conflict: 

Charting the terrain 



Forward 
After mass atrocit), most victims, pelpetrators and b~standers must find a \va> to live 

together again. at least as fellow citizens. The term that describes this process: 'reconciliation,. is 

one of the most promising and contested words in postwar peacebuilding, ) et it has been used so 

looselj. that it has been rendered almost meaningless. Because of this ambiguit). practices 

designed to achieve reconciliation too often bear little relation to peacebuildmg goals. 

Broadlj defined, reconciliation is a process in which individuals or groups that have had 

a serious conflict or abusive relations attempt to create or restore a "minimall) acceptable" 

relationship (kiesberg, 2001, p. 48). It implies some kind of 'coming together' of conflicting 

parties but what t h s  actually looks like is heavily debated. 

Past intelpretations and approaches to reconciliation have tended to depend more on what 

'experts' do - their particular slant - than on a coherent understanding of reconciliation and 

peacebuilding needs in the society concerned. But there are limits to the universal conclusions 

that we can draw about conciliatoq processes. Atrocities and war dynamics may look strikingl!. 

similar but if we are really to reconcile the tensions that spawned the conflict and recognize paths 

to peace, we need to step deep]). into the politics and culture that preceded the violence itself. We 

need to merge the skills of the comparative political and social anal)-st with those of the 

anthropologist who carefully observes ideologic all^.-bound processes of integration and 

marginalization in peacetime and is sensitive to the feelings and views of ordinary people. And 

then, perhaps unlike the anthropologist, we need to return with these insights to the big picture 

and judge how to move folward. 

The Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) report (2004) recognizes 

the centralit)- of local contexts when it states, 'There is no universal model of reconciliation that 

can apply to all countries. Reconciliation is not a concept that can be imported to a country from 

abroad. It has to emerge from within the society and be owned b)- the society" (vol. 3b, chap. 7, 

6). 

Before we focus exclusively on Sierra Lwne in parts two to four of this thesis, the 

language and concepts surrounding reconciliation need to be clarified. This language should be 

appropriate for analjzing multiple contests even as reconciliation needs within those contests 

differ. 



Part one draws from the literature on post-conflict transitions to suggest a concrete \\-a!- 

of discussing reconciliation that can be applied in many transitional contexts. While the term 

'reconciliation' has often been dismissed as vague or meaningless outside its religious 

application, I argue that this need not be the case. Post-conflict reconciliation, while multifaceted 

and comples, can have real, practical meaning for peacebuilding in transitional societies if polic)- 

makers, programmers and planners are clear about a society's mag- reconciliation needs, how 

conciliato13- activities relate to one another and how  the^- should be assessed. Part one presents 

the conceptual tools needed for this planning. By discussing reconciliation needs and approaches 

to reconciliation in man)- transitional contexts, it locates reconciliation efforts in Sierra Leone 

conceptually and contributes to the analysis of post-conflict reconciliation in general. 

A review of the literature on reconciliation leads to an interesting and useful observation: 

reconciliation goals fall into two distinct groups of activities that occur at hfferent times in the 

peace process and need to be evaluated in completely different wajx Some kinds of 

reconciliation involve people coming together or coming to an agreement. These types of 

reconciliation tend to occur earlier in the transitional process and need to be assessed on rational 

grounds. Leaders ma)- agree on a peace deal and a waj- of governing in the future. The peace deal 

may be assessed bj- criteria of international human rights law or national laws. People ma). also 

come to agree about past events when presented with credible testimony and evidence. 

Other lunds of reconciliation involve indwidual healing, building trust and coming to 

terms with events. These kinds of reconciliation are felt - and the}- are the most difficult to 

achleve. Though they can be facilitated - using truth commissions, justice processes or material 

assistance - they cannot be forced. Premature efforts to encourage people to 'reconcile' and 

forgive' may be misleading and even damaging. The ontological perspective of restorative 

justice: with its focus on repairing relationships, may be best suited for understanding and 

facilitating thls kind of reconciliation. 



Chapter 2: 
The geography of reconciliation 

.9mc S~rr ra  Lruiw from arwthrr war. Recorzc~le now. TRC can help. 
Sierra Leone TRC poster 

Are yo11 wllki~g to be rruor~crled. fiw the sake of peace? Are yo11 rect4v to forgive? 
Sielra Leone TRC Commissioner Jow to witness 
whose childlon welo killed by lobel-allied soldiers 

Assessing reconciliation in post-conflict societies must begin with understanding the 

'geographj. of reconciliation': clarifjing major levels and types of reconciliation identified in 

peacebuilding literature. In this waj. we can locate reconciliation goals and specifi- their qualities 

and relationships with each other. This conceptual clarity is especially important in post-conflict 

societies to avoid demandmg unnecessary sacrifices from victims and creating further 

disillusionment and distiust of governing processes. 

Both the South African and Sierra Leonean tiuth commissions outlined the major levels 

of reconciliation in their reports but commissioners in both TRCs failed to maintain a distinction 

between these levels during public hearings. The most common confusion was hpified bj 

Commissioner Jow's statement, cited above, asking a victim to reconcile with perpetrators "for 

the sake of peace." Commissioners made no effort to explain how inter-individual reconciliation 

contributed to national reconciliation. 

In this chapter I will outline the major levels and sublevels of post-conflict reconciliation 

as these are the foundations of an analysis of the subject. One type of reconciliation that is 

I-elevant to all levels is nanative reconciliation - coming to teims with the past. The latter part of 

this chapter will dlscuss three intriguing approaches to narrative reconciliation: an attempt to 

acknowledge the facts of the past; an attempt to create a win-win nan-ative; and amnesia. 

2.1 Levels of reconciliation 

2.1.1 Individual reconciliation 

In a heart-wrenching narrative before the Sierra Leone Tiuth and Reconc~l~ation 

Commission, a burlj man in his 50s tealfullj described the moment his life changed forever 

Rebels wearing t-shirts that read "C. 0. Cut Hand" (Commanding Officer Cut Hand) forced him 

to put both hands on a log and one b) one thej hacked them off. He talked about the difficultj of 



doing even the most menial things with only hooks at the end of his aims. Even using the toilet in 

the middle of the night requires him to wake his wife, causing her strain and him humiliation. 

From being a familj leader, this man now finds himself dependent and a burden, a 

situation that shatters his conception of himself as a man, father. husband and communit? 

member. He must find a whole new identity and realize his strengths even in this tragicall! 

changed circumstance. Across Sierra Leone. thousands of people face similar struggles. Bereaved 

farnil! members, war wounded, perpetrators and rape victims who can no longer bear the children 

on which their status as women and adults depends all need to come to terms with what happened 

to them or what they did. 

This is the first of three foims of individual reconciliation: intropersonol reconcilintion. 

the process by which individuals who suffered from or conducted violence need to reconcile with 

themselves (Dxyer; 1999). It is often referred to as tiauma 'healing,' 'coming to terms' with 

events or achieving 'closure.' 

The individual is important in the task of reconciling a society in conflict. Peace and 

democracy are hindered b>- a traumatized and psj-chologicallj~ fragile population with citizens 

who may become ill, sociallj- withdrawn or may release their anger on others, all responses to 

severe trauma (Semeniuk. 1995). Psj.chologica1 healing or intrapersonal reconciliation may be 

important for citizens to be productive, trusting members of their communities and countn. and 

pass this securitj. on to future generations. 

Individual healing ma). also function as a barometer of reconciliation and justice efforts 

elsewhere in the societj-. Since, as I will discuss later, individual reconciliation is primaril?.Jilt, it 

is a fairly good measure of existing tension. While a person might saj. she reconciles and forgives 

after suffering an injuiy, and while she might be given e v e 9  reason to trust those around her, 

until she can function in society with trust and without anxiety she cannot be said to have full)- 

healed from trauma. 

Intrapersonal reconciliation can be facilitated by psychosocial and medical support. 

counselling, spiiitual guidance and traditional healing practices, bj- observing changes towards a 

more just societj., and by public institutional processes such as trials and truth commissions. For 

victims, these institutions may affirm Just norms, publicly acknowledge the perpetrator's 

responsibi1it)- or expose what happened to loved ones. For perpetrators they provide forums for 

admitting and taking responsibility for their actions. This latter view assumes that most 

perpetrators are hurt by tho crimes thej. commit. 



Avenues for healing perpetrators are especiallj important for children who committed 

serious crimes. In Sierra Leone, children were captured or recruited bj armed forces and 

resocialized using fear, trauma, drugs and the thrill of power to become killers. Manj children 

committed honific crimes and if the3 are to become health3 communiq and famil3 members in 

the future thej maj need to come to terms with what thej drd. 

The second foim of reconciliation is when individuals reconcile with one another. 

h~trrprsonal  rrcoi~cdlatmn means repairing relationships between victims and thost: who 

harmed them or their loved ones. Recent African truth commissions have tended to emphasize 

thls form of reconciliation with no accountabiliQ for perpetrators and no clear idea of ~ t s  

contribution to peace. Sierra Leone TRC chairman, Bishop Humper. for example. asked the 

gentleman above, "If the person could be found (who chopped off your hands) would jou be 

willing to meet and reconcile with him?.' Such efforts are premature. It is as if hastj apologies 

and proclamations of forgiveness provide short cuts to zntrayersonal reconciliation for victims 

and perpetrators. Instead, false reconciliation maj hinder real healing for the victim and 

communitj . Unless victims need to reconcile uith the perpetrator for their own healing or safen. 

interpersonal reconciliation has little relevance for larger peacebuilding goals. 

The TRC could more appropiiate1~- offer victims and perpetrators the chance to meet. {t 
victims want this, with no mention of forgiveness and reconciliation. The parties involved can be 

asked to agree to coexist peacefully without haiming each other in any way. Thls is integration 

and respect for the law, not deeplj--felt reconciliation. Some victims and perpetrators may want 

further meetings which ma). eventually lead to reconciliation. This approach acknowledges and 

respects the long process of healing after trauma which cannot be forced. It also avoids imposing 

unnecessan pressure on victims to 'forgive' and 'reconcile' for the sake of peace. Peace onlj. 

requires the willingness to coexist without causing violence or harm to the other. 

Some Sierra Leoneans expressed their desire to reconcile because of their need for 

peaceful coexistence. A former government soldier who testified before the TRC described an 

odjssey of torture when he was captured bj Kamajor militiamen shortly after the 1997 coup 

when all government soldrers were suspect. As he and the Kamajors come from the same region. 

the soldier wanted to reconcile with his torturers so he could safe]! return home (TRC hearing, 

April 24. 2003). Lacking accountabilit). reconciliation might be the best choice in a bad situation. 

A third foim of individual reconciliation is less recognized in peacebuilding literature and 

yet may be crucial for national reconciliation in many post-conflict contexts: reconciliation 



between individuals and their communities. While ethnic or religious wars divide people into 

self-contained blocks and those who attack an 'enemj * are often considered heroes in their own 

communities,' other conflicts tear communities and families apart. After the civil wars of Sierra 

Leone and Mozambique, or the state-sponsored terror of Argentina, victims, bjstanders and 

perpetrators must live amongst each other. Individual-communit) reconciliation is kej to the 

successful reintegration of the thousands who were implicated in, or suffered fiom, past crimes. 

Individual-communitj reconciliation is also important after ethnic or religious conflicts in which 

people turned against members of their own group - for example, attacks on accused 

collaborators in Palestine and South Afiica or extremist attacks on moderates in Rwanda. 

Efforts to integrate child soldiers and rape and kidnap victims back into their 

communities are among the best-known examples of individual-communitj reconciliation. In 

post-conflict Sierra Leone, Mozambique and Uganda, organizations that rehabilitate and 

reintegrate children work with local elders who perform tradition-inspired 'cleansing' ceremonies 

to s j  mbolicallj cleanse the chddren's pasts and welcome them home (Verhej. 200 1; Liu Institute 

& Gulu District NGO Foium, 2005). 

Ciiminologj- provides useful insights into whj- individual-communitj- reconciliation ma). 

be impoi-tant for crimes committed within a community. Zehr (1 990) writes that when a crime or 

injuq has been committed, victims and offenders-often feel disconnected from their 

communities. Crime victims often feel unsafe, unacknowledged or lsempowered both because of 

the clime and the wa)- their communities and judicial and governing institutions address it. Thej. 

need to feel secure, acknowledged and respected within their cornmunit). again and this 'healing' 

process can be described as reconciliation. And the community needs to restore trust in offenders 

before they can be said to reconcile. In peaceful societies with fair judicial systems this usuallj. 

occurs through judicial processes in which offenders are held accountable for their acts. In other 

societies community members may have to find other ways of building tiust. 

2. I .  2 Group-level reconciliution 

Like individual reconciliation, group-level reconciliation takes intragroup and intergroup 

forms. Intragrorq~ reconciliation means a group comes to terms with its own histoq and culture 

Individual-coin mu nit^ reconciliation behwen groups. in other words. cannot occur until the two groups 
have reconciled and have developed a sense of being one communiQ. 
" In peacebuilding literature. those who commit or instigate serious climes are usuallj described as 
'perpetrators.' Ciiminological liteiature describes those who commit crimes as 'offenders.' I use both 
teims interchangeablj. usually within the context of the literature I draw from. 



which maj have been based on enmitj, war thinking or a tixation on 'victimization' or inherent 

'superiorit? .' With ~ntergrolip reconclhatlon, rivals agree to move on from the past and build an 

interdependent future (ideallj after meaningful acknowledgement of, and compensation for, past 

crimes). These forms of reconciliation are especiallj important in conflicts between ethnic or 

religious groups, or when one group oppresses another on ethnic or religious grounds. Both 

forms also occur with ideologicallj divided groups, often when people's paradigms or concerns 

shift over time. 

Much NGO peacebuilding work in areas with ethnic or religious strife aims at group 

reconciliation. Such work challenges ethnic or religious chauvinisms or educates about universal 

human rights. Psjchoanaljsts such as Itzkowitz and Volkan (1994), who investigate 

unreconciled group trauma (for example the Holocaust experience of European Jews) and the 

waj groups m a j  incorporate unreconciled traumas and hatred for an 'enemj' group into their 

defining narratives, are also conceined with this level. 

2 . .  3 Nutionul reconciliution 

A third level of reconciliation, national reconciliation. is used in two ways. The first 

involves building a soclnl coltselms on how to deal with the past and move into the future. This 

maj involve two 'ideal' forms of nai~ative reconciliation. In one. citizens develop a consensus 

about, and abilitj to dlscuss, their shared histoq , values and future. In the other, citizens agree to 

forget the past with little public acknowledgement of, or accountabilit) for, grievous crimes. I 

discuss thls further in section 2.2. 

The second use of national -reconciliation' - what I call polltlcnl recormllatlolt - is the 

concem of man) legal theorists and human rights activists. Manj government officials, both local 

and international. discuss reconciliation as if it were sjnonjmous with (re)establishing stable, 

democratic government and the rule of law. I disagree. As I discuss in chapter three. political 

reconciliation occurs when leaders imagine sharing a common political process with their former 

opponents and take steps to can) out shared govemance. It also occurs when, after a crisis of 

governance, citizens restore trust in their government and its institutions. In thls latter sense, 

rebuilding responsible government and the ~ u l e  of (just) law is inherent in political reconciliation. 

but onlj when it enables citizens to restore trust in governing institutions. These levels of 

reconciliation are depicted in diagram 2.1 below. Rebuilding governing institutions and the rule 

of law is in a separate box because it does not constitute reconciliation but onlj facilitates it. 





These three levels of reconciliation and the fo~ms  thej- take within each are not mutually 

exclusive. Reconciliation at one level can facilitate another. Inter-group or national reconciliation 

might enhance an individual's sense of security and his ability to recover from the past. Similarly 

as individuals reconcile with themselves or others they may reconcile with their communities, 

contributing to overall national reconciliation. 

But the opposite is also true. Poorly planned conciliatoq efforts at one level can hinder 

reconciliation at others. Hash. efforts at national reconciliation ma). leave inhviduals feeling 

alienated from, or unacknowledged by, their communities, especially when their experiences 

clash with official  conciliator^ natratives. Thls may inhibit individual reconciliation. 

Reconciliation as narrative 

A Sierra Leonean friend told me about a pastor from Kono who fled to  Guinea 

with some of his parishioners during the war. A t  the border, Guinean soldiers 

arrested him, a dangerous situation as soldiers were known t o  summarily 

execute suspected collaborators. As my friend tells the story: 

They tied him because a t  that point nobody was there t o  identify him. They said 

he was a collaborator. Even his own church members denied him ... because they 

were afraid. They felt if they identified themsel\~es with him they would kill 

them or they would torture them so everybody was silent. And so a Ahuslim was 

the one who saved him. 

Somebody was grumbling by the Muslim, saying "That man, he is our pastor. How 

can they treat him like that?" But he did not have the zeal, the liberty t o  go 

and say that t o  the (soldiers). So the (Muslim) man said, "00, it is your pastor! 

Are you allowing them t o  torture him like that? We Muslims cannot allow that. 

This man is a pastor!" So he shouted that. People heard that who were torturing 

him. And it was only that that gave zeal t o  everybody to say, "Yes, he's a 

pastor." So that man got up. (He was released). 

Interview 22, March W, 2003 



Few situations test a person more than war, genocide or state-sponsored terror. Manj- 

behave heroically, risking their lives for strangers or taking in children when they can barely feed 

their own. Man\. become rapists, murderers, torturers and looters. Still others seize opportunities 

the war provides or, like the parishioners above, turn their heads and deny knowledge of people 

or atrocities to save their own skin. People emerging from war are profoundly changed, not onlj. 

because of what the]. experienced, but also because of what they now know about themselves. 

their neighbours and their societj-. Their stoq. of who thej- and their people are must now be re- 

examined and retold, pel-haps many times, as they gradually come to terms with what happened. 

Here I will d~scuss narrative reconciliation from the perspective of three authors: Susan Dy.er.  

who argues that reconciliation requires dealing honestlj. with the past: Robert Meister, who offers 

a \ln-win approach to histo1)-; and Andrew h g b y  who discusses 'amnesia.' 

2.2.1 'Reconciliution for reulists ' 

Susan b ~ e r  (1999), in her essay Rcconcilicrtioi? jbr Rcolists, argues that narrative 

reconciliation is the only meaningful form of reconciliation. When something important happens 

to an individual or socieQ or when new light is shone on past events, thej- need to come to t e~ms  

with the new information and incorporate it into their histon. The rape victim, the rapist and the 

parishioners who denied their pastor must all rethink who they are in light of these events - an act 

of intrapersonal narrative reconciliation. 

Groups, too, must reconcile with their own histories. For groups that have oppressed and 

exploited others, this process is slow; painful and estremel!. threatening. Presenting a different 

view of a group's histoq - includmg its interpretation of its historic 'enem) ' or 'slave' - may 

threaten people's sense of who they are as members of an e t h c  or religious group. It also 

threatens the ideologj. through which they make sense of the world and justify their domination 

or privilege. People are strongly resistant to such clunge. 

However, as new paradigms emerge that challenge claims of entitlement or 'Chosen 

People' status, or as past injustices and atrocities are documented, groups ma!- graduallj re- 

examine themselves and their histoq. Truth commissions, trials, authoritative history texts or 

public media maj- help in this process, establishing facts that are difficult to den).. 

Unlike intragroup reconciliation, which can occur independentlj, lutcrgrolrp narrative 

reconciliation is a relational concept. It requires conflicting groups to agree about past events and 

start to envisage an interdependent future -- at least one of peaceful coexistence. Groups need not 

agree on all interpretations of the past but the). must be '-mutually tolerant of a limited set of 



interpretations" which might involve revising previous nanatives. Above all. namativu 

reconciliation must be '*guided by normative ideals of intelligibility. coherence and 

understanding" (Dq-e r ,  1999, pp. 9, 16). 

D y e r  (1999) observes that intergroup reconciliation requires conflicting groups to 

recognize the need for a filtw-e relationship between them. Black and white South Africans, for 

example, are well aware of their economic interdependency. at least in the short telm, and 

generallj- accept the other's right to citizenship. Although individuals' positions in the apartheid 

hierarch! stronglj- influenced their identities and views of other groups - as 'enemj-:' 'oppressor' 

or -inferior' - most South Afiicans recognize that social narratives must change to incorporate the 

new realit). of a more integrated socieo-. Thus prospects of intergroup narrative reconciliation in 

South Afiica are good. 

In Serbia. on the other hand, Serb citizens, man? of whom identifj stronglj as victims of 

outside aggression, maj take decades or longer to recognize the atrocities the) directl~ or 

passivelj supported in the 1990s in Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo/a. In much of the former 

Yugoslavia, ethnic groups have become de facto segregated nithout dad) economic interactions. 

For man!. the war is not jet over. The necessaq ingredient of envisioning a positive future 

relationsh~p between groups is not present. 

The South Afiican and Serbian examples suggest that there is an order to narrative 

reconciliation when groups are in conflict. Intergroup reconciliation is unlikelj to occur unless 

groups see themselves as having a peaceful future relatlonshlp. And a divided socieo is unlikelj 

to support ~ntragrory~ nanative reconciliation - perhaps facilitated b j  a truth commission - unless 

it wants Intrrgrorrp reconciliation. 

Dlyer  (1999) shows that perpetrators or perpetrating groups need to reconcile as much 

with their own history and sense of themselves as with victims or victim groups. Two other 

possibilities exist. One seeks a win-win interpretation of the past in what I call 'conciliatol>. 

revisionism.' The other, amnesia, chooses to forget the past entirely. 

There are indcations that this situation is changing. A Bosnian Serb commission recently identified over 
17.000 individuals who participated in the 1995 Srebrenica massacre ("Bosnian Serb Panel." 2005). The 
fact that a Serb commission is investigating Serb crimes committed during the war in Bosnia is a marked 
shift from past pattems of denial. 



2.2 2 Conciliutorr revisionism: 37re survivor sturr 

Robeit Meister (1999) suggests a pragmatic form of narrative reconciliation in which all 

groups are seen as victims and survivors of an unjust system or experience. According to Meister, 

United States president Abraham Lincoln adopted this approach to reconcile Ameiicans after the 

civil war. Instead of forcing Americans to: 

acknowledge the pain that slave12 inflicted on those whom our nation previousl? 
treated as others, the figure of Lincoln invites all Americans to identifi 
themselves as victims who survived the experience of slaveq and the Civil 
War.. . A 'Lincolnian' view of national recoveq foregrounds national trauma as 
a uni6 ing experience and seeks to replace the moral logic of victimlperpetrator 
with the moral logic of common survivorship and collective rebirth (pp. 136-7). 

Thls approach tries to replace '-politics of representation" with "constitutional politics 

based on reidentification" (Meister, 1999, p. 137). According to Meister: 

For Lincoln's 'suivivor s to i~ '  to do its healing work, victims and perpetrators of 
past abuse must not regard themselves as different 'peoples' for whom 
independence (or secession) is one plausible path to reconciliation. Rather? the 
perpetrator identifies with the victim so that the victim can identifi with the 
perpetrator. When each successfully inteinalises the other, the burden of guilt is 
shared - or perhaps, more accurately a fantas?. of collective guilt is created (p. 
139). 

Meister (1999) identifies two versions of the Lincoln suivivor stoi-). In one. former 

perpetrators identifj. as victims so the)- can become survivors. Here, '-healing comes through a 

dedication.. . to a higher set of principles of human equality originall?- embodied in the 

declaration of Independence" (p. 141). Thus, white South Africans might see themselves as 

victims of apartheid and a secretive and oppressive apartheid state apparatus that denied them full 

information and the chance to interact with black South Africans. The)- would agree that 

apartheid and state oppression is wrong and support new post-apartheid values of racial equality - 

though not necessarily other forms of equalit) 

To support this view, the new government might try a few top perpetrators who would 

become scapegoats, enabling the mass of foimer supporters and beneficiaries to claim victimhood 

using statements such as '-We didn't know" or "We had no choice." In many waj.s, Sierra 

Leone's reconciliation process resembles this kind of conciliatoiy revisionism as young 

excombatants are reminded that they were not to blame for atrocities they committed because 

the). were forced, drugged or too young to know better, even though many clearlj enjoj-ed 

terrorizing civilians. 



In the second version, former perpetrators not only "identifj with their victims," the:,. tq .  
. . 

to view themselves fi-om the victim's perspective. Here, the .-'scourge of war' atones for the 

national sin of slave1)-" (Meister, 1999. p. 140). For example: some Germans after World War I1 

feel cleansed bj- their own suffering during the war.* 

But what about the victimsa? Meister (1999) writes that successful conciliatoq narratives 

represent victims as "grievouslj wronged-' but '-morallj undamaged.': 

If the former victim is both innocent and still capable of forgiveness, then the 
perpetrators and beneficiaries of the old regime might graduallj abandon both 
hate and fear.. . But the fear of genocidal punishment (and the residual hate that 
follows from it) will be difficult to eliminate if the guilty identifj themselves as 
equall) susceptible.. . to victimization in the future. This is.. . wh:, the guilt) ma:, 
fight on, and whj apparent11 settled conflicts sometimes resume when the full 
extent of past atrocity is known (p. 1 6 1). 

In a conci1iato1)- revisionist approach, Meister (1999) writes, if most victims are satisfied 

with moral victo~y, beneficiaries ma). hold on to much of their gains and "unreconciled victims.. . 

are then marginalized as criminals or terrorists ... The benefit of such reconciliation for the 

victims themselves is a -fix' on histor). that protects them fi-om future oppression, but only insofar 

as they seek little more than this.' (p. 163). 

Although this approach absolves perpetrators, if not the sjstem, Meister (1999) argues 

that it entrenches itself in national law. Slaveq, for example, is incorporated implicitl! in the 

American constitution and will continue to influence judges' interpretations of the law. He cites 

the 1954 court decision Brown v. Board of Education prohibiting segregation of public schools. 

The Wanen Court decided that the "equal protection'. clause of the constitution recognized past 

inequalit\. and slaven . The court overruled the previous Pless! decision --on the grounds that, as a 

matter of law, racial segregation is inherently stigmatising to blacks" (p. 15 1). Despite the lack of 

justice in the original crimes, future justice will not be blind to past crimes. 

Meister's revisionist nanatives may appeal to former perpetrators and their descendants 

but - especially when victims and perpetrators are ethnicallj- or religiousl). distinct - the!- are 

unlikely to satisfi victims and their descendents. When crimes result in large and lingering 

disparities, the latter may not be satisfied with recognition of past crimes and sj-mbolic redress. 

They may want accountabilitj- and compensation. Without agreement by all involved, such 

narratives are not conciliatory. Also, requiring that victims be 'innocent' is unrealistic and 

' As an example. a recent Guardiari Weekly article on Geman children who grew up under Nazi rule stated 
that. "Gernlans saw themselves as victims and treated their suffering as expiation for q wrongs thej ma} 
have done" (Cesardni. May 20-26.2005. p. 27). 



insulting. Who determines innocence'? As R i g b ~  (2001) observes, in times of conflict, the line 

between the purel) 'innocent' victim and the victim who does what is necessan to keep her and 

her famil} alive is fuzz} indeed. However, as the Siein Leone example will show, when 

perpetrators and victims are closelj related and when that relationship allows the ambiguities of 

war to be acknowledged, victims ma!. opt for a conciliatoiy revisionist narrative of the past. 

Finall!, conciliatoq revisionism neglects Fletcher and Weinstein-s (2002) concein that 

tiansitional societies must come to teims with, and leain from, the waj ordinal? citizens 

supported (even through inaction) or profited from violence or oppression. When individual 

perpetrators or instigators are tried before the courts the! become scapegoats and their 

--individualized guilt ma) contribute to a m?th of collective innocence-' which must be contested 

for real social change to occur (p. 579). 

2.2.3 The case for 'amnesia ' 

A third approach to narrative recoilciliation is when societies decide not to talk about the 

past at all, to move on without tiials or even discussing the painfhl truth. When a societ? decides 

to leave the past behind it is, in fact, dealing with the past. It is making the choice, the wa) man) 

families and friends do who have had a falling out, that to discuss the past would be too painful 

and might even end their relationship. If the decision is consensual, this is one wa) of piioiitising 

relationships. 

Rigby (2001) wites, 'The prosecution of human rights violators exercises a strong 

appeal for those who are convinced that there is a clear division between guilt!. and illnocent, 

perpetrators and victims. But ... life under repression" is more complex (p. 5). In times of 

occupation people make difficult choices about how far to cooperate with occupying regimes. In 

World War 11, French and Danish leaders decided it was in the national interest to collaborate 

with their Geiman invaders. When no clear group (such as a government in exile) exists to claim 

de jure authority: 

... against the de facto power of the occupier, or where there are competing 
national factions contesting the right to instruct and advise the civilian 
population ... people have to make their own decisions as to where to draw the 
line in terms of their relationship with the occupying power.. . In adapting to the 
new conditions of occupation, the majorit) of people did not become full-time 
members of resistance groups, nor did the) become collaborators. Rathcr thc? 
concentrated on suivival. This meant that as people anived at their own balance 
between adaptation to and rejection of the constraints imposed b) the occup) ing 
power, the boundaries between collaboration and resistance became blursed 
(Rigb?, 2001, pp. 16-1 7). 



Rigbj. (200 1) challenges the prescriptive application of the "therapeutic model of trauma'' 

that warns that groups and nations must come to terms with their tlaumas or '-ghosts will return to 

haunt them, distorting their future development'. (p. 39). In fact, he argues, people might 

justifiablj- choose to forget. 

Mozambique, for example, chose to forego war crimes trials and public truth telling 

processes after its 1992 peace accord was signed and it did so with popular consent. Instead, the 

Mozambican parliament passed a general amnest}. for "crimes against the state" and invited the 

Renamo rebels. who were responsible for most crimes of that brutal civil war. to engage in 

democratic elections. Ha}-ner (2001) writes: 

Perhaps the idea of truth-seeking is of little interest because if people started 
pointing fingers, they would be pointing too close to home. It ma} be for this 
same reason that there has been no evidence of retaliation or revenge after the 
war ended. Robert Luis, a Mozambican development specialist.. . put it 
succinctly: --Who would retaliate against whoma? There wasn't one group against 
another. Families and communities were put against each other (p. 189). 

Celia Diniz of the African-American Institute in Mozambique described the war as a 

"domestic affair. It was the same families, same villages, same tribes, on both sides. At the end 

of the war, 1-ou can't sa), 'We won't accept 1 . o ~  an>.more.' The}-'re part of our lineage" (in 

Haper, 200 1, p. 189). 

The rector of the Universih of Eduardo Mondlane, Bra250 Mazula, described a politician 

from a new part}- who organized a meeting and criticized Frelimo and Renamo, the two opposing 

parties in the war. The crowd became angiy and tried to attack him because "he was ti3 ing to stir 

up hatred and cause problems in the cornmunit). ... This is the waj- that the people were sa>ing 

thej.'d accepted the reconciliation between Frelimo and Renamo.. . Today, if we did a truth 

commission, if we opened up the issue of the past, it would be to restart the hate" (in Haper, 

2001, p. 190). 

Peace has held in Mozambique but some critics fear that amnesia favours perpetrators 

and forces victims to keep quiet for the sake of 'democrac~.- and 'reconciliation,' thus placing a 

double burden on them. Juan Mendez, then Human Rights Watch counsel in Argentina (now the 

UN's special adviser on the prevention of genocide), described reconciliation as "a code \vord for 

those who wanted nothing done" (in Haper,  2001, p. 160). Amnesia ma)- require a national 

consensus to be conciliatol~. This approach may not be appropriate in Argentina which is divided 

between those who fear that addressing the past would endanger democracy and stability and 

those who demand accountability and acknowledgment of past crimes. 



A few questions about amnesia arise. First, what does a 'general consensus' mean'? Can 

all citizens really agree that the past is best left behind or will the few that want 'justice' and 

'acknowledgement' be branded as troublemakers, as in Japan which has not adequatelj- addressed 

its militaw climes of World War II? 

Second, even if all citizens agree that past crimes should not be publiclj addressed. if 

severely traumatised individuals remain in the count1)-, can they be said to be reconciled'? 

Reconciliation at national or intergroup levels does not mean that individual reconciliation has 

occurred. 

Third, is 'amnesia' pe~manent'? Nations are unlikelj- to forget the past forever. 

Deliberate forgetting implies that the trauma still exists. It is still ungrieved. The wounds are so 

dangerous that they are not discussed for fear that this will lead to an explosion of violence and 

hatred. This implies that one day either an ambitious politician will open the tinderbox and 

rekindle the passions of war or enough time will pass - perhaps enough generations - that citizens 

can begin to address the painful past, teach it in schools and incorporate it into their histoq., their 

narrative. Either wa?.: 'amnesia' is rarely permanent. 

Fourth, can we saj- that countries in which most citizens are implicated in crimes or did 

not resist, or in which the war divided heavily-interrelated communities, will (or should) choose 

amnesia'? I think not. Sierra Leone, where families and communities were tom apart by the war, 

committed itself to both a truth commission and a Special Court to t q  war climes and both 

institutions may contribute greatlj. to reconciliation in the countq. In fact, strong 

interdependencies and interrelationships between those in conflict may greatlj. improve the 

chances of reconciliation and tmth telling. 

The Sierra Leone case study suggests that serious investigations, not onlj- into war 

violence but also the underljing causes of war and social and economic factors that affect 

integration may alwajs be appropriate. Without these insights and public debate around these 

issues the roots of the violence may be left intact, ready to re-erupt. 

Manj who argue for 'amnesia' saj dealing with the past can stir up animosities and 

inteifere with restoiing just and democratic institutions and the rule of law. Installing and 

securing such institutions should be a piioiitj for newlj democratic states and this constitutes a 

foim of reconciliation. Human rights activists, on the other hand, argue that the rule of law 

requires an end to i m p u n i ~  and meaningful reconciliation demands justice. Chapter thsee posits a 

different approach to political reconciliation. 



Chapter 3: 
Reconciliation or resignation: 

Power, justice and political reconciliation 

When a count13 emerges fiom civil war or state tjrannj, the first concerns of the 

transitional government are to maintain the peace and (re)build institutions of responsible 

goveinment, including the iule of law. Reconciliation goals must be understood within this 

context as the) exist among man) peacebuilding concerns. Most qpes  of reconciliation are not 

priorities in the immediate transition from w x  to peace. 

We might envision the piioiities of a transitional government like this: 

Diagram 3.1 Priorities of post-conflict transitions 

Bring conflicting parties to the neqotiating table 

Peace agreement 
Negotiate transitional government 

Transitional government Security Economic reconstruction 
(Re)establish governing Disarm, demobilize Change from war economy 
institutions and rule of law 8 retrain excombatants to peace economy 

Rebuild infrastructure 

1 J 
Multilevel healinq and trust building 

lnterhntra-individual; interhntragroup; 
individualcommunity; individual-state reconciliation 

This chapter locates political and national reconciliation amongst the man). concerns of 

transitional states. I argue that while almost all forms of reconciliation are important for long- 

tenn peace, justice and democratic governance, 0111) two foims are relevant in the earl). stages of 

peacebuilding. 



3.1 Political reconciliation as envisioning a shared political process 

Long before the remarkable peaceful transition from apartheid rule to democratic 

governance in South Africa, the seeds of reconciliation had been planted. The African National 

Congress (ANC), the main organization opposed to apartheid, had a h a )  s articulated an inclusive 

vision of South Afiica where people of all ethnicities would share a political process as equals. 

When leaders finall) negotiated a peace settlement, most South Afiicans could accept it because 

the vision had long been in place (A. du Toit, personal communication, October 18, 2004). 

National political reconciliation begins with this vision. It begins before the peace 

agreement when leaders or representatives from conflicting groups meet and imagine a future 

together with a shared political process. Total war victories are rare. Most successful peace 

processes occur when conflicting factions negotiate a settlement and agree that the). have more to 

gain from a shared political process than from fighting. 

This vision of a shared political future, which I call stage-one political reconciliation, 

must be accepted both b) leaders and, in most cases, the population. b o x  and Quirk (2000) 

observe that in Northern Ireland and Palestineflsrael the &visions are popularl? supported and 

leaders will have difficulty negotiating a sustainable settlement without democratic support. In 

such divided societies conciliatoq efY01-k must help leaders and citizens imagine an 

interdependent future. 

Jean Paul Lederach (1997) argues that reconciliation involves an encounter between 

people in conflict and between their social, political and economic activities. The more ties 

people have to one another, the more they acknowledge their interdependent past and future, the 

more likely they will reconcile. But are all interlinked activities conciliaton- or do some onl\- 

create conditions that facilitate reconciliation'? Surely the economic interdependence of black and 

white South Africans duiing apartheid, with one group subservient to the other, is not 

reconciliation. But the two groups' mrlt14aI economic interdependence may lead them to seek 

conciliatoiy solutions; it is in no one's economic interest to separate." We can only say that 

mutuallj- interdependent activities, however problematic. may force people to acknowledge a 

relationship that is a precondition to political and intergroup reconciliation. 

Once leaders are at the negotiating table, merely reaching an agreement is no indication 

that stage-one political reconciliation has occurred. Factional leaders ma?- use negotiations to gain 

" This must be differentiated from one-way dependence. such as Palestinian reliance on Israeli utilities (for 
cxample. water utilities). which can be a divisive source of frustration for dependent groups. 



militaq. advantage, concessions or positions of power. National political reconciliation requires a 

realistic and sustainable vision for peace and legitimate governance that goes be).ond leaders' 

personal interests to include those of citizens. 

Warlords are seldom committed to sharing political office in the long term or ruling in 

the interests of citizens; they want to dominate government in their own interests. In such cases, 

no shared vision of future governance exists. Stage-one political reconciliation o n l ~  occurs when 

conflicting factions and major interest groups, both armed and unarmed, genuinely agree to join 

the political process. 

Does a conciliatoq. vision of shared goveniance need to consider the population'? Can it 

just involve elites'? In mj- view, elite accommodations are not conciliator). unless leaders have 

popular support, at least from within a large faction. This is more likely to occur in ethnic or 

religious nationalist conflicts in which each group rallies around a leader and sees the latter's 

success as a proxy for their own. If elites have little popular support and are onlj- interested in 

gaining power and positions for themselves, a successful power-sharing deal can onlj. be seen as 

an accommodation, not reconciliation. 

In the lead-up to peace negotiations, parties are often enormously dstmstful of one 

another - and with good reason. Peace negotiations are commonlj- used bj. factions for militaq 

advantage: to stall for time or gain concessions that will weaken an opponent who can then be 

attacked or arrested. Parties usually have experience with their opponent's duplicity or 

capriciousness. Trust is essential for political reconciliation. 

In section 3.5 and chapter four I will discuss tiust in depth, emphasising its sentient (felt), 

rather than rational, qualities. But building trust in peace negotiations is a rational process. Parties 

make commitments and must stand by their word. Past betrayals are relevant to the process of 

building confidence in the future. If negotiating parties are insincere, trust will be lost and stage- 

one political reconciliation wi11 not occur. 

Because of conflict experiences, mistrust exists even when negotiating parties since]-el) 

want peace and democracy. This often leads to strong reactions to even small setbacks. Peace 

agreements need to anticipate setbacks and encompass ways to deal \kith them so they do not 

affect the peace process or the negotiated agreement (Bright. 2000). Without this, extremists such 

as suicide bombers or assassins can alwajs sabotage the peace. Diagram 3.2 sums up these 

elements of a just stage-one reconciliation process. 



Peace agreements do not require sincerit:, . trust or a social and political vision to succeed. 

Elite accommodations without popular support or hostile coexistence between groups can be 

sustained for long periods but they do not constitute stage-one political reconciliation. The) thus 

provide a weak foundation on which stage-two political reconciliation - political reconciliation as 

a shared political process - can be built. 

Diagram 3.2 Elements of just stage-one political ~oconciliation 

Elements: 

Vision of shared 
governance 

Sincerity of all parties 

- -  - 

Elements of just staqeone political reconciliation 

Just 

AuthorityAegitimacy of 
negotiating parties 

Represents all major 
interests 

Anticipates setbacks 

Must: 
Have popular acceptance 

Be realistic and sustainable 

Involve trustbuilding 

Incorporate criteria of fairness r 
Have commitment of international community to international 
criteria of justice 

Have popular support (cannot be elite accommodation) 

Include civilians through representatives of civil society 

3.2 Political reconciliation as a shared political process 

While reconciliation as shared vision of governance precedes the peace agreement and is 

honed during )-ears of transition, political reconciliation as a shared political process occurs nhen 

that vision is made into a reality. It is embodied in the da>.-to-day, post-accord wrangling between 

political interests as the)- struggle together to enact a peacetime state of governance and define 

their roles in that political process. The constructiveness of this wrangling depends on the quality 

of the peace deal and the sincerit~. of all parties in signing it. It is also closelj- connected to the 

success of the ke). post-war concerns depicted in the third level of diagram 3.1: re-establishing 

goveinment institutions and the rule of law; disarming, demobilizing and reintegrating 

combatants; and shifting from a war economy to a peace economy. 



Although stage-two political reconciliation is a long process, if peace precedes 

democratic elections much of the initial hard work of transition can occur withn a government of 

national unit). in which all major parties are represented. This is a politically fragile stage, often 

fi-aught with political posturing, and it is a time whcn the q u a l i ~  of the peace agreement and the 

sincerit!. and authority of the signators are tested. However, it is also a time of great oppol-tunit!-, 

when all sides shape the count~y's future. 

In South Africa, the Government of National Unity included the dominant African 

National Congress and its former opponents: the National Pa@ and the Inkatha Freedom Pal-6. 

Though the process was often turbulent, President Mandela adopted a consensus-building model 

of leadership and the transitional government negotiated and drafted an interim constitution that 

included legislation establishing the TRC. The constitution was finalized in 1996 after democratic 

elections were held (Genvel, 2000). This inclusive process could be seen as an important part of 

stage-two political reconciliation. 

In Sierra Leone, bj. contrast, the difficult political transition after the Lome Peace Accord 

was signed exposed the flaws in the agreement itself. As conflicting parties d ~ d  not genuinelj 

envision a shared political process, stage-two reconciliation - the enactment of that vision - had 

no basis on whlch to succeed. 

After years of violence, it is tempting to endorse anj. agreement that will bring some kind 

of peace and stabilitj-. The temptation is even greater when the countq is insignificant to the 

interests of major powers. If a warlord agrees to sign a peace agreement, perhaps in exchange for 

a power-sliaiing deal and amnestj., it is tempting to take him at his word. But when power 

positions are unequal what happens to justice and responsible government'? Too often peace 

negotiations primarily involve leaders of armed groups who reach the table through violence. 

These leaders are more likely to negotiate deals that benefit them than sign agreements that 

promote justice and responsible goveinment. Also, militail!- weaker signatories to peace 

agreements maj. sign out of resignation, not reconciliation indicative of shared political 

aspiiations. This highlights the dangers of 'reconciliation' that is really the best compromise in a 

bad situation. 

There is, in fact, nothing inherently ethical about reconciliation. Reconciliation, in man! 

senses of the term, simp]! means former enemies come together and agree, with no criteria on 

how this is to be done. 'Realist.' -rationalA forms of political reconciliation need outside standards 



- perhaps criteria of justice outlined in inteinational human rights law - to ensure that 

reconciliation is desirable. 

3.3 Justice, power and reconciliation 

In the summer of 2004. I was involved with a halogue camp for Palestinian, Israeli and 

Jewish j,outh. Organizers often debated whether or not to take a stance on the Israeli occupation 

of Palestinian territories. There were good educational reasons for letting youth explore the 

conflict on their own without imposing a political position. However, some were uncomfortable 

with appealing neutral about the occupation and not acknowledging the unequal power positions 

between the groups. The]. feared that working towards reconciliation under such conditions 

reinforces an unjust status quo. 

Almost 29 >ears earlier, a similar debate occurred in South Africa. It was expressed in a 

1985 public statement signed bj South African Christian theologians opposed to apartheid. In The 

Kmros Docrrment (1985), the 156 signators challenged Thurch Theologj" that promoted 

reconciliation as ke? to conflict resolution. This ma] be fine for private disputes, the authors 

wrote, but in other conflicts: 

... one side is right and the other wrong. There are conflicts where one side is a 
fully aimed and violent oppressor while the other side is defenceless and 
oppressed.. . To speak of reconciling these two is not onlj a mistaken application 
of the Christian idea of reconciliation, it is a total betrayal of all that Christian 
hit11 has ever meant ... We are supposed to do awaj. with evil, injustice, 
oppression and sin - not come to terms with it.. . In our situation in South Afiica 
today it would be totally unchristian to plead for reconciliation and peace before 
the present injustices have been removed (The Kairos Document, 1985, p. 10). 

The Kalros Docrrment and our youth-camp debate raise the important issue of the 

relationship between power, justice and reconciliation, especiallj- political and intergroup 

reconciliation. Is reconciliation aha)-s  a good thing'? Does reconciliation sometimes feed into, or 

even legitimate, an unjust status quo'? 

The term 'justice' means both fairness and formal judicial processes - either legalistic 

(involving trials), restorative or traditional judicial processes. To avoid confusion I use the terms 

'just' and 'justness' to connote 'fairness' in a waj- that incorporates widely-held human rights 

values and the assumption of human equalit).. After mass atrocio., -justness' usuallj- requires 

significant social change to address the root causes of the conflict. I use the term 'justice' to refer 

to formal judicial processes. 



Reconciliation is not a1waj.s just and cannot be divorced from power relationships. Peace 

settlements are always influenced by the relative strength of militan factions and by external 

regional and global interests (Kiiesberg, 200 1). These are unrelated and often contraq. to justness 

of cause, zrnlrss countervailing criteria are used. 

As Kriesberg (2001) notes, global shifts in ideology regarding human rights and rights to 

self-determination over the past centuiT have provided new opportunities for subjugated groups 

to argue for greater equality and recognition. If international players are committed to a just 

settlement. international humanitarian law and norms of democratic governance can be used as 

criteria guiding peace negotiations. International friends facilitating negotiations can also ensure 

that non-militarized interests have a major say in peace settlements. 

Unfortunately settlements tend to be guided more by the national self-interest of regional 

and global powers - or the self-interest of their leaders. The argument above suggests three 

things, however: a) pushmg for political or intrrgrozrp reconciliation without addressing power 

imbalances ma!- be unjust; b) criteria, such as international humanitarian law and democratic 

norms, are needed to assess the justness of acts of political reconciliation; and c) the international 

cornmunit?. ma?. have a role and responsibility to ensure that political agreements reflect a just 

reconciliation and not simplj a desperate scramble for peace. 

International and local humanitarian law and internationally-recognized human lights 

noi-ms can also be useful guides in a second form of national reconciliation: moral reconciliation, 

an agreement not onlj on historical facts but also that past crimes were wrong. Without this. 

members of victim groups will never be confident that mass crimes will not be repeated. 

Institutions like truth commissions and courts are important in condemning past injustices, as 

~ryirstzcrs, not just facts that can be i-ationalized awaj . 

Hajner (2001) contrasts attitudes in South Afiica and Chile after their respective truth 

commissions. While few South Africans would now defend apartheid and the political crimes 

against civilians, there is no such consensus in Chile. Chileans ma? concur with "respecting the 

rules of the democratic game" (Gonzalez, in Ha? ner, p l59), and they ma? agree on the facts of 

the past, but the trials of former dictator Augusto Pinochet exposed deep moral divisions among 

Chileans. As Hajner writes, there is "no consensus about basic facts of right or wrong in the 

countn-s past" (p. 159). Major disagreements about whether past crimes were justifiable can 

hinder goveinance as much as divisions about major facts of the past. Citizens need not agree 

about all crimes but, as kiesberg (200 1)  writes, the? need to condemn abuses that are commonl~ 



acknowledged as wrong, including --genocidal policies. coerced unidirectional exploitation. and 

gross violations of human rights.' (p. 62). 

3.4 Mind vs. heart 

In this discussion so far, we can observe two broad forms of reconciliation, each with its 

own measure of success. One is rational and imaginative: Reconciliation is about agreement, 

consensus and an imagined shared future. The other is emotional and psychological - heart felt. 

It is about 'coming to teims' emotionally and psj chologicallj with events ('healing'), engaging in 

soul searching about one's past or the past of one's people, or re-establishing trust in people, 

communities or institutions. These two foims are often interdependent but the!. are not substitutes 

for one another. 

Imagining a common future, reachng a peace agreement, recognizing shared hstorical 

facts (and consenting to coexist without taking revenge) involve the mind and imagination, not 

the emotions. The? follow rules of logic, law and reasoned discussion and are assessed on those 

grounds. These forms of reconciliation (and, in the case of the latter, integration) are aimed at 

establishing sustainable corxistcr~cc, not deep relationships, and as such the) ma! appear 

superficial. However, the) ma! be the first steps that permit eventual emotional healing and tiust 

building. 

The other group of conciliato1)- processes are guided not as much by rational debate as b?- 

feelings. This sentient reconciliation is about relationships, healing or both. When the man whose 

hands were amputated grows to accept his new reality, when he leains to trust his community 

again or tiust a government and army that did not protect him, these forms of reconciliation are 

heart felt. They may be informed by reason - new evidence of meaningful change in the 

government and army, for example - but rational argument is not enough. The measure of t h s  

kind of reconciliation is what he feels and his ability to tiust. 

Tiudj. Govier and Wilhelm Veiwoerd (2002) argue that reconciliation should not be 

thought of as '-a final state of union, halmony, or total or lasting agreement" but rather as a 

mutually trusting relationship in which the people or groups involved can deal peacefully and 

respectfully with the ups and downs of their relationship (p. 192). Trust, then, is central to their 

concept of reconciliation. They define it as: 

... an attitude of confident expectation, expectation that the person, persons, or 
groups trusted will act, in the context in question, in a competent and acceptablj- 
motivated way, so that despite wlnerabilitj-, the trusting person or persons will 



not be harmed. To tmst others is to believe. in the absence of certaintj- about the 
matter, that the>- are likely to act well, or decentlj-, toward us and be reliable with 
respect to the issues at hand (Govier & Venvoerd, 2002, p. 185). 

A conflict or abuse weakens tiust, both between parties in conflict and between them and 

their communities. Those who have been hurt have difficult) trusting the person who injured 

them (Govier & Venvoerd, 2002) and ma! have difficulQ trusting the communiQ that could not 

- or dId not - protect them. The abuser, too, ma) have dificulh trusting others as she ma! fear 

incrimination, revenge or loss of power. To deal with this, abusers ma). adopt strategies of denial, 

including rationalization and 'forgetting' (Cohen, 200 1) 

To Govier and Venvoerd (2002), the level and nature of tiust indicative of reconciliation 

depends on the level and nature of the relationship. Intimate relations between familj- members 

or friends require deep trust whereas relations between co-inhabitants of a town require less. 

Similarly, large ethnic groups that co-exist in the same region of a countq may require more t ~ u s t  

than those that are geographically distinct, even within the same cou11ti)-. Thus, Quebec and 

English-dominated Canada ma)- not full\. trust each other political1~-, but French-speaking 

Quebecois trust English-speaking Canadians enough to know they will not use violence if the). 

decide to separate. This tmst enables the two groups to coexist peacefully and manage political 

differences in contrast to less reconciled countries where political differences are greeted nit11 

violence or the threat thereof. That trust does not ~ . e t  exist between First Nations in Canada and 

the state. 

Diagram 3.3 illustrates the dominant measures of reconciliation at each level and sub- 

level. I also include institutional efforts to facilitate reconciliation to show that these are primarily 

rationall). based, though the)- ma)- be sensitive to people's needs for trust and healing. The final 

form of political reconciliation centres around trust. It is the reconciliation of individuals or 

groups with the state, one of the most pressing conciliatory needs in Sierra Leone. 
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3.5 Individual reconciliation with the state 

Much discussion among liberal theorists about national reconciliation focuses on 

(re)establishing responsible governing institutions and the rule of law. Michael Feher (1999) 

divides these theorists into two groups: the '-pragmatists," largelj. represented bj- representatives 

of local and foreign governments, who are willing to accept qualified amnest)- in exchange for 

secuiit). and justice in the future; and the "purists," largely represented bj- human rights 

organizations such as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, who argue for an end to 

impunity and accountability for war criminals, especiallj. those most responsible for war crimes 

and crimes against humanit).. Both groups discuss justice and responsible governance as if they 

are conciliaton ends in themselves. But the). are not. 

As IgnatiefT (1998) observes, trials are not a proxy for reconciliation. Fair judicial 

processes may help victims recover from crimes and assert judicial norms that respect human 

rights. But the). may also be divisive, with those sympathetic to the accused feeling scapegoated 

as a product of 'victor's justice.' Former Serbian president Slobodan MiloSevic's trial in The 

Hague is a case in point. 

Moving towards responsible government may also be divisive as implementing fair and 

tiansparent governing institutions that piioiitise public interests ma). threaten some individuals 

and groups - downsizing the army and eliminating patronage, for example. Even when 

institutional changes are uncontested, thej. cannot be thought of as a form of reconciliation except 

in one sense: when a crisis of public confidence in the state and its institutions has occurred, 

democratization and institutional accountability are inherent in reconciliation between the citizen 

and the state. 

In some cases, the need for reconciliation between citizens and the state is obvious. In 

Sien-a Leone, government conuption and mismanagement are widely viewed as priman factors 

in the war. Despite a change of government after democratic elections in 1996 and 2002, far more 

public anger is directed at conupt officials than at perpetrators of war crimes. Ending clientalist 

practices bj- government officials and establishing accountable state institutions would go far in 

promoting reconciliation there. 

Sie1-1-a Leoneails will also have to reconcile with the institutions of the state, especiall! 

the army as soldiers proved unwilling or unable to protect civilians from rebel attacks. Worse 

still. many soldiers joined the rebels and participated in atrocities and looting. Much work will 

have to be done to build public confidence in the militan. 



In other contests, such as South Afiica. the new government cannot be linked to crimes 

of past regimes. Still, the abili9 of state institutions and political leadership to fairlj represent all 

citizens is integral to national reconciliation. If black South Africans had used their democratic 

m a j o i i ~  to reverse the tables with white South Africans, as Hutus did with Tutsis after the 1962 

elections in Rwanda, national reconciliation would be impossible. Also, if black elites become 

viewed as having sold out to white economic interests without improving the lot of the poor, the) 

ma! become associated with a well-remembered oppressive and unaccountable state apparatus. 

3.6 National reconciliation: Imagining a nation and building consensus 

Political reconciliation tums wartime divisions and the rule of violence into democratic 

and iilclusive political participation, while restoring public confidence in the state. National 

reconciliation, while related, focuses instead on instilling a sense of popular ownership in a single 

nation - Anderson's (I99 1) 'imagined communitj .' 

In Sierra Leone the idea of reconciliation in this sense is a misnomer. There never was a 

nation to reconcile. After decades of neglect from the Freetown government, citizens in the 

capital and major t o m s  may have been the only ones who felt a relationship with the state. Many 

villages were inaccessible by road and were considered very isolated even if they were close to a 

town.'' In the east, many people felt closer to Liberians with whom they traded and had ethnic 

and linguistic ties than to fellow citizens in Freetobn (TRC, 2004). To many Sierra Leoneans, 

who were largelj- untouched bj- central government services, the prime sj-stem of governance was 

the chieftaincy, not the artificial colonial construction of the state. The paucity of one of the prime 

institutions of nation-building, the education system, is quickly shown in the high illiteracj- rate 

among Sierra Leoneans outside the capital and it is not uncommon to meet people, even in 

Freetown, who cannot identi6 the flag or map of the countq.. 

Closelj. related to the idea of national as (re)building a single national 

consciousness corresponding to the state is the idea of buildmg a national consensus around 

impoitant processes, issues and decisions. Efforts to solicit public feedback in decision making 

and to involve citizens in public processes can be educative for both the public and decision 

makers. It can also instil a sense of public ownership in important processes and decisions. 

10 However. as Ferme (200 1) notes. in the fast-growing forests of Siena Leone. it is sometimes difficult to 
judge how long a community has been 'isolated.' In a dangerous environment with shifting political 
alliances. villagers may choose to let a path or road grow in to voice displeasure at a chief or to protect 
thenlselves from outsiders. The outsider may not be able to -read' the social histoiy of the forest. 
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Returning to diagram 3.1, which illustrated transitional government priorities. we can 

now add our multiple reconciliation goals, italicized in diagram 3.4: 

Diagram 3.-1 Political and national I-wonciliation in post-eonflid transitions 

1. Bring conflicting parties to the negotiatinq table 
(Political reconciliation as shared vision) 

1 
2. Peace agreement 

Negotiate transitional government 
(Political reconciliation as shared vision) 

3. Transitional qovemment Security Economic reconstruction 
(Re)establish governing Disarm, demobilize Change from war economy 
institutions and rule of law & retrain to peace economy 
(Political reconciliation as excombatants Rebuild infrastructure 
working toward commonly- 
accepted governance) \ I 1  J 4. Mu tilevel healing and trust building 

Interlintra-individual; interlintra-group; 
individual-community; individual-state reconciliation 

(Nation building and national consensus building) 

3.7 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed three forms of political reconciliation: 1) reconciliation as shared 

vision of governance; 2) reconciliation as shared political process: and 3) reconciliation as 

building trust behveen the individual and the state. I also introduced two broad forms of assessing 

conciliatoiy efforts. The first form, primarilj. linked to top-level reconciliation, aims at achieving 

sustainable coexistence behveen groups and a working relationship between political leaders. 

Decisions must be made on realistic judgments of circumstances, rational argument and 

humanitarian principles. As imbalances of power (locally, regionally and globall).) stronglj. affect 

peace negotiations, this tjpe of reconciliation has little to do with justness rlrdrss just criteria 

dictating negotiating conditions (including ensuring a strong and widely representative presence 

of civil societj. at the negotiating table) and acceptable outcomes are in place and rnfbrcrd 



One such set of criteria might be consistent!. nith international humanitarian law. 

International commitment is needed to enforce such criteria as the United Nations did in the 1999 

Loin6 agreement when it refused to agree to amnesty for '-serious vioIations of international 

humanitarian law" (in Hirsch, 2001, p. 84). 

The other form of reconciliation is less tangible but deeper. It is felt. Thls form relates to 

emotional or ps>-chological 'healing' or 'coming to terms' with events. In intergroup or 

inteipersonal conflicts, it centres around relationships and can be 'measured' by trust. These 

forms of reconciliation are difficult to discuss in the parlance of sociologj and international 

relations because of their intangibilitj. Academics tend to be more comfortable with measurable 

outcomes. But I will argue that sentient reconciliation is the deepest measure of people's recovery 

from war. 



Chapter 4: 
A restorative approach to reconciliation 

Reconciliation has two faces and two w a s  of knowing. One face looks out at the world 

and deals with it in rational terms; the other looks inward and its truths are held in the body and 

emotions. This latter face understands intangible intelligences - phj sical, spiritual and emotional 

- that are no less valid because they are felt. Its vocabulac centres around 'trust;. emotional and 

psj.chological 'healing- and 'coming to terms' with events, words that applj. to both individuals 

and their relations with others. 

When a person learns to tmst herself, her community or someone who betraj ed her, she 

will know that trust first in her bod?., in the same waj. that she will identifj. pangs of dist~ust. She 

may say she trusts, forgives or is reconciled; she may give logical reasons whj someone who has 

harmed her can now be trusted; but the trust is j i l t  and may not correspond with rational 

processes. A restorative approach to reconciliation deals with these intangibles. It is. above all, 

about healing and trust building in the context of human relationships, with all the give and take 

that human interdependence requires. 

That give and take demands something of both offenders and the offended. To Lederach 

(1997) reconciliation after a conflict or injury requires an interplay of tluth, justice, mercy and 

peace. Truth requires acknowledging wrongs and validating losses and pain. But tluth is 

paradoxically linked to mere)., which involves accepting what happened, forgiving, 'letting go, 

and a new beginning." Justice requires '-the search for individual and group rights, for social 

restructuring, and for restitution" but it is connected to peace, which stresses "interdependence, 

well-being and security'' (p. 29). In these relationships past and future are joined in processes 

involving reasserting just institutions and a positive peace" - a concept of peace that includes 

justice - at the national level, and accountability and personal healing at the individual and group 

levels. 

Acknowledgement of the past but the need to forgive; justice but the need for peace and 

securitj.: these elements of post-violence recovery arise time and again. Each alone is inadequate. 

Truth about the past without the ability to move on sentences traumatized societies to relive their 

nightmares and culpabilities without any prospect of healing. Pressuring victims to forgive 

without truth or justice places a double burden on them and cannot result in real emotional and 

I I Kriesberg (200 1. p. 48) defines positive peace as an end to war and "at least a minimal level of q u i v  in 
the life conditions of the people in the same social ~s tem."  



ps~chological healing. Attempts to promote justice ma]- threaten peace and secuiitj. if militaiised 

forces retain power. Negative peace (only an end to violence) and stability with continued 

injustice is a minimal peace indeed. 

Hannah Arendt (195811998) provides a useful way of understanding the role of 

forgiveness and justice in Lederach's model, although the two theorists have many differences. 

For Arendt, humans often act in ways that cause unforeseen and irreversible damage, "whose 

'sins' hang like Damocles' sword over every new generation" (p. 237). She writes that 

forgiveness provides: 

possible redemption from the predicament of irreversibility - of being unable to 
undo what one has done though one did not, and could not, have known what he 
was doing.. . Without being forgiven, released from the consequences of what we 
have done, our capacit) to act would, as it were, be confined to one single deed 
from which we could never recover; we would remain the victims of its 
consequences forever (p. 23 7). 

Arendt ( 19581 1998) argues that punishment is the "alteinative to forgiveness" but it is not 

its opposite. '-Both have in common that the). attempt to put an end to something that without 

inteiference could go on endlessl)" (p. 241). Thus if human societies are to have an) respite 

from their escalating errors and misdeeds, which the) cannot undo, then either forgiveness or 

punishment or both become moral obligations. Lederach would agree with Arendt that 

forgiveness and an agreement to build a positive future are essential to reconciliation, but he 

would argue that punishment is onl) one form of accountabilit).. Acknowledgement of past 

climes and restitution ma! also serve ths  function and promote the individual healing on all sides 

that enables forgiveness. 

But here Arendt (195811998) raises a provocative question. If forgiveness and justice (or 

accountabilit)) are meant to release people and societies from harms the)- contributed to, are 

some crimes unforgivable and therefore unpunishable? She mites: 

It is therefore quite significant.. . that men are unable to forgive what the). cannot 
punish and that the). are unable to punish what has turned out to be unforgivable. 
This is the true hallmark of those offences which, since Kant, we call "radical 
evil" (p. 24 1). 

At first this question seems academic and insulting to victims and even lesser 

perpetrators. It is contrail. to most people's sense of justice to imply that some people - people 

like MiloSevic or Sankoh - bj. virtue of the extremit)- of their crimes, should escape 

accountabilit?;. But the question is relevant to considerations of reconciliation and, in particular, 



restorative justice. a holistic form of justice that focuses on healing victims. perpetrators and 

communities after a crime, restoring relationships, and providing redress for injuries. It raises 

other, related questions. Are there people who cannot be reconciled with societj- and the 

individuals they have harmed'? Are some crimes too horrendous to be restored'? 

War crimes and gross human rights violations - the most serious crimes in existence - 

pose the greatest challenge to ideas of forgivabilit:, and restorabilit? inherent in restorative 

justice. Yet some post-conflict states have attempted to use restorative justice to deal wit11 horific 

cvents of the past. 

In 1554, as South Afiica emerged from apartheid into a new era of majoritj sule. the 

newlj. elected African National Congress government was challenged with the tasks of exposing 

apartheid-era crimes and reconciling citizens. In response they created a truth and reconciliation 

commission that heard testimonies of victims and perpetrators of politically-motivated crimes. 

The TRC exposed more about gross human rights violations than an?- other truth commission 

because perpetrators were only granted amnesty if they testified fully and publicly about their 

crimes. To facilitate healing and national unit>-, the TRC adopted a humanizing and human- 

centred approach to justice and reconciliation: restorative justice. 

The humanizing philosophj of restorative justice makes it a natural approach for post- 

conflict reconciliation, where people who were once enemies need to find a wa:, to live amongst 

and trust one another. However, as a complete justice approach, restorative justice faces the same 

problems as trial-based justice: perpetrators of serious crimes usually resist accountabilit? no 

matter what form it takes. Despite claims to the contra) by some TRC commissioners and staff." 

the South African TRC did not provide full restorative justice because it did not hold perpetrators 

accountable for crimes be>.ond public testimonies." Rather than implying that justice was done, it 

is more accurate to say the commission drew from the philosophy implicit in restorative justice 

and capitalized on the strengths of this approach to promote national reconciliation and healing. 

Much can and should be written about restorative justice as a wa:, of dealing with war 

crimes. That is not the purpose of this chapter. Instead, I will discuss the under-theorized but 

implicit philosophj behind restorative justice: its ethics; how it views crime and human 

relationships; and how it views 'truth: This offers at1 excellent stasting point for discussing less 

tangible, sentient aspects of reconciliation. 

I '  In particular Charles Villa-Vicencio (2000) and TRC Chairman Archbishop Desmond Tutu (1999). 
l 3  The South African TRC report (1 999) noted that public admissions of guilt are a form of accountability. 



4.1 Restorative justice: A humanizing paradigm for justice? 

There I S  another klnd oj jzlshce, rrstoratlve jllstlce, whlch was characterlst~c of 
tmdt~orzal Afncar~ j~rr l s~~ndence .  Herr the central concern I S  not retrlb~ltron or 
pimshment. In the splrlt oj rlb~rrzt~~''' the central concern I S  the hralrng oj 
breaches. the addressrng oj'rmbalances, the restorahon oj' broken re/at~onshr~~s. 
a seekmg to rehabrlrtate both the vrchm and the perpetrator, who shordd be grven 
the opportzlrnty to be re~ntegrated Into the comrni~nlty he has lnjllred by h a  
0flelIse 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu (1999, p. 55) 

Restorative justice is an approach to wrong-doing that is as old as the practice of making 

amends. When a child injures another and is encouraged to apologize and atone for the iiljui~. in a 

wa? that is acceptable to both children involved, that is a restorative process. It is the common- 

sense waj of being responsible for one's actions that is part of growing up. It coexists with 

another justice approach with which most cluldren are also familiar: justice as punishment for 

rule breaking. 

These two approaches to justice, which coexist in most people's lives, reflect two distinct 

ethics. The ethic of the dominant legalistic justice qstem emphasises obedience to moral 

principles. presumed to be paid) reflected in the law. It views crime as law breaking and a 

violation against the state, and accountabiliQ- as punishment for breaking a law (Zehr, 1990). 

Restorative justice reflects an ethic of care that argues that people are ethically responsible for 

those around them with whom the) have a relationship. 

Seen in this light, crime is a violation of a relationship," an injuq inflicted on another 

person that haims everyone involved and the co1nmunit~-. Accountabi1it)- then means trying to 

repair that harm and those relationslups. In emphasizing the relationship and healing needs of the 

perpetrator victim and comrnunitj-, and in showing an ethic of care and responsibili~ between 

those involved, restorative justice is a human-centred approach to reconciliation. 

Legalistic and sestorative approaches to justice hold veq- different ontological and 

epistemological perspectives. Legalistic justice assumes the primacy of the state (or inteinational 

legal system), which is responsible for creating and enforcing the law and is the dominant 

community to which a person belongs. Crimes are defined by the state (or international legal 

sjstem): injuries not defined as illegal are not crimes. Individuals are considered to be both 

autonomous beings who, alone, are responsible for their crimes, and citizens (or visitors) who 

owe obedience to the state. A crime is deteimined by judicial experts who judge offences either 

1 4  See section 4.4. 
I5 Once a ciune is committed. even against a stranger. victims and offenders are bound in a relationship. 



bj. legal precedents or legal principles. Justice is viewed largel\. as procedural equalit!., equalit\- 

before the law and appropriate punishment for crime as determined b) the state and legal expel-ts. 

Bj. cornpleting the sentence, the offender theoreticallj- becomes a full and free citizen again. 

However, in realit)-, offenders maintain criminal records and ma). be so stigmatised that 

reintegration ma). be difficult. Stigmatization is not a problem fi-om this perspective (Zehr, 

1990). 

In epistemological terms, judges are assumed to be impar-tial to those who appear before 

them,"; taking a role analogous to the positivist 'objective' or 'neutral' researcher. In this view, 

truth, as the South African TRC report (1999) describes it, is "factual or forensic truth." It is "thc 

familiar legal or scientific notion of bringing to light factual, corroborated evidence, of obtaining 

accurate information through reliable (impartial, objective) procedures" (p. I I I). 

International human rights advocates such as Amnest). International and Human Rights 

Watch stress the need for legalistic justice and refer to violations of international and state law. 

The). advocate t q  ing and prosecuting perpetrators to punish them for their actions. deter other 

potential perpetrators, (re)establish just norms in the societj. and reassure victims that justice was 

done. 

Legalistic justice does not emphasize repairing relationships between individuals or their 

communities. Minow (1998) writes: 

Reconciliation is not the goal of criminal trials except in the most abstract sense. 
We reconcile with the murderer by imagining he or she is responsible to the same 
rules and commands that govern all of us; we agree to sit in the same room and 
accord the defendant a chance to speak, and a chance to fight for his or her life. 
But reconstruction of a relationship, seeking to heal the accused, or indeed, 
healing the rest of the communit!, are not goals in an). direct sense (y. 26). 

In contrast to legalistic justice, restorative justice assumes that humans are relational 

beings who need to live in communitj- with others - in contrast to the ontolog)- of legalistic 

justice that views individuals as autonomous. Where legalistic justice sees individuals as oning 

allegiance to the state, restorative justice sees them as responsible for each other and for their 

communities. A crime is a violation of a person, caused either deliberatel). or bj. omission of 

dut).. In addition to hurting the victim and loved ones, a crime creates rifts between the 

communitj- and both victim and offender. When a crime occurs, the victim feels less secure in the 

communitj-. He needs to heal from the shock and injuq and see justice and concrete change 

16 Though judges are not considered value neutral as positivists might claim to be. 



before he feels like a full communit? member again. The offender has lost the trust of the victim 

and communitj and has to earn that back (Zehr, 1990). Moberlj argues that the communiQ too 

has been injured because its "moral tone" has been lowered bj  the crime (in Johnstone. 2002, p. 

104). All this damages individuals' relationships with their communities which, in a restorative 

justice ontolog?., is a central human need. These relationships need to be restored. 

A second facet of the restorative justice ontolog? is the belief that people commit bad 

acts but the? are not, in themselves, bad people. If the? regret and take responsibiliq for their 

acts, the? can become full members of the communit? again. Restorative justice is more aware 

than legalistic, retributive justice of the effects of stigmatising offenders as criminals and seeks 

accountabilit? in a wa? that avoids stigmatization.'- 

I will use the adjective 'restorative' to reflect a restorative justice ontology which, I 

argue, is ideal for addressing aspects of reconciliation that involve trust-building; individual 

healing and identi@ing contextual information required to promote meaningful change. In this 

sense, I will often refer to a restorative approach to reconciliation. 

Epistemologicall~~, restorative justice values different knowledge than legalistic justice. 

The South African TRC (1999) report contrasts the 'forensic' and evidentian truth of legalistic 

justice with "healing and restorative truth": 

(It is) the kind of truth that places facts and what they mean within the context of 
human relationships - both amongst citizens and between the state and its 
citizens.. . (It is) a tluth that would contribute to the reparation of the damage 
inflicted in the past and to the prevention of the recurrence of serious abuses in 
the future. It was not enough simply to determine what had happened. Truth as 
factual, objective information cannot be divorced from the way in which this 
information is acquired; nor can such information be separated from the puiposcs 
it is required to serve (p. 114). 

A restorative justice approach sees tluth as emerging communicativel~. in dialogue 

between communit~ members (including victims, offenders, those supporting them and other 

interested parties). Ideallj, victim, offender and other communiQ members are acknowledged and 

heard. and the?. help decide how the offender will redress the injuq and what must happen for her 

I - Restorative justice also defines justice differentlj from legalistic justice. Where the latter emphasizes 
due process and equal treatment before the law. restorative justice requires a flexible approach to justice 
that allows victims and offenders. with their communit) supporters. to decide the form that accountabilit) 
will take. In other words. all offenders should be held accountable for their crimes. and should have to 
listen to victims and answer their questions but victims have different recovery needs and victims and 
offenders will decide on their own joint accountabilit) solutions (Van Ness & Strong. 2002). 



to be reintegrated - trusted again - into the communit~.. Valued information ma). not be identical 

to forensic truth and it is reached d~scursively by humans-in-relati~nship.~" 

Restorative justice takes a holistic approach to crime by providing space for broad 

narrative, b)- considering social factors - not just narrowly focusing on details directlj. relevant to 

the crime as in legalistic justice - and by anticipating changes needed to avoid a repetition of the 

crime. As such it ma) addrcss the often-problematic context that enabled the crime in the first 

place. Restorative justice can offer a useful approach for addressing root causes. 

Braithwaite (2002) mentions the example of Hollow Water, an Ojibwa) communit~ in 

Manitoba in the mid-1980s. The communih began to hold healing circles - a process akin to 

restorative justice - to address what man? initiall? considered to be an -'epidemic of alcohol 

abuse." These circles, however, exposed: 

a deeper underlying problem, which was that they lived in a communiv that was 
sweeping the sexual abuse of children under the carpet. Through setting up a 
complex set of healing circles to help one individual victim and offender after 
another, in the end it had been discovered that a majorit). of the citizens were at 
some time in their lives victims of sexual abuse ... FiQ-two adults out of a 
community of 600.. . formally admitted to criminal responsibilit?. for sexuallj. 
abusing children. 50 as a result of participating in healing circles. (p. 25) 

Similarlj, the Siei-ra Leone TRC, which contained elements of restorative justice, addressed at 

length the war's root causes and factors, such as 'tradition'-justified discrimination, that 

contributed to war suffering. 

In sum. restorative justice attempts to address and balance three major concerns: the 

needs of the victim (including the need to reconcile with the communi9); the needs of the 

offender (reintegrative, conciliatoi~ and addressing root causes); and the need to restore the 

communit) (Johnstone, 2002). These are depicted in diagram 4. I. 

I X  As Johnstone (2002) argues. the communicalive approach of restorative justice should peimeate ever) 
facet of the process. He writes. "There is no single blueprint for building a restorative q stem. Rather. the 
method of building a restorative s) stem must itself be decided through a collaborative. participatoq 
process in which the stakeholders in such a qstem determine what is to be done: 'The process of 
implementing restorative process must model the principles themselves'" (1 58. citing Christie 1977). 



Diagram 4.1 Reconciliation needs addlossed by lostorative justice 

Personal healing 

offenders with 

At individual levels, restorative justice tries to reconcile victims and offenders with each 

other and with their communities. It encourages communities and societ? in general to forgive 

offenders once the) atone for their crimes and prove the) deserve cornmunit? trust. 

Intrapersonall~, it tries to help victims and offenders heal emotionally and p s ~  chologicall? from 

the clime. 

At intergroup, national or international levels, restorative policies maj. require that groups 

in whose names crimes were committed to recognize and atone for past injustices (through 

compensation and symbolic acts) and acknowledge current privilege based on those crimes. 

When responsibility has been taken, without maintenance of privilege or Meister's conciliatoq. 

revisionism. members of victim groups need to forgive and humanize members of former 

perpetrating groups so the). can move on as moral equals. The field of psycholog)' offers some 

insights into these processes. 



4.2 Psychological contributions: Trauma and the memoly trap 

What clues zt mear?jor a rmtlon to come to terms wlth zts past? Do rmtlons hmr  
psyches the wcry zr~clzvzduals do? Car? a rmtzon's past make a people 111 as we 
know repressed memorres somehmes make ~r~c/~vzduals z1P C'orwersely. car? a 
r?atlor? or cor?ter?ch'lr?g parts oj'lt be reconcvlrd to ~ t s  past as ~r~dlvlduals can. by 
replaczng myth wzth jact and lzes wzth truth' 

(Ignatieff, 1998, p. 168) 

A socieo recoveling from extreme violence will have to deal with trauma at both 

individual and group levels. The scars are more than physical. Since World War I, trauma - and. 

in particulat; post-traumatic stress disorder - has been recognized as a significant and damaging 

outcome of war and other forms of terror. Ps)chologists have found that people who experiencc 

or witness violence often develop psj-chological and ph).sical problems - with symptoms such as 

flashbacks, outbursts of anger, emotional numbness and illness (Herman, 1997). 

M). experience with war-traumatized people suggests that psychological and emotional 

healing ma). be essential for individual reconciliation. I remember a child in Mozambique. about 

eight ).ears old, who had not uttered a word since he was found abandoned in the bottom of a well 

during the war. He clung to my fingers with a ferocity I have only encountered with severely 

disturbed children. I also remember a woman in Sara-jevo who was forced to flee her village and 

said she could not imagine ever being happy again. Her e>-es were emptj-, exhausted. And then 

there was Foday Sankoh who died, insane, in prison - the perpetrator's trauma. 

These veq real, very personal wounds must be addressed if any meaningful intra- 

individual reconciliation can be said to have taken place. Indeed trauma work with individuals 

has become an important facet of peacebuilding in postwar regions. But people also refer to 

'healing' at group and national levels. Does this make sense'? Some ps).chologists suggest that it 

might. 

Ps~.chologists Itzkowitz and Volkan (1994) argue that some groups, such as Jews after 

the Holocaust, may experience collective traumas so severe that the? cannot mourn them. Such 

ti-aumas become a defining part of the group's identity. These are 'chosen traumas': unreconciled 

group traumas that are so powerful that, even if they occurred generations or centuries ago, thej. 

are as vivid to group members as if they had taken place j.esterdaj-. This makes traumatized 

groups ripe for political manipulation. Ignatieff (1998) writes of Rwanda and the former 

Yugoslavia: 



The past continues to torment because it is not the past. These places are not 
living in a serial order of time. but in a simultaneous one, in which past and 
present are a continuous mass of fantasies. distortions, mj-ths and lies (p. 186). 

Mack (in Itzkowitz & Volkan. 1994) writes that in contexts of tit-for-tat violence, such as 

the former Yugoslavia, Sii Lanka and Rwanda, chosen traumas can lead to the 'egoism of 

victimization,' in which traumatized groups ma]. have: 

little or no empathy for (their) enemj-'s losses, 'even if the victimization on the 
other side is palpably evident and comparable to or greater than one's own.. . The 
lack of empathy, the inability to identi6 with the anguish experienced by the 
members of a national group toward whom one bears hostile feelings. removes 
one of the central deterrents to.. . waging war (p. 10). 

Chosen traumas canied by later generations ma). be especiallj potent because the) tap 

into powe~ful and seemingly selfless human qualities: love, loyaltj., sacrifice and group pride. 

Much war and nationalist rhetoric appeals to love of f m i l j  and nation and is strongly tied to 

histo])-. In Israel and the former Yugoslavia, much blood has been shed and much has bccn 

sacrificed, not onlj- to secure a better future for those living, but also to attempt to undo or avenge 

past injustices to farnilj-, communitj. members or ancestors. Grieving and reconciling chosen 

tl-aumas so the past is acknowledged but accepted as in the past, part of a group's histoq from 

which members can move on (intragroup reconciliation), is therefore central to intergroup 

reconciliation. 

In recent j-ears, peace workers in Bosnia, Liberia and South Afiica have explicitlj linked 

tlauma healing with reconciliation. Heavily influenced by Western psychological models of 

trauma recover)., thej. note that those \vho experience interpersonal violence often feel anger and 

the desire for revenge. Tbey need to grieve their losses and heal from the trauma so the? can 

eventually come to terms with what happened and move on. 

According to this model, grieving and eventual reconciliation with events and with those 

seen as responsible can be facilitated b j  a number of processes (not necessalilj in the fo l lo~ ing  

order). Victims need to be able to tell their stories and have them acknowledged, often publiclj . 

Thej need to see some folm of justice: acknowledgement and accountability b? those 

responsible. And the> need to forgive, stop being controlled by past events but rather incorporate 

those events into their personal narratives and look towards the future (Hart et al.. 1993). 

In most post-conflict contexqs, public acknowledgement of climes, opportunities to be 

heard and accountability by perpetrators do not all occur. At best there seems to be a trade-off 

between truth telling and justice. Yet victims are often pressured to forgive and reconcile. The 



resentments and fears suppressed bj- false reconciliation risk resurfacing later as the)- did among 

Croatian Serbs whose persecution under the UstaSe regime during World War I1 was suppressed 

under Yugoslav president Tito's post-war policj- of "Brotherhood and Unity.-' 

Those who commit war crimes are also often traumatized. This is especially relevant 

where child soldiers are forced to witness or commit horrific acts, often against people thej- 

know. Those who cannot deal with their trauma and who are not reintegrated into their 

communities may be most like1~- to resume fighting if the opportunity arises. 

The idea of commonlj--experienced steps to individual trauma healing and reconciliation 

also applies at the group level. Similar to Itzkowitz and Volkan's (1 994) notion of chosen trauma. 

Hart (1997) argues that identity-based groups, such as ethnic or religious groups, who have 

experienced targeted violence or oppression may fall into a cycle of anger and revenge, of 

defining who the). are by a past experience of aggression against them. Peacebuilders need to 

help the group mourn their losses and begin to rehumanize and forgive the group they see as 

having wronged them. As 111th individual trauma. this can be helped by public acknowledgment 

(especiallj. by the perpetrating group) not only that crimes and injuries were committed but that 

thej- were morally wrong. It can also be helped bj. "re-writing" histo~y to acknowledge past 

oppression and violence and by evidence that perpetrators were held accountable. 

Individual and group trauma healing can be understood as distinct but interrelated 

phenomena. Neither requires the other but thej- are mutually supportive and have some parallels. 

When individuals recover from trauma and if they let go of hatred for members of the 'enemj-' 

group, they stop passing on enem?. stereotypes and stories of unresolved injuiies to j.ounger 

generations, stories that can be tapped later by nationalist movements. When groups are able to 

mourn past trauma, they stop reinforcing and politicking the trauma - even inherited trauma and 

outrage - of individuals. 

But what does national healing mean'? In part it appears to mean that the emotional and 

ps~chological wounds of citizens and the chosen traumas of groups within the state begin to heal 

so the population begins to see itself as one community of people who are morally responsible for 

one another. It also seems to be used to reflect a restoration of confidence in public institutions 

and the rule of law over the rule of violence. That is, it is a shift toward political reconciliation. 

The latter hnd  of 'healing' is dramatically different from the former, although it also has 

psj chological elements. 



From a psj.chologica1 perspective then, individual and group reconciliation after Lvar or 

state-sponsored terror is really about healing from trauma. It is about healing in a relationship 

between former antagonists, facilitated by actions that promote accountability and mutual 

acknowledgement. It is also about healing alone, working through the pain and grief to accept 

what happened and begin to look to the future. And such healing is intimatelj. connected nit11 

Such memory cannot only be described as narrative, in the way D u ~ e r  uses it. For those 

directly suffering from trauma, it is memoq that ma). not even be expressed but is experienced 

physicallj., emotionallj- and psychologicallj. through symptoms of post-traumatic stress. For the 

group, it is trauma that is not simply intellectual, but has to be worked through emotionally - 

healed. Only once traumas have been worked through and grieved at that 

emotional/psjchological level, do the) become conciliaton narratives. And onlj once traumas 

have been grieved is there the possibilitj of (re)establishing a t~usting relationship between 

fo~mer enemies. 

4.3 Community dynamics of war and state-sponsored terror 

War violence is meant to traumatisc, but the experience of trauma and the route to 

healing depend in part on the war djnamics and interpretations of 'cornmunit)..- Most civil wars 

of the past decade divided people along ethnic or religious lines. While the root cause of conflict 

ma?- not be ethnic or religious competitionS once armed nationalists define it this waj- citizens 

often &vide into ethnically or religiously homogeneous groups for their own protection. Tit-for- 

tat ethnic violence and propaganda reinforce &visions. creating solid blocks or 'communities' 

whose members share stories of loss, fear and often feelings of hatred, anger and revenge. 

State-sponsored terror is very different. Marchak (1999), drawing from Arendt's anallsis 

of Nazi Gelman), distinguishes state-sponsored tei-roiism from other forms of state violence. 

Terrorism. she writes, is -'not merelj force or even violence imposed bj  the agencies of the state." 

It is not even the state's "frequent resort to force" indicative of "the lack of moral authorit! and 

the breakdown of legal constraints." 

Telrolism is an instrument designed to fnghten a larger population. In contrast to 
the violence that typically precedes it, it is not designed merel! to kill political 
opponents; it is intended to teirifi people. There is no adequate explanation for 
the choice of victims: fear is engendered by unpredictabilitj. Although some 
potential victims recognize themselves as the probable targets.. . , man). others 
who are not identified targets are caught. There are no rules. There is no 



ce~tainQ about what constitutes a trespass. It seems that anyone could be in the 
wrong, an) one could be a victim (Marchak, 1999. p. 6). 

The k e ~ -  elements in this definition are intention (terrorism is deliberate), creation of 

terror in people, and unpredictabi1it~-. ~ I I  state-sponsored terror a state seeks to control its 

population and retain control bj- alienating and disorganizing people and thus preventing any 

opposition. 

As in the D i Q  War in Argentina (1976-83) and Stalinist USSR, state terrorism destroys 

communit~. Nobod) knows who to trust, who is a spj-, whose company nil1 endanger them. 

Even tmst in families can sometimes be threatened. During the terror in the USSR and Nazi 

Germany, family members were known to report on one another to the authorities. In Argentina 

during the D i ~ q .  War, Marchak (1999) writes: 

Man) middle-aged, middle-~ncome parents dismissed the news of disappearances 
told by their teenaged children. --Left-wing propaganda," said the!. Even \vhen 
their children were subjected to torture, the) found it impossible to belleve that 
the "authorities'- could act arbitrarilj. Some disowned kidnapped children: 
others simp11 refused to believe the evidence of toiture experienced b~ their own 
adult children.. It was too p a i ~ h l  for them to acknowledge that the militan 
forces, in whom the} had placed their trust. were responsible for state terrorism 
( p  148). 

Sierra Leone experienced another kind of terrorism that also divided communities and 

families and fomented distrust. In a country alreadj. known for secrecj., abuse of power and 

political manipulation, the war added more la>.ers of suspicion, often with devastating results. As 

women and children were used as spies for the rebels and other armed groups, all civilians were 

suspect and could be arrested and summarily executed by government-aligned forces. People 

could be turned in to these forces by neighbours who might covet their propert}. or harbour pett)- 

jealousies. Anj.one found outside their home area, as Peter's story in Appendix A shows, was in 

real danger. This further undermined trusting relations. 

How do different conflict d~namics affect communit\.l Identitj--based civil war (defined 

ethnically or religiouslj.) heightens members' sense of 'communit~.? even as it distorts its cultuial 

traditions. In this highly polarized environment, members are labelled both b!- the group itself and 

by outsiders, reinforcing group memberslup. The definition of the group's culture tends to bc 

esscntialized and militarised b\- group hardlincrs with increasing persuasivencss as violence 

escalates. Although there is often initiall>- a wide range of views - and self-descriptions - within 

the identi$.-based group, nationalists use an essentialized and exclusive group definition and a 

clear view of the 'enemy' to stifle dissent from moderates who can then be labelled as 'traitors.' 



Group members come to hold an image of a well-defined 'enemj' 'communi~. '  that is often 

incorporated into its cultural narratives and self-definition. Violence against that 'enemj ' group 

is often condoned or at least seen as inevitable and justified awaj as 'deserving' because of acts 

of violence against the home group. In this case, -communiQ' is an ethnic or religious 

communitj, one out of at least hvo in the state: 'communit) - does not consist of all citizens 

within the state. 

In such a context, perpetrators or instigators of war crimes are sometimes considered 

heroes amongst their OW group. Even when community members know about their acts - as 

Palestinians know about suicide bombers - many attempt to justify such acts as a response to 

violence against their group. Similarly MiloSevic and the notorious warlord Arkan were regarded 

as national heroes bj. man). Serbs. Their crimes were rationalized as defending Serb national 

interests. Since these instigators were interested in being part of a Serb community, they did not 

need to regret their acts. Onlj. when their society condemns crimes conducted in their name will 

perpetrators need to be concerned about reintegration and communitj acceptance in polarized 

civil conflicts. 

Another important and related element of ethnic or religious civil war is that groups in 

conflict can often survive independently of one another in peacetime. In Bosnia, Serbs. Croats 

and Muslims do not need to interact economic all!^ or sociallj-, although thej- would likely do 

better economically if they did. In such situations, the need to heal rifts and interact with 

members of other ethnic or religious communities is weak. Offenders do not need to reconcile 

with the larger communit!. and with victims from other groups, and the offender's group may not 

encourage them to be accountable. 

Internall! -driven tenor, b j  contrast, destroj s communitj . It alienates people and destro! s 

tmst, even amongst friends and famil). A socieo cannot fimction well with such extreme 

atomisation so the need to rebuild trust and relationships is strong. At the same time. since 

community is weak and many people were complicit through their silence or cooperation with the 

regime. individuals have few people with whom they can safelj. talk about the past. In other 

words, in Bosnia members of a single group can d~scuss their mutual victimization bj  other 

groups without fear of contradiction. B j  contrast. in Argentina and Sierra Leone, instigators, 

perpetrators, collaborators, bjstanders and victims are intermixed.'" In such a situation of 

interdependence and given the need to re-establish tmst and (re)build individual relationships, a 

I 1 write these categories for the sake of simplicity as if there are clear delineations between perpetmtors. 
victims. collaborators and bj standers. However. people often belong to more than one of these groups. 



restorative approach to reconciliation holds great promise if the population decides to address the 

past. 

So far. I have focused on universals: elements of reconciliation relevant for many 

transitional contexts, given an understandmg of each conflict and basic social dj-namics. From a 

distance, analysts of transitional processes know that different conflict patteins and social 

interdependencies motivate people in different waj-s. We can also appreciate that state s?.stems 

and practices shape cultures to a certain extent (Marchak, 2003). We know state terrorist regimes 

create cultures of fear. secrecj- and atomization, while inter-communal conflicts create cultures 

based on enem:, thinking and national aggrandizement. with increased gender differentiation and 

plenty of nationalist kitsch. 

But man). aspects of reconciliation cannot be understood from a distance. The). are 

shaped by culture and paiticular to the context. Thus we shift gears from the universal to the 

particular - to culture and religion - and see what observations emerge. Unlike the previous 

sections; which were broadly comparative, the following two sections concentrate on Sierra 

Leone. 

4.4 Culture, ideology and the 'treasure trove of custom' 

Culture develops wlthlrl the yrocess qf a yeoplr wrrstllng wlth thelr nat~rrnl nnd 
s o c d  envlronmrnt. They strirgglr wlth natlrrr. They str~rggle w t h  one another 
They rvolvr o way of lqr embodled ln thew lnsfit~ihor?~ and certalrl yraotlcrs 
C'rtltrtrr brcomes the carrwr oj t h r  moral. aesthehc m7d ethlcal vulrres. 

Ngugi We Thiong'o, Movingthe Centre, 1993: 27 

When we think of reconciliation after violent conflict, we often focus on the atrocities of 

war and the overarching ideologies that permitted them. We ma! ask. like Arendt: Are some 

crimes too honific to forgive? How do we deal with the horrors and losses of war. But. as Arendt 

(1964) also acknowledged in Elchmann l r i  Jerirsalrm. the answers are often more mundane than 

that. The? are tied to the da? -to-da? relations between people in peacetime. 

The word 'reconciliation- implies a reversion to some ideal - or at least decent - 

relationship. But war does not emerge out of utopia. When war occurs 'within the famil! .' as it 

did in Sierra Leone, it is often because patterns of domination and dependenc! entrenched In 

'custom' no longer meet the needs of a critical mass, and avenues for challenging these customs. 

which would normallj allow the natural adaptation of power structures, have been cut off. When 

the elite or their handlers are too successful in crushing criticism amidst crisis. "the flesibilit! 



required for power to constantl~. adapt itself to changing contests" is undeimined (Ferme. 200 1. 

p. 160). 

Culture can be seen as embracing all that a people see as meaningful and beautiful in a 

societj. with the input of man) revered generations: the ancestors. Except in its self-conscious 

expression - in arts, design and entertainment, for example - culture is largely internalized, so 

that it seems natuial and unquestionable. Its intellectual backbone, also internalized, is ideolog!. 

which explains who belongs, how members should relate to one another, and their roles and 

responsibilities in the famil) and communit). 

But the structures of political, social and economic organization that cultures incoryorate 

are usuallj. very unequal. It is the job of culture and ideology to explain and just$. them." As 

Marchak (2003) writes, "A culture is effective to the degree that it transforms inequalities into 

acceptable differences - and that task ... is largely ideological" (p. 87). When inequalities are no 

longer tenable for a large element of the population, the society may be heading for crisis. 

Societies experiencing mass atrocit)- are societies in crisis. Often. the crisis begins as a 

challenge to iuling relations and the elite's failure to adapt peacefully. In extremelj~ hierarchical 

societies elites may become greedy and use their power to exploit and exclude others be)-ond the 

capacities of the culture and cor~esponding ideolog). to rationalize it. This practice may contain 

the seeds of the cultural system's demise or transformation. As more people, especially J.oung 

men, become impoverished and marginalized from their communities the). may form a growing 

mass of disgruntled and desperate people who can be recruited by strongmen or armed forces. 

Threatened elites often respond with authoritarianism and inflexibilitj., silencing dissent rather 

than listening and adapting. This creates further marginalization and the use of force undermines 

the elite's legitimacj., requiring it to continue using violence. In this waj-, pressure may build up 

in the system until it explodes into war or state-sponsored terror. 

The key factor here is not extreme poveiq.: it is marginalization - a lack of connection 

with, and interdependence on, the cominunit~.. Povertj- is important in this sense primarily 

because it stlains a societ).'~ capacity to absorb all its members. This can lead to the estrangement 

of some from the cornmunit)-. 

In Sierra Leone, when impoverished rural bmilies and communities could no longer 

support their children, parents sometimes sent them to live and work as wards of wealthier 

" One rationalization is that culture is .custom.' -it is how we have done it' and thus has the legitimacy of 
time-honoured tradition. 



relatives or patrons in towns, hoping they would have more opportunities there. These children 

were vulnerable to abuse and some ran away to live on the streets of Freetown or seek 

oppostunities where they could find them (Zack-Williams, 1999). Other !.oung men left home for 

opportunities in the diamond fields or because of conflicts in the communit~ . These young people 

- especiall) young men - became a source of reciuits by almed forces that offered oppoitunities 

for enrichment, advancement and revenge. 

But marginalization and desperation are not enough to create a serious challenge to 

dominant power stiuctuses. An organizing mechanism must emerge on the scene, often with its 

own counter-ideology. Some ideologies, like Christianitj. and Islam in much of Afi-ica, coexist 

with and adapt to traditional cultures. While values ma>- clash, they ma>- pragmatically adapt to 

d i n g  st~uctures. As these religious ideologies have their own corresponding institutions and 

cultures, however, they may create a space for people to manoeuvre and negotiate relations 

otherwise forbidden in a strict authoritarian culture. 

Other political ideologies directlj- challenge iuling relationships and the 'customaq' 

J W C ~ ~  privileges that support them. Moamrnar Gadhafi's revolutionasy ideologj- articulated in his (' 

Rook, and his financial support and militaq training for insurgents, provided a key organizational 

framework for West Afiican rebel movements in the 1990s, with devastating results. Such 

counter-ideologies ma). be taken up by frustrated middle-class J-outh who see no place for 

themselves in a corrupt and economicallj. bank~upt state. Once the wheels of organized rebellion 

are set in motion, disgiuntled and marginalized youth may find a place for themselves in the 

movement. 

So far I have hlnted at hvo of four reasons why culture is important for post-war 

reintegration and reconciliation. First. the tensions, injustices and marginalization that contributed 

to the war grew out of ruling relationships embedded in culture and its ideologies. National 

reconciliation and sustainable peace may need to involve open discussions of these tensions in 

which all citizens, not only elites, have a right to participate. 

Second, systems of inequality justified bj- culture create vulnerabilities that affect 

people's war experiences and reintegration. Wars tend to hit the poor the hardest as the). lack the 

resources to flee. Also people at the bottom of the social hierarchy may lack the power to refuse 

being put in dangerous situations. The Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation Commission (2004) 

observes that discriminatoq. attitudes towards women and children may have contributed to the 

prevalence of certain crimes against them during the war, including rape, forced mainage and 



forced recruitment. AAer the war, prejudices and discrimination remain and inhibit reintegration. 

most notablj- of women and girls who were raped or were with militarized forces. 

Third. culture is the lens through which people see the world and the social contest in 

which thej. live. Despite cultural stlains that ma)- have contributed to the war, culture contains 

much that people value and see as natural. In an environment of war and insecurity, cultural 

patterns represent the known and the ways of ones loved ones and ancestors in better times. 

Though the war irrevocably changed many things, people return to many of those often- 

unconscious cultural patterns, including patterns of integration and attitudes towards forgiveness. 

inter-group relations and revenge. 

In Sierra Leone, as I will discuss, people largelj- integrate through relationships of 

dependencj. and patronage. Any program that promotes reintegration must acknowledge this. 

Programmers must be aware of the benefits and pitfalls of such a dependencj--based sjstem of 

reintegration to avoid repeating and reinforcing relations of exploitation. 

Fourth, culture is a source of ideals and processes of reconciliation, reintegration and 

peacebuilding. As Mamdani (200 1) writes of Rwanda: even when: 

... a particular version of history (custom) is found wanting, in this case because 
it builds on the authoritarian strand as if it were the entire past, t h s  surelj- cannot 
be reason to junk the very notion of history. From a reified language fortif! ing a 
despotic authorit)-, custom needs to be rethought as a thread of life, not only one 
that makes us but also one that we make. To smash one version of the past as a 
prison dressed in the language of custom. one needs to turn that very past - the 
entire treasure trove called custom, and not simply the authoritarian strands in it 
that colonial power welded into a 'customary' law - into a plural resource for 
more open futures (p. 277). 

In their effort to move bej.ond the travest). of apartheid, South Afiicans dug into their 

'treasure trove called custom' and found the concept of wbwnt~i. Ubrir~t~i, a word from the Nguni 

language group with equivalents in other Southem African languages, is described by TRC 

chairman Archbishop Desmond Tutu ( 1999) as a central feature of the African worldview: 

Afiicans have this thing called UBUNTU. It is about the essence of being human, 
it is part of the gift that Africa will give the world.. . We believe that a person is a 
person through another person, that m) humanit) is caught up, bound up. 
inextricably with yours. When I dehumanise you, I inexorably dehumanise 
mjself. The solitary human being is a contradiction in terms and therefore jou 
seek to work for the common good because jour humanit,. comes into its ow11 
belonging (Tutu, 2000). 



By promoting mercj (forgiveness); acknowledging oppression and emphasizing the oneness of 

humanity; i~bi~ntil can be used by South African leaders to acknowledge the dehumanizing impact 

of apallheid while discouraging vengeance. 

The persuasiveness of such an ideal rests largelj in its perception of being rooted in 

custom 1-et pan-Afiican conciliatory ideals and practices seem to be developing. Transitional 

countlies are delving into their pasts to find ilbilntil-like ideals and conciliatoi~ practices such as 

'tradttional' cleansing ceremonies as they struggle to reintegrate combatants and war victims into 

their communities." 

In post-war societies, cultures and the ideologies entrenched in them must be the focus of 

debate and critical self-reflection as well as a source of ideals and inspiration. As emotional as 

these dtscussions can be, the debate must be rational and open, based on criteria of justness and 

free of intimidation and the wielding of power. In many wajs this debate should resemble 

Habermas's (1 98 1) ideal communication. 

Culture also affects how people feel and their ability to trust. It provides the worldview 

that mediates people's relationships with others, their communities and the state. Culture is 

therefore also relevant to sentient aspects of reconciliation. 

'' For an excellent exploration of the use of traditional rituals and beliefs in reintegrating excombatants in 
Uganda see Roco war r Acob, Restorrng relatronshrps I n  Acholr-land: Tradrtronal approaches to justice and 
rrrtrtegratrot~ a joint stud) b) the Liu Institute for Global Issues and the Gulu District NGO Forum (2005). 



; 4.5 Religion, culture and the articulation of reconciliation 

March 9,2003 Freetown 

I am sitting in an outdoor restaurant in Freetown, waiting for a teacher who I 

met in a poda poda yesterday. A few feet away, a young woman is bending omr a 

t in  tub washing laundry and singing in a beautiful, quivering voice, "Oh Lord, I 

will praise your name. You are so good t o  me. You are so marvellous. You will take 

me away. No matter how long it takes. He is the King. He will rescue me! from 

the hands of the wicked." I don't know this woman's story but she is clearly 

not well off and she has likely seen her share of  violence during the long civil 

war here. How can she sing "You are so good to  me" with such conviction? This 

lovely woman, for  me, sums up my experiences so far in Sierra Leone. 

S i e m  Leone is a country of deeplj. spiritual people whose faith cannot be captured by 

statistical categories: 60% Muslim: 30% Christian; 10% animist. For one thing, most Sie~ra 

Leoneans hold animist beliefs concuirentl?. with Muslim or Christian ones (TRC. 2004). For 

another, religious labels tell us little about how religions are practiced. In some societies, religion 

is a source of esclusivit~., chauvinism and strife; in others, it acts as a bridge between people, a 

source of generosity and reconciliation. Religion and spirituality must be understood in light of 

people's cultural and political contests as they pick and choose aspects they. find meaningful. 

Religion must be seiiously considered in an)- holistic study of reconciliation in Sierra 

Leone for six reasons. First, like culture, religion in a highlj- religious societ?- is central to 

people's worldview. In Sieira Leone, the difficulties and horrors of the war reinforced people's 

faith as they sought strength in Godt Allah or spiritual forces and as the). tried to make sense of 

whj- they survived when so many around them did not. In this wvaj., religious beliefs or a sense of 

a protective relationship with God or other spiritual forces provided individuals with a wal. of 

reconciling nan-ativelj. and emotionally lvith their experiences in an othenvise incomprehensible 

war. 

Time and again. in what I began to call the 'suivivor spdrome,' people told me that their 

survival was due to divine intervention. As one man, who had his own remarkable survival stoly, 



said, "People went through various espenences. 411d the waj we were able to go through that 

experience without losing (our) lives, (we) interpreted that to nothing but the grace of God" 

(interview 22). 

One stay, told to me by a Canadlan acupuncturist who worked in camps for war 

wounded, exemplifies this: 

One patient, he is such an incredible person. A bullet went through his back and 
came here, right underneath his left nipple ... He lived two months in the bush 
with no medical care and he should have died ... I asked him how could j-ou 
live'? ... He told me, '-All I did was I pral-ed to God. I ate some fiuits, praj-ed to 
God. I wake up in the morning and I pray and praj. and pray to God." So that's I 
think a bit of the role of religion. So often they saj.: "We will forgive but later in 
judgement time the people who did this to us will pa)-." Religion is so strong for 
them because for him, he's a miracle (interview 10). 

Even when people suffered greatlj-, man). like the young woman above: remarkabl? 

found it in them to be grateful. As a Sierra Leonean priest in the hard-hlt north said, with 

disapproval : 

Some who have lost their hands. If j.ou ask them, "How is life'?" they saj-, ' 3  tell 
God Tenki ."... Thej look at somebod? who has died, somebody who has 
suffered more. It's because people are helpless: they feel suppressed ... And so 
they say, 'Thank God. I thank God" (interview 36) .  

The appeal of religion in times of war and oppression is not surprising. People in despair 

are well known to gravitate towards religion as a source of strength and hope. Religion, like 

cultural ideologies, provides a world view: but this world view seeks explanations for 

inexplicable events in the unknown: the unknowable, in a supernatural relation with God or the 

spirits. When satisfactoq answers are found - such as the -survivor qndrome' - believers find a 

kind of narrative reconciliation with events. 

Second, religion provides a source of therapy and comfoit as people struggle to come to 

terms with what happened to them and others - or what the) did - during the war. In the short 

tenn at least, religion facilitates intra-individual reconciliation, in a waj. that also affects 

community relations. For the injured man above who survived in the bush with little food and no 

medical care, religion provided a source of strength and comfort: for others, religious leaders ma) 

provide a safe and sympathetic ear and counsel in difficult and confusing times. To the extent that 

people find comfoit and hope in religious explanations, these beliefs ma). contribute to a 

temporary psi-chological and emotional 'coming to terms' with events. 



Third, lvhile religious beliefs may provide short-te~m comfort to desperate people, the!. 

may also hinder long-term reconciliation, especially at the cornmunit)- and national llevels. When 

people feel helpless and frightened the)- may find comfort in spiritual or religious explanations of 

doubtful veracit).. These explanations may detract from important human realities that need to be 

addressed for change to occur. Similar1)-, reinforcing a belief in ultimate justice ma!- dissuade 

people from taking revenge but it ma). also lead them to accept a lack of justice which is both 

their due and is needed to end impunit).. Palliative spiiitual 'healing' ma) be a practical response 

to powerlessness. 

Also, during the war some forces manipulated people's belief in magic to give them a 

sense of invincibility and superiorit).. These beliefs stand in the way of reconciliation as 

combatants who committed crimes because of this 'magic' will be reluctant to admit their 

delusions. Institutions like tiuth commissions are valuable in such cases because the)- affirm just 

norms, humanize events and individuals, espose manipulation of beliefs, and address root causes 

of the war. 

Fourth, religion, like culture, provides ideals, moral values and texts that can be used to 

promote unit), compassion and reconciliation or enmi6 and violence.'' When religious leaders 

interpret tests to suppoit reconciliation the). can be poweiful partners in peacebuilding as the)- 

have the organizational structures, authorit). and moral credibility to promote conciliatoq ideals. 

In Sieria Leone, religious leaders promoted religious cooperation and inclusiveness in the countq- 

and encouraged people to accept combatants back, forgive and forego vigilante 'justice.' 

Similarl)., Christian leaders in Mozambique used moral reasoning to persuade a famil] of small- 

scale aims manufacturers to find another wa)- of earning a living (Wells, Tapestq., CBC Radio I, 

June 19, 2005). 

Fifth, we need to consider the interpla) between religion and culture as the) affect 

reconciliation and integration. In mj  research I observed that although Sierra Leonean Musl~ms 

and Christians articzllate reconciliation in religious terms, the? largely enact reintegration and 

some aspects of reconciliation b j  re-entering relations of dependenc) that have little to do with 

these new religions - though the) ma) be justified b) traditional animist beliefs. 

.- 
-- It is therefore futile to discuss religious perspectives on reconciliation based on a suive) of religious 
texts. It is enough to note that religious leaders in societies emerging from mass-violence use theoloa to 
support peace and reconciliation and to note how these leaders frame these concerns. For an excellent 
example. see .Vo Future W~thout Forgrveriess by Desmond Tutu (1999). 



Also, although Islam and Christianit). as practiced in Sierra Leone. have been stronglj 

influenced b), and incorporated into, local cultures (Ferme, 2001), the) are also sites of 

contestation. Christians and Muslims experience an individual relationshp with God. an 

individualism that has little space in communitarian cultures. While the powerful ma> co-opt 

religion for their own purposes, the opposite ma) also be true. Less powerful believers ma! cling 

to ideas of justice and equalit) contamed in religious tern or in their own individual relations 

with God. Religious institutions ma? also provide room for social mobilit~, including 

opportunities for education and cornmunit), outside traditional social hierarchies. 

Sixth, while acknowledging that religions have much to sa). about reconciliation we need 

to reject the idea that reconciliation is primarily a religious concept. The association of the two is 

understandable. In states emerging from mass violence, religious organizations and leaders have 

often been at the forefront of efforts to reconcile individuals and groups. T ~ H  leadership has been 

recognized bj. the governments of South A h c a  and Sierra Leone when the) appointed religious 

leaders to head their respective TRCs. The Sierra Leone TRC also chose the Inter-Religious 

Council of Sien-a Leone as its partner to continue its conciliatory work (TRC. 2004). 

But reconciliation is not inherent]) religious. Making up after conflict has a l w a ~ s  been 

part of human existence. The etymolog). of the word dates back to pre-200 AD Latin: reconciliare 

(Canadian Oxford Dictional?, 2004), and m) discussion so far has outlined many forms of 

reconciliation that have little to do with religion. Religion and culture may influence how 

reconciliation occurs and the reasons for its occurrence'' but even the most vengeful societies 

contain mechanisms to mitigate past wrongs and reconcile people and groups in conflict. 

Though we ma) be clear about the many types of reconciliation and have some ideas 

about how the). pla). out in different conflict settings, we cannot appreciate what reconciliation 

really means in a given context until we step firml) into it and watch and listen for a \vhile. And 

so we now turn to the stoq of the war in Sierra Leone. 

'' Whal may distinguish religious and some communal understandings of reconciliation from secular. 
individualistic interpretations is the idea of a moral obligation to reconcile. Religious. political or 
commnunity leaders may stress the need to reconcile as a duo to God. the state or communio. People 
outside those frameworks nny feel no external obligation and may reconcile simply because they want to. 



Part I1 

The story 



Forward: 
Viewing the prism 

I 

I n  post-war Sierra Leone, N t O s  often perform skits in villages and markets to  

promote discussion of social issues. I n  one skit about the war's causes, a man 

says, "I am (former president) Siaka Stevens. I did a lot for this country and I 

am not responsible for the war." Another man says. "I am (former president) 

Joseph Momoh. I did a lot for this country and I am not responsible for the 

war." Then former president Strasser and rebel leader Foday Sankoh follow 

1 with the same words. Finally an old man walks in with a pot of water to  which he I 
adds more water until it flows over the edges. The old man says, "You are all 

/ arguing about who is responsible, but just as a riw has many sources, so the I 
war has many sources" (interview 62, May 5, 2004). For the historian, there 

can be few places where this cautionary advice is more apt t)lan Sierra Leane. 

Sierra Leone is like a dangling prism. At first the prism seems clear, then different 

colours appear, one bj. one, depending on how the light catches it. Red, orange. j.ellow.. . the 

prism turns on its thread, the sun glints oflanother side and each time eveqthing looks different. 

Sometimes new information enhances the previous stoq but with another emphasis: other times a 

complete rethinking of past material is required. Again and again new angles appear, too often 

snippets of information with inadequate detail that are hard to comprehend given the paucit! of 

literature on the war, relative to that on Bosnia or South Africa. The existing literature tends to 

emphasize very different angles which, like the prism, are often difficult to reconcile. 

Part I1 is my effort to pull the story together, to highlight the war's many sources and 

elements that explain its djnamics. Some themes emerged during my field work - in interviews, 

mj- dailj- life and observations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Others emerged in 

later reading. All I know is that the prism is still turning: this history has many angles yet. 

The war in Sierra Leone was uidelj labelled a 'rebel war.' But while the fighting 

formally began when the rebel Revolutionan United Front (RUF) forces invaded the countr?. 

from Liberia in March 1991 and rebels conducted most of the atrocities, the term 'rebel war' 



reveals little about the multi-faceted conflict and the divisions that need to be reconciled for the 

sake of peace. A conciliatory histoil. of the conflict, such as that written b>- the Siei-ra Leone 

Tiuth and Reconciliation Commission, must address the multiple grievances, tensions and 

experiences of loss that contributed to, and were a product of, Sierra Leone's decade-long war. It 

must also highlight sources of peace and consensus within Sierra Leonean socieq as effective 

conciliatoq efforts must build on these. Part I1 aims to briefly provide such a histoiy. An 

accompanj-ing chro~iolog>- can be found in Appendix B. 



Chapter 5: 
Diamonds, greed and 'San-San boys' 

A histoq of Sierra Leone relevant to the 1990s war might begin with d i n g  relations and 

tiade among Mende. Temne. Limba, Fula and other ethnic groups in the region well before 

Portuguese sailor Pedro da Cintra first mapped the area in 1462 (hi-sch, 2001). It probabl! 

should discuss the slave trade, which devastated man! West Ahcan  communities and 

strengthened others as the? gained weapons in exchange for the people the] captured and traded, 

first to the Portuguese and later, b] the 18th centuq. to the British (Shaw, 2002). These relations 

and the wa!s in \vhich people organized to protect themselves must have influenced the recent 

war but are outside the scope of this thesis. I will begin with the British colonial practices of 

indirect iule that entrenched patrimonial government and led to a crisis of public confidence in 

the state and to war. 

5.1 Colonialism, patrimonialism and the entrenchment of clientalist rule 

In 1787, the British government banned slavery on British soil and founded the port and 

settlement of Freetown, to which it could 'repatriate' freed slaves from its settler colonies. 

Freetown also provided an administrative and trading base through whch resources from the 

hinterland could be channelled. The ethnicall]. diverse descendants of these repatriated slaves, 

known as h o s ,  tended to embrace British culture and valued high levels of education. The)- 

formed a vibrant commercial and administrative core of the colon]. of Freetown throughout the 

19th centuq. (Reno, 1995; f inch ,  200 1). 

The British colonial government might have taken advantage of the abilin. and 

willingness of Kiios and other Afiican entrepreneurs to fill commercial and administrative 

positions in the interior. Instead, they restricted control of these informal markets to allied 

regional chiefs. fearing that an Ahcan  entrepreneurial class might threaten the administrative 

status quo (Reno. 1995). Reno argues that indirect iule through local chiefs set the stage for the 

Sierra Leone state's .later collapse. 

The colonial state was continuouslj short of revenues and officials had to find 

inexpensive and politicallj viable wa] s of controlling the interior. The] built alliances with lo] al 

paimount chiefs who maintained trade and enforced colonial demands. In return, chiefs 

benefited fi-om being central to all major transactions in the region (Reno. 1995). In Kono. for 

cxample: 



Frecto\vn spent a mere fort? pounds annuall! to fulfil its commercial treat? 
obligations to six Kono chiefs in 1889. More valuable to these chiefs were the 
trade. prestige of association. and firearms the British provided. In Kono, ivoi?. 
gold. and groundnut trade came under direct chief control as traders dealt with 
those whom the British had deemed to be legitimate authorities in the area. Thus 
a precedent was started. Access to state power translated into private benefit 
(Reno, 1995, p. 33). 

In 1896, Britain declared the interior of Sierra Leone to be a British protectorate and. in 

an effort to generate revenue and force Africans into the labour market, imposed a hut tas which 

they assumed local chiefs would collect. Some chiefs rebelled at their loss of judicial authorit?. 

and "feared becoming the passive intermediaries that Freetown officials meant them to be*. 

(Reno, 1995, p. 36). Shocked bj- this rebellion, the British responded with concessions to 

cooperative chiefs. In 1902 they officially recognized chiefs' 'customai-y light' to forced labour: 

'Evei-y Paramount Chief in his capacity as chief.. . shall have the same powers 
with respect to labour as they heretofore possessed.'. . . Chiefs used their 
positions as local agents of state power to translate their new legal authority into 
commercial advantage. Unpaid workers appeared on chiefs' farms, while 
colonial officials provided hrect assistance to chiefs- growing commercial crops 
(Reno, 1995, p. 37). 

The colonial government also provided chiefs with the legal authorit>- to impose 'nativc 

law' bj- recognizing chiefdom courts. Chiefs could therefore penalize challengers and '-enforce 

their decisions with little local control or acwuntabilitj~." Colonial administrators had no interest 

in questioning this power as the] feared this would cause instabilitj. (Reno, 1995, p. 38). 

The British colonial practice of indirect ~ u l e  was far from unique to Siei-ra Leone. 

Colonial governments ~uled this way in much of Africa. Thls practice great11 distorted and 

exaggerated the powers of cooperative elites and entrenched these powers as 'customai?' or 

'traditional. ' Mamdani (200 1) writes of Rwanda: 

BJ. creating a single hierarchy of chiefs (the Belgian colonial government) 
accentuated the despotic aspect of state administration.. . This despotic 
machinel-y was enabled by a high1)- administrative version of 'customaq' law, 
one which sanctified as 'customal-).' an!. exercise of force bj- authorities simply 
because they too were considered -customary' (p. 94). 

Indirect rule established or strengthened a patrimonial system of governance in which 

chiefs were supposedly entrusted to rule in the best interests of their followers. In fact. colonial 

administrators were more concerned that chiefs act in British interests. Some chiefs undoubtedly 

did rule in the interests of their constituents and earned devotion and respect. Others ruled bj- 

power and 'tradition' alone: b ~ -  virtue of their control of resources and judicial institutions. The 



difference between these is that between patrimonialism - benevolent rule in ~ ~ h i c h  the ruler 

exercises power in the interests of his or her dependents - and clientalism in which power and 

resources are used to reward and punish followers in the ruler's interests. Both extremes of this 

dependencj- system persist today in Sierra Leone. They coexist with efforts to create neutral and 

tiansparent state institutions in which politicians and civil servants work for all citizens and are 

guided by universally-applied policies and laws. The flip side of a patrimonial system is that 

those with monej. or emplo].rnent are expected to provide for, or find jobs for, less foitunate 

family members or other dependents in large extended families. The strain of this dependenq can 

be great.'4 

1 I Dianzonds and a step towards c/emocraq 

In 1930 diamonds were discovered in Kono district. Colonial administrators' main 

concern was to control and profit from their production as a source of state revenue. Mining was 

to be licensed and controlled through state-allied intermediaries - all other mining was illegal. 

Admi~~istrators used a three-pronged approach to t q  to gain thls control. First. the! granted 

nominal control of the diamond sector to a succession of foreign companies or pai-astatals that 

would pa> taxes and license fees to the state. In 1934, the) granted a 99->ear diamond mining 

monopol) to Sierra Leone Selection Trust (SLST), a subsidiaq of De Beers. Second, paramount 

chiefs in the diamond areas were authorized to  deteimine who could live in the region and thus 

who could benefit from diamond mining. This reinforced popular dependenc~ on paramount 

chiefs and increased the latters' abilitj to reward supporters and exclude detractors. And third. the 

colonial administration implemented a tributaq s j  stem in which, instead of wages, miners were 

paid a poition of the diamonds or gold the] found (Hirsch. 2001)." 

The monopolj granted to SLST was impossible to enforce. In contrast to the kimberlite 

pit mines that De Beers owns in countries like Botswana, Sierra Leone's plentiful alluvial 

diamonds - found on the surface and spread out over a large area - make mining edremel? 

dificult to control. '~nlicensed mining has been a constant feature of diamond mining in the 

count13 and miners pour in from across the count13 and neighbouring states. Administrators in 

Freetown rccognized that they nceded the cooperation of chiefs who could control the population 

'' All societies have a conibination of patririionial (or favouritisni offamilj and friends) and .neuh-al7 
stiuctures and these are not alwaj s seen as conflicting. In North America and Europe most people feel that 
state sbuctures should be neuttal towards aU citizens but in business and other private realms nepotism is 
commonly practiced. 
'' In some areas. men sift through gravel for dmnonds and women go through it a second time for gold. 
'" Sierm Leone has both alluvial and kimberlite (concentrated pit) diamonds (TRC. 2001). 



through clientalist relations and continue channelling mining resources to the government (Reno. 

1995). 

In contrast to colonial interests, miners wanted freer access to diamond fields and manj 

resented the control of foreign companies and chiefs. This resentment led to uprisings in 1955 in 

Kono in which miners attacked a police station and SLST guards (Reno, 1995). The same !car. 

protesters denounced coriuption b j  chicfs and local officials in Pujehun, Moj amba and Port Loko 

(Contell-Morgan & Dixon-Fyle, 1999). 

Until 1948, the Colonial Office believed that constitutional reform would build on chefs' 

powers but popular resentment of chiefs' privileges and misgovernment2' led them to reconsider 

in favour of representative democracj- and elected district councils. With uprisings against chiefs 

in Kono in 1955-1956, the government also began to seek ways to return resources to Kono 

communities. Thej- created the Mining Area Development Administration (MADA) to channel 

this investment (Reno, 1995). 

MADA was designed to provide the Kono dlstrict with coilspicuous development 

prqjects independent of chiefs that the central goveinment could claim credit for. But these 

policies were contradictoi~- and ended up enhancing the powers of allied chefs. Local officials 

lacked both the administrative capacity and grassroots connections needed to implement pro-jects 

so they turned to loyal chiefs to administer the funds. Also, with the upcoming 1957 elections. the 

government wanted to increase the popular influence of chiefs loyal to the '"right' political 

part! ." the conservative Sierra Leone People's Pa iq  (SLPP). Rewarding W A D A  chiefs" with 

community development funds enabled Freetown "not onlj. to buj- social order, but also to buj- 

electoral support'' (Reno. 1995: 65-6). This central government practice of buying political 

support by providing strongmen with resources and power to reward or punish followers - with 

rice or jobs, for example - began an electoral clientalist pattern that continues to this daj. 

But chiefs were not Freetown's onlj. intermediaries. Lebanese businessmen were 

increasingly useful as the) could provide politicians with capital and mining networks while they 

presented no political threat to the central government. 

.- 
- For example. hut taxes in Kono. which were supposed to fund public services. rose almost seven-fold 
between 1935 and 1956. But in 1955 -'Native Authorities spent onlj 3 percent of revenues on education and 
1.7 percent on agiicultual development. while turning 30 percent over to the new dishict councils. Chiefs 
kept most of the rest" (Reno. 1995. p. 61). 



5.2 Forever 'wealthy strangers': The Lebanese in Sierra Leone 

The position of the Lebanese in S ie l~a  Leone has long been defined b!. the insecurit! of 

their status. The)- filled critical middleman roles, first as merchants and transporters, and later - in 

addition to these - as damond dealers with access to imported goods, capital and mining 

networks. Never full) accepted as Sierra Leoneans, the) lived with one foot in Africa and one in 

Lebanon as the! were eas) targets for popular discontent and government abuse. At the same 

time the) provided government leaders with valuable foreign connections and capital. 

The Lebanesezx first ainved in Sierra Leone in the mid- 1890s. Most arrived in Freetown 

with little mane!- and worked as traders, selling inexpensive imported goods on the streets until 

the\- raised enough capital to rent shops. Some movcd on to other towns in the interior where the!. 

began to trade in rice, kola nuts and general merchandise (Van der Laan, 1975). This led to 

animosity by some African businesspeople, especially Krios who, around the turn of the 20th 

centui~,  were facing declining opportunities in a climate of increasing British racism ( W ~ s e ,  

1990). 

W!.se (1990) writes that the 19th century was a period of fad) .  positive relations between 

Kiios and British colonialists. Krios valued education and sent their children to universit). 

believing there would be opportunities for them in the professions and civil service. However 

growing racism deflated their hopes. 

During the second half of the (19th) centuq. the growth of racial bigoti3- and the 
onward march of the 'new imperialism' gave rise to a more discriminator). 
attitude by colonial rulers to educated Africans in their possessions. And in the 
Siein Leone context this generall). meant the Krio. The!. were maligned and 
disparaged as 'B.A.Dunelms', ' s ay  niggers', 'The scourge of the coast', and 
'descendants of slaves.' The lapses of a few well-placed K ~ i o  elites were used as 
evidence to discredit the whole group (WJ se; 1990; p. 26). 

In 1904, for 'health reasons' Europeans were evacuated from Freetown to an "exclusive 

residential area at Hill Station'' thus segregating the population. Krio lawq.ers and doctors began 

to find jobs closed to them and after 1917 colonial polic? dictated that Africans could no longer 

be hired for administrative positions because "the)- did not have suff~cient character to be 

appointed as junior Administrative Officers'' and Krio officers could "not command the respect of 

the native chiefs" (WJ-se, 1990, pp. 26, 28). 

'' Earl)- Lebanese immipants to Sierra Leone left the Province of Syia in the Ottoman Empire. They were 
known as Syrians until the province's division into SJ-ria and Lebanon in 1920 (Van der Laan, 1975). 



Klio hostilitj' toward Lebanese trading competitors culminated in the 'lice riots' of 1919. 

Crop failure, war restrictions and a serious flue epidemic the previous )-ear had caused a severe 

shortage of lice. High inflation due to the war exacerbated the situation. The government began to 

import rice but instead of selling it as planned, man>- traders hoarded it and sold it at high prices. 

This led to riots in Freetown and man!- other towns in the interior where Lebanese lived. The 

rioters onlj- targeted Lebanese, ignoring the shops of Krios and Europeans. The)- beat some 

Lebanesc and one died from his in.juries but the protesters mainl)- attacked propelty (Kaniki, 

1973). Kaniki writes that the riots, which were largelj- attributed to Krios, marked the decline of 

Krios and the establishment of Lebanese as fixtures in Sierra Leone business. In the riots. anti- 

Lebanese sentiment was expressed through violence for the first time. 

The riots could indeed be viewed as a loud protest by the Creoles against what 
the] regarded as unfair competition.. . Then, the way the colonial government 
handled the situation shattered Creole aspirations and initiative in trade and 
commerce ... Lastly,.. . the manner (in which) the Colonial Office and thc 
colonial government suppressed the dsturbances amounted to their unqualified 
support of the Lebanese. Indeed the Lebanese came out of the conflict strongcr 
than before (Kaniki, 1973, p. 98) 

The colonial government compensated Lebanese for their losses and this eased their 

insecurit). bj- assuring them that the!- could staj. (Kaniki, 1973). As man]- moved into the inteiior 

and opened general stores, they filled middleman positions between local produce sellers and 

British companies who bought and shipped produce to Europe." In the 1950s, they also invested 

heavily in transport, purchasing lorries that enabled them to ship produce quicklj- to Freetown and 

general merchandise back to the inteiior. Bj- 1966, 73 percent of all shops in Sierra Leone were 

owned bj- Lebanese (Reno, 1995). 

Kaniki (1973) observed in 1973 that the Lebanese never integrated into Sierra Leonean 

societ~ and to a large degree this is still tiue toda?. However Van der Laan (1975) notes that 

Lebanese who moved to the interior quickly learned to speak local languages and developed 

relationships with the people around them far more than the Europeans ever did. This enabled 

them to fill middleman roles effectivel~.. Some Lebanese men also married Sierra Leonean 

women and raised families. 

'" Produce sold to Europe - cocoa. palm oil. palm kernels. piassava. sesame seeds. coffee. ginger and 
peanuts - werc the main sources of cash in Siei~a Leone untd the mid-1950s. Lebanese merchants would 
buy. soil and weigh small amounts of produce that farniers brought to their stores and ship thein in bulk to 
Freetown. Investing in lorries was a natwal extension of this. For a detailed look at the earl) Lebanese 
experience in Sien-a Leone. rcad H.L. Van der Laan (1975) The Lebanese Traders in .Rerm Len~w. 



Among but apart; Lebanese in Siena Leone are aln-a! s 'wealth) strangers' no matter hon 

long their families have been in the count]?. Kaniki (1973) argues that the conspicuousness of 

Lebanese in Sierra Leone: 

. . .magnified their success and crimes. Where both Sierra Leoneans and Lebanese 
'profiteered' in trade the latter were singled out as exploiters. as evil-doers and 
targets of attack.. . The!- were always considered as 'strangers'. as outsiders.. . 
economic all^ they were members, but morallj- the j  were not. The local 
population's onn  'elite' might have exploited them more severel!, but 'hcre tht: 
two parties are members of a common moral sj.stem which gives meaning and 
justification to the relationship'. The relationship between the Africans and the 
Lebanese lacked this very kind of meaning and justification (p. 1 13). 

Mamdani (200 1) provides a fascinating discussion of the impact of colonial s) stems of 

indigenous government on people considered to be non-indigenous. After independence this 

precipitated citizenship crises throughout Afiica. Those considered non-indigenous were seen as 

having no claim to 'indigenous' land. Insecurit!. often leads non-indigenous groups to pursue 

power and securitj through private investment or govznlment structures, bu! ing land and 

businesses and filling essential roles. 

In the mid-1950~~ in response to the Kono riots and in an effort to undermine illegal 

diamond mining. the colonial govelnment 'liberalized' the diamond industry. However, the nen- 

rules did not benefit the average miner; the!- favoured wealth! entrcpreneurs who could pa!- for 

better allotments. From Freetown's perspective, a few 'foreigners' \yere easier to monitor than 

man!- local miners. This put -wealthj strangers' such as Lebanese diamond dealers in an excellent 

intermediary position (Reno, 1995). 

A constitutional decree in 1960 stated that those without African parents could not hold 

citizenship and man!. Lebanese applied at this time for Lebanese passports. Deprived of political 

status. Lebanese dealers and other businessmen were unthreatening partners for Freetown 

politicians (Reno; 1995). Reno writes: 

(Lebanese inte~mediaries.) non-citizen status ensured that that the! posed no 
independent electoral threat. Their ethnicit! also prevented them from mounting 
populist campaigns.. . These insecure businessmen found that pa! offs to 
politicians and administrators \\.as the most effective stl-ateg). for safeguarding 
their interests (p. 74). 

Lebanese intermediaries in diamond regions were also of interest to the political 

opposition because of their access to growing networks of miners. With independence in 1961. 

man! Sierra Leoneans believed that officials would provide greater services and curtail chiefs' 



pnv~lcges. However. from its begmnings in 195 1. the Sierra Leone People's Pait? (SLPP). nhich 

won the 1957 and 1962 elections, was the pan) of the African elite and Fi-eetoml-based (mainl! 

Krio) bourgeoisie."' The SLPP had little interest in reaching out to rural citizens ~n general. 

preferring to iule through their leaders (Reno. 1995: Cox. 1976). Cox xvrites: 

The SLPP never worked to constiuct real pait) machinel?, manipulated 
traditional deference to chiefl~ office as a substitute for the direct political 
mobilization of the peasanti?. and most of all, never bothered to cultivate a 
nationalist outlook. The SLPP became a part? in the \vestem sense old! at 
election time (p. 49) 

With its elite onentation, the SLPP dealt nith political opponents fsom chiefl? families 

b j  integrating them into the pait? but ignored less influential opponents. Man) of the latter 

joined the All Peoplc's Congress pait! (APC), which claimed to seek greater equalit? among 

c~tlzens and an end to chiefs' privileges (Reno. 1995). 

The APC needed to establish grassroots support outside the dominant alliances bet\vcen 

chiefs and the central goveinment. Lebanese diamond dealers and other 'wealth) stt-atlgers' 

provided essential resources and contacts nith miners' organizations and their sole as network 

heads made them central to the APC-s electoral strateg) (Reno. 1995). 

Reno (1995) estimates that, b j  1967. dlamond mining emploj ed 60 percent of the 

workers in the monq econoin? in Siei-ra Leone. The countq had gone from self-sufficiencj in 

food in the earl! 1950s to importing 2 1,000 tons of rice a decade later. This greatl! increased the 

influence of Lebanese entrepreneurs who had access to foreign markets and financial resources. 

At the same time the importance of chiefs declined. 

Lebanese dealers exercised great influence over miners. Reno ( 1995) writes: 

In the 1950s. it \\.as repoited that dealers presided over 'j.outh gangs stluctured 
like police riot units' \vith fift! or more members. who defended illicit mining 
operations. These '1-outh gangs' were in fact miner organizations, based upon the 
tributor method of production.. . Lebanese dealers.. . bought food and tools for 
miners, made arrangements with chiefs, and 'staked' them in return for a share of 
the dig's finds. Man?- of these production units developed as societies offering 
social and financial suppoit to individual miaers, a suivival strategj. prevalent in 
Kono toda?.. Societies received financial support from dealers sponsoring their 
production. The?- also became convenient vehicles for dissent (p. 75). 

4 0  Cox ( 1976) describes SLPP iule at this Lime as fitting Thonlas Hodgkin's description of a "part) of 
personalil)" or "pawon piill?" thal is "doininaled b) -personalities'. who en-jo) superior social slalus eilhcr 
as Lraditional ~ulers or members of ruling families. or as belonging to Lhe higher ranks of the urban. 
professional elite (1aw)ers. doctors. etc) or on bolh gounds" (pp. 19-50). 



In the meantime. the SLPP government focused on challenges b j  elites. \vhich required 

that state resources be spent on chiefs and their famdles rather than on public seiwces. " As a 

I-esult. citizens salv elite politics as irrelevant except to prove --iulers' betrajal of popular desires.' 

(Reno, 1995. p 77). The SLPP lost the 1967 elections to the 4PC and in 1968 the 4PC took 

power under the Icadership of Siaka Stevens. 

- The shadow state, diamonds and "political food" 

An illiterate man in Freetown complained to  a friend that he had never received 

the bags of rice he had been promised if he voted for a local politician. And a 

group of former pro-government militiamen said to  me that they had eschewed 

retraining programs for excombatants because an influential politician promised 

that they would be sent to America - again, more empty words. I asked a friend 

with long experience in Sierra Leone how these men could be so naive as to 

believe such incredible promises. These promises are not as ridiculous as they 

may seem, she said. Before the war, some people really did receive such favours 

for loyalty (interviews 10 & 16, March 9 & 16,2003). 

What led to the situation where bu! ing votes with rice or support with promises of trips 

to America seems reasonable'? Colonial policies provided the roots of the clientalist sjstem but 

the sjstem took hold during Stevens's iule. Having inherited a weak state, Stevens was more 

conceined with eliminating political challenges than creating effective institutions. Reno (1 995) 

describes the state under Stevens as a Shadow State': a parallel governing sjstem in which 

politicians derive their authoritj. not from the strength of state institutions, but from being able to 

"control markets and their material rewards" (p. 3 ) .  

In a clientalist s j  stem, state resources were most valuable for securing political lojalt! 

through the distribution of jobs and resources selectivel! to political supporters and excluding 

detractors. 4 s  these accommodations were expensive the) conflicted with the provision of 

government services and the Stevens government quicklj began losing public suppoit. This lack 

of legitimacj led Stevens to secure po\vzr through even more expensive accommodations. He 

" In 1967. 75 percent of parlianlentiuians in Kono were from fanulies of chiefs (Reno. 1995). 



lookcd to "pe~petuall) dependent" Lebanese and Afi-o-Lebanese diamond dealers to finance these 

(Reno, 1995, p. 89). 

Like his predecessors. Stevens felt threatened by the possibilit!- of an independent class 

of African businessmen as African dealers could rallj- the support of chiefs \vhile Lebancse could 

not. Therefore the Ministq of Mines allotted most new mining licences to Lebanese (Reno. 

1995). Reno mites: 

The ncv  intermediaries were dependent upon Stevens for favourable treatment 
and exemption from harassment. This breaking of the link between old 
inteimediaries and the diamond trade weakened local strongmen, thus allowing 
Stevens to insert Lebanese deprived of the lucrative and unregulated 'landlord- 
tenant' relationship (that chiefs had enjo~ed) (p. 90). 

In 1974, the Freetown government announced that it nould end the Sierra Leone 

Selection T1ust.s monopolj over diamond exporting and granted private licences to five 

businessmen to export 20 percent of the countq 's diamonds One of thesc exporters was Jamil 

Said Mohammed (best known as Jamil). an Afro-Lebanese diamond dealer \vho became a close 

associate of Stevens. It n a s  a mutuall) beneficial ainngement for Stevens and the private 

exporters. Export and private mining businesses required official suppoi-t to survive so the) relied 

on Stevens's patronage. But Stevens also relied on these dealers for his o\\n suivival (Reno. 

1995) Reno writes: 

Private dealcrs acting as exporters ellabled Stevens to gain personal access to 
foreign exchange and control diamond sales. Alread! active in the informal 
market. dealers had overseas connections to obtain capital for purchases in Slerra 
Leone.. . Lebanese connections abroad, which politicians lacked. prov~ded a 
business network to market diamonds and raise capital in the Middle East and 
Europe (p. 1 1 0). 

As Stevens and other top politicians used their government offices to forge business 

relations with Lebanese 'clients:' it became difficult to differentiate state business from private 

profit. Instead of building state capacitj. to provide services and opportunities for the general 

population, "economic opportunit)- in Kono, both legal and illicit, became progressivel>- more 

dependent upon one's position in Stevens's political net\vorkV (Reno. 1995, p. 11 1). 

In 197 1. Sieil-a Leone became a republic in law and a one-part! state in practice - a status 

that was formalized in 1978 (firsch, 2001, Zack-Williams, 1999) The multi-candidate. one-part! 

electoral format for chieftain and parliamentaq elections ensured that Stevens could disqualifj. 

disfavourcd candidates \vhile maintaining competition at the local level. Popular discontent with 

local politicians meant that few incumbents were re-elected, ensuiing that they remained insecure. 



Stevens used local rivalries to control political 'clients' while avoiding criticism himself (Reno, 

1995). Reno writes: 

Stevens used factional stiuggle to gain popular support to control his clients' 
activities; rival factions sought his favour as gatekeeper of resources. Use of both 
parliamentaq- and chieftain elections (b>- councillors) as access points to the 
resources of state office gave Stevens both the appearance of promoting public 
accountability and the benefit of a level of insecurih that limited opportunities 
for them to establish autonomous political bases among constituents (p. 12 1) .  

Evcn corruption trials strengthened Stevens's position as the president used "frequent 

lvidcl! publicized conuption investigations" selectivelj to withdraw favour and assert his power 

(Reno, 1995, p. 133). Again, Reno writes: 

Stevens attempted to impose discipline in a stj le of rule that emphasized his pre- 
eminence as 'Pa Shakki,' or the ~ v i l j  Old Man. He emphasized his personal 
control - demonstrating his munificence. distributing monej or lice to 
supplicants. He legitimated his own accumulation of wealth as the personal 
triumph of an 'outsider,' a 'suivivor' over the alien forces of bureaucrat! (p. 
143). 

B) 1980. the j ear Freetown spent 200 million leones hosting an annual Organization for 

Afi-ican Unitj meeting, the Sierra Leone formal state st~ucture was hanging bj a thread. Income 

tas collection was at a stand still, foreign investment had dropped radicallj. and piivatc salcs of 

diamonds to the central government, which in 1970 provided almost 70 percent of Freetonn's 

revenues, had halved b) 1984. The Inteinational Monctaq Fund (IMF) and World Bank were 

tqing to reclaim loans and imposed austeiitj conditions on the state. Stevens had to look 

elselvhere for funds to repa! creditors and maintain the clientalist state. Through Jarnil and other 

powerful Lebanese business partners. he looked to Lebanese banks (Reno. 1995). 

In the earl) 1980s. man] European firms tradmg in agricultural goods left Sierra Leone 

and were takcn over b j  partnerships of Lebanese businessmen and politicians. including Stevens. 

According to Reno (1995), "the new 'Shadow State companies' \yere more useful to Stevens as 

conduits of trade and benefits than as agiicultui-a1 producers." Using foreign exchange from 

selling diamonds. the companies imported cheap rice whlch thc state treasuq bought, "often at 

the high infoimal-market rate." The profits were reinvested in diamond mining and Stevens had 

control of the government-purchased rice which he used as "political food*. - as a mcans of 

expanding his power (p. 144). 

With high inflation and state collapse, civil servants' salaries rapidly declined and 

paJment was often intermittent. The government began to pay with lice. Politicians and top civil 



seivants also received vouchers to buj. hundreds of bags of lice at highlj- subsidized rates (Reno, 

1995). As Reno writes: 

Rice proved to be the medium through \vhich Stevcns could devolve tasks of 
patrimonial reward to associates while maintaining himself as exclusive head of 
distribution and securing the discipline necessaq to keep state oficials at their 
jobs with little or no cash paj ment (p. 144). 

When Stevens retired in 1985. his chosen successor. Brigadier Joseph Saidu Momoh 

stepped into "a nearlj stateless regimc." Just as Stevens tried to assert his authorit! b j  finding 

new inteimediaiies and marginalizing SLPP allies. Momoh had to distance himself from 

Stevens's network and find new associates ~vho  could attiact international credit. In 1986 he met 

Israeli businessman Shaptai Kalmanowitch who headed LIAT Constiuction and Finance 

Coinpan?-. Momoh granted LIAT a monopol!- on diamond mining and insisted in retun that the 

company iinpoit large amounts of ricc so he could control its distribution (Reno. 1995, p. 155). 

Predictablj, Lebanese businessmen and their allies retaliated. In 1987. Jamil and some 

close associates of Stevcns were implicated in an unsuccessfd coup attempt. Jamil escaped to 

England but the cspcrience taught Momoh to tread carehllj. in his dealings with Lebanese 

dealers and their political partners. In that !-ear also, Momoh's alliance with Kalmanowitch ended 

when the latter was ancsted in London for fiaud and forgery. With his arrest, state diamond 

revenues plunged, payncnts to the IMF ccased and the World Bank and IMF cut off hnds  (Reno. 

1995). 

Bj late 1987, inflation hlt 170 percent. To regain IMF loans, Momoh agreed to severe 

austentj conditions which led to an 84.6 percent decline in subsidies, primadj affecting oil and 

I-ice, his source of social and political control and means of pajing civil seivants. Momoh's 

political authority lvas collapsing, a situation that '.risked unleashing a deadlj, wa~farc of 

competition for positions among groups or individual political entrepreneurs no longer 

constrained bj- a hierarchj- of obligation" (Reno. 1995, p. 16 1). 

The president desperatelj- sought new foreign investors who would channzl revenues to 

the state. But the creditors and nay investor, Sunshinc Broulle, imposed more condit~ons: this 

time Momoh had to clear private miners - most of whom were clients of local elites - froin 

Kono's diamond fields. In April 1990, Momoh launched "Operation Clean Slate," a milital, 

intervention involving the Sierra Leone Aim? and special security forccs. Tens of thousands of 

miners were espelled but poorly-paid soldiers used the oppoitunity to mine for themselves along 

with local gangs and "APC strongmen." The attraction of government soldiers to the diamond 



fields \\.as a major feature of the upcoming civil war. Sunshine Broulle pulled out of the deal 

an! \vaj (Reno, 1995, p. 85). 

Sierra Leone's political and economic histoq. reveals some of the tensions and 

frustrations that contributed to the war and holds cautionay notes for post-war peacebuilding. 

Some important frustiations are resentment over chiefs' abuses. anger at the privileges of 

poweiful Lebanese businessmen, sometimes generalized to the whole Lebanese population. and 

disillusionincnt with the state and political process. 

The clientalist system was also internalized bl- the population in continuous relations of 

dependencj. and patronage. Some of these relations. especiallj- among families, are patemalistic, 

nith better off famil! members feeling obliged to help less fortunate ones and the latter expecting 

that help. Others are clientalist, based on political or social expediencj alone. These clientalist 

relationships of rewards for loj.altj and the use of public office as a source of resources. both for 

private benefit and for enlisting political support (as in the use of rice as 'political food'), also 

explains people's expectations of lice or 'trips to America' in retuim for support. 

Politicization of coi~uption tiials is also significant. Stevens used these tiials to keep 

politicians in line, not with the state but nith him. Man! Sierra Leoneans say that corruption was 

a root cause of the war but some add that blaming corruption s a y  eveq-thing and nothing. The 

neiv Anti-Conuption Commission reports to the Attome?. General, a political position, and he 

decides w11o to chargc. People I interviewed noted that the onlj. high profile cases that \ ~ e n t  to 

trial were of politicians in political disfavour. 

5.4 Underplayed ethnic and regional divisions 

The prism turns and the sun glances off another angle revealing ethnic and regional 

tcnsions that plajzd into political animosities, if not the war. These tensions are iarelj officiall! 

acknowledged but thej are articulated in private b! noi-thei~le~s who do not feel represented b! 

the Mende-dominated SLPP govcmment. 

Divisions in Siei-ra Leone are often described as regional rather than ethnic as minolit!. 

ethnic groups often identif\. \vith the dominant group in their region: the Temne in the north and 

the Mende in the south. At independence, the biggest ethnic division among Afiican Sierra 

Leoneans was between Krios in Freetown and Sierra Leoneans up countiy. tinos, many of whom 

were Christians and attended universitj earlier than other Siei-ra Lmneans, "tended to deride 

those counti-ymen who, however well-educated, came from the provinces." Only small tensions 



existed then between the Mende and Temne. who comprised 30.9 and 29.8 percent of the 

population respectivel! according to the 1963 census. Limbas comprised 8.4 percent of the 

population, and Kiios and the other 14 minorit? ethnic groups made up the rest (Cox. 1976. p. 

j4). 

A few differences between the north and the south should be noted. Although Muslims 

and Christians live throughout Sierra Leone and have escellent relations between them, the noith 

is predominantl!- Muslim and most Christians live in the south. At independence most missionai3- 

and government schools were in the south so more Mendes were able to stud!. than children in the 

noith (Cox, 1976). The presence of missionaq schools maj. also explain the higher proportion of 

Christians in the south. A Sierra Leonean informant described southern cultures as more settled 

and agriculturallj based. whereas northertiers were described as more mobile traders (interview 

35). 

During the 1962 election, the ).ear after independence, people began to describe the APC 

as the party of the north and the SLPP as that of the south. However Cox (1976) nlites that the 

SLPP had strong supporters in the north and attributes the APC's groning support in the 1962 

election to '-populist revulsion against" the abuses of chiefs (p. 55). At'ter Albeit Margai 

succeeded his brother, Milton Margai, as piime minister. ethnic affiliation gained importance in 

governance, the aimj- was enlarged and senior officers were expected to be loyal to the SLPP. 

Espcciall~. towards the end of Albert Margai's iule, Mendes were promoted dispropoi-tionatelj- in 

the arm!- and senior civil service under the guise of a program of Afiicanization. Still, Cos 

observes : 

In Sierra Leone,. . . extensive intermarriage among proviilcials and generall) 
widespread emphasis on flexibilit!., hetcrogeneitj and pluralism in political 
behaviour has tended to mute the kind of virulent tribal antagonism found in 
places such as Nigeria, except perhaps during periods of hectic political 
campaigning (p. 66). 

Despite the war, this tolerance and flexibility can still be easilj- observed, especiallj- in 

relation to religion. The ovei-whelming tolerance expressed bj- most people obscures the tensions, 

flustrations and ambitions that lie just below the suiface. 

Bj- the 1967 national election. Albeit Margai faced accusations of corruption. a 

factionalized armj with multiple power stmggles. and widespread discontent, especiall! among 

Krios. toward his proposal to create a one-part! state. The APC under Siaka Stevens won the 

election but a coup and counter coup prevented him from taking power until the following 1 ear. 



Stevens realized that to maintain power he needed a mi1ital)- loyal to the APC. Bet~veen 1968 and 

1969, he dismissed or retired man!- Mende off~cers and replaced them with Temncs and Limbas. 

Thc arm!- was now thoroughl>- ethnicized but even with these measures. neither the aim!. nor the 

part! \vas united. In 1970 former APC supporters, under the leadership of John Karefa Smart. 

broke off to folm the United Democsatic Part!. (UDP). Senior officess. notab1~- 4rm! Forcc 

Commandel- John Bangura, thought to be s~.mpathetic to the UDP were forced to retire (Cox. 

1976). 

In 197 1. Bangura and a group of aim) officers were implicated in a failed coup. Among 

them was Fodaj Sankoh, a frustrated corporal who had repeatedl! been "passed over for 

promotion on spurious clientalist grounds" during his seven !ears of militaq service. For his 

~nvolvcment. Sankoh was imprisoned for seven ! ears and foul- officers. including Bangura. \\-ere 

csccuted. Sankoh never forgave Momoli. Bangura's successor. for what he saw as unreasonabl! 

harsh punishment of the coup plotters (Hlrsch, 2001). After his release Sankoli headed for 

Segbwema where he worked as a photographer. In 1987 lie went to Lib>-a for militaq training 

(Abdullah. 1997). 

Stevens's difiicu1t~- in controlling the arm!- led him to secure cooperative militaq 

agreements with Guinea and form his own Cuban-trained militia, the Internal Securit! Unit. 

which was read!- to tum on dissenters (Clonteh-Morgan & Dixon-FJ-le. 1999). Strongmen like 

Jamil had their ow11 militias (Reno, 1995) and elections became increasingly violent as politicians 

used marginalized >-outh to tessolise the opposition. During the 1978 and 1982 elections entire 

villages \yere destro~.ed on the orders of government ministers. In 1983 villagers in 

Ndorgbo~)osoi. Pujehun. along the south-eastern border with Liberia. challenged govesnment 

efforts to impose a candidate When thc government sent its securit) forces, havoc cnsucd 

(Kandeli. 2002). Kandeh nrites: 

Thousands of peasant families xvere uprooted from their homes and villages: 
man! fled to neighbouling Liberia as the entire district simmered with rage and 
violence. Peasant distrust of the state, especiall! III the southern and eastern 
provinces, continued to fester after this incident (p. 188). 

B! 1990, Sierra Leone was heading for disastcr with an almost bankrupt state and few 

remaining goveniment services. One of the worst hit groups was outh. 



5.5 Years of rebellion: The alliance of students and marginalized youth 

I Freetown. You can b y  anything on Garrison Street, a surging mix of people and 

goods and poda podas and men pushing great wooden carts of produce, all 

weaving, shoving and squeezing together. Stacks of bread. Rows of shoes, 

clothes, books in sidewalk stalls obscuring concrete shops that seem empty by 

comparison. Women weave through the throngs balancing trays of ground nuts 

or benniseed cakes on their heads. Want a typewriter? A map? Need a 

different size? Just you wait here. We'll get it for you. O f f  runs a youth, like 

thousands of teenage boys in the country, running errands, collecting taxi 

fares, doing what they can for a little school money or money just to  survive. 

Some have families; for  others, their comrades are their family, or their 

protectors, whoever will help them get by. Change money? Sure you'll change 

money. Good rate for you today. Guard your pockets. Pickpockets. A female 

policeman sells shoes from the shoe stall that is her real living. Throughout the 

city, teachers have blackboards on their balconies for private classes after 

hours. Petrol prices are rising. Tension's rising. I t ' s  hot and sweaty and 

everything is hard. I n  a world where most paying work occurs informally, who 

exactly is 'lumpen'? 

55.1 Qurrlijkr: The problem of- 'lumpen' youth 

In post-nar contests. it is usefil to pa! attention to what disadvantaged group elites most 

blame for the violence. Without bu! ing in to stereot! pes and prejudices. this group ma! be ke! to 

the tensions that led to the war. In Bosnia the disparaged group was iural people and I think ~xiral- 

urban disparities and tensions fed a conflict that manifested itself in ethnic terms. In Sierra Leone. 

the blame is cast onto marginalized >outh. thc so-called 'lumpen' !outh of the towns and 'san san 

bo! s' lvho worked the diamond fields. Following the Maivist concept of Lumpenproletariat, these 

! oung people are often seen as morall~ corrupt and easil! bought off. 

M a n  saw Lumpenproletariat as a dangerous group of downtrodden people who lack 

collective an,areness. According to Thoburn (2002). he wanted to free "his concept of the 

proletariat from the bourgeois image of a seething rabble; he transfers all the old content into the 



new category of lumpenproletariat." M a n  and Engels describe this underclass in Paiis in 

distinctl!. moralizing middle-class tones: 

Deca:, ed rouks nith dublous means of subs~stence and of dubious origm. iuined 
and adventurous offshoots of the bourgeoisie, rubbed shoulders nith vagabonds. 
discharged soldiers, discharged jailbirds, escaped galle:, slaves, swindlers, 
mountebanks. lazzaroni, pickpockets, tncksters, gamblers. maquereaus, broothel- 
keepers, poilcrs. literati, organ-grinders, ragpickers, knife grinders, tinkers. 
beggars - in short. the whole of the nebulous. d~sintegrated mass, scattered hither 
and thither. nhich the French call bohkme (in Thobum, 2002. p. 440). 

M a n  and Engels thought lumpenproletariat could be easil! bought out as hired 'thugs' 

for business and political elites (McLellan, 197 1). This sense of lumpenproletariat focuses on 

ascribed opportunistic and mercenary qualities of this ill-defined underclass. Some Sierra 

Leoncan academics adopt these stereot! pes to explain the membership and motivations of hired 

political heavies and willing RUF recruits. Echoing Man.  Kandeh (2004) writes of junior 

soldiers who ovellhrew governments in West Africa: 

The degenerate propensities of subaltern ranks derive from their lumpen social 
background and historical alienation from popular sectors. 'Lumpcnity' is 
textured b! chronic material deprivation, social alienation. violence. thuggel?. 
criminalit:,. and the absence of collective consciousness or an! coherent 
liberating discourse. The debasement of humanit) that pervades the 'life world' 
of lumpens is often displaced onto the public domain when the militarist takes 
charge of the state (p. 3). 

A special issue of the jouimal Afrrca L)eveloprnt.~zi (1997, vol. 22, nos. 3N), is entitled 

"Luinpen Culture and Political Violence: The Sierra Leone Civil War." The articles provide 

much-needed insight into the role of marginalized !.outh and students in resisting the APC 

goveinment during the 1970s and 1980s and in the formation of the RUF. But the! also 

contribute to a disturbing silencing of those who joiiled the RUF. 

The authors' discussion of the term 'lumpen' in the Sierra Leone contest reveals its 

meaninglessness. Is 'lumpen' a class teim. used to describe unemplo~ed, partiall! emplo!ed or 

informall!- emplo:, ed men and women'? Is it a culture, I-efel-1-ing on]:, to men and xvomen lvith little 

education who dress a certain wa:,. and hang out in pott..~'? Is it s:, non! mous uith pettj criminal'? 

Does it include women'? Is it an urban phenomenon or does it include sociall>- marginalized 

people from the rural areas and men who work the diamond fields'? The authors are undecided. In 

the end, this writing reveals more about their prejudices than the motivations of those who 

willing1,- joined the RUF. 



Rashid (1997). for example, mites that a student and ).outh demonstration in Freetom1 in 

1977 "degenerated into looting and vandalism when lumpen elements joined" (p. 28). Abdullah 

describes earl!- 'rarra). men' - a derogator~. term for urban marginalized males - as "a good-for- 

nothing bunch who mainstream societj- believes should be best avoided" (p. 5 I ) ,  and Bangura 

( 1997) refers to the RUF's '"lumpen' t)pe of unaccountable, fi-ee-wheeling behaviour. u*hich 

diugs and other anti-social behaviour-inducing mechanisms have generated or sustained among 

RUF (p. 130). 

Abdullah (1997) writes that the predominance of 'lumpen' p u t h  in the earl)- rebel 

movement explains the brutal - and, he implies, mindless - nature of the RUF: 

What marks the RUF is the chronic lack of cadres imbued with an) revolutionai? 
ideolog~. Its luinpen base has made it impossible for the movement to attiact 
suppost from an! social group ... (Both the RUF and Charles Ta!lor's NPFL in 
Liberia) are products of the same cultural milieu; their membership is recruited 
from the same lumpen groups; and the! emplo) the same tactics - indiscriminate 
use of diugs. forced induction and violence - to hrther their goal of capturing 
power (p. 69). 

Bangura (1997) refutes Richards' (1997) claim that RUF terror tactics accolnplished 

sti-ategic militail\- goals, suggesting that Richards should "heed.. . the voices of ordinal?. 

participants and victims of such violence, who keep insisting that the rebels are 'evil people'. . . 

and 'evil thugs"' as if victims have superior insights into the minds and motivations of those n.ho 

originall!. joined the rebel movement (p. 129). 

It is Zack-Williams (Abdullah et al., 1997) who observes that the term 'lumpen' 

"coimotes emptiness.. . Indeed, the continuous utilization on1)- of the prefis of a 
much longer term (lumpenproletariat), presents us with a dilemma: do we seek to 
den)- the fact that the term in its original use refers to those ~ v h o  do not have even 
labour power to sell 01- what Spivak has referred to as 'the.. . subtraction of the 
working class in the Peripheilr- from consumerism'? (p. 187) 

Zack-Williams prefers the telm subaltern. acknon4edging the lack of voice and power of 

those at the lo\vci- end - or outside - of mainstream poxver structures. The subaltern callnot speak 

(Spivak. 1988). The onlj 'voice' the fiustiated subaltern had, which some marginalized !out11 

chose to use, was violence. 

Zack-Williams (Abdullah et al., 1997) encourages us to ask "what impels urban and rural 

deracinated ! outh on to social movements such as the RUF'?" For some j outh, ailswers ma! lie in 

the '-breakdown of social practices such as mehr? p k m  (~~ardshlp)  and the veq structure of the 

extended famil!" (p. 187). B! understanding the social strains and experiences of ~ 0 ~ 1 t h  who 



joined the 1991 incursion and by speaking specifical1~- of the diverse people who joined the 

movement, we might have better insights into the RUF. 

Literature on the RUF is scarce and these articles b~ Sierra Leonean scholars provide 

much-needed ~nsights. However their stereot~pes also suggest common middle class prejudices 

towards the 'RUF' and marginalized people. These stereotj pes silence people associated n-it11 the 

RUF and all those labelled 'rebels. and hinder effective anal~sis  of rifts. motivations and 

reconciliation needs. 

5.5.2 The call tu revulutiun 

According to Abdullah (1997) the leading forces in the RUF came from three groups of 

marginal !.outh. The first wcre  ban inai-ginals (or 'I-assay man dem'):" the second \yere the 

illegal diamond miners, 'san-san bo~-s; '  and the third were "sociall!- disconnected" ~.outh in the 

villages. who were "contemptuous of iural authority and institutions" and '-saw the \Val- as an 

oppoi-tunitj- to settle local scores" (p. 172). 

The population of marginalized ~ .outh  in Freetown dates back to the sural-urban drif of 

the earlj- 2oth centur" when iural people sought emploj-ment in thc citj- duiing difficult 

economic times. B!- the 1960s, these ~.outh exhibited a distinct culture with a recognizablc waJ- of 

dressing, talking and acting. Rashld (1997) writes. "The?- 'tied' their shii-ts and sprinkled their 

Krio \vith slang." Man)- hung out in poks: "fixed and temporal- spaces set up bj- this underclass 

for smoking marijuana. gambling and planning cultural activities" (p. 23). 

In the 1960s, the 'ran-a) boj ' culture was a -'male-specific oppositional sub-culture" 

known for violence (Abdullah, 1997. p. 50). Between 1972 and 1977 the APC hired political 

heavies from this group to intimidate the opposition, causing the SLPP to withdraw from the 

1972 election (Rashid. 1997). 

BJ the mid-1970s, marginalized J outh began to identifi more with oppositional student 

culture which reflected the growing ~ o u t h  rebellion and student activism in Africa in the 1970s 

and 1980s. At the same time the jouth population in Freetown was burgeoning to the point where 

"the? represented possibl? the largest single social group in the cit? ." Man! jouth with high 

" Rashid (1997) writes: 

Escaped and freed 1u1d slaves and peasants began drifting ... into the cih- in search of 
employment and settling largelj- in peii-urban enclaves.. . They remained in the city providing 
irregular casual labour. In Krio middle class perception. the c i ~ . ' s  lulnpen population became 
associated with all that was decadelit in the societj- - sloth. peto- clime. gambling. 
prostitution. drug taking and violence (p. 23). 



school education were unemplo:,.ed as work opportunities, especiall:,. in the civil service. 

declined. These :,.outh and students - both secondary and universitj- - began to hang out in potrs. 

seeing them '-not onl:, as centres for gambling and smoking marijuana. but also (as) places of 

radical political discussions.' (Rashid, 1997, pp. 24, 25). Rashid writes, the :,.outh culture: 

. . .with its militant:,., activism and rebelliousness.. . resonated with the political 
struggles of students and :,-ouths in other parts of Afiica and the world. Thc last, 
more militant stages of the U.S. civil right (sic) movements reverberated in 
Africa. In Ghana, the National Union of Ghana Students (NUGS) was 
challenging the militaq regime of General Kutu Acheampong. In Southern 
Africa, liberation struggles gathered momentum and the :,.outh of Soweto openl:,. 
confronted the Apartheid State. Everywhere it seemed the :,.outh was in ferment. 
In this emerging culture, the :,-outh - lumpens and students - shared a gi-owing 
disillusionment with and rebelliousness toward the status quo (p. 25). 

In thc mid-1970s, the Lib! an government became increasingl:, involved in Sierra Leone. 

It funded Green Book stud:, groups at Fourah Bay College3' based on Libjan president Moammar 

a1 Gadhafi's Green Rook. which espoused a populist, revolutionaq and anti-imperialist ideolog:, . 

The Green Book, along with the Pan-African message of Ghanaian independence leader Kwame 

Nkiumah. was popular among radical student leaders and fed gro\ving student rebellion between 

1977 and 1985 (Rashid, 1997). 

In his film Rrtrrrn to Frretow (2002) on the reintegration of children after the \\.as, 

filmmaker Seiius Samora describes his perspective as a student during this time: 

This is the Methodist Boys' High School in Freetown and it's where I went to 
school. I learned man:,- things here and a lot of it wasn't on the school 
cui~iculum. In my da:,. a teacher could fail !.ou in :,.our exams if :,.ou didn't help 
them form a relationship nith a girl on your street they'd taken a liking to. We 
had our first lessons in power and how it corrupts. And for most of us who didn't 
have power in those days, we were all potential candidates for a revolution. 
When the:,- took awa:,- free education, most of us gathered together to talk and 
demonstrate. Then other :,-oung people who had dropped out of school joined in. 
And very soon \\-e were a movement. 

In 1985, after a raucous student demonstration, Fourah Ba:, College student union 

president Alie Kabba and four others were arrested and expelled. After their release from prison, 

the students headed for Ghana and enrolled at the Universit:, of Ghana at Legon. Ghanaian 

president Jeiq- Rawlings was s:, mpathetic. to Gadhafi's mission to promote "revolution in West 

Africa'' and the country provided a base for revolutionaiies. Duiing this time, Kabba made maiq12. 

i Fourah Baj- College in Freetown is the main universio in Sierra Leone. 



trips to Libja and became Gadhafi's contact person nith S i e m  Leoneans interested in revolution 

(Abdullah, 1997, p. 56). 

The call for armed revolution came in 1987 from the exiled students in Ghana. 

"Reluctantl~" the student organization, the Pan-African Union (PANAFU), voted on \vhether 

the!. supported sending members to Lib)-a for militan- training. Most dmented; the minorit). \vho 

favoured the adventure, including Abu Kanu and Rashid Mansam\., were later expelled fi-om thc 

student movement. In August 1987 that minorit\- and other recruits headed for Benghazi, Lib\.a. 

Among them was future rebel leader Fodal- Sankoh, the disg~untled corporal from the 197 1 coup 

attempt. Five months later a group of most1)- high school students followed (Abdullah, 1997. p. 

62). Abdullah argues that the break with PANAFU marked the beginning of the end of an 

intellectual role in the rebellion: 

Politicall\. conscious individuals were not specifically targeted as I-ecruits. For 
once PANAFU had re.jected the idea of participating as an organisation. the 
project became an individual enterp~ise: an)- man (no attempt was made to recruit 
women) who felt the urge to acquire insul-gencj. training in the service of the 
'revolution.' This inevitabl). opened the waj- for the recruitment of the lumpens 
(pp. 62, 63). 

With the split with PANAFU. a leadership vacuum emerged amongst Sierra Lconean 

revolutionaries in Lib)a. According to the TRC (2004), Sankoh became group spokesman 

because hc was the oldest. had militai: experience and was kno\vn as a "strategist..' 

-'manipulator" and po\\e~-hl orator (vol. 3a, chap. 3, 3 30). The TRC states: 

Allied to a good degree of perceptiveness and human instinct, Sankoh's innate 
charisma appears to have been a potent tool for convincing others of the merits of 
his agenda, despite his somewhat idealist~c tone and his tendenc! for grave 
esaggeration (vol. 3a. chap. 3.7 30). 

The Lib\-an camps trained revolutiona~ies from around the world. There, Sankoh and his 

comrades met Liberian rebel leader Charles Tajdor, whose NPFL forces were read). to launch an 

mcursion into his own countn to overtulm President Samuel Doc. The Sierra Leoneans and 

L~benans agreed to support each other The RUF \vould assist Ta! lor in his plan to "'Itberate' 

Libcna' and hc In return would "prov~de them with a base to launch their 'revolution"' 

(Abdullah, 1997. p 67). 

5.6 Regional players 

The Sierra Leone war must be understood in the contest of other regional conflicts and 

the lo).alties. animosities and power struggles of regional leaders. Despite their cooperation in thc 



Economic Communitj of West Afiican States (ECOWAS) West Afiican leaders are divided and 

some assist aimed rebellions in other countries in the region. Libya (not an ECOWAS member) 

trained and aimed 'revolutionai?-. movements in West Africa. including Taj-lor's NPFL and the 

RUF. Ta!-lor was also supported b)- presidents Houphouet-Boigq- of the Ivoi? Coast and Blaise 

Cornpaore of Burkina Faso as well as mercenaries from Bui-kina Faso, Gambia and Sierra Lconc 

(Adeba.10, 2002)." He. in tuin, sponsored incursions into Sierra Leone and Guinea and \vas 

indicted bj- the Sierra Leone Special Coust as one of those deemed most responsible for the nar .  

Taylor's support for the RUF is often attributed to his desire both to control Sierra 

Leone's diamond regions and to claim rcvenge against   om oh." Ho\vever; the TRC (2004) 

persuasivelj- argues that he did so for sti-ategic reasons. He wanted to divide and undermine 

ECOMOG, the Nigeria-dominated West African militaq. force fighting his troops in Liberia. In 

1990, as the NPFL approached Monrovia and the countl2- slid into chaos; a desperate Doe called 

on ECOWAS members for mi1ita1:- help. Most francophone members disscntcd, preferring 

negotiation, but the anglophone members: along with Guinea, agreed to create the international 

force. Nigcria, Guinea, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Gambia and, briefly, Senegal. contributed troops. 

ECOMOG \vas mandated to "restore law and order in Liberia, to create an environment that nil1 

allow humanitarian operations. and to secure a peaceful atmosphere that will facilitate cease-firc 

negotiations" (Khobe, 2000, p. 3). 

ECOMOG \vas created as a peacekeeping deployment but "there was no peace to keep" 

(Adeba-lo, 2004. p. 52). Their troops came under immediate attack from NPFL forces and \vithin a 

month ECOMOG changed itself to a peace enforcement mission. 

Sierra Leone was active in this conflict. Adebajo (2002) writes: 

Freetown had been the staging post for ECOMOG's inteivention in Liberia in 
August 1990 and remained the rear base for Nigerian soldiers in Liberia and the 
base for Nigeiia's Alpha jets used in bombing NPFL positions in Liberia. T a  lor 
had promised that Sierra Leone would "taste war" for its support of ECOMOG's 
efforts in Liberia (p. 82). 

By supporting attacks on Sierra Leone. Ta!-lor sought to break up ECOMOG, dividc its 

energies and compel Siei-sa Leone's withdrawal. He also aimed to discredit ECOMOG bj. 

sho\ving that it could not keep peace in the region. The Sierra Leonean and Nigerian governments 

a4 In Ru11d1tg P ~ a w  zr i  W s r  Afi-rca: L ~ b r n a  Slerra Lrorw, and Chrira Bissau. Adekeje Adebaio (2002) 
descsibes the intercomections between West African wars and the personalized animosities. lo! alties and 
an~bitions of West African leaders thal lead to support for various fighting factions. 

C i  In 1988. Tajlor visited Momoh in Freetown seelung his suppoi-t in overthrowing Doe but instead Mon~oh 
had him mested. When Ta) lor escaped fi-om jail. he vowed revenge (Reno. 2003). 



also recruited, trained and almed combatants for the United Liberian Movement of Libeiia 

(ULIMO), foimed in 1991 b~ Liberian politicians to fight the RUF in Sierra Leone and the NPFL 

in Liberia. Most recruits \\-ere Liberian refugees in Sierra Leone (Adebajo, 2002). 

The TRC (2004) relates a remarkable stoq of how Sankoh and Taj-lor's NPFL forces 

.recruited' Sierra Leoneans into the RUF forces in Liberia and Sierra Leone. In 1989 Sank011 left 

Lib!a and joined Ta~.lor in Libeiia, acting as a senior commander in the NPFL. In 1990, as 

Ta! lor's forces captured territoq , he ordered the detention of all foreigners from ECOWAS 

countries, especial1)- from ECOMOG states. One captive said: 

Esecutions were cai-ried out for eveq time the ECOMOG jet bombed their areas, 
even without killing an! one. I came to understand that multiple executions nere 
cai~ied out in all control areas throughout the count13 as retaliation (TRC, 2004, 
vol. 3a, chap. 3. '1 46). 

Convinced the)- were going to die, terrified Sierra Leonean captives \\ere easil!. 

manipulated bj  Sankoh; who showed up as their 'saviour.' As the TRC (2004) tells it: 

Sankoh personall! accompanied members of NPFL 'hit squads' who visited 
some of thc detention facilities.. . Several groups of soon-to-be 'vanguards' were 
exposed first to a show of mercilessness. w11ereb)- innocent fellow detainees 
among their number were severel!. beaten, molested or executed in front of them. 
Conspicuous1~-, though, the Sierra Leoneans were a1wvaj.s spared such a fate when 
Sankoh was present; the). would be separated ftom the other nationalities and 
ushered into the hands of Sankoh b)- other commanders. Through a combination 
of conviction and compulsion, Sankoh would then proceed to coilsciipt those he 
deemed he wanted into his RUF movement (vol. 3a, chap. 3,1[ 56, 57). 

Sank011 later emplo!.ed this method in Sierra Leone when he 'rescued' prisoners from harsh 

treatment bj. NPFL forces and gained the prisoner's lo) alt? in return (TRC. 2004). 

In this \\la)-, the 'vanguard' of RUF forces, some of whom remained lojal to the 

movement to the end, was created. These men and women cannot be dismissed as "lumpen Sierra 

Leoneans*' (Abdullah, 1997, p. 71). They were a disparate group. of diverse ethnic backgrounds 

and ages. Some were hlghl~ educated professionals or members of chieflj families; others were 

illiterate labourers (TRC. 2004). After training at Camp Namma in Liberia, they were read! to 

launch their incursion. 



Chapter 6: 
The 'rebel' war 

Forward 
The \\.as in Sierra Leone is usuallj portra~ed as a 'rebel' war, and a war of soldiers gone 

bad. We are reminded of horrific crimes, of rapes. amputations. torture and murder and of thc 

children. drugged and traumatized, who were forced to do these things. This simplistic pol-tra~ al, 

like the word 'corruption.' saj s eveq-thing and nothing. It does not begin to capture the d j  namlcs 

of the war, d~namics that must be understood for reconciliation to take place. Reconciliation 

cannot occur when entire segments of actors are dismissed in the dehumanizing term. 'lumpen.' 

Thanks to the TRC report (2004), we now have a better understanding of people's motivations 

and strategies and the power struggles and untenable situations that people found themselves in. 

6.1 The RUF insurgency 

The date of March 23. 1991 is usuall? given for the beginning of the incursion but cross- 

border NPFL engagements with the Sien-a Leone arm! began in 1990 This posous border had 

long been crossed for trade between Liberians and Sierra Leoneans who had more connection 

lvith Liberia than with Freetown. As the Liberian war \~orsened, refugees and armed supporters 

of President Samuel Doe crossed into Sierra Leone seeking refuge or the opportunit) to regroup. 

Soon Ta~lor 's  NPFL forces followed them. sometimes looting and harassing locals before 

returning to Liberia (TRC, 2004). 

After complaints b! villagers of Bornam, Kailahun District, the Sierra Leone government 

sent a platoon of about 30 soldiers to the area. However, soldiers began to befriend and trade 1~1th 

the vet? rebels the! had been sent to deter. eschanging cigarettes and food for looted L~berian 

goods. The March 23 rald at Boma~u b) 40 to 60 NPFL troops ma\ have been the result of a deal 

that went bad with these soldiers (TRC. 2004). However. the TRC (2004) writes, the attack 

... served an important strategic purpose for the would-be insurgents. It 
demonstrated that the border crossing was effective1)- unprotected and that troops 
stationed in the territory just be!.ond could easil>- be caught off-guard. It 
convinced the commandos involved that the)- could quickly repeat the tactic and 
conduct further attacks in a similar vein, probing deeper and s ta jhg longer. On 
the whole, if Sankoh had at all been wavering as to his attacking strateg!., the 
attack was a fillip to his confidence (vol. 3a. chap. 3. 7 104). 



RUF leaders had not planned to attack until later that ! ear but Ta! lor. n.ho nas  concerned 

about ECOMOG and growing armed Liberian factions in Sierra Leone, spurred Sankoh to invade 

earl!. This meant rel! ing heavil! on NPFL forces n-110 were known for their brutalit:,. and had not 

traincd \vitl~ the Sierra Leoneans. 

The Sierra Leoneans were divided about the attack. Mansaray asked Sankoh. "How can 

:,ou train us. prepare our minds and then allow somebod) else to lead us into our own  count^? '' 

You are selling out the revolution!" In response Sankoh ordered Mansan) detained, preventing 

'-one of the RUF's most committed ideologues" from joining the initial invasions which took 

place in the eastern and southern parts of the count17 in late March and earl! Aprd (TRC. 2004. 

vol. 3% chap. 3. 7 118, 120). 

Abdullah (1997) writes that until the invasion. Kanu, Mansaraj and Sankoh collectivel~ 

led the RUF. Mansara:, "was veq popular and had distinguished himself as a combatant n-ith the 

NPFL before 1991." Sankoh could not tolerate such a challenge and b:, November of the 

folloning :, ear. both Kanu and Mansara) were dead - executed b:, RUF firing squads after facing 

"t~umped up-' charges of betra! ing the ~no\~ement (p. 71). 

Initial support for the RUF in the south and east of the count13 is unclear. Man! people in 

these areas wanted to see an end to APC rule but violence against civilians b! RUF and NPFL 

forces repelled potential s j  mpath:, .- 'Muana (1997) \\rites: 

The humane front of the RUF \vhich involved lavishing looted goods on the 
captive population was soon defaced b:, public esecutions, rape, public beatings. 
forced labour and crass disregard for traditional nolms of social propriet! that 
had existed in that region. The public beheading of traders in Koindu and other 
local notables in the border districts and the public humiliation and esecution of 
authorit:, figures like chiefs and Imams did not re~nforce the revolutiona~~ 
message of the RUF that it had ostensibl:, launched the insurrection to overthrow 
the APC government (p. 79). 

The TRC report (2004) divides the conflict into t ime phases. In Phase I. fi-om 1991 to 

1993. the RUF fought a conventional war against the Sierra Leone Arm). During this time. most 

atrocities were carried out b:, Liberian NPFL forces and a few mercenaries from third countries. 

priinaril:, Burkina Faso and the Ivoq Coast. Though the Sierra Leoneans' training had been 

curtailed due to the earl) launch of attacks, RUF leaders tried to retain their ideolog! in this 

"' Cunentl). the queslion is highlj politici~ed and few Sierra Leoneans admit to having ever q mpathil.ed 
with the RUF. However one thoughtfd man in the south told me that there aas some sjmpathj with the 
RUF in the firs1 jear after the invasion and that people were asked to donate radios and arms for the cause. 



period. The leadership punished violations against civilians and Sankoh n.ould speak to cron.ds of 

civilians, informing them about the reasons for the 'revolution.' As one RUF vanguard told 

recruits, "A fighter nithout political ideolog~ is a criminal" (vol. 3a. chap. 3, 17 1). 

The roughl:,.-conceived RUF ideologj. was articulated in 1995 in its pamphlet, Footpaths 

to L)rmocrcrcy. In it, the RUF (1995) claims to fight for the "histoiicall! neglected. used and 

abused counti2side (that) would iise up to the simple call that 'No more slave, no more master' 

and -Arms to the people; pon-er to the people and uealth to the people.-" Its populist ideolog! 

drew - at times plagiarized - from multiple sources. and espoused Pan-Africanist, cosmopolitan- 

religious and socialist values. Especiall:, after 1993, RUF actions put paid to their lvords as the 

rural poor were the main targets of RUF atrocities. In particular; the statement that "We have 

leanlt the value of treating captives and prisoners of war with utmost civilit:,. Our m k s  keep 

sxvelling dail!. We have no need to conscript bj force." was blatantl! false (pp. 3, 4) 

Interestingly, the RUF (1995) seemed to genuinel!. espouse a cosmopolitan outlook 

regarding ethnicit:, and religion. The:, chose the unih ing language of Kiio as their lingua franca 

and the 1~i)otj)uths to I~rnzocrzrcy declares that the RUF is: 

religiouslj- Godlj- in our bearings and beliefs. We enjo5- communal praj.ers and 
communication twice dail:, and on all occasions praj-ers are said both in the 
Islamic and Christian waj-s. The people, through their own initiative. have 
removed doctrinal differences from their waj. of worship. The:,- saj- if there is one 
God/Allah then there ought to be one congregation (p. 4). 

Again, while RUF actions defj religious moral conventions. their view of themselves as 

fundamentally religious people and without religious prejudice made them receptive to mediation 

b:, religious leaders later on. 

During the earl! 1 ears Sankoh's speeches were o f  en well received and convinced some 

!oung men to join the RUF. Some remained with the movement and joined the RUF part! after 

the war. Man! "bdling revolutionaries" testified before the TRC (2004): 

The stereotype seems to fit a :,.oung man who had come from a lower-class 
background of abject povertj- and whose parents had not enjojzd an:, favour or 
good fortune under the APC, despite often having worked hard in the agricultural 
sector. He had nonetheless been able to acquire enough education to perceive 
some of the blatant injustices to which he \\.as being subjected: but at the point 
the RUF found him, he had lost all social bearing and was therefore open to the 
notion of taking up arms.. . A common decisive factor.. . was that thej- had been 
ultiinatel:,. convinced to join the RUF through a public address bj. Fodaj. Sankoh 
or one of his compatriots.. . 



... Willing revolutionaries testified that the) had seen the RUF as a means of 
effecting a positive change in the counti-). of freeing themselves from their soul- 
destrojing socio-economic circumstances and of putting right some of the 
injustices that thej perceived to have left them disadvantaged or marginalized in 
societ) (vol. 3a. chap. 3.1 209-2 1 1). 

However, as the TRC (2004) observes, the line between genuiilc I-evolutionaries and those \ ~ h o  

used the RUF for personal gain or to exercise vendettas is thin. 

BJ. late 199 1, tension between NPFL forces and the RUF reached a breaking point. NPFL 

looting and atrocities undermined RUF Icgitimacj in the ej-es of civilians and skirmishes eiuptcd 

between the two. Sankoh appealed to Charles Taj-lor to recall his troops but around 90% of the 

NPFL forces sta>-ed even though Ta>-lor cut off their arms supp1)-. Biutal attacks by thcsc NPFL 

forccs against the RUF and civilians onl). ended in September 1992 when RUF troops finall>- 

forced them to leave the counti-).. Those who remained were tiusted by the RUF and most had 

Sieria Leonean ancestry (TRC, 2004). 

6.2 The 1992 NPRC coup 

Back in Freetown, the Momoh government responded to RUF violence b?- hastilj. 

expanding the weak and already-divided am]- .  In the 1970s and 1980s the military had been 

increasinglj- marginalized as the Stevens government sidelined it in favour of the paramilitai-\- 

Special Services Division. When the RUF attacked, the arm). was, in the lvords of the TRC 

(2004), "simplj. a mess": 

The arm) didn't have moveable vehicles, communication facilities were non 
existent. and most of the solhers were not combat read?. The! had not attended 
refresher courses or gone to the practice range for years. The senior officers had 
indulged in the good life and were therefore unwilling to go to the warfront (vol. 
3a, chap. 3. '~ 245). 

According to the TRC (2004), in 1991, most officers were corrupt? often siphoning off 

dispensations of junior soldiers and other public goods and practicing ethnic or familial 

favoritism, acts that were greatly resented bj. junior soldiers. When the ne\v recruits were added, 

this caused further division within the militai-).. 

The new recruits, who \vere largelj marginalized J outh. were given cursol-) training sand 

sent to Kailahun and Kenema to fight the rebels (Kandeh, 2002). The result was disastrous. 

 momo oh admitted (in Kandeh. 2002): 

In the quest to increase numbers, training standards dropped and discipline ma! 
have subsided also, because not much time was given to screening entrants. The 



result is that a large number of undesisables, waifs, s t l q s  ... and bandits ma! 
now be in the nation-s militaq unifoim (p. 19 1 ). 

Man) new recruits, faced nith lo\\ pa) and morale, felt little lojalt) to the arm) but the) 

did not cause Momoh's downfall. On Apiil 29. 1992. a group ofJunior officers revolted to protest 

unpaid salarles and inadequate medical assistance for injured soldiess. Fearing a violent coup. 

Momoh fled to Guinca (Gberie, 2000: Hirsch, 200 1). The officee involvcd in the revolt chose 27- 

1 ear-old Captain Valentine Strasser to lead the nen- National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) 

government. 

hitiall>- public enthusiasm was high. The new government seemed to promise an end to 

corruption and the war. People in Freetown responded b) painting murals on walls and cleaung 

the streets " The NPRC leaders were maid! in their 20s and 30s and the! tapped ! oung pcople's 

enthusiasm for change. '" 

High expectations of the NPRC were short lived. however. The ~ o u n g  ~ulers began to 

enjo!- their new power a id  proved as corrupt and vicious as previous regimes. The neu 

govesnment began to arrest political opponents and can-ied out 26 estrajudlcial esecutions. A 

climate of fear and harassment of perceived political opponents re-emerged. NPRC vice-chairman 

Solomon A. J. (SAJ) Musa was especiall~ notorious. He is alleged to have personall) mutilated 

and tortured political opponents and. seven !ears later, masterminded a biutal onslaught on 

Freetown'" (TRC, 2004: Hirsch, 200 1). 

After the NPRC coup, RUF leaders announced that the). were willing to negotiate with 

the new government but the regime was not interested in talking. It dramatic all^ increased its 

troop intake. again with scant attention to entrance criteria and training. The TRC (2004) states: 

They ivere taught little more than how to fire a gun, h o \ ~  to move in foimation, 
how to mount offensives and how to respond to orders: the rest \vould be left to 
their instincts. Among the telling omissions then were how to react when faced 
ivith an enem). deplo~ing gueirilla tactics and how to interact nith the civilian 
population (vol. 323. chap. 3.7 320). 

'4nd a guerrilla war was just what the soldiers would soon face 

' Young people mentioned thls proudly to me and National Cleaning Day still exists. 
'"oung officers recognized the value of youth even before the coup when Captain Prince Benjamin- 
Hirsch. a J-oung officer from Dau. recruited youth into civil defense militias. Richards (199G) writes. 
"Benjamin-Hirsch recruited J-outh militia in the battle zone similar to those Pdined and deployed b) the 
RUF. therebj aiming to deny the rebel ~nove~ncnt its principal resource - the youth of the diamond fields 
neglecled bj- the state" (p. 10). Hirsch was killed in an ambush shortly before the coup. 
'" It is important to take allegations against SAJ Musa with a grain of salt as he died in the 1998-1998 
campaign to overtake Freetown. It is easy for other culpable people to blame him for atrocities. 



Unlike coups froin the upper ranks of the militaq, n4~ich reflect intr-a-class PO\\-er 

struggles and do not affect the arm! 's basic stiuctur-c, coups from the bottom turn the arm! on its 

head (Kandeh. 2004). As Kandeh \\-rites: 

What is perhaps most distinctive about subaltern coups is the dualit!- of the 
usuiyations the!- set in motion - both the command stiucture of the arm)- and 
broader patterns of political leadership in societj- are inverted when armed 
marginals capture state power. Restoring rank discipline under such 
circumstances has often turned out to be more elusive than compelling public 
acquiescence to subaltern militan- rule (pp. 1, 2). 

Despite these difticulties, the Sien-a Leone Aim). (SLA), bolstered b! Guinean troops and 

civilian militias, achieved considerable gains against the RUF. B!. late 1993 the! recaptured 

almost all RUF territor~. cornering the rebels on the Liberian border which the latter dared not 

cross for fear of retribution from their old allies. the NPLA. Without a suppl! of ammunition 

from Tqlor ,  the RUF looked to be --on the brink of oblivion," and perhaps the war \\-ould have 

ended then had the SLA troops been better trained and thus more confident and disciplined (TRC. 

2004, vol. 3a, chap. 3, a 377).40 

Manj- Sierra Leoneans believe that the soldiers were unwilling to end the \\-ar in 1993 as 

the). benefited fiom access to diamond fields and opportunities to loot propelt!.. Some also 

explain the resurgence of the RUF bj. the 'lumpen' character and lack of training of new recruits 

who, thej- saj-, were quick to flee battle and easilj- converted to rebels because they shared the 

same social background. While man!. soldiers did profit from the war and some maj- have lvorked 

both sides. the TRC (2003) indicates that the ans\ver is unclear because at this point tht: RUF 

changed its tactics from conventional 'target' warfare4' to full-fledged guerrilla \Val-. This began 

Phase I1 of the war. 

The RUF explains the shift in its k'ootj~ths to Drmocracy (1995): 

Frankly \ve were beaten and were on the run but our deep sense of calling \\-ould 
not let us face the disgrace of crossing into Liberia as refugees or prisoners of 
war. We dispersed into smaller unites, whatever remained of our fighting force.. . 
We no\\ relied on light weapons and on our feet, brains and knowledge of the 
count13 side ... to surprise. disarm and totall! disorganise the offensive operations 
of the rebel NPRC (pp. 4, 3). 

10 SLA forces wasted amnunition. were overl) awed b) the rebels. and alienated civilians b) '.dispensing 
merciless sunurn2 justice to any captive whom the! suspected of even the flimsiest connection with the 
RUF" (TRC 2004. vol. 3b. chap. 3. $386). 
'" The TRC (2004) defines target warfare as capturing and holding a predetermined area. 



And sui-piise. disaim and disorganize the! did. The rebels shifted fi-om direct 

engagements with soldiers. Instead. the! sought to weaken them b! dividing. encircling and 

tcrroiizing them. The commission (2004) \\-rites: 

In its militaq operations just as in its attacks on civilian communities. the RUF 
effectivel) went underground: it sought to become less visible. less predictable. 
less consistent and less distinguishable in eveqthing that it did. As a 
consequence it.. . drove SLA militaq officers lacking in ingenuit! into contriving 
a vasict) of in-ational responses. The war had indeed changed. It was no longer 
between armed groups confronting each other in battle fields. The civilian 
population began to bear the brunt of the war (vol. 3a, chap. 3 ,7  4 16). 

The rebels abandoned their revolutionai-y rhetoric and ideolog!. which n.ould old! 

"create unwanted paradoxes in the minds" of civilians. Their goal lvas to make the counti~\ 

ungovernable and desti-oj the economy. Thej believed that if people's lives in the provinces 

bccamc unbearable, the goveinment would have to negotiate. Lacking ideological constraints. 

atrocities against civilians reached horrific levels. Unlike the previous period of 'tasget' warfare 

where villagers were often warned of attacks and allo\ved to flee. civilians were now the prime 

targets of abductions, murders and other forms of terror (TRC, 2004, vol. 3a, chap. 3,li 404). 

With the change in government in Freetown and the beginning of guerrilla waifare, the 

rebels could 110 longer inspire popular support. The\- therefore needed other sources of reciuits. 

Childi-en are more vulnerable than adults and are viewed as excellent combatants because the! are 

easier to manipulate. The RUF therefore targeted children, especiall) bo).s, for abduction, often 

forcing them to commit abuses against famil! members, elders and chiefs. Thej- then took them 

to bush camps and resocialized them through trauma, fear and drugs to become !oung killcrs. 

Zack-Williams (1999) w-ites: 

This period of indoctrination could be quite gruesome: witnessing or 
participating in collective punishment, and in some cases punishing parents or 
near relatives, in order to bond the child to the RUF. bj- reducing anj desire to 
return to his villagc (p. 154). 

Bj 1-esocializing' child fighters, providing drugs and bondng them to their units, the RUF had an 

aimnj of fearless combatants capable of striking terror in the population. 

The RUF also shifted from a tactic of co-opting local governments to infiltrating villages. 

thus creating a cliinatt: of distiust among civilians. Thej used large numbers of children and 

adults, male and femalc. for reconnaissance missions. These civilians gathered infoimation fiom 

soldiers as the) pretended to look for protection, sex or food (TRC, 2004). This rendered all 

civilian strangers suspect. often kvith devastating results. 



The new tactics also devastated the militaq. The TRC (2004) \\.rites: 

The RUF used a varieo of simple but effective tactics to create a sense of 
pandemonium among the unsuspecting occupants of the targeted position. 
including shouting "war cries in hundreds of voices at the same time" and 
throwing a barrage of stones incessantlj onto the corrugated iron roofs of the 
soldiers' dwellings. Upon gaining sight of a suitable target. the RPG \\as then 
launched and backed up b) sparing, sporadic firing from different angles.. . (This 
convinced) soldiers, manj of whom were joung and panic-stricken, that the! 
were under siege from an enormous and well-armed force. Consequentlj the! 
would abandon their posts.. . and leave their bases, including aims stores, at the 
mercj of the RUF (vol. 3a, chap. 3, 7 446). 

With a growing suppl~. of arms, ammunition and SLA uniforms, the RUF increased their 

assaults, often disguised as soldiers. As a result. in 1994 soldiers were increasinglj- regarded \\;it11 

suspicion by the civilian population. The n.ord -sobel' - soldiers b j  da! ; rebels b j  night - entered 

tht: popular vocabulai?. Maq people who testified before the TRC stated that soldiers, who the! 

identified by their uniforms, were complicit in attacks on their villages. As the TRC report (2004) 

tries to show5 the identit] of these 'combatants' was unclear. However, RUF efforts to create 

civilian distrust in the armj had a devastating impact on militai? morale, making the arm! 's task 

of defending the nation all the more difficult 

The soldiers had man) weaknesses. Thej were largelj. incapable of confronting the 

RUF's guerrilla tactics and many abused civilians, including looting, raping and executing 

suspected collaborators. For unpaid or underpaid soldiers and irregulars looting provided 

sustenance. One must ask where the responsibilit5- for looting lies, on the soldiers themselves or 

on superiors who did not pa} them'? Also, civilians often used soldiers to attack opponents. 

accusing the latter of being collaborators (TRC. 2004; Peters & Richards, 1998). The TRC writes: 

(In) some parts of the counti3. ... a soldier would be more 1ikel)- to kill j.ou than 
would a commando of the RUF. One reason for this was that civilians were 
unreasonablj- j-et unambiguouslj- held to be partisan to the forces among which 
they lived. If a civilian had failed, usuallj- through no fault of his or her own, to 
escape from territoq. held bj- the RUF. then he or she would invariablj- bc 
deemed to have been working with the RUF. Without claritj. of thought or ail). 
means of vcrifi-ing information given to them at source, soldiers were usual1~- 
bound to punish anj-one picked out as.. . a 'collaborator'. . . There were alwaj-s 
individuals \vho were read!- to point fingers, not because the person had 
necessarilj done anj-thing wrong, but on account of a pre-existing grudge or 
grievance that in all likelihood had little to do with the conflict (vol. 3a, chap. 3.4 
523). 

Still, little attempt was made to distinguish loyal soldiers from renegades or to veri@ that 

attackers in uniform were reallj- soldiers. B\- late 1995; all soldiers were suspect. The arm). was 



not helped bj  the government which began to see militias as better able to fight rebels. The 

govemment manipulated the growing popular distiust of soldiers to support this shift and did 

nothing to defend or improve the militaq. Sierra Leoneans paid dearl~ for this political 

manipulation. As the TRC (2004) writes: 

In winning over the civilians on the ticket that soldiers were against them, the 
politicians convej ed a message to the soldiers that indeed the! were the pariahs 
of the state. Since their best efforts would ! ield o n l ~  derision, the soldiers took 
on the mantle that had been cast upon them and graduall! transformed 
themselves into a deliberate enemj of 'democracj ' (vol. 3a, chap 3.7 488). 

6.3 The creation of civil defense forces (CDFs) 

As the NPFL government lost faith in the am)., it began to focus its energies on 

developing and suppol%ng cornmunit!.-based militias. In 1994, a respected SLPP politician. Dr. 

Alpha Lavalie. helped b! Mende chiefs. began to organize civil defense units in Mendc regions. 

These militias were based on Poro societies: secret societies that traditional Mende boys must be 

initiated into to be recognized as adults. These were adapted so that traditional hunters in these 

societies - Kainajors in Mende regions -- could protect their regions (Muana, 1997). Muana 

(Lavalie) deplo? ed displaced Poro.. . initiates to act as guardans of their 
settlements, enforce traditional Mende warfare curfews, and act as a local 
defence force. He also elicited support from the militaq junta to procure 
shotguns and ammunition for these militias (p. 83). 

Lavalie never lived to see the fiuition of his efforts. According to one informant, in 1994. 

when the Tongo region in Kenema District was attacked b j  rebels, Lavalie organized a inectiting 

of men in Kenema, saying they should return to Tongo and retrieve their propel-tj-. Within days of 

the meeting, the men learned that Lavalie had been killed in a landmine esplosion (intervie\\; 61). 

The informant tells the stor\.: 

That night the authorities in Kenema, (male) youth and elders ... started this 
Hindo Hindo. So at night, whoever you suspect is a rebel. they pursue j-ou. If 
they thought you were a rebel, the)- would question !-ou and if you were a rebel 
j-ou \vould be killed b!- the leaders. We, the others, would make noise around, 
because the rebels were all around Kenema, to scare them off. Every day we 
would hear that a few rebels had been killed but we don't know how (interview 
61). 

This local vigilantism protected Bo and Kenema from RUF infiltration and attack. People 

in Bo still proudlj talk about RUF attacks on Bo and Kenema in December 1994 that civiliam 

successfully repelled ''with shotguns, machetes and stones" (Muana. 1997, p. 83). However, as 



man) civilians had to flee their home regions at this time, this vigilantism undoubtedl~ led to the 

deaths of many civilians. Because rebels used women and children for reconnaissance missions, 

the) would not escape suspicion. 

Lavalie's plan for cornmunit]. defense forces was replicated across the countq. Militias 

included the Gbethes, Kapras, Tamaboros and, most famously, the Kamajors in the south, sun 

under the leadership of Chief Hinga Noiman. liamajor training and tactics included a belief in 

magic powers, in particular the belief that Kamajors were invincible to bullets. Just as the RUF 

used terror as a war tactic, the light]) -aimed Kamajors used magic and fear to increase their 

strength bej.ond their physical capacity. 

Muana (1997) argues that a strict organizational hierarch?. restrained Kamajor militiamen 

from "committing atrocities on civilians or conducting themselves in an) unauthorised waj..' But 

KamaJors did commit crimes. Special Court indictments of three Kamajor leaders. including 

Norman," accused the militias of recruiting children, looting and burning proper@ and 

committing atrocities against civilians who the!. identitied as 'co1labo1-atol-s' (Special Court. 

2OO3a). The indictment against Nolman reads: 

Civilians. including women and children, who were suspected to have supported. 
s!mpathized with, or simpl) failed to active11 resist the combined RUFIAFRC 
forces were teimed -'Collaborators" and specific all^ targeted b) the Kamajors. 
Once so identified. these "Collaborators~' and an? captured enemj combatants 
\\,ere unla\t-full! killed. Victims were often shot, hacked to death, or burned to 
death. Other practices included human sacrifices and cannibalism (Special Court, 
2 0 0 3 ,  p. 3). 

Kamajors and excombatants with other civil defense forces see themselves as mar hesoes 

who saved the count]? from rebel t j  ram).  Indeed the? were successful in fighting the rebels but 

man) were as susceptible to power abuses as other forces 

6.4 Executive Outcomes 

In addition to the militias. in April 1995. the NPRC contracted the sel-vices of the 

controversial South African private securit} firm, Esecutive Outcomes. Esecutive Outcomes had 

close connections with Branch Enesgg! Ltd.. a British minlng compan?. Stlasser agreed to pa? 

Esecutive Outcomes $1.8 million a month and Branch Energ) was granted a large diamond 

"' The three Kanajor leaders indicted were: Chief Hinga No~nlan. Kamajor founder and former Minister of 
Inlernal Affairs: Allieu Kondewa. "former Kamajor High Priest and Chief Initiator of the CDF": and 
Moinina Fofana. Kamqjor Director of War Operations (International Crisis Group. 2003. p. 2 1) 



concession in Kono in exchange for "five percent of the value of all diamonds estractcd and 37.5 

percent of net profits" (Hirsch. 200 1. p. 39). 

Executive Outcomes and thc arm) set four main goals: to ensure Freetown's sccuritj. to 

recapture the Siesra Rutile mines. to recapture territoq taken b:, the RUF. and to eliminate the 

rebel headquarters in Kailahun (Hirsch, 200 1 ) .  As Hirsch writes: 

Although Executive Outcomes' presence was small - about ten Afiikaaner 
officers and two hundred soldiers. mostlj- of Cape coloured origin - the!. had the 
milital?. advantage of air capabilit)- and the ps~chological advantage of being an 
outside force with a fierce reputation for swift and effective action. Early gains 
on the ground quicklj- created the near m~thological view that Esecutive 
Outcomes was invincible (p. 39). 

Working with Kamajor militias and l o ~ a l  arm) forces. Executive Outcomes attacked 

RUF bases, forced thc rcbels from the region of Freetown and retook the Sierra Rutile mines. 

Though the! did not succeed in taking RUF headquarters. Hirsch (2001) argues that the! 

probably influenced the RUF leadership's decision to enter negotiations. 

The government's militaq successes in this period were overshadowed b) their inabilit! 

to pa) Execut~ve Outcome's steep securitj bill. Continuing ~nsecurit) in Kono prevented Branch 

Energ). from mining and thus deprived the government of revenue. BJ- March 1996. \\-hen Te.jan 

Kabbah was elected president, the government owed Executive Outcomes $17 million. The IMF 

and international donors pressured the new government to dramaticall) reduce public 

expenditures and Kabbah had to ask Executive Outcomes to leave before peacekeeping 

an-angements could bc made. The result was disastrous. The RUF resumed fighting and the 

govcmment's militaq advantage was lost (Hirsch, 2001). 

6.5 The rise of civil society 

As the fighting continued in 1994 and 1995, a small coalition of civil societ!. groups 

emerged to push for democratic elections. Women's organizations led the movement, supported 

b ~ .  paramount chefs, academics. journalists, trade unionists and local council leaders. When 

Jamcs Jonah, a former UN Under-Secretaq. General, was appointed chairman of the lnterim 

National Election Commission, he encouraged the coalition to work towards elections. The result 

Lvas Bintulnani I, a five-day meeting of 73 political and civil societj representatives from around 

the count13 at the Bintumani Conference Centre near Freetonn in August 1995. The delegates 

gathcred to decide when elections should be held and how the! should proceed. Most nanted 

elections before the ~ e a r ' s  end but Jonah persuaded them to ~vait until March 1996 so the) could 



prepare properl~. A inlnont~ argued that the countr: needed "peace before elections"' as those in 

rebel-occupied areas would not be able to vote Hirsch (2001) writes that "-peace before 

elections' n a s  the slogan of those who had an interest in continuation of the war and were doing 

nell under rnilitaq rule'' (p. 41) Elections were set for Februa? 26th, 1996. 

On11 weeks before the election, the NPRC experienced a bloodless intesnal coup. This 

was precipitated in part b:, a vote at the November 1995 Common\~ealth Summit over the 

suspension of Nigeria because of President Abac11a.s poor human rights record. Strasser had little 

choice but to suppost the vote even though his government benetited greatl? from Nigeria's 

assistance in ECOMOG. Thrs caused great tension within NPRC ranks. Also, Strasser, ~vho  lvas 

'-barel} thiitj," decided to run for president despite the constitutional requirement that the 

president should be at least 40. When his colleagues protested. Strasser threatened to fire them. 

On Januar: 16. 1996, Strasser's NPRC colleagues arrested him and whisked him to Guinea 

(Hirsch. 200 1. p. 4 1). 

Strasser's successor was a 329 ear-old brigadier general named Julius Maada Bio. 

Though the RUF had refused to engage in earlier negotiations, Bio was determined to bring them 

to the table and end the war. Using radio. he persuaded Sankoh to send RUF representatives to 

Abidjan, Ivor? Coast. In mid-March Sankoh lefi Sieria Leone to join the talks and the 

negotiations began to revolve around power sharing asrangements (Hirsch. 2001). Hirsch lvntes: 

Maada Bio-s representatives apparentl) had implied or promised that the) would 
make Sankoh deput! chairman of the NPRC if the election was cancelled 01- 

postponed, or use their influence to assure him the vice president! of a civilian 
government.. . Bio was thus apparent15 plotting to put off the election or inaklng 
a commitment he could not keep, but the consequences were to be felt later when 
negotiations bogged dowvn over Sankoh's insistence that he had been promised 
the vice prcsrdeuc? (p. 43). 

While the negotiations with the RUF were being arranged, the Bio government began to 

explore nhether elections could be postponed. It organized rallies in Freetown to support "peace 

before elections" and demanded another Hintumani meeting. The road to Bintumani 11 was far 

more difficult for civil societ~ partrcipants than Bintuinani I had been. Soldiers ba-1-icaded the 

bridge to the conference centre and harassed delegates to discourage them fi-om attending. 

Despite this harassment. delegates voted 58 to 17 to continue with the election plans (Hirsch. 

200 1 ). 

Civil society resolve in favour of elections was matched by RUF determination to prevent 

them. The rebels camed out a brutal campaign, especiall!. in the north and east of the countr3-, to 



discourage people from voting. Although tenor tactics had long involved amputating and 

mutilating captives, the! now carried this out on a mass scale agalnst people of all ages as a d~rect 

threat to voters (Hirsch. 2001). Vlctims testifj ing at the TRC described the horrif! ing moment 

nhen a ?outh wearing a T-shirt labelled T . 0 .  Cut Hands" (Chief Officer Cut Hands) forced 

them to put one or even both alms on a stump to be hacked of'f Some described being In a l ~ n e  of 

victims who pleaded for mercj- before their hands \yere amputated. Manj- amputation victims did 

Desp~te efforts bj the RUF and Bio's NPRC government to prevent them, the elections 

ucnt ahead. Him11 (2001) describes the massive turnout in Freetown: 

People waited patient]! in voting lines under the hot sun for hours. When 
shooting erupted at the Wilberforce Barracks in thc late afternoon, voters stood 
their ground. On Siaka Stevens Street in the heart of d o ~ n t o w n  Freetown, 
soldiers t q  ing to disrupt the elections faced a defiant public and retreated (p. 44). 

Despite accusations of i~regularities. especiall! in the ~ o u t h , ~ '  international obsewors 

pronounced the elections to be generally free and fair (Hirsch. 200 1). On March 29, 1996, SLPP 

Icadcr Tejan Kabbah became president of Sierra Leone. 

6.6 The 1996-1997 Kabbah government and the Abidjan peace talks 

Kabbah, like Bio. entered the presidencj dete~mined to end the war. Esecut~ve Outcomes 

and the Kamajors had gone from defending major ton~ls  to pursuing the RUF in remoter regions. 

Kabbah appointed Kamajor founder Chief Hinga No~man as deput! defense minister. No~man 

had little faith in the alm:, and poured his efforts into supporting Kamajor campaigns against both 

the RUF and the SLA According to Hirsch (2001). the Kamajors had a "take no prisoners*' polic? 

and TRC testimon> indicates that the fate of captured soldiers could be brutal (p. 53).  

Government favor~t~sm of the Kamajors at the expense of the am! created tremendous 

resentment among soldiers. a I-escntment that would eventuall! lead to the downfall of Kabbah's 

first government 

Kamajor militaq successes had an impact on negotiations with the RUF. Sankoh. 

supported b:, a British NGO, International and a Ghana~an journalist, Akjaaba Sebo. was 

'I I In southern Siena Leone. the SLPP stronghold. critics charged that there were more ballots cast than 
registered koters (Hirsch 2001). Others also mentioned to me that in some cases the nunlber of people who 
voted for the opposition was too small to be credible. 
I I The role of Inte~national Alert m this process was problematic. Sankoh was adept at using foreigners to 
increase his credibilib. Hirsch (2001) argues that Sebo and International Alert's secretq general. K u n w  
Rupesinghe. were tq ing to make names for themselves b) resolving the conflict. 



holding out for the vice president? which he said Bio had promised him. Clearl! worried about 

Executive Outcomes, he also demanded that all foreign troops leave the countq. As his militaq 

losses escalated. Sank011 relinquished these conditions and the Abidjan Peace Agreeinent was 

signed on November 30,  1996 (Hit-sch. 2001). 

Most literature mentioning the Abidjan agreement describes the amnest!. deal and 

Sankoh's desire for a top govesnmental position. But the accord also articulated a vision for the 

countq., stressing the commitment of all parties to improve conditions for all citizens (Gberie, 

2000). The government agreed to provide "equal opportunities to all Sierra Leoneans especiall!- 

those in the count13 side and the urban poor." Specificallj-, it promised to provide primal? health 

care, clean drinking n-ates and sewage sj-stems in all towns and villages; affordable housing, 

compulsoiy and free education below senior secondaq level: improved infrastructure including 

roads, communications and electricit!. in iural areas. The government also agreed to electoral 

reform, judicial independence and refo~m of the police and militar) (Government of Sien-a 

Leone. 1999, Article 26ii). 

Although thcse commitments were ambitious and some were unrealistic given the 

government's impove~ishcd state and lack of international interest in the counti3-, i t  is notable that 

a vision for the counti3- was articulated."' Observers often mention that the 1999 Lome Peace 

Agreement built on the Abidjan accord but this national vision of equalitj- and basic services for 

all was absent without notc. 

The Abidjan Agreement created division in the RUF. The delegation was led by F q i a  

Musa and Ibrahim Dean Jalloh, two captive teachers who later joined the rebel side. Thej and 

other RUF delegates negotiated in good faith and were committed to implementing the agreement 

but Salkoh was not. On March 6. 1997. Sankoh made a covert trip to Lagos. Nigeiia and was 

arrested on charges of purchasing arms. He remained in Nigerian custod! until Jul\- 1998 when he 

was retunled to Sierra Leone to be tried for treason. 111 the meantime, Musa, Jalloh and other RUF 

representatives from Freeto\vn were tricked bj. Sailkoh's successes. Sam (Maskita) Bockerie. into 

travelling to Kailahun for a meeting. In Kailahun, Bockerie's forces captused and incarcerated 

them. Musa and Jalloh n r re  onlj- released in November 1999 (Hirsch, 200 1). 

The TRC (2004) identifies Phase I11 of the \\.-as. hpified b? power struggles between 

ambitious individuals, as beginning around the time of Sankoh's an-est: 

'I' Ttus maj have been an RUF attempt to poi21-a! itself as ..legitimate representatives of the oppressed 
(Hirsch 200 1. p. 52). 



Sieria Leoneans mere displaced. pillaged. killed and subjected to all imaginable 
forms of torture because fello\v Sierra Leoneans saw these violatioils as 
unfortunate. though (un)avoidable collateral damage in the protection or pursuit 
of power Innocent. po~verless civilians were targeted more than ever in the final 
phase of the conflict on the premise that the 'power-brokers' affiliated with them 
might sit up and take notice of their plight (vol. 3a, chap. 3,7, 624). 

At this point the line between disaffected soldiers and rebels became genuinel) blurred as 

man!- acts populai-1). attributed to rebels appear to have been cai~ied out b? disgiuntled soldiei-s 

and their suppoi-ters. 

6.7 The May 25th coup and the AFRCIRUF regime 

The Kabbah goveinment faced formidable challenges. Negotiating a fair and sustainable 

peace deal meant it had to bargain from a position of militai-) strength. At the same time, Kabbah 

had been forced b) donors to dismiss Executive Outcomes before forces were in place to monitor 

the cease-fire (Hirsch, 200 1). The change to democratic govei-nmcnt also brought the friction 

between the goveinmcnt and aim) to a head. The SLPP was largelj. associated with Sierra 

Leone's Mende south while soldiers came from the north. When Kabbah proposed to reduce the 

militaq. and use the mom!- to support CDFs. especiallj- Kamajor militias, man! soldiers decided 

to take action (TRC, 2004). As the coup's "mastermind." Sgt. Alfred Abu Sankoh (alias Zagallo) 

explained: 

Soldiers in the lower ranks were not paid a good salai). unlike the officers.. . \ye 
were denied of privileges such as overseas courses.. . soldiers were killed at the 
war front and no provision was made for their families ... there was the buining 
issue of lice allocation. our rations had been drasticall) reduced and man! times 
we got them quite late.. . the issue of the Kamajors was another thing that finall!. 
discouraged the soldiers under the regime of the SLPP. ,4s all this was happening 
there was widespread mmour in the arm]- that the goveininent wanted to cut 
down the size of the am) .  (with inadequate retirement benefits) (TRC, 2004. vol. 
3a, chap. 3. ?I 677). 

Early in the morning of Maj. 25, 1997 a group of junior aim). officers led by Zagallo 

raided the Mui~a)  Town Barracks arsenal and broke into Pandemba Road Prison, releasing all 

prisoners, including Major Johnn? Paul Koroma nho  had been jailed in connection with a 

previous coup attempt. Hirsch (2001) notes that all the leaders were fi-om the Limba chiefdom 

that was home to former president Momoh. The putchists ma?. have feared that the SLPP 

electoi-a1 victoij- would ensure indefinite Mende domination of government. The!. appointed 

Sandhurst-educated Koroma to be chairman of the new junta, the Aimed Forces Rcvolutionai-)- 

Council (AFRC). 



Man) soldiers in Freetown joined the AFRC. Senior officers lojal to the goveriiinent 

quick]! found themselves abandoned b! forces who -'were either not lifting their finger in suppoll 

of the government or \\ere pledging support to the coup plotters." Koroma announced the coup on 

state radio and invited Foda? Sankoh and the RUF to join them. Sankoh, who \vas still in 

detention in Nigeria, inst~ucted RUF fighters over tlie radio to "come out of the bush and join the 

new government..' Sankoh announced that Koroma was now '-Commander in Chief of the 

People's A ~ r n j ,  \vliich included tlie RUF." This broadcast "neakcncd the resistance of the 

remaining lo! al troops.' who hid for their own  safe^ (TRC, 2004, vol. 3a, chap. 3, 7 689, 69 1. 

1080). 

Hirsch (200 1) writes that the coup led to chaos on the streets of Freetown: 

Suddenl) thousands of sold~ers neaiing red shirts and bandanas \yere roaming 
the citj . looting. raping. and shooting at random.. . Before the da) was over. the 
area around State House \\as a scene of devastat~on ... Over the next several 
weeks gangs roamed the c~t! at will, looting houses and kill~ng c ~ v h a n s  
arbitraiilj (p. 57). 

Over the nest fen- weeks, international negotiators tiied to end the takeover. offering 

Koroma amnesh and safe passage to Nigeria. But once thousands of RUF forces joined the 

AFRC in earl) June there was no hope foi negotiations. The RUF took over and Koroina --could 

not have left Freetown even if he had wanted to" (TRC, 2004; Hirsch, 200 1, p. 58). 

The AFRC leaders completelj mkjudged the public mood when they seized power. They 

thought the!- would be wvairn1~- received as the NPRC had been in 1992. But in 1992 most Siei-ra 

Leoneans had wanted a change from APC corruption. B!- May 1997 civilians \\-ere fed up nith 

war and soldiers who the) perceived as traitors. They had elected the Kabbah government and did 

not \\ant a return to militan- rule. The coup leaders ma? also have observed their predecessors' 

self-enricllment while in office and the reward of overseas scholarships for leaving - a tempting 

outcoine for junior soldiers (TRC: 2004: West Africa, Jan. 27-Feb. 2. 1997). 

During this time most foreigners were evacuated and Kabbah and wealthier Sierra 

Leoneans. including most prominent civil societj leaders, fled to Guinea. Man! poorer people. 

however. could not afford to flee (inteilrien. 5). Leaders of the 21-union Labour Congress also 

remained in Freetown and organized a general strike and bo~cott  of AFRC supporters. Bundu 

(2001) lwites: 

Public sector employees withheld their services when fear gave way to stunning 
defiance and non-co-operation. Backed b!. their respective unions, the)- ignored 



orders to retum to work. The teachers were paiticularl~ outstanding as most 
schools remained closed throughout the interregnum (pp. 154. 155). 

Man! businesses also joined in, remaining closed for much of the AFRC rule. Koroma's 

invitation to the RUF verified the connection between soldiers and rebels in the popular 

imagination. stiffening public determination to resist the new govei-nment (TRC, 2004). 

The junta suffered from economic pressures. Sanctions depiived the government of 

customs revenue and petroleum. private banks remained closed despite junta orders for them to 

operate. and the small manufacturing sector stopped producing when the supplj of ra\v mateiials 

and spare parts dried up (Bundu. 200 1). 

The coup was a tumng point in ECOMOG's role in the war. On Maj 2~~ around 900 

Nigerian troops were stationed in Sierra Leone under the auspices of ECOMOG. Some of these 

soldiers were injured, captured or killed during the coup and the others were forced to retreat to 

Hastings and Lungi. east of the capital. In August 1997. ECOWAS foreign ministers called for a 

renewal of ECOMOG which would enforce international sanctions around Freetown nhile 

Nigeria bombcd suspected rebel positions from the air and harbour (Adebajo, 2002). From then 

on. ECOMOG became a major pla? er in the war and people's war espeiiences. 

The Kabbah government's exile in Guinea saw a growing rift between the president. who 

was commander in chief of the military, and his deputj- defense minister, Hinga Noiman. As one 

observer noted, Kabbah was a well-travelled, wealth! man \vho had worked with the UN. He 

"was a consummate diplomat who would do anjthing to resolve the conflict through diplomacj-." 

Norman was a "boi-n soldier who had been in the colonial arm)- from the age of fourteen.. . He 

saw his role as defending the countq and defeating the enemj. on the battleground" (TRC. 2004, 

vol. 3a chap. j7 7 708). 

Noiman saw CDFs, especiallj Kainajors, as the solution to the war and spent much time 

at the ECOMOG base in Monrovia and in Kamajor bases in southern Sierra Leone. No~man and a 

small group of Kamajor initiators and trainers grew to be powers unto themselves. manipulating 

traditional practices for thcir own purposes and refusing to answer to traditional authorities or thc 

Was Council in Exile. set up b! the president to oversee CDFs. Karnajors committed man! Val- 

crimes, including recruitment of children. rape, torture, cannibalism and murder of accused 

collaborators (TRC, 2004). 

Economic, civilian and militar). pressures pushed AFRCIRUF leaders to send 

representatives to Conaki? for talks. In the Conakq Peace Plan, the AFRCIRUF pledged to cede 



power in April 1998. but continuing skimishes between AFRC/RUF and pro-gove~nment forces 

prompted the latter to support a militaq solution. The AFRC junta wvas also buying heav! 

weapons from Ukrainian alms dealers at this time (TRC. 2004). 

On Febluaq 2. 1998, ECOMOG, supported b! l o ~ a l  soldiers, police and students. 

attacked AFRCIRUF forces and, b? mid-Febmaq. expelled them fsom Freetown. To avoid 

bloodshed, ECOMOG left a route through which AFRC/RUF forces could flcc the capital 

unhai~ned (TRC, 2004). This move nould come back to haunt the c ~ t j  .4'; 

The result was a severelj divided countn. The north and north-east of the  count^? was 

occupied b! most AFRC dissidents who, along with the RUF, canied out unprecedented abuses 

on civilians. With Sankoh in jail, the rebels reorganized under the leadership of Sam Bockarie. 

Dcnnls Mingo and G~bril Massaquoi. The south and south-east \\ere under Kamajor control. Onl! 

thc Western Province around Freetown was under ECOMOG and government control (TRC. 

2004). 

The ECOMOG victo13 should have brought peace to Freetown but instead the cit! was 

thc scene of chaos and I-evenge. Bundu (2001) quotes a BBC correspondent during a Februa? 

1 4 ' ~  dispatch who reported, "civilians, mostlj J ouths, are actuallj going out looking for soldiers, 

RUF rebels and other sjmpathisers of the AFRC, and In most cases actuallj killing them on the 

spot" (p. 242). A local obsel-ver said: 

During that pesiod there was mob justice around town. Killing people, putting 
tires on people, putting them on fire. And I wvas soit of saj-ing, 'Oh my God! We 
were talking about these things committed by the junta and now those people 
who are supposed to be keeping the peace are now turning around and 
committing atrocities. What are we heading tor'? ... So so man\- people. The 
piison was overcrowded. Thej- just picked people around. 'Oh. you were junta. 
You were this. You were that.' An?-one was sort of dumped in Pandemba Road 
Prison. Including jouinalists (intei-view 45). 

Rather than quellmg the violence, the goveinment-associated radio station, 98.1 FM. 

supervised b j  future infomation minister Julius Spencer. read lists of alleged junta collaborators 

over the air. Spencer received complaints that people were being killed as a result of thcse 

broadcasts. but Kabbah osdered them to continue, '-effectivel? encourag(ing) mob justice" (TRC. 

2004, vol. 3a. chap. 3 . 7  904). 

"" Man) people mentioned that when the AFRC'RUF held Freetown. Kabbah publicl) declared that all 
Ihose lefl in Freetown were rebels or rebel s) mpathizers. In 1996. he made a similas statement in rebel- 
occupied Makeni. sg ing tlut people in Makern owed the count13 an apologj (Bundu. 200 1). These 
statements still rankle and indicate that Kabbah was out of touch with ordinal3 Siena Leoneans. 



Some Limba informants felt that the) were specificall) attacked as AFRC s~ mpathisers 

because of their ethnic commonalitj with the putschists. The! described Freetown as being highl! 

factionalized between those who supported Kabbah - the 'democrats' - and those who supported 

the soldiess. Simplj being a friend or relative of a soldier \vas extremel> dangerous (interviews 5. 

39 and 41). 

In this chaotic time, civilians who fled their homes often found themselves under 

suspicion and attack b). many forces (see Appendix A). ECOMOG forces were notorious for 

executing peoplc - often those displaced b!. fighting - who could not be identified b). locals. 

Even children were suspect. Civil defense forces - whether highly organized like the liaina,jors or 

loosel?- organized local vigilante forces - also killed and injured man)- pcoplc. Across the 

countq., the war became a cover for the violent settling of political or personal scores or for 

seizing assets of  wealth^ entrepreneurs, including man!- Lebanese. 

The ECOMOG recapture of Freetown marked the end of the junta-rebel alliance. 

Thousands of former SLA soldiers sui-sendered to ECOMOG. others joined the rebels. '-and !ct 

others continued nominall) as the AFRC or joined splinter groups such as the West Side B o ~ s  

who set up base in the Okra Hills outside Freetown"(ICG, 2001q p. 7). 

Ironicall\., the soldiers who remained, not the rebels, bore the brunt of SLPP punishment. 

Fift!--four civilians accused of being AFRC sympathizers and 34 militaiy officee were arrested 

and charged \vith treason. On October 19'~.  24 officcrs were summaril~- executed by filing squad. 

Foda! Sankoh, who had been transferred to a Sieria Leone prison in Jul!- 1998, escaped execution 

and remained in jail until he was released to paiticipate in the Lome talks in March 1999 (Hirsch. 

200 1). 

6.8 Diamonds: the fuel of war 

Most obsewers agree that the war was not caused by the stiuggle for diamonds but there 

is a common Western perception that diamonds fuelled the war and provided Charles Ta).lor with 

a strong incentive to assist the RUF to control diamond revenues. This is onlj- paitl! true. The 

TRC suggests that the focus on RUF smuggling provides a convenient cover for those who have 

long benefited from smuggling and continued to throughout the war. 

The TRC (2004) observes that smuggling diamonds from Sierra Leone through Liberia to 

Belgium dates back to the 1950s. Libelia has no gem stones and its diamond deposits are 



insubstantial :,-et, since 1988, the countq exported millions of carats of diamonds to Belgium - 

far more than it could produce - every !ear except 199 1.  

The TRC (2004) finds that the RUF '-could not have earned all the mone! attributed to it 

in official repoils from conflict diamonds alone." After 1997 the RUFIAFRC did occup:, major 

diamond areas but before that the RUF had onl! sporadic access to these regions (vol. 3, chap. 1, 

? 49). The TRC writes: 

It is likely that ot'ficials o f  the Sierra Leonean state have been doing 
business in diamonds with people in Liberia, including Charles Taylor, 
while he supported the pillage and plunder of Sierra Leone (vol. 3b. chap. 1. 
145). 

Among the major beneficiaries were diamond dealers from middleman minorit! 

populations, in particular the Lebanese. but also the Marakas (Senegalese and Gambian 

nationals). who have long be& active in the diamond trade. This involvement continued 

throughout the \Val- (TRC, 2004). 

6.9 The Janua~y 6th invasion 

Sierra Leoneans tell the m!-thical stoq of a Klio woman in Freetown who said. "What 

does a rebel look like'? Does it have a tail'?" The st012 convej s the sense that people in Freeton11 

were cushioned from the nas  and did not care about suffering in the provinces. When, on Januan 

(iLh. 1999. Frcctowm cspcricnccd holrors that Human Rights Watch (1999) describes as --simpl! 

staggering" in t e~ms  of numbers and "level of sheer biutalitj ." the question remained: Who reall! 

is a rebel'? ( 3 )  

The Januaq. 6Lh AFRCRUF invasion of Freetonm was monumental in its tactics. scale 

and horror. Jet its Icadcrship. motives and the logic of the actions have been largel!. 

misunderstood. The international press. human lights observers and most citizens characterise it 

as a -rebel' attack, perhaps satisfied with lumping RUF and AFRC forces into one -rebel' 

category. Though allied on occasion. the hvo factions had profoundlj- difTerent experiences and 

motives. The Januai3- 6th attack was led b> soldiers, not the RUF. According to the TRC (2004). it 

n-as a "violent backlash against the Government of the state led by some of the ke! commanders 

of the AFRC junta that had been overthrown in Febiual-\- 1998" (vol. 3% chap. 3 , l  1003). 

After the AFRC and their supporters fled Freetown in Febiuaq 1998. the! saw 

tl.lemselves as victims of govemment. The:, refused to acknowledge their sesponsibilitJ for their 

lack of credibility in the ej.es of the public. The soldiers resented being sidelined in favour of 



ECOMOG and the militias and were bitter about the treatment of supporters and relatives, in 

particular those executed or imprisoned (TRC, 2004). 

The Januaq hLh attack was mastmninded and led b j  SAJ Musa. the charismatic and 

notorious vice-chairman of the NPRC regime during its first two years in power. By appealing to 

soldiers' humiliation and sense of injustice. he gained their support for the invasion of the capital 

(TRC. 2004). 

The operation began bj abducting civilians around Kono in the east and taking them 

north to Koinadugu District for militaq training. There, in October 1998. around 2,000 fighters 

assembled. complete mith heaq  weapons acquired during junta iule. The). attacked nearb~ 

Kabala then headed south and west. abducting thousands of civilians on the waj and using them 

as human shields (TRC, 2004). The TRC writes: 

With every civilian settlement the group passed through on its path to Freetown, 
civilians were abducted in large numbers.. . The primal?. objective of this polic>- 
was to create such a burgeoning presence of human bodies that anj- defensive 
deploj.ment would be at a loss to respond. First. the sheer mass of numbers was 
designed to create an impression that the hostile forces were larger in number 
than was actually the case. This impression.. . was enough in itself to send most 
defensive deplo).ments into flux or flight.. . Second, bj. sprinkling the 'real 
combatants' in among a crowd comprised mostlj- of innocent civilians, the troops 
succeeded in dissolving themselves into an indistinguishable mass. This tactic 
proved devastatinglj- effective in undermining the professionally-trained and 
better equipped soldiers of ECOMOG because it deprived them of a clear sight of 
enem). targets (vol. ;a, chap. 3,1/ 98 1-98;), 

SAJ Musa was killed in Benguema but the group carried on 

ECOMOG was unable to deal with the '-chameleonic character" of Sierra Leone soldiers 

When soldiers claimed to be lo) al. ECOMOG accepted them back whether or not t h q  had sewed 

with the AFRC. Man!. of these forces snitched sides at critical moments (TRC, 2004, vol, ;a, 

chap. 3, 5 ). The TRC wites: 

Since the integritj- and trustworthiness of individual Sierra Leonean soldiers 
could not be absolutelj- guaranteed, ECOMOG soldiers confronted nlth large 
number of unfamiliar faces in militaq uniforms tended to panic. There was in 
fact little to distinguish the Sierra Leoneans who were with ECOMOG from the 
Sierra Leoneans who were their enemies (vol. ;a, chap. 3; $994). 

RUF forces were not involved with planning or carrying out the first stages of this 

operation. The) only joined in as the movement headed south to Freeto~vn. The soldiers were also 

joined bj- "several hundred Freetonian and Provincial j.ouths" who supported the AFRC when 



the! were in power and man) fled with them in Febmaq 1998. As the TRC (2004) wites, "The 

ove~whelming majorit) of those who entered Freetown on 6'h Januaq 1999 saw themselves as 

returning to their rightful homes after having been purged from the cit:, prematurel!.' (vol. 3a. 

chap. 3 ,y  1 004) 

In late December 1998, hundreds of AFRC and RUF dsguised as civilians returning 

home for the holidajs blended into the bus) Freetown streets. Earl) in the mosning of Janual? 61h 

the infiltrators \\.ere read!. Approaching fsom the east, around 10,000 people - fighters mingled 

amongst ta-rified captives - descended on the capital and mere joined bj. the infiltrators and 

Frectown allies dispersed around the cit! . The captives included women, children, babies and 

senior citizens who normall!- "could not conceivabl!- pose an!- threat to a professional 

peacekeeping force like the Nigerian ECOMOG deplo!.ment, but who in the prevailing confusion 

and panic ... constituted a deluge of hostile bodies onto the cit) the!. were supposed to be 

protecting" (vol. 3a, chap. 3,T 1007). Human Rights Watch (HRW) (1999) states: 

As they began their march, the rebels used gunfire to create panic and produce a 
mass civilian exodus ncs t \~ard  toward the citj center. The rebels then mised in 
with and marched behind the thousands of civilians making up the human shield. 
The tactic was effective for the rebels, but proved frustrating for the ECOMOG 
soldiers. who wcre unable to see and properl) engage their opponents; and 
deadlj for civilians who were in the line of fire once the fighting began (pp. 1. 2). 

Reflecting their urban background - in contrast to the more mi-al RUF - the AFRC and 

their supporters xmplo! ed clinical tactics of urban wa~fare and were able frequentl:, to use side 

streets and alternative routes to take the defensive forces b j  su~psise and attack them at the reai' 

(TRC, 1999, vol. ;a. chap. 3, 7 1017). 

Confronted with this confusion of people and demoralized and fi-ightened bj  their own 

high losses, ECOMOG forces often executed those the! suspected of being rebels or 

collaborators. Human Rights Watch (1 999) documented more than 180 such executions: 

Piisoners taken by ECOMOG, some of n.hom had surrendered and many of 
whom were wounded, were frequentl!. executed on the spot. Suspected sebel 
collaborators and sj-mpathizers were often killed with little or no effort to 
establish their guilt or innocence (p. 3). 

Most ECOMOG victims were men but the). also executed women and children (HRW, 1999), 

reflecting their use as innocent-looking spies for the invadlng forces. 

B) the fourth da?. \vhen ECOMOG began to force the AFRC and their supporters into 

retreat. the latter began destro! ing evesything in their wake. In scenes of phenomenal carnage. an 



estimated 10,000 people \vex killed and 5,000 homes were destroj-ed. Nigerians, policemen and 

journalists were particular1~- targeted but all civilians were p q .  Human rights documentation 

describes climes of staggering ctueltJ- as invaders mutilated, killed and raped civilians or burned 

them alive in their houses. B0j.s were forced to rape familj- members and others had to watch or 

sing as rebels murdered or raped their loved ones (TRC, 2004). UNICEF 

(htt~:ll~~w~v.ainie.oralginie-c~ises-linkslchildsoldierslsierraleone2.html) registered more than 

4,800 missing children after the attack. It took ECOMOG more than three \veeks to gain control 

of the heavilj- populated east side of the ciQ . the scene of most atrocities (HRW, 1999). 

Although ECOMOG succeeded in chasing the AFRCIRUF from Freetown, its military 

position in the country remained weak. The situation was complicated b ~ -  the death of Nigerian 

military dictator Sani Abacha on June 8, 1998 and his replacement bj. General Abdualam 

hbubakr who wanted to restore civilian government in Nigeria and reduce extelnal milital?. 

commitments. Kabbah was under pressure from many sides to talk but this time the government 

was at a militaq disadvantage (Hirsch, 1999). 

6.1 0 The Lome Peace Accord 

In chapter three I wrote that if peace agreements are to be conciliatoq, the>- must create a 

shared vision of future governance that considers the relations, needs and lights of citizens. 

Political reconciliation requires sincerity by negotiating patties who cannot use talks simplJ- for 

personal or inilital3- advantage. That sinceritj. is not immediatcl) apparent behveen antagonists. 

Steps must be taken to establish inter-group tiust and maintain it during the difficult transitional 

period. A just peace agreement must also be consistent with established criteria of fairness - 

international human rights and humanitarian laws offer possible guidelines. The intelnational 

community has a responsibilit?- to stand b?- its own lajvs and ensure a just peace. Without this. 

'-might" determines "right" and we can expect to see endless battles for the militat>- upper hand. 

The Lome Peace PLgreement failed on man?. of these accounts. Unlike the Abidjan 

Agreement, it lacked a vision for Sierra Leone society and govelnance and exposed itself as a 

power-sharing deal that involved bul-ing off RUF leaders with amncst!- and prime jobs. While 

cfforts were made to build trust between parties in the lead up to the agreement, both RUF leaders 

and the government made promises the?- were not committed to keeping and some kej- plal-ers 

were excluded from negotiations. Moreover, major intelnational pla>.ers, especial1~- the United 

States, seemed more interested in finding a quick and cheap agreement than a just and sustainable 

one. The result was a flawed deal that 0111~ indirectlj. led to peace. 



In many conflicts a respected group stands out that all sides view as neutral and 

ti-ust~vorth~. In Bosnia, Jewish leaders plajed this role. Jelvish organizations distributed 

huinanitarian aid when other organizations could not and Jewish leaders promoted peace between 

the conflicting sides. In religiousl? cosmopolitan Sierra Leone, all sides trusted Muslim and 

Christian leaders. In April 1997. these leaders foi-med the Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone 

(IRC) for the purpose of intervening in the coiflict.'- Their interventions did not immediatel? 

ease the violencc but when all sides were read?- to talk, the IRC was \\.ell-placed to facilitate 

dialogue and build trust between groups. As trusted insiders with strong moral cul-renc!. the?- were 

ideal mediators. 

One observer described earl? IRC interventions in 1998 when neither the government nor 

ECOMOG would talk to AFRC and RUF leaders: 

And it \\.as then that the inter-religious (groups) came into it and said 'No listen, 
these are our children, they are nationals. And the?- went back into our tiaditions 
and brought out all these sa).ings that ?.our children are your children, no matter 
what the?. do. . . 

So the first meeting. ECOMOG took (religious leaders) up to.. . the boundary (of 
the rebel controlled region). . . And then the?-.. . got some medical supplies and 
stuff and gave it to them and started talking to them. 'Look. If ?.ou're going to be 
a militaq. force, nobodj-'s going to \\in. Let's sit down and talk this thing out. 
We agree to what j-ou're fighting for. We agree that there's massive corruption. 
We agree that things are bad for 95% of the population. That the infrastructure is 
not good and the things the government says should be govei-nment 
responsibilities. social responsibilities hasn't come out.. . But the fighting's not 
helping an?-bod!.. Because the poor are the worst affected. The rich can fl) to 
Guinea or Gambia or England or America. And those who are left behind are thc 
v e q  people ?.ou want to uplift fi-om their poveit?.. And it's not happening ... 
Thcre will be no militaiy winners so let's talk things out. 

And it took a couple of months but that was the first step ... Because at that time 
the government and the rebels did not want to meet face to face. Because if either 
part? had gone, they would have lost face. And one part? would appear weak to 
the other. But ?-ou could go through somebod?- else. That's traditionall?- accepted. 
So that's what we did. We used religion and tradition to find a middle waj- and 
talk to both parties (intel-vien- 43). 

After the attacks on Freetown the time for talks was ripe. Both the government and the 

RUF were under enormous pressure to negotiate. The war was costing Nigeria an unsustainable 

4- The Inter-Religious Council was preceded in the 1980s b) an inter-religious organi~~tion called 
PROCMURA (the Project for Christians and Muslims) whrch was created to avoid the inter-religious 
violence that Nigeria was experiencing (interview 46). 



one million US dollars a daj, and Britain. the US and the UN were footing the bill for the 

government-in-exile. The Kabbah government knew it had to make an effort or it would lose 

inteinational sj-mpathj. and assistance (Rashid, 2000). 

The AFRC and RUF also needed a wvaj out. Although the! were ahead militarilj and 

controlled much of the north and east, Sankoh was in p~ison. thej. \yere divided, had suffered 

heavy losses and had not ousted ECOMOG. Their image was in tatters locallj and inteinationallj . 

Neither side \\.as likelj to achicvc a militaq victoq (Rashid, 2000). 

UN Special Envoj Francis Okelo asked the IRC to facilitate dialogue between Kabbah 

and Sankoh and the council agreed. It 01-ganized consultative meetings nith pillillamount chiefs, 

parliamentaiians and tribal heads, and met separate]! with Kabbah and Sankoh, keeping the latter 

informed of events and affirming his role as a kej- playx in negotiations (Turaj-, 2000). Turaj. 

The Council demonstrated its goodwill bj- providing clothing, blankets, and 
sanitaq. kits to surrendered soldiers. while providing relief food to civilians. 'The 
IRCSL (IRC) made radio contacts with a cross-section of rebels in the bush, 
counselled them on the need for peace? visited and met them in their base in thc 
bush to continue discussions on the way to peace', Alimamy P Koroma said. 
'These activities helped to consolidate real confidence and thus marked the 
beginning of actual dialogue between the RUF and the governinent of Sierra 
Leone.. . ' Sankoh was allowed to talk with his field commanders b!- radio and 
with the intei-national media. Rebel field commanders responded bj. releasing 
fiftj.-foul- abducted children. Meanwhile, at the urging of the Council. the 
goveininent accepted the notion of a neutral venue for eventual negotiations and 
more fi-equent meetings between government representatives and the RUF (p. 3). 

Council delegates later tiavelled to Monrovia to meet RUF members and solicit Charles 

Taylor's cooperation in the peace process (Turaj. 2000). Tajlor agreed. His goveinment was 

being threatened with intcrnational sanctions and a role as mediator promised to change his 

international pariah status to that of statesman. 

This points to a paradox confronting earl! mediators such as the IRC. For paities to 

engage in dialogue willinglj, especiallj those with militaq. strength, the! must be treated as 

legitimate spokesmen and negotiating equals. The mediating group can set the tone of 

negotiations by their choice of who they involve in discussions and the values the). espouse. In 

condemning coups and climes against civilians, the IRC was not taking sides: it was reinforcing 

values of democracj and human rights. But while the IRC could condemn acts, it could not 



condeinn individuals or it would undercut its abilitj- to present them as legitimate negotiating 

partners. 'IX 

It is therefore up to parties such as the UN. regional and international plaj ers, and civil 

societj- to ensure that the peace deal is realistic, meets national and inteinational criteria ofJustice 

and holds the interests of citizens at its core. This may involve providing peacekeepers with a 

mandate to enforce the conditions of the agreement. By weighing in favour of civilians and 

standing by legal and dcrnocratic processes, the international communitj- can mitigate against 

outcomcs detelmined bj- military victories. 

This did not happen at Lome. The US Clinton Administration. through its envo!. 

Reverend Jesse ~ackson.'" went out of its wa j  to --mainstream" Ta!lor and Sankoh. presenting 

thcm as credible negotiating partners (House International Relations aide. in Timmcnnan. 2003. 

11. 2). According to Timmeiman. rather than acknonkdging Sankoh's and Ta) lor-s responsibilit! 

for atrocities, Jackson presented Ta j  lor to Americans as "a modein democratic leader" (p. 2).'() 

He suipassed the legitimate humanizing and trust-building efforts of the Inter-Religious Council 

to activel) prop up Sankoh and Ta) lor, minimizing the severit) of their crimes. 

With an election looming in 2000, Clinton wanted African-Americans to believe that 

Democrats cared about Afiica while at the same time he worked to avoid confronting instigators 

of mass atrocities (Opala, 2000). When Britain tried to  support ECOMOG financial1)- and 

'.implored other nations to do the same,"." the Clinton administration not onlj. refused aid, it 

lobbied Britain to drop its offer and pressured Kabbah to enter talks (Sieff, 2001, p. I ) .  Despite 

calls to assist ECOMOG b)- Africa experts in the State Depaitment, the Bureau of African Affairs 

neither asked Congress for more monej- nor spent the $39 million it had for peacekeeping 

operations in the region (Lizza, 2000). 

48 The reality of peace negotiations shows the problenl of deeming anj- person to be 'I-adically evil' because 
we often need those individuals as negotiating partners. If just peace deals require tiust and sinceri~. thej- 
cannot be negotiated with individuals who are viewed as incapable of these qualities. To negotiate with thc 
'enemj-. ' that 'enemj-' must be humanized. Piagnlatically. the onlj- people who can be called 'radicallj- 
evil' are those who are imprisoned or dead and therefore have lost their power. 
49 For a good discussion of Jackson's problematic naive diplomacy efforts see Timmeiman. R. (2002) 
,Sliak~dow.ri: Exyosirig rliv Rral JC'SSL' Jacksori (Washington DC: Regneq Publishing). 
,:~o In fact. Taylor was the democratically-elected president of Liberia. 
"' In contrast to Jackson. who was declared yrrsorja rlorl grata in Sierra Leone after he compared Foday 
Sadoh to Nelson Mandela. Tony Blair is regarded bj- many Sierra Leoneans as a hero. After Nigeria the 
British goveinnlent has been most supportive of denlocratic governance in Sien-a Leone. Interestingly. 
Blair's father. Leo Blair. occasionallj- taught at Fourah Baj- College in Freetown (Assinder. 2002). 



The American govei-ninent was not alone in pushing for negotiations at all costs. Some 

West Afiican leaders, including ECOWAS chairman and Togolese president Gnassingbk 

Ejadema, benefited from involvement in the negotiations. By hosting talks, Ej-adema hoped to 

detract international attention from his own problcrnatic rule.'2 Unknown to participants, he was 

also related to Fodaj- Sankoh bj- marriage." The govenlinents of Bui-kina Faso, Liberia and 

Libj.a, all of which had supported the RUF, also benefited from their mediation roles (Rashid, 

2000) and the reinvention of the RUF as a legitimate political movement with Sankoh-as- 

crcdible-politician at its helm. The result wvas a peace deal that forwarded the ambitions of some 

external political leaders while achieving little for the people of S ie i~a  Leone. The International 

Crisis Group (20014 describes the Lorn6 Agreement as: 

. . . a  vain exercise motivated largelj by international expedient! . It attempted to 
elevate those responsible for the deaths of thousands of innocent civilians into 
statesmen even though the! lacked a coherent political agenda and almost any 
political base (p. 3). 

S ie i~a  Leone civil societj members often saj that the Lome negotiations built on the 

Abidjan dcal with its general amnest) and resettlement provisions for combatants. But the t ~ v o  

accords are v e q  different. The Abidjan accord presents a concise vision of equal oppoi-tunitj- for 

all Sierra Leoneans. It outlines entitlement to basic services and equal democratic 

participation and calls for restructuring the police. aim) and electoral sjstem. Though some of 

these features were mentioncd at Lomk. this guiding vision wvas lacking. 

Blight (2000) writes that the Lomi. accord wvas meant to be a "plan of action" (p. 1) that 

provided a detailed schedule for demilitarization and transitional governance. The agreement 

provides for the creation of important peacebuilding institutions - in particular the National 

Commission on Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration and the Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission. But the talks piimarily revolved around power sharing (providing 

RUF leaders with top political and civil service positions), Sankoh's pardon and status. and 

ECOMOG's peacekeeping role. This top-don% approach, which neglected the legitimate 

concerns of j.oung Sierra Leoneans, inaccuratel)- assumed that Sankoh spoke for all -rebel' 

forcesi including the AFRC. In other words: bj- addressing the personal demands of leaders. 

inediators assumed the rest would follow. 

-. 
- In 1999. Togo had had almost 30 jears of single-pa% rule. Although independent political parties were 

permitted in 199 1. President Ej adema had used his secuii@ forces to undermine muhipa@ elections which 
were "seriouslj flawed." according to Human Rights Watch (200 1). 
'' Ej.adema's son was mm~ied to Sankoh's daughter (Rashid. 2000). 



For man! Sierra Leoneans. power sharing was the most contentious issue discussed at 

Lome. After fighting so hard for democracj, man! stronglj opposed the imposition of 

illegitimate leaders. At the National Consultative Conference on the Peace Process (NCCPP) that 

preceded the Lome talks, civil societ? reprcscntatives emphaticall? stated that po\vcr sharing xvas 

unacceptable (NCCPP. 1999) 

Despite this and despite mass civil societj. protests in Freetown and Bo, a power sharing 

deal was stiuck (SLW, June 17, 1999). Sankoh was given the status of vice-president and 

chairmanship of the Board of the Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources, 

National Reconstruction and Development - astoundingly putting him in charge of the v e q  

diamonds that fuelled the latter part of the war. The RUF was also guaranteed four cabinet 

positions. including one senior cabinet post, and a number of diplomatic and top parastatals 

positions (Lome Peace Agreement, 1999). 

For the UN, amnesty was the most problematic aspect of the agreement. After Maq 

Robinson, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. protested this clause, UN envo! Francis 

Okelo added a caveat to the agreement stating the UN would not ackno\vledge amnest! for "acts 

of genocide. crimes against humanit). war climes and other serious violations of internatiorlal 

humanitarian law" (in Hirsch, 2001, p. 84). 

The Lome negotiations did little to build on the trust that the Inter-Religious Council had 

facilitated in the lead-up to the talks. BJ. focusing on Sailkoh as sole RUF leader and plaj-ing to 

the negotiating team's personal  ambition^,'^ the accord may have created or exacerbated dlstiust 

between Sankoh and RUF leaders in the field. The TRC report (2004) suggests that the latter felt 

Sankoh had sold them out and neglected their concerns. T h e y  saw Sankoh and a select few 

around him decamping to a life of lusuq. in Freetown while they were being asked to give up 

their guns, which were the old\- claims they had on power" (vol. 3a, chap. 3, 7 1069). 

Moreover, Sankoh and the RUF did not represent the concerns and interests of the AFRC. 

Although three AFRC members were on the RUF negotiating team, the! nere chosen b j  Sankoh 

and most AFRC regarded them as illegitimate (TRC. 2004). Sailkoh ensured that AFRC leader 

Johnnie Paul Koroma was not pait of the team, a coilspicuous absence since the former SLA had 

their o\yn concerns about the government and civilians after the vigilante attacks of earl! 1998. 

At least three members of the RUF negotiating t an1  Mike Lamin. Pallo Banura and former SLA 
member Colonel Idrissa Kaiwa were given ininisteiial positions in the power-sharing gove~ment. In the 
talks in Liberia leading up to Lome. Sankoh also promised Peter Vandj a ministerial nomination. He 
became Minister of Lands. Housing. Count13 Planning and Environment (TRC. 2004). 



The distrust was mutual as the SLA had a histoll\ - both real and fabricated - of changing sides in 

the war. These issues could not be addressed if the AFRC and RUF were lumped together as one 

'rebel- group. 

The st!.le of negotiations also undeimined trust. With the lack of social vision be?-ond 

that of ending the violence, and with the RUF team '.reneging on compromises, reintroducing old 

issues.. ., threatening pullouts and shifting final authoiit?." (Rashid, 2000, p. 9), there was little 

basis for building confidence among negotiators and between negotiators and the population. 

Bright (2000) obseives, '-If the war had really been waged on the grounds of an ideologj- of some 

sort. perhaps the agreement could have addressed substantive issues and then might have enjoyed 

a better destiny" (p. 7). Similarlj-. if the talks had revolved around a vision for the people, the 

groundwork for tiust and reconciliation might have been laid. '' 

Both RUF and govesnment representatives made commitments the? had no intention of 

keeping. Though the agreement provided for "a neutral peace keeping force comprising 

UNOMSIL and ECOMOG (that) shall disarm all combatants" (Lome Peace Agreement. 1999. 

Asticle XVI), the RUF leadership never accepted UNOMSIL's (later UNAMSIL) legitimac> and 

nent out of their wa! to obstruct its operations - a practice that culminated in the RUF's dramatic 

capture of 500 peacekeepers in Maj 2000. 

Similarl>., the govesnment did not keep its Lome commitments b ~ -  appointing RUF 

incinbers to senior cabinet positions or pasastatal or diplomatic posts. It also failed to sct up the 

Council of Elders and Religious Leaders that was intended to deal with the inevitable transitional 

disagreements. There was therefore no effective dispute resolution mechanism during the first 

turbulent ?.ear after the accord was signed (Bright, 2000). 

The government's ambivalent commitment to amnestj also reduced its credibilitj . After 

ECOMOG ousted the AFRC and RUF froin Freetown in Februaq 1998. Kabbah announced that 

the Conakn agreement's amneso might not appl? because the 'rebels' reneged on the accord. 

Similarl~, in June 2000 Attoinej -General Solomon Berewa announced that the govcmment had 

"'re-assessed' its position with respect to the amnest!" due to RUF violations of the Lome 

. . 
-' We do not know wh} Kabbah agreed to the Lome accord. Some accuse hini of being we&: others saj he 
llad little choice in the face of' inteinational pressure. The govenunent's failure to keep its commitments and 
willingness to renege on amneso also suggests espet-htious duplicio . Kabbah knew the impoitance of 
credible AFRC leaders in the peace process. Shortly after the Lome deal was signed he appointed Koronia 
to chair the new Commission for the Consolidation of Peace. Incorpowting the opposition into go~ernment 
is consistent with conciliatoq governing strategies of mnanj African leaders (TRC. 2001). 



agreement."" As the TRC (2004) notes. reneging on annest! agreement ma) bimg some \Val- 

criminals to justice but it sends a "message to combatants .. that peace agreements containing 

amnest! clauses ought not to be trusted." The Commlsslon recommended that 'Tuture 

agreements ... should ... contain an agreed 'amnest) revocation' clause" (vol. 3b, chap. 6 ,  7 20. 24. 

26). 

The weaknesses of the Lome agreement were exposed in the )ear after its signing. 

Sankoh and better educated RUF recluits moved to Freetown to form the political wing of the 

RUF. Most had worked closel) with Sankoh and were complete1~- 10)-a1 to him. Members of this 

group were rewarded with ministerial posts and other important positions. Ho\vcvel-, the 

paiticipation of the RUF mili tai~ wing in the peace process was uncertain. The militaq. wing 

retained control of thc 1101th and diamond areas around Kono and did not view surrendering 

control of these regions as beneficial (TRC, 2004). 

Because of this division. Sankoh's commitment to the peace process and his control over 

the RUF militaq wing. especiall~ during the events of Ma) 2000. ase unclear. Man! observers 

poitia) Sankoh as treachei-ous to the endi- but those close to him testified to the TRC (2004) that 

he was committed to a political solution afier his release from detention in 1999 and that he had 

lost control of his field commanders. 

Even as the Lome accord was being negotiated, tensions between the RUF and AFRC 

increased. Aftcr a length\ aimed confrontation at Makeni. the northem RUF headquarters. the 

RUF expelled all AFRC fi-om the Northern Province. While man) soldiers disalmed after Lome. 

AFRC dissidents who did not disaim found a ncw base at Okra Hill and became knonm as the 

West Side B o ~ s .  B! December 1999. less than a quarter of an estimated 45,000 combatants had 

begun to demobilize and most of these were Sierra Leone Arm} soldiers. 

After the accord was signed, the UN Securit! Council created a peacekeeping force, the 

UN Mission in S ie i~a  Leone (UNAMSIL), to support demobilization. UNAMSIL included troops 

"' Kabbah wrote to the Securib Council requesting the formation of the Special Coult on these grounds. 
Thc Sccretq General agreed to the creation of the Special Court. not for the reasons suggested bj Kabbah. 
but because the anmeso was inconsistent with international law in the first place (TRC. 2004). 
- - 
-" The Commission for the Management of Strategic Mineral Resources never functioned. Instead Sankoh 
used his position to nlake personal deals with inteinational businesses. Letters found in Sanlioh's home 
after his arrest present --an image of a doubledealing Leader. clutching at financial opportunities for 
personal and political gain. outside of the governmental framework in which he was ostensibly working. 
Much of this related to the diamond Wade. It also suggests dissention within the RUF ranks. and an attempt 
by Sankoh to gain control over dlamonds that remained effectively in the hands of his fractious field 
coinnlanders and their Liberian mentors" (UN Panel of Expeits. 2000. paa. 98). 



from ECOMOG, India and Kenja and 260 unalmed obseivers. B j  Febiuai? 2000. the Sccurit! 

Council agreed to espand UNAMSIL to 1 1.100 soldiers but RUF forces refused to cooperate with 

them and seized their weapons and vehicles (Hirsch. 200 1). 

In Ma]- 2000 the RUF went too far. Thej- captured almost 500 Zambian and Ken~.an 

peacekeepers stationed in the north and east of the countsy. This time the British government 

responded quicklj-. It ordered foreign nationals to be evacuated and sent in 700 paratroopers to 

secure Freetonn and support the hostages. Annan asked Gadhafi and Ta!-lor to facilitate the 

peacekeepers' release and within ten daj-s, with Ta>-lor's assistance, all had been freed escept sis 

that the RUF killed (Hirsch, 200 1). 

The hostage taking was humiliating for the UN. which had once again sent peacekeepers 

to maintain a nonesistent peace. UN,4MSIL's mission, like UN missions in Somalia and Rwanda, 

reinforced the need to providc peacekeepers with adequate equipment, logistical support and a 

mandate suited to their task. Responsibilit! for this la! with the Securit! Council (Hirsch. 200 1). 

On Maj. 8, in Freetown, a civil society demonstration involving an estimated 30,000 

protesters marched to Sankoh's house to call for the hostages' release. As they marched, a 

Nigesian soldier fired his gun into the air. Sankoh's bodyguards began to shoot into the cro\vd 

and the Nigerians could not control the situation. In the end, 17 civilians were killed and man}. 

more were injured. Sankoh, dressed in women's clothes, escaped from his house in the conhsion. 

Nine da~ . s  later he was captured bj- a soldier near his house, arrested and jailed (Hirsch, 200 1). 

6.1 1 The war's end 

May 2000 marked a turning point for Sierra Leone. The RUF capture of the peacekeepers 

and Sankoh's ai-rest drew wodd attention to the need for serious international commitment to 

peace and justice rather than half-hearted and unsustainable power-shaiing compromises. The war 

was not J-et over but the Security Council committed itself to increasing peacekeeping forces and 

support and, in July, established an embargo on Sierra Leonean diamonds until legal diamonds 

could be properlj- certified. In August, at Kabbah's request, the Securitj. Council passed 

resolution 13 15 creating a joint UN-Siei-ra Leone Special Court to prosecute those deemed most 

responsible for war crimes and crimes against humanit?. (Hirsch, 2001). In November, the RUF 

and the government signed a cease-fire agreement in Abuja, but although fighting declined. rebels 

continued to attack civilians (ICG, 200 la). 



In December 2000 a UN Panel of Experts on illicit diamond and arms dealings in Sierra 

Leone issued a report declaring that Ta! lor was primaril! responsible for the war in Sierra Leone. 

The authors recommended that a complete embargo be placed on all diamonds from Liberia and a 

travel ban be placed on senior Liberian officials and diplomats. The? also suggested a temporal) 

embargo on Liberian timber exports (UN Panel of Experts. 2000). In Ma! 2001 the Securit) 

Council imposed the dlamond and travel sanctions (Adebajo, 2002).'" 

The sanctions on Liberia and the establishment of a 17,500-strong UN peacekeeping 

forcc - the world's largest peacekeeping operation - made a difference. BJ October 2001, the 

International Crisis Group obse~ved that UNAMSIL forces controlled all parts of the countr? 

except Kailahun and around 22,000 combatants had disarmed - although weapon counts were 

disappointing. By January 2002; President Kabbah declared the war to be over. 

< K  Several ECOWAS states whose leaders were allied to Taj lor opposed the UN-imposed ban and 
sanctions. Their cooperation was required for implementing these measures (Adebajo. 2002). 



Chapter 7: 
Who are you for? 

Women, children and hierarchies of power 

When writing about war and the transition to peace it is tempting to relate the basic 

'facts' of the war - ke! pla:, ers, the political and economic circumstances that led to the conflict. 

the nature of the divisions - as if one size fits all. We might mention that the n a r  targeted certain 

groups in different n q  s. and that children, women and men ma:, have plaj ed different roles in 

the conflict. But this still is not enough. The routes to war and peace were shaped bj  the 

patrimonial social structures - entrenched in law - that pervade Sierra Leone. To understand the 

esperiences of men. women and children during and after the war. \ve need a sense of the social 

structures that shaped their existence. 

Mariane Felme's (200 1) ethnographic research in a Mende community helps explain the 

hierarchical, interdependent and communitarian social structul-es that exist, with variations, in 

much of Sierra Leone. Although Krio and Lebanese communities are more individualistic. the). 

still need to operate within this dominant, interdependent sptem, especiallj- outside the capital 

Ferme (2001) writes that in Mende societ!., "evelyone must be accounted for b>- someone 

else - ... eveq.one must be linked in a relationship of patronage or clientship" (p. 106). 

Unattached people (such as strangers) or those not ruled b! traditional, male-dominated power 

mechanisms (women without husbands) are viewed as "elusive and noncompliant agents" (p. 

107) and thus potentiall) danger~us.~" These dependency relations are rooted in -The emergent 

legac5- of (domestic) slave~f' (p. 82), which colonial officials banned in the protectorate in 1926 

and 1927. With the ban, slaven evolved into other forms of dependent) as masters married slave 

n.omen. incorporating them and their relatives into pol) gamous families. This created a comples 

net\vork of clientship and patronage that t~ansformed slaves into --'cousins' through the politics of 

marriage" (p. 8 1). Ferme writes: 

... The links between marriage and slaveq help place in contest the degrees of 
dependence that underpin the Mende notion that eveq bod:, is under someone-s 
patronage, or 'for* somebod). . . . and within which we must consider not onlj 
marriage but also the practices n-hereb~ dependents, strangers. and other 
sociological figures of alterit:, are incorporated within a familiar universe (p. 84). 

" Th~s is not an insular culture. however. as the .stranger3 1s gnerouslj welcomed. even as he or she is 
seen as a source of instab~lio (Ferme. 2001). 



Chiefs and other big men extend their power largel~ "b?. being offered \vomen in 

marriage, or children in fosterage, b?- families eager to become connected with them" (Ferme, 

2001. p. 171). This provides big men with an important source of labour that can be used i n  

mining and agriculture. Ferme writes: 

When talking about the area's big persons, Wunde men and women would 
comment first on the crowds of people around them (wives, children. or other 
relatives and dependents) and then on the enoimous size of the rice farms that 
such crowds made possible through their labor. In turn. large numbers of 
dependents also consumed man! resources for their subsistence. Thus the 
transformation of ordlnaq persons into extraordinaq ones through multiplication 
was linked to technologies of food production or of mineral ex~raction. especiall! 
diamonds.. . , and this ensured the continuit? of such a large group, and of the big 
person (p. 1 72). 

Being a big man or woman"" also carries expectations. The Mende proverb, 'The snake 

that walks alone loses respect" (Ferme. 2001, p. 171) indicates that 'big people' can be 

condemned if --the?- do not use their wealth and status to help dependents and instead seek onl! 

their own profit." Such people ma?- be accused of gaining wealth through witchcraft and ma!-. 

like the autonomous underling, be ostracized (p. 110). This expectation of assistance from a 

stead?- stseam of relatives and other dependents places heav?- pressure on an?-one who has any 

income to speak of 

As in peacetime. this predominant system of hierarchical social interdependent? shaped 

people's relations during the war and their approaches to reconciliation after it. Orphaned 

children or displaced people had to find a patson to provide their basic needs and to ensure their 

securit?. Women and girls who joined or were captured by armed forces, had to find strong 

-husband' patrons to reduce the likelihood of rape b? other male combatants. After the war. man! 

combatants and captives were reluctant to leave their war-time patrons or 'husbands,' even when 

the? entered these relations through violence. As I ~vill discuss later. the demobilization process 

often perpetuated \var-time dependent! relations b! defining manj women and girls as 

dependents of male combatants and 'camp followers. (Carlson & Mazurana, 2004). 

This devotion to patrons might help explain wh?. Foda!. Sankoh was so successful in 

securing the loyaltj- of man?- of those he 'rescued' from capture bj- his own or allied forces. first 

60 In Mende culture. big women ("female kpako ") are defined differentl) than big men. Big women are 
independent of domestic ties -that is. the) are not controlled by husbands or inale relatives. A big woman 
also needs to attract dependents but the latter ma) not necessaril) be extensions of her famil). Her 
independence ~na) come from having a good education or an independent income and she ma) or ma) not 
be mailied. She thus ma] be regaded as a threat to the community and ma? be accused of witchcraft or 
sexual pronuscuit) (if she is single) (Ferme. 200 1. p. 173). 



in Liberia and later in Sierra Leone. This master of inanipulation frequentl! remindcd his 

followers that the! owed their vei-j lives to his intei-vention (TRC. 2004). 

Fcrme (2001) tellinglj entitles a chapter: Strategies of incorporation: Man-iagc and the 

Foims of Dcpendence" (p. 81). Thus reintegrating into a communit! after the war - incorporation 

- requires rejoining s) stems of dependcncj within a village. Through formal communit! 

reintegrative processes, such as cleansing ceremonies, initiations into male and female sccrct 

socictics. and marriage, j oung excombatants are recognized as belonging to a communitj, and 

are expected behave according to their social position. For jouth who were used to wielding 

power over older people and defj ing conventions of politeness, such a transition is not aha! s 

easj and some choose to leave their communities and rejoin their former comrades. In doing so. 

thcj do not become autonomous individuals but join other hierarchies. 

Despite the seeming peimanence of hierarchical structures and unitj. of village life, 

Ferme (200 1) describes a culture of secrecl- and instabilitj.. West Afi-ica is well known for male 

and female sccrct societies which preparc jouth for adulthood. provide gendered support and 

organization fos members, and bind them in common brotherhood or sisterhood. But secrecj is 

not alwaj s unif-! mg. Big men and women ma) use secrec) and access to infoimation to maintain 

their power. Such secrcc! and control ma! be countcsproductive as. for example, underlings ma! 

prevent unpleasant but important infoimation fi-om reaching authoiitarian rulers. As Ferme (200 1) 

obsewes, 

... the silencing power of secrec! alreadj canies within it the seeds of its 
destruction, for it is precisely when secrecy is most successfbl in imposing its 
rigid constraints that it undermines the flexibility required for power to 
constantlj- adapt itself to changing contexts (p. 160). 

Equallj. impostant. in a climate of danger and abuse of power, secrecy becomes a means 

b!- which vulnerable people protect themselves: seize opportunities and passivelj- resist authorit! 

(Feime, 2001). But secrecj- as a means of gaining and maintaining power, or as a means of 

surviving abuses of power, undermines trust and direct, open communication. Secrecy, too, has 

implications for reconciliation processes. 

Duiing the war, climes against women, men and children were sensational and often 

gendered. In addition to the murders, mutilations and - often gender-specific - tosturc that 

affected all groups. women were taken as war boot! by all forces. Most female captives were 

raped: man) were forced to be long-term 'wives' of male combatants. Some were also forced to 

tight and kill. In addition to the physical and emotional repercussions of these experiences, the 



social meaning of these acts for women make their reintegration into traditional socict) cspcciall! 

difticult. 

Children were not old?. subjected to mass violations, the?- were targeted en masse for 

kidnapping, often being forced to commit atrocities at home before thej- were taken so they felt 

the)- could not return. Some became, through careful indoctrination, among the war's most feared 

fighters, their minds so twisted bj. violence, drugs, power and culpability that the)- now have great 

difiicultj- adapting to civilian lift.. 

The traditional construction of childhood and adulthood played into chlldren's war 

experiences. Most directlj., the civil defense forces (CDFs) recruited and 'trained' children as 

fighters using and adapting existing initiation processes that customa~ilj- mark a child's transition 

to adulthood. Also, the status of children at the bottom of an ageist hierarchy may have 

endangered some and marginalized others so that they were more open to recruitment bj. rebel 

factions. In some ways, the war turned the ageist hierarchy upside down and children used to 

commanding adults with the power of a gun will be reluctant to return to a context n.here they are 

denied a public voice. 

Women and children were especially hard hit bj the \var and have a pa~-ticularly difficult 

time reintegrating, pai-tlj- bccause of their social context before the violence. This chapter focuses 

on them. As girls fit into both categories, I will discuss aspects of their experiences that are 

directl!. rclcvant to childhood in the section on children, even when these experiences are highly 

gendered. Discriminatory laws regarding women's rights and protection from violence will be 

discussed in the section on women. 

7.1 Childhood in Sierra Leone 

71e olvll war hns sh!ftecl o m  attmtloi? to youth 1i1 a coi?hi?er?t thnt 1,s 

clemographically the yorrr?grst 112 the world at?d has made 11s rethink oilr betagn 
r?otior?s qfchildhood 111 the jace oj the atrocltles committed by child combatants. 
At the same time. the war has demonstru~ecl how adept the yoiing CUM be nt 
organizing themselves amld the collapse qj'age-based moral hlerarchles. wl?lch 
have rrlwqvs beer? tnket?.ior granted in these socie/ies. 

(Fe~me, 2001, p. 227) 

On a dust? road on the outskirts o f  Makeni, my interpreter and I needed to find 

motorcycle taxis to take us back to the hotel. MJ interpreter's solution was simple. Rather than 

strain ourselves in the intense heat, he hailed a J.oung boy who was walking b j  and asked him to 



find us two motorcjde drivers. The boj. ran off without protest and without imbursement and. 

before long, two motorcj~cles arrived. 

Children in Sierra Leone are ill-equipped to disobej-. The}. are expected to do the bidding 

of adults, whether thej- know them or not. It is seen as a sign of good citizenship. There are merits 

to this training but it can also be abused. In a society without telephones and where monej for 

transportation is scarce, children - usuallj. b0j.s - are often sent on long and difficult en-ands for 

older people who do not ask about what the child himself is doing at that moment. Girls. too, maj 

be given tasks around the compound bj older relatives or boys with little reprieve: even when it is 

their time for studjing. 

A Sierra Leonean child. as in other Afiican contexts. is not allowed to contradict an elder 

and even initiated j outh cannot "speak for themselves before elders and chiefs." The Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission (2004) noted that: 

Manj J ouths.. . had been sanctioned for contravening this rule. The offenders 
were not allowed to speak in their own defence and became embittered at the 
esceedinglj onerous punishments often imposed on them b) the Chiefs and 
elders for defiing this custom. Punishment often included the leqing of 
exorbitant fines and resulted in manj offenders working as slave labour in order 
to defi-aj costs. M a q  discontented j outh fled their villages in order to avoid such 
punishments and when the conflict broke out became easj converts to the cause 
of the RUF. Their embitterment also manifested itself in acts of revenge against 
elders and Chiefs during the conflict (vol. 3b, chap. 4 , l  38). 

Children were also asked by elders to go on errands during the war, sometimes under 

dangerous conditions. While man)- adults did their utmost to shelter and protect children, 

sometimes losing their lives in the effort. others describe sending children on en-ands in rebel- 

held tei-ritoiies. One man described being captured bj. rebels when he went to a neighbouring 

village during a time of rebel attacks. The rebels stole the contents of his bag but released him. 

After describing his own capture he added: 

When I was going to that village, I went with a child who was carqing m j  bag. 
So after about 15 minutes I turned around and I saw him. And I asked him. "You, 
jou did not mn awaj'? You are still behind me'?.. And the boj said, "Yes papa. 
1.111 still behind \ou." So I said, 'Take our bag-' and we returned to town 
(intel-view 5 1, villager). 



In t h ~ s  telling account in the presence of villagers. the adult was not concerned about the 

bo?'s safetj . He was an afterthought. Similar accounts arose in testimonies b) men at the TRC. 

One man described sending his children" to his destro~ ed village: 

After (the attack) no one could see what was happen~ng. I told m) children to be 
brave and go to (the village) and see what was happening. Thej didn't bum m:, 
compound but the) busned several others . On Februaq 1995, the rebels came 
agarn. Thej burned all m? compound. Two of m) children were busned down. 
We didn't know for two dajs then we again sent children who \vere brave and 
took the two bodies so we were able to buq them (TRC testimonj, Bo, Ma? 2, 
2003).'" 

No TRC commissioner or leader of evidence noted that the man endangered the children 

b:, sending them to occupied areas and thus did not dull protect them. While comm~ss~oners 

made other statements to establ~sh norms, the obl~gation of adults to protect children was not 

mentioned in an) hearing I attended. The TRC (2004) states that "children. as the most vulnerable 

group in a conflict situation, are entitled to be protected from war. In particular the) are not meant 

to participate in the conflict themselves as child soldiers or in an! other capacit~" (vol. 3b. chap. 

3. 7 223). But it did not comment on civilian adults who sent children on dangerous errands and 

thus failed to protect them. 

These two narratives, and the fact that they \\ere stated almost in passing and without 

response, indicate that adults did not a h v a ~ s  protect children before themselves and that such 

actions as sending cluldren on dangerous errands held some degree of social acceptance. This 

norln co-exists with the norm which others displaj-ed of protecting children and taking them in 

when the)- were orphaned. 

Relatedl~.. children could be seen as jeopardizing adults during the war. One observer 

noted that when the RUF attacked. people ran to thc bush. "The?. lived off'what the). could find: 

bush yams; etc. Families with chldren were often forced out because people were afiaid the 

children would c q  and alert the rebels" (interview 6;) .  

Life for children in Sierra Leone can be veq harsh. Most schools, for those luck! enough 

to attend. use corporal punishment. At home, man) parents and guardians also punish children 

nit11 beatings. As one child care worker said. 

"' When a person saj s .In) child' the person the) are referr~ng to ma) not be then biological child. It is 
similar with other terms of relations: brother. sister. father. mother. etc. 
" At the TRC hearings I took notes bj hand. Jn such testimonies I wrote all the kej phrases but am not 
necessarilj quoting the witness verbatim. 



In Sierra Leone, if a child breaks the norms thej. are flogged. Even those of us 
who are educated, j.es, I flog mj. children. Because I tell him this is bad. If j-ou 
don't accept it I put j-ou down. I think our children noimal1~- respond to that 
relatively faster than sa jkg ,  "I will seize your bread. I will not give j.ou a meal 
toda!-. Or I take that toy fi-om j-ou'" (interview 38). 

Discipline b j  beating and the heavy involvement of children in the labour of the 

household and farms are normal practices in manj- poor countries - and indeed were normal in 

North America until fairly recentlj-. As the TRC (2004) notes: 

In most traditional societies, children are expected to c a i q  out certain domestic 
tasks such as cooking, shopping. cleaning, laund17- duties. fetching water and 
caring for j-ounger children. Helping out in the field is also commonplace. The 
use of children in this waj- should not be perceived as exploitative, but should 
rather be seen as doing one's bit to assist famil). and comrnunitj., thus 
contiibuting to the total functioning of the familj.. In Afiican societies. enhancing 
the familj-'s social and economic status has a positive impact on the whole 
farnilj.. The roles and responsibilities of children in Afiican societies help to 
entrench a sense of family and communitj rather than individualism (vol. 3b, 
chap. 4,742).  

If the aim of discipline and work is the genuine welfare of the child and familj. and the 

means are proportional to the ends, then, as the TRC (2004) states, the! should not be seen as 

exploitative or abusive, whether 01- not we agree with these measures. However. the extreme 

patrimonial social structure and age-based hierarch) has led to some abuse of joung people 

\vhose work maj be ordered at the whim of elders and who are not allo\ved to speak on their onw 

behalf. 

Sierra Leoneans often saj- "There is no bad bush to throw awa!. a bad child." It is a 

national sustaining mj-th. It claims that in tight-knit communities a child will aha! s have a place. 

even if it is not with his or her immediate famill.. This culture of accepting responsibilitj- for other 

people's children led man?. families to courageouslj. take in the orphaned or abandoned children 

of relatives when thej- had barelj- enough to sui-vive themselves during the war. Other stories, 

even before the war, are not so encouraging and, in the words of Zack-Williams (1 999) put "paid 

to the social scientific mj th that the 'extended familj-' has a coping capacitj. that is essentiallj- 

elastic" (p. 155). 

As the Sierra Leone economj. declined during the 1970s and 1980s, the ruid poor \\.-ere 

hit the hardest. Children - especially girls - were often kept home from school because tamilics 

could no longer afford uniforms and other school expenses and because the paltq- income the 

children could earn was desperate]) needed b>- the famil).. Those who could not afford to feed 



their children, or who hoped for better opportunities for them.':-' often sent them to live with 

wealthier relatives or unrelated patrons through another African institution: the wardship s j  stem. 

Sometimes the an-angement tunls out \veil and children are loved and cared for as if the! are 

cqual members of the famil?.. But in other cases children are exploited and abused. Man)- flcd 

these situations and headed for larger towns where the? became street ! outh. easilj tossed into 

the nebulous categoq of 'lumpen' ! outh (Zack-Williams, 1999). Blesoe writes: 

Generall! (foster children) do receive more beatings than children living with 
thelr mothers, and the) perform the most phj sicallj arduous work. The! receive 
less medical case, compared to children with their mothers, and their complaint 
of ~llness 1s often dismissed as faliing to avoid work. Man! receive little animal 
protein from their care-takers and are given food of poorer qua@ ... Foster 
children are punlshed fiequentl! b! food deprivation.. . leading man) to forage 
largelj for themselves: picking wild fiuits, stealing.. . Rates of malnutrition and 
death are highest among !ounger ones ( in  Zack-Williams, 1999, p. 155, 156). 

A Govemment of Siel-ra Leone survej- conducted in 2000 found that 10% of children do 

not live with their parents. even when the latter are alive (TRC, 2004). The lines of differentiation 

between children in the household in the man! countries where this system is practiced are 

strikingl? visible. Man) wards are not sent to school or not given time to studj. when they do get 

the chance. OAen the! must do extra chores to free the foster parents' children to studj-. "In 

short." Zack-Williams (1999) writes, "fostering and the wardship s) stem tend to produce a mass 

of alienated Joung people in the countq" (p. 156). The TRC (2004) observes that the government 

does not regulate fostering and recommends law reform to govern adoptions, orphanages and 

foster homes which have proliferated as a result of the war 

The war and its aftermath widened opportunities for child exploitation. With a vast 

increase in orphaned or rqjected children and impoverished families. the Govemment of Sierra 

Leone susvej found that: 

In 2000 ... 48% of children were found to be engaged in unpaid work4 for 
someone other than a household member and 10% of these children spent more 
than four hours a d a ~  on such tasks.. . In the same j eas, 72% of Sierra Leonean 
children were working in some capacitj (TRC 2004. vol. 3b, chap. 4 ,y  330). 

" One motive for poor. rural families to send their daughters to the ciQ to serve as ward for wealthier 
patrons is to avoid an earl} maniage. I met one teenage girl whose mother sent her for this pulpose and so 
she could get an education. This can be seen as a form of resistance to trarbtional structures 
" ' In nq view. there is little difference between unpaid work and the situation of man}. if not most Sierra 
Leonean workers who are not paid enough to sustain themselves and their families. Unpaid workers still 
niust be fed and lodged. If paid workers can on11 manage this. their situation is not much different. 



The war in Sierra Leone has been viewed b:, some !oung people as a generational lvar. 

an effort b j  :,oung people to topple a corrupt older elite who used their power to exploit ~ o u t h  

and silence Joung voices (interview 13). While this frustration ma) have motivated somc 

marginalized and embittered J outh to join forces nith the rebels, it cannot have been a motivation 

for dependent children, whose participation, along with most :, ouths, can be better explained b~ 

their abduction and indoctrination. 

Ambiguous spirits and the path to adulthood 

I n  Thigs Full Aporf, Nigerian novelist Chinw Achebe (1959) tells of Okonkwo's 

second wife, Ekwefi, who bore ten children, the f i rst  nine of whom died in 

infancy. After the second child died, a medicine man told Okonkwo the infant 

was an "ogbonje, one o f  those wicked children who, when they died, entered 

their mothers' wombs t o  be born again." After losing nine children, Ekwefi gam 

birth t o  a daughter, Ezinma, who was sickly but survimd. Achebe writes: 

Everybody knew she was an ogbonje. These bouts o f  sickness and health were 

typical o f  her kind. But she had lived so long that perhaps she had decided t o  

stay. Some o f  them did become t i red of their evil rounds of bir th and death, or  

took pity on their mothers, and stayed. Ekwefi believed deep inside her that 

Ezinma had come to  stay. She beliemd because it was that faith alone that gam 

her life any kind of meaning. And this faith had been strengthened when h year 

or so ago a medicine nwn had dug up Ezinnw's iyi-uwo. Emryone knew then that 

she would lim because her bond with the world of ogbonje had been broken. 

Ekwefi was reassured. But such was her anxiety f o r  her daughter that she 

could not rid herself completely of her fear. And although she believed that 

the iyi-uwo which had been dug up was genuine, she could not ignore the fact 

that some really evil children sometimes misled people into digging up a specious 

one (pp. 80, 81). 

The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (1990) states that childhood 

extends up to and including the age of 18. The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) 



defines a child as eveq person ) ounger than 18 unless "majoiit~ is attained earlier" (in Cohn & 

Goodwin-Gill, 1997, p. 6). Yet childhood and adulthood arc interpreted differentl) in man! 

cultures. Most Sierra Leoneans were not registered at birth" and maiq do not know their age. In 

much of the countq. the transition fi-om childhood to adulthood occurs at pubeitj and is sociall? 

marked b) initiation."" 

Also, the child-centred. lights-based approach of the African Chaiter or the UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child is ontologicall) different from man) Sierra Leoneans' 

understanding of childhood. Hoffman (2003) writes that in Sierra Leone, children are better 

understood as --unfinished projects" of social networks. -The). do not belong to them, to be traded 

on as commodities, but neither do the!- warrant the special considerations of the person-in-full. 

The\ are works in progress. individualized but not quite \et human individuals" (p. 301). 

Similar to Achebe's description of the ogbanje. Feime (2001) writes: 

(Childhood) is considered an especiall~ ambiguous period characterized b~ 
uncertainties regarding a child's survival, moral development, and 
communication with adults.. . Central to the social constiuction of infanc) . . . is 
the perceived relationship of infants \vith the world of spirits, which generates 
lojalties in conflict with the world of the living" (p. 198). 

This perspective ma). be partly explained b). high infant mortalit)- rates. In Sierra Leone, 

the under-five moi-talitj rate was 36% in 1970 and 28% in 2002 (UNDP 2003 Human 

Development Report) and in rural areas with minimal health services death rates are even higher. 

Ferme (2001) writes that with such high mortalit!. "infa~ts are suspected of lacking a 

commitment to live among humans, because of their links with powerful agencies in the world of 

spirits. where the). are thought to exist before birth.' (p. 199). 

Hoffman (2003) links this ontolog! with the reciuitment of children as fighters: 

Having not yet been initiated, inducted into the secret societies fi-om which the). 
lean1 the ideals of social behaviour and the techniques for interpreting the world 
around them, (children) possess a power they cannot reliably control, a power of 
secrecj- and the spirit worlds they have not entirely left. This gives a certain logic 
to the child as soldier. Children, combatants saj-, make the best soldiers because 
they have no fear. They obej- orders without question. The! are uninhibited b:. 
moral concerns.. . At the heart of these justifications is a sense that children are 
not inherently innocent.. . Onl). initiation, even into an organization the puipost: 
of which is the exercise of violence, transforms the child into its full)- human 
state (p. 301). 

, - 
')UNICEF estimates that only 46% of children born between 1999 and 2000 were registered. with 
percentages much higher in urban areas (66%) than rural areas (40%). 
""ios and Lebanese have attitudes towards childhood that are more consistent with UN norms. 



Initiation not onlj marks the social transition froin childhood to adulthood, it is the 

criteria tor belongi~lg to an ethnic group. Man) people, includmg urban professionals, told me 

that without being initiated a person is not viewed as 'one of us.. 

Initiation PI-ocesses are usuall?- guided bj- elders who isolate a group of age and gender 

cohorts from the community for a peiiod of time. It often involves phj-sical processes that mark 

the child as belonging to the culture and cornmunit).. In much of West Afiica and pasts of East 

Africa; girls ma). receive a clitoridectom>- - a practice that is outlawed in some African countries 

but is supported bj. the Kabbah government (UN Integrated Regional Infoimation Networks. 

2005). In some cultures, boys may be marked bj- facial scars. During the initiation, children may 

go through a secret ordeal and elders coach them on the responsibilities and knowledge of 

adulthood. 

For girls, initiation is interlinked with marsiage and childbirth. In Mende societj- manj- 

brides are chosen before or as they reach pubem and can be initiated into the Sande societ~-. A 

prospective husband will woo his nlfe-to-be while ainnging and pa! ing for her initiation. after 

\vhich thej will marc .  The girl's consent is required but she is often under extreme famil! 

pressure to agree (Ferme. 200 1). Once mai~ied, 

most (adolescent girls) are pressured to begin child-bearing prior to 
psychological matuiio-, which contributes to the high level of maternal and infant 
mortalitj.. Fustheimore when a child or adolescent is compelled to man3 at a 
j.oung age and she refuses to consent to sexual relations or is too 1-oung to 
consent. such maniages mq  result in sexual violence (TRC 2004, vol. 3b. chap. 
4; 1 99).';' 

Strategies of avoiding earl?- mauiage, such as sending girls to the cih. to live and work as wards 

of wealthier relatives or acquaintances, also make them vulnerable to abuse. 

Male initiation is tied to developing hunting and, in times of war, fighting skills. 

reflecting men's traditional responsibilities as provider and protector. The Poro societj into which 

Mende boj s are initiated foims the root of hunting societies that were adapted to form Kamajor 

militias. 

Initiation of children is meant to provide them with a sense of belonging to a nui-turing 

communit~. but the 'initiations' or 'training' of man)- children who volunteered or were forced to 

become combatants were cruel indeed. If initiation marks an impostant transformative ritual for 

the child, then it is unsui-piising that some have likened the RUF re-education and resocializatioil 

" Non-consensual sex within maniage is not regarded as rape in Sierra Leone even when the wife is under 
11. the age at which even consensual sex with a girl is considered a crime (TRC. 2001). 



of child captives to a form of initlation. But thesc nar-time 'initiations' marked the kind of 

transformation that no child deserves and the! left man) involved facing enormous hurdles if the! 

are to rccover fi'om the esperience. 

7.3 Initiation by fire - the distorted training of child fighters 

During the civil war, Sierra Leone was one of the worst places to be a child. Children 

suffered rape. amputations, and murder. Thej- were the least self-sufficient if orphaned and were 

particular targets for kidnapping or 'recruitment' bj. all sides. Twm-Danso (2002) writes that 

poor children, children living in conflict areas and orphaned or estranged children are most 

vulnerable to 'voluntaq.' or forced recruitment. Although Freetown experienced a reprieve for 

much of the war, when the AFRC/RUF attacked in January 1999 the poorer, eastern part of the 

tit)- was devastated while the more affluent west side was successfully protected bj- ECOMOG 

forces. 

School attendance may or ma!- not make children more vulnerable to attack. Closure of 

schools due to war or lack of other emplo~.ment ma!- push children and youths to fight. At the 

sane time, especial1)- as rebel forces sought literate members, the!- often attacked schools and 

kidnapped schoolchildren (Brett, 2003). 

The RUF strategy for controlling abducted children involved severing ties with the old 

and dramaticallj resocializing into the new. Children captured b\ the RUF were often forced to 

commit atrocities against their own families or communities so the! felt thej- could no longer 

return home. Manj-, especially those \vho tsied to flee, were branded with the word RUF so they 

would a lwap be suspected bj- other forces and rejected at home. This put them in great danger. 

Some captives were used as posters, spies, labourers or 'wives' of senior combatants: others were 

put through combat training (TRC, 2004). 

RUF child fighters were organized into segregated 'Small Boj s Units' and 'Small Girls 

Units' but thej were trained together. Man? children did not survive this 'training.' which could 

last an! where from a few weeks to six months, depending on the conditions the RUF faced at the 

time. The children were taught to use weapons and engage in jungle warfare. Man) stawed as 

the) were expected to scavenge for themselves. Perceived infractions were punished bj beatings, 

starvation, torture, b~anding, mutilation and, in the case of desertion, killing or branding (TRC. 

ZOO4). 



To sui-vive. man)- cllildren had to outdo each other in ciuelt~ to be perceived as tough and 

dangerous. This behaviour was rewarded by promotion. A former RUF official said, a child who 

1s "more criminallj minded, that is, able to take care of certain issues that are required of a group. 

he is made a commander" (TRC, 2004. vol. 3b, chap. 4,7 257). Some children enjoyed the poiver 

the! exercised over others. The TRC states: 

The treatment of child combatants in the RUF was characterised b)- extreme 
ciuelt!.. Living in an environment of total paranoia and oppression, where 
suivival depended on being even more brutal than one's captors, led to the kind 
of atrocities that Sierra Leone witnessed on such a terrifjing scale. In the process, 
man). children became hardened and immune to the savageq. the). were inflicting 
on others. The). experienced a deep sense of dislocation and disjuncture from 
societj- (vol. 3, chap. 4,T 264). 

RUF forces gave children heroin. crack. cocaine, alcohol and.. most commonl?. marijuana 

which could be locallj- grown (TRC, 2004). The latter is not usuallj. associated with aggressive 

behaviour but as a doctor working with drug-addicted children explains: 

Whenever 1-011 take drugs ... the effect is the same. What happens is that j-ou 
become confused ... !.ou cannot concentrate veq- well. Your attention is not 
sustained; oiientation for place and time is disturbed. That means ?-ou cannot 
even understand where 1 . o ~  are.. . The). don't have an)- judgment at all. The). just 
walk by instinct and during that time aqthing you tell them to do.. . the!- don't 
know that what the!. are going to do is wrong ... The). just b1indl~- follow 
instructions ... Of all the patients admitted to the Kisg- Mental Hospital during 
the last ten years, 88% of them (are) for drug problems (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b, 
chap. 4, ?: 306). 

Kamajors. who were rooted in local communities, took a different approach. The! 

usurped traditional initiation processes to gain and train recruits. Village elders were pressured to 

reciuit a quota of children to be 'trained' as soldiers or face a loss of political credibilit).. Children 

had little choice but to 'volunteer' as the) were told that "fighting to defend their communities 

was their civic duo" (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 4. f 269). 

Kamajor initiators manipulated animist beliefs in supernatuial forces to give recruits a 

scnse of invincibiliQ. High Priest Kondewa developed an initiation process: 

... that promised 'bullet proof protection to the combatants in battle."' The 
initiation contained a lot of rituals, including cannibalism as well as a fearful 
outing in a grave \ard at night that served to create some m) sticisin around the 
process.. . The initiation ceremony was a cleverly manipulated process that duped 

i ,X The deception of 'bullet-proof magic was carried out b) doctoring cartridges whlch were fired at close 
range to initiates (TRC. 2004). As one Mende man explained to me. if an initiate was killed in this process. 
it was because he was an RUF infiltrator so the 'magic' would not work on him. 



the mass of the membership into believing that the)- were the chosen ones blessed 
by the gods and ancestors to liberate their people" (TRC, 2004, vol. 3a, chap. 3 . 7  
802, 805). 

As one fo~mer  CDF member stated. -'It was all about believing ... If jou make a mal's 

mind. then jou can make him feel that something has happened when in fact it does not eslst. 

There was nothing like magical powers.. . The? used basic deception to win people over" (TRC, 

2004, vol. ;a, chap. 3.7 805). 

The TRC (2004) strong]! condemned this '-perversion of the sacred and long-standing 

tradition of initiation and rites of passage" (vol 3a. chap. 3.7 814): 

It cannot be permissible for figures of authoriq, \vhether their leadership is 
political, factional, spiritual or moral, to so wilfull) abuse the rights of those who 
look up to them. The Commission refuses to slight the integritj of an:, of those 
\\ho were killed during an initiation process. for the) participated in most 
instances to eain themselves what the:, saw as the power. but which was actuall! 
the nght, to defend themselves, their families and their communities in a count12 
lvhose statt: securit! apparatus had collapsed or turned against them (vol, 3a. 
chap. 3 , l  812). 

Children 'initiated' as Kamajors have a different load to cam. than those with the RUF. 

While Kamajors did commit atrocities - some, like cannibalism. that were pail of the ritual 

process of becoming a Ka~najor (TRC. 2004) - the) must also come to terms with the fallac:, of 

their own transcendental beliefs and denial of culpabilit) b! those who see themselves as heroes. 

.4n) former Kamajor speaking out about atrocities risks antagonising those who want to preserve 

the m!th in simplistic good vs. evil terms. 

All Sierra Leone fighting forces used child combatants. The National Committee on 

Disarmament; Demobilization and Reintegration formallj- demobilized 6,845 child combatants. of 

which 529 were girls (Child Soldier Global Report, 2004)."" ,411 sides committed atrocities; 

including murder, torture, mutilations, cannibalism and rape, although some factions were better 

known for certain crimes than others. Children on all sides participated in these crimes, either as 

perpetrators, collaborators or witnesses. In addition, man!- former chld combatants emerged from 

the war addicted to drugs, which were initiallj- forced on them but on which the:, developed a 

dependent).. With the end of the war, these children have incredible ps)chological and physical 

hurdles to overcome to become health). citizens in a peaceful societ).. 

.- 

"" Ofthese. 3.710 children were with the RUF and 2.026 with CDFs (TRC. 2001). 



7.4 The plight of civilian children during the war 

Child soldiers were not the onl? children to suffer greatlj from the war. Man? children 

were murdered, amputated, raped or traumatized from loss of loved ones or witnessing crimes. 

Man) bccaine orphaned or were kidnapped, some at such a joung age that the) cannot identif'? 

where the) came from. Man) fled to refugee camps in countries like Guinea. UNICEF estimates 

that unaccompanied minors accounted for around five percent of the refugee population. These 

children were particularl) vulnerable to starvation, disease and abuse in the camps. Police 

harassment, "arbitraq asrests and detention" and rape were perils of camp life in Guinea. As a 

UNICEF representative stated. "Throughout their time in these camps, refugee girls as joung as 

five became victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence at an astonishing rate considering 

the ostensible civilian nature of the camp" (in TRC 2004. vol. 3b, chap. 4.7 320). 

In the camps, manj- girls were forced to barter sex for the medical and food aid to which 

the?. were legallj. entitled. This "widespread" practice was exposed in a suivej. conducted by 

UNHCR and Save the Children, UK. Peacekeepers. UN staff, NGO and aid workers were among 

those who "exploited the extreme disparitj- sui-rounding the refugee population by using the v e q  

humanitarian aid and seivices intended to benefit them as a tool for exploitation" (TRC, 2004, 

vol. 3b, chap. 4.7 347). 

During the 1990s. few Sien-a Leonean children knew the nusturing, positive lealning and 

jo) that should be past of growing up. For a group that compiises more than half the national 
-0 population, the mass traumatization and corruption of children during the war will be difficult 

for the count12 to overcome. As UNICEF states: 

The wounds, both physical and psj.chologica1, inflicted upon children will leave 
pesmanent marks on them and their families, as well as on the entire Sien-a 
Leonean community and indeed all of humanity. In some ways it is as if a new 
level of cmelty has been attained in this war, setting the bar lower than ever 
imagined (in TRC. 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 4 ,7  188). 

7.5 A 'culture of silence': The status of women in peacetime 

The / 0 1 4  status of urorner? is steeped in deep cr~ltr~ral tradlnon. 112 tracfitlord 
Sierm Leorwar? society. the wqe aruf children are nt the mercy oj  the ,pmi ly  
Wurner? have little cur2trul ur rr$rwnce over deuls~un-rnarbng. Certain suclu- 
cr~ltr~rcil practices provide the lead~r?g cause o j  gender d ~ s y a n t y  aruf the 112ferior 
statits oj  women as  evlclencecl by: hlgh jirtllrty rate, hlgh ~ r q a r ~ t  and chllcl 
murtnlrty rates. 121,012 adt l t  jemcrle ~ l h t e m c y  rcrtt.. t.xclr~slun oj' wumer? ponz 

-0 According to UNICEF. Sierra Leone had around 2.518.000 chilhen under 18 in 2003 
(http://www.unicef.org/infob~ countq Isieiraleone-statistics.html). UNDP (2003) states that the total 
population in 2002 was around 1.8 million (http://hdr.undp.oi-g/statistics/datalc~/c~-f-SLE.htn~l). 



rrcrlwr?g crrttur? srwlcrs ar?d ~r?.strzrrnrrzts 111 nlrirl arrtrs szrch as 1irr.tcf. rxtrrzslor? 
srwzcrs. c r rd t  and farm lrprts m d  tlw cl~s~)r-o?)ortlor?atrtr amozlr.tt of the work 
loud 1 n  agncrrltrrre (estimated at  60-80%) allocated 20 worrier?). 

Hon. Shirley Cbujama, Minister of Social Welfare, Gender 
and Children's Affairs (in TRC, 2W1, vol. 3h, chap. 3, E 101) 

In wars that pit one ethnic or religious group against another, rape is often used 

s~stematicall). to demoralize and humiliate 'enemy' men and destro). the fabiic of 'enem! ' 

culture. But the war in Sierra Leone was not sectoral. What explains, then, the mass practice of 

rape by all sides against the veq. female civilians the)- claimed to be fighting for'? How can we 

account for widespread sesual exploitation of women and girls by aid workers'? And how can wc 

understand and anticipate the difficulties women \vill experience as the)- ti-\. to reintegrate into 

their communities'? 

Man:, observers, including the TRC (2004), attribute wartime violence against women 

and girls to their low status even before thc war began. While this does not explain extreme terror 

tactics against women'' that are better understood as strategies of population control, it does help 

cxplain the special vulnerabil~t) of pnmai~l) iural women during and after the war. the common 

practice of raping women as war 'boot) ' and the gendered experiences of women as civilians. 

captives and as part of armed forces. 

In Sierra Leone, a woman's primary role is that of mother. Her legal and social status is 

defined b). that rolc. Ideallj- a woman will always have a conscientious male relative - a father. 

husband or son - to look after her and it is her responsibilit) to provide sons, raise children. and 

keep these men happj.. Even in peacetime, the situation facing man!. women was far from ideal. 

The war and its aftermath shattered an)- hope of man}. women benefiting from this sj-stem. 

Sierra Leone has two general s) stems of law and four s j  stems of famil! law that govern 

much of women's lives. Like man) former colonies, Siei-ra Leone inherited English common law 

which tends to govern those in the Western Area around Fi-eetonn and those not indigenous to the 

countq. Indigenous Sierra Leoneans in the provinces are large]) governed bj customaq la\v. 

\vhich is based on traditional legal s) stems. 

The 199 1 Constitution of Sierra Leone guaiantees women the same "fundamental human 

rights and freedom" as inen (section 15). But this promise is effectively nullified by section 27(4) 

which allows discrimination in matters of 'personal law,' including marriage, inheritance and 

': 1 For the sake of simplicity. I will refer to boj-s and men girls and women as -men' and 'women' 
respectively unless bogs and girls need to be referred to specifically. 



divorce. Rights regarding these matters differ according to the q p e  of maniage: civil, Chiistian, 

Islamic or customaq (TRC, 2004). 

Although the age of inajoritj. is 21 under common law, under customaq law it is not 

fised. Under customaq law, boys reach adulthood after their initiation around pubertj- xvhile a 

girl or woman '-does not attain the status of full adulthood, as she is always under the 

guardianship of the male members of her farnilj. while unmai~ied, or of her husband when 

man-icd." Under Islamic and customaq. laws, there is no minimum age of marriage and girls 

?-ounger than ten ma\- man).. Upon divorce or the death of her husband, she maj. be under the 

guardianship of her father, son, or husband's brother (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 4. S 66) .  

According to the Mende worldview: 

Eveq woman must be affiliated to a man if she is to find acceptance in the 
communitj . This insistence is rooted in the belief that a wvoman's praj er goes to 
God though a man. Consequenth, a woman without a man is not considered to 
be "complete" b~ other members of the communit! 
(TRC. 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 3,9 82). 

Outside the Western Area, land ownership is largelj b! tenure, which is administered b! 

the Chiefdom Council. Women can purchase land but the? are rarel! in an economic position to 

do so. Most land sights are acquired through inheritance and in most cases women's light to 

inherit propeiq is limited or nonexistent. This affects the securit! of women and children and 

limits the former's access to credit. Thus, discsiminatoq 'personal' laws keep most women and 

children dependent and on the edge of even greater impoverishment (HRW. 2002; TRC, 2004). 

Low literacj, especiallj for women, contributes to pove* and dependencj . According to 

UNICEF. adult literac! in 1990 was 40% for males and 14% for females" 

(\\-\\~~.unicef.ora/ii~fob~ count13 /sierraleone statistics.htm1). Literacj in ruial areas is much lower 

than in towns. 

Given the continuing economic decline since the 1980s, man!. families cannot afford to 

send their children to school. Even with free primal3 education for girls which has been I-ecentl! 

implemented, costs include uniforms, books. other supplies, and sometimes small fees requested 

b! teachers, man!- of whom are not paid regularly. Given a choice, man!. families devote their 

meagre resources to educating their sons as girls are often expected to marry early. In somc 

- - 
- The sane set of statistics bj UNICEF claims the literacy rate in 2000 was 51% and 23% for inen and 

women respectively ( w w w . u n i c e f . o r a / i n f o b ~ c o u n h ~ / s i e ~  statistics.htm1). However. because the war 
prevented most ~ural children from attending school. and researchers could not have reached the then- 
occupied north and east of the countq where illiteracy is highest. these numbers are suspect. 



regions, education is seen as clashing with traditional values and girls' maniage prospects so thej- 

are kept home (interview 26). 

The TRC report (2004) often uses the phrase 'culture of silence' to describe attitudes 

towai-ds rape, incest and assault of women and children, especiallj. within the home. Customai7\- 

law permits a husband to "reasonabl!. chastise his \vife bj. ph~sical  force" (Joko Smart in HRW. 

2002, p. 19). A woman can onlj- divorce her husband for ciuelty if beatings are 'excessive' and 

fscquent - "a single act of phj-sical and brutal force is permitted" (HRW. p. 19). The Physicians 

for Human Rights (2002) found that 60% of women in their stud}. felt that it is a husband's light 

to hit his I\-ife. 

Siena Leone's laws are inadequate to deal with the mass rapes that occui-red during the 

war - even those occurring after the 1099 amnestj. Even before the war. rapt: was rarzl) 

prosccuted. Common lams dealing with rape date back to 1960. when Siei7-a Leone was still a 

colonj, although amendments were made in 1972. The law prohibits "carnal knowledge and 

abuse of anj girl under the age of 13 years with or without her consent," but this does not extend 

to marriage. It is also a crime to have sex nith a girl under 14 unless she is deemed to be a 

prostitute or has "known immoral character." Not onl! does this not protect girls judged to be 

'immoral,' it also means that the defense \\-ill go to great lengths to prove a rape victim's past 

'immoral' habits, thus doubl) traumatizing her. Evidential-\- requirements are also problematic as 

the testimony of one witness is insufficient to prove a case. Sexual assaults against boj-s are not 

esplicitl~. provided for under the law (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 4; 7 74, 78). 

For most of Sierra Leone, rape is prosecuted in local courts under customai-j la\v. even 

though "all serious criminal cases should automatic all^ be tried under general law" (HRW. 2002. 

p 21). Punishments for lapc include fines - 'woman damage' or 'virgin mom! ' which gocs to 

the husband or familj for lost honour - beatings, purification rites and being forced to marq the 

victim. However. as the TRC report (2004) notes. taking a rape case to the local courts requires 

that the rape victim publiclj declare the crime: 

In a societj \vhere silence around sesual violence holds swaj, the notion of a 
'public declaration' is problematic. In addition, fear of shame, ostracisation, 
stigma, bureaucracj, the disappearance of witnesses and a lack of financial 
capacio to take a case fonvard all militate against the victim making the 
violation known publicl~.. Hence out-of-court settlements are common. A 
pervasive --culture of silence" around rape and other acts of sexual violence tends 
to discourage women and girls from coming fonvard (vol. 3b, chap. 3. T[ 94). 



This 'culture of silence. continues in relation to war rapes. As one man said, "One of In) 

relatives was raped but we don't talk about it." This denial is meant as a kindness. If people 

prctend the rape never happened, the \\;oman will not suffer cmbar-rassment and stigma. But 

embarrassment and stigma are min-ors cast upon societ) itself. 

7.6 Women's and girls' experiences during the war 

When dscussing women's espericnces during the war, it is tempting to focus on crlmes 

~nfl~cted against them. The 'unspeakablc' acts of v~olencc inflicted on all ages and segments of 

the population - especiall) in poorer and rural areas - seemed to reach new levels of cruelt! 

These phenomenal acts of terror were not large11 spurred b) malice. greed or anger. but b! a 

desire to control the population in the absence of legitimacj and a coherent populist ideolog! that 

might provide it.-' 

RUF and AFRC terror tactics aimed to drarnaticallj- destroj- the things people cheiished 

most: famil). love, tiust, sexual reproduction, hands and feet, the cultural fabric of the communit!. 

Not only were men and women sexuallj- tortured, the RUF was notolious for amputating limbs: 

splitting open the bellies of pregnant women; forcing fa mil^ members to watch while mothers; 

daughters and sisters were raped: forcing sons to rape mothers and mothers to sing and dance as 

the). held the heads of decapitated sons in their hands, to name a few atrocities (HRW. 2003). The 

common use of ps~.chological torture is captured in the title of a Human Rights Watch (2003) 

report: "Wr ' I 1  Kill Yorr (?'Yorr Cty ": Srxrrcrl kiolrirr?cr in the Sirirrm Lrorw C o @ ? .  These tactics 

also efTective1~- communicated to enem?- combatants the consequences of capture and to RUF 

combatants and captives the consequences of escape. It is little wonder that so man)- SLA soldiers 

fled RUF attacks. Whatever their motivation, cruel acts have obvious emotional, ps?-chological. 

ph!-sical and financial implications for those who suwived them. 

Be).ond these orchestrated ten-or tactics, all sides raped. destroj ed propeiq, looted or 

forced people to provide them with food and goods - though CDFs and early SLA to a lesser 

degree. Women and children were especiall! vulnerable as thej were still responsible for 

gathering firewood, water and food. Man! women and their dependents in female-headed 

households survived b) fleeing to refugee camps where the). were again vulnerable to sexual 

exploitation. Other women sui-vived as market women who risked their lives b j  travelling to sell 

food and other goods. 

This explains whj RUF acts of terror escalated in Phases I1 and 111 of the war after RUF forces 
abandoned efforts to maintain an ideology (TRC. 200-1). 



Tens of thousands of girls and women were also abducted or recruited into the anned 

factions. though the numbers are difficult to estimate. Because man) girls and women did not 

suivive. and because of the stigma of association with aimed forces (impl! ing a loss of virginit! 

or fidelit)), man) returning women did not officiall) demobilize, preferring instead to pretend 

the) had been refi~gees in Guinea. Carlson and Mazurana (2004) estimate that almost 113 of 

around 48,000 child soldiers were girls. This excludes the thousands of captive and reciuited gii-1s 

who did not scive as fighters. 

Women almost a h a )  s took on more roles than men. Carlson and Mazurana (2004) \\-rite 

that women were used as labourers. communications technicians, cooks, nurses. messengers. 

spies, combatants and forced 'wives.' Of 5 0  girls and women the) surve) ed who had been with 

the fighting forces, 44% received basic militaq tiaining and all those who listed their primal: 

role as 'fighter. said the! were forced to be -wives.' 

Being the 'wife' of a strong commander gave women and girls some protection from rape 

and abuse b) other combatants. Given their vulnerable situation, it was often to women's 

advantage to sta! in these relationships, though rapes occurred \\-hen husbands were absent. 

When a husband died or was unable to hold off challengers, the girl would be passed on - or 

would voluntarilj move - to another commander (TRC, 2004). 

Man) girls and women had children with these commanders and at the war's end. \\-hen 

combatants were being demobilized, the) were often viewed as 'dependents' and did not receive 

assistance (Carlson & Mazuiana 2004). Man!, who retunled home were: 

shunned and punished b) a societ? which refuses to acknowledge that it is their 
failures that led to this conflict and their failure to protect women and girls that 
has led to the plight the! find themselves in todaj (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b, chap. 3, 
8). 

Women were not onlj war victims. The) protected their families and adopted new roles 

in the absence of men. Man) fought for democrat) and peace; others committed atrocities and 

willinglj assisted almed forces in full knowledge of their crimes. But because of the gendered 

nature of crimes against them, the ph~sical and social implications of those crimes, and their 

disc~iminatoiy social and legal contest, women face special hurdles in reintegrating into, and 

reconciling with, families and communities. 

In this brief oveiview of the histon of the war I hghlighted major tensions that need to 

be resolved if individual, community-level and national reconciliation are to occur. While it is 

tempting to emphasize the sensational crimes of war, we also need to focus on the equall!. 



outrageous but more banal - and legal - sjstems of exploitation, discrilnination and abusc of 

power that led to the war in the first place and to which people return after. We must also 

consider the social and economic environments through which the full impact of a war crime is 

~nterpreted. This is thc context lvithin which mj  findings, presented in Part 111, must be 

understood. 



Part I11 

Findings 



Forward 
In the peace negotiations and cease-fire agreements that led to the civil war-s end, 

negotiators la) ered the institutional elements of a shared peaceflul fluture, the first foim of political 

reconciliation. Two important reintegrative and conciliatoq institutions emerged directlj from 

these talks: the National Committee for Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration 

(NCDDR), which worked together with UN peacekeeping forces (UNAMSIL) to transform 

excoinbatants from soldiers into peaceful citizens: and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

(TRC). Two other institutions are also significant for reintegration: the Special Court and the 

National Commission for Social Action (NaCSA), NCDDR's counterpart aimed at helping 

civilians. 

These four institutions, taken together, formed the mainstal- of Sierra Leone's official 

securit?, reintegration and reconciliation strategJ- immediately after the war. Sierra Leoneans 

would see little justice for the massive crimes committed during the war. Only the few deemed 

most responsible for these crimes would be indicted bj- the Special Court. For the tens of 

thousands of displaced people, war wounded and excombatants, reintegration was driven by the 

necessit>- of placating potential spoilers of peace. And it was guided and justified by a tradition- 

inspired ideal articulated in the much-quoted sa~ ing :  "There is no place to throw away a bad 

child." 

Chapter eight examines the ontological vision captured b j  this expression, the 

reintegrative work of NCDDR and NaCSA. and the experiences of excombatants returning home. 

Chapter nine focuses on the TRC's reintegrative and conciliatoi? roles. And chapter ten looks at 

the gaps in these processes and the infoimal wajs in u.hich people build trust in thc absence of 

oppoi~unities for direct communication. 



Chapter 8: 
Institutions of reintegration 

8.1 "There is no bad bush to throw away a bad child": the guiding ideal 

We have (I saying in the loco1 langrlage: 'No bad bush no de fb t r o w  wav bad 
pikin' which means 'There is no fiv-estfbr n had child. .' Yoit know. the arltirre 
htrs . . .  t r  spirit qfucceptance. jbrgive)wss. solitlurity. So /here is no place ,for a 
bat1 child No matter how mitch you have clone, they don't put yo11 to ... s q  fbr 
exnmple io,jiivenile homes. We don't have jiiven~lr homes here. So matter how 
much you htrve done. they nlways take it to he a child. A child is a child. 

William, NGO reintegration worker (interview 2). 

Sierra Leoneans dug into their 'Treasure trove called custom" and found a national 

sustaining m?th. "There is no bad bush to throw awa! a bad child" means that children will 

a1waj.s be forgiven and someone - in the extended famil! or village - will always take them in. 

This communitasian ontolog), which proponents contrast with Western individualism. extends 

be!.ond children. It holds that everybodj- belongs to a community, evetyone can contribute to its 

welfare. and everyone has a valued place in it. Thls is the perfect ideal for a  count^-\. needing 

cnormous cornmunit}. capacitj to forgive and reabsorb the displaced, the wounded and the guilt!.. 

And it directlj- addresses the first con cilia to^^ need of peacetime after an intra-communal war: 

individual-community reconciliation. 

Unsurpsisingl!., reintegration workers were passionate about this 'Afiican' ontolog)- that 

appcared early in In!. interviews and became a theme of inquiv. Does this ideal of community 

belonging and forgiveness reflect the realit>- of most Sierra Leoneans or is it a romantic and 

useful conciliaton ideal, similar to the concept of rrhirntir in South Afsica? If it did once reflect a 

reality, can a war-strained cornmunit). still absorb so many troubled and needy people. as the 

ideal suggests'? Government leaders, NCDDR and reintegration organizations hope that 

communities have that capacitj.. Selling this ideal to excombatants, was victims and the 

population is key to their reintegration st~ateg?.. 

The reintegration workers I interviewed tended to stress three things: the need to provide 

cxcombatants with economicall? viable alternatives to fighting: the natural capacit~ of Afiican 

cultures and communities to absorb all communitj members; and the desire of most traditional 

Sieil-a Leoneans to be amongst their own people. In a countq where rural services have long been 

neglected or destroyed by war, populations of major towns are burgeoning far beyond their 

capacities to absorb, and increased agricultural production is greatlj. needed, it is logical to stress 



coininunit) values and resources in the hope that people will retum home. At the same time 

reintegration workers are well aware of the need for schools and othes facilities in rural areas so 

pcople nil1 want to sta! there 

Joe, the head of a child reintegration organization, is clear in his vision that all people 

have a place in their home communities. When talking about amputees' reluctance to return home 

(see 8.33): he emphasized that eveq.one can conttibute to village life: 

When I am in m?. own community, I know I am valued.. . I know that I have to 
contiibute in one waj- or the other. If I am an elderlj- person who used to be a 
very good fa~mer but now is not doing it, (I) can direct the j.oung people.. . to saj- 
well this and this were the old methods of doing it.. . (Even) those who had an 
accident in the old times before the war.. . they became so valued. Thej- became 
blacksmiths. Thej. became, you know, carpenters.. . And they were uontribnting 
to the building of the communitj-. And the!' married, thej- have wives and the)- 
have children and their children became part of their consolation (interview 19). 

Similarlj., he advises excombatants that contributing to the communi~  is the best waj. to 

gain acceptance: 

I tell (child combatants), W.k., j-ou have learned. You are going to learn a skill. 
If you leam the skill of carpentry, if you go back to ?.our village, j-ou might have 
buined the chief's house but the chief is building. Suppose ).ou contiibute to the 
building of that house. You Iuve become an actor in the development of that 
communitj.. And the chief will take j.ou now as a valuable person. .. If you go 
back to ?.our community, j.ou make a contribution, the?. know j-our value now, 
that you arc not just an?. child who \\.as going out (interview 19). 

This ideal of belonging, mutual assistance, reconciliation and forgiveness which i s  part of 

Siet-ra Leonean life provides a wonde~ful visioil for communitj.-based reintegration and 

reconciliation but it ignores the harsh realities facing man). people, especially chddren. There 

ma). be no homo for juvenile offenders but children were treated badlj- during the war. Thej. lvere 

endangered, recruited: violated and summa~ilj. executed by all sides. Even after the Kabbah 

government returned to power in 1998. a man interviewed b j  the TRC stated that man) children 

\yere in Pandemba Road Prison in conditions which the TRC (2004) described as "deplorable" 

(vol. 3,. chap. 3, 7 930). A juvenile home would be preferable to that. And man) children 

continue to be exploited, working as wards or fi-ee labourers in work that does not benefit them or 

their families. 

It is therefore important, in supporting this ideal of 'communitj belonging.' to avoid 

feeding exploitative structures and power abuses that fed the war. Foreign donors in particular 



ma:, be drawn to such ideals without sufficient appreciation of the complex relationships of 

village life. There needs to be much more internal discussion and research on the individual 

outcomes of programs based on these culturally grounded but romantic ideals that may be blind 

to important social strains and tensions. 

8.2 Ord ina~y  foot soldiers 

NCDDR was set rip jbr ris to get yracr at all cost ... It is brcarrsr ... Sirrm 
Lrot~mtzs dot1 f wntzt the rrciirrrncr of wnr. And that's what's hnpprning it? 
LArrin now. That is wh-v wr actually yrit them into itzstitutiom otzd wr rvrtl give 
them nllown~zors . . .  No Sirrm Lronran is happy about that. Yoii onmot come N ~ L I  
b i~r~z  my ~ O I I S C  or klll mv sister or m+v,jbthrr or raze ~ l o w t ~  my wholr,firmilv and 
then at the same time I spotzsor yori. It's that wr are payi~zg,forpracr at all costs. 

(Stephen, NCDDR worker, interview 21) 

Yorr ng pnrn w 111 rrrnnzn clatzgrroirs as long as the?; clo not have a y rojrct. 

(Aid worker interviewed by International Crisis Group, 2004, p. 12) 

At the end of the war, Sien-a Leone was faced with the challenge of disarming, 

demobilizing and reintegrating more than 70,000 combatants-4 who together possessed between 

300,000 and 1.5 million weapons, accord~ng to UN estimates. The government also needed to 

assist hundreds of thousands of displaced. traumatized, wounded and impoverished citizens. 

Working with the UN, international donors, and local and international NGOs. the Kabbah 

government took a t~vo-prong approach to reintegration. The National Committee for 

Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (NCDDR) led demobilization and reintegration 

efforts for escombatants and provided them with financial assistance and training. The National 

Com~nission for Social Action (NaCSA) oversaw the retum of refugees and displaced people to 

their homes and continues to be the central agencj channelling donor monej- to communities for 

economic projects or infrastructure (HRW. 2005; Institute for Security Studies (ISS), 2002: ICG. 

2004). 

The two programs are not parallel, however. Unlike excombatants, most civilians did not 

receive individual assistance or trailing through NaCSA and this created a sense of imbalance 

and gsievance. While most Sierra Leoneans know that escombatants need to reintegrate and do 

not begrudge them assistance and training, man}. resent the fact that thej- cannot afford to send 

- 4 According to Human Rights Watch (2005) 72.490 combatants went through the disarmament. 
demobilization and reintegration (DDR) program. 



their own children to school or receike training themselves. To some, this iinplies that 

excombatants are being rewarded for their crimes. 

NCDDR, which completed its mandate in December 2003, was chaired b j  the president 

and included top I-epresentati\es of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), 

each armed faction, international donors and NGOs. Working in partnership with UNAMSIL. 

NCDDR oversaw the official process of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of 

cxcombatants. Though UNAMSIL supported man! aspects of reintegration, it was inainl! 

responsible for the disarmament and demobilization stages of the process (ISS, 2002). 

For most excombatants, reintegrating into civilian life formall! began when t h q  turned 

in their weapons to UNAMSIL at a designated reception centre after proving basic competence in 

handling it (Carlson & Mazurana, 2004). But disarmament was not as simple as i t  ma) appear. 

UN forcus. inexperienced in the region, often relied on local commanders to help administer the 

process. This was supposed to facilitate organization and avoid backlashes from commanders 

who might resent their forces being demobilized ~hlthout their consent. However it also enabled 

commanders to profit from their position at the expense of their underlings. Once again, it seems 

that wherever there is a hlgh-level gatekeeper there is a toll. 

Thus, while NCDDR had checks guarding against top-level conuption, their reliance on 

commanders set the stage for widespread conuption between excombatants themselves (HRW, 

2005). As Hoffinan (2003) observes: 

The iron?. is that for those j.outh for whom militarization seemed an enticing 
oppoitunit). to subvert the s~stems of patronage and its gerontocratic masters, the 
paia-militaq organizations in which the>- find themselves ase no less so. The 
warlord organizations that replace (the neo-patrimonial rule of a state-based 
patronage sjstem), exploiting the region's mineral resources through youth 
labour and violence, are dependent almost entirely on the dictatorial rule of a 
charismatic leader who promises an alternative form of authority to the patronage 
sjstem but replicates its most exploitative aspects (p. 305). 

NCDDR asked commanders to submit lists of their underlings who were eligible for 

demobilization benefits. However, the latter often presented false lists recommending the 

demobilization of friends and relatives, some of whom had not been with the armed forces at all, 

in eschange for a cut of the benefits (HRW, 2005). 



Kamajors were notorious for this conuption, partlj because CDFs had few weapons and 
- ?  

these were largely controlled b~ commanders. ' Commanders could select who would receive 

weapons and thus \\rho was eligible for disa~mamznt- demobilization and reintegration (DDR) 

benefits (Hoffman, 2003). Hoffman explains: 

If a commander held four or five firealms, ma!.be he would ask for a little 
something in return for giving them out to a fen. of his men. After all, he had 
financial troubles of his own. A third or a half of the newlj--minted ex- 
combatant's pay packet seemed a fair trade for the opportunit). to pass through 
disa~mament and train for a job in post-war Sierra Leone. The upshot was that 
0111~- those \\rho made the necessaq bargains with their commanders had an)- 
hope of passing through the locked gate to the inside of the stadium. What's 
more, onl! those commanders who themselves made the proper gestures toward 
the highest-ranking elders in the militia - usuall!- men of standing and means in 
the communit~ - were likely to have their men selected by gatekeepers like 
General Joe.. . In sum, to be admitted past the gate at DDR was to illustrate the 
second synonym of youth - its 'vertical' dependence on those with greater access 
to patronage resources (pp. 297,298). 

Though excombatants "consistentlj complained" that their commanders had too much 

control over who received demobilization benefits and were abusing their position for their own 

enrichment, little was done to correct the situation. This led to riots at some demobilization 

centres (HRW, 2005, p. 50). As I discuss in section 8.3.8, some Kamajor commanders also 

promised their underlings ample rewards for their patriotism and the latter therefore declined 

NCDDR opportunities. These rewards never came and man? Kamajors and other excombatants 

were left impoverished, feeling betrayed by their leaders, and unwilling to return home without 

receiving the benefits promised to them. This p o v e ~ e ,  denial of skills training opportunities and 

flustration drove some excombatants to join milita~? operations in Guinea. Liberia and the Ivo~? 

Coast. The skills the). learned during the war in Sierra Leone could at least be put to use in 

looting the poor in neighbouring countries (HRW, 2005). 

Those who did enter the disarmament process received an orientation, interview, 

registration, weapons collection, verification of eligibilit?. and transportation to demobilization 

centres. At demobilization camps, excombatants were issued with identit? cards and provided 

with reinsertion packages that included '-basic necessities." transportation allowances. and 

300.000 leones (around US $143) to support them during the first three months of transition 

(HRW, 2005: ISS. 2002. p. 2: interview 2 1). 

Also. according to Ferme and Hoffman (2094). most Katnqjors reported fighting with cutlasses 
(machetes) and these were not anlong the weapons recognized in the NCDDR program. 



Demobilization could take anjwhere from less than a d a ~  to two weeks. Most 

excombatants attended classes on democrat!. and civics. Some also received classes on famil! 

planning and HIVIAIDs. Though a class on human lights was proposed. it was considered to bc 

too controversial and the idea was dropped (HRW, 2005). 

After they arrived at their chosen place of resettlement, excombatants were supposed to 

be provided with training or education options and a small allowance to sustain thein during 

training (Carlson & Mazui-ana, 2004).'"hen the training was complete the!. were provided \\;it11 

a small start up kit to begin their new business. This was the formal reintegration component of 

the program. 

Stephen, an NCDDR reintegration officer. categorizes reintegration effoi-ts as either 

social or economic (interview 21). Regardless of their motive for joining the fighting forces. 

whether the! \yere captured or 'volunteered.. man) combatants come to see war as an economic 

activit) . Usuall! unpa~d, combatants sustain themselves and their comrades b~ looting, forclng 

the 'hospitalit! ^ of civilians or commandeering farm produce. Most require an alteinative wa! of 

suppol-ting themselves in order to give up their weapons, their source of food and income 

Most NCDDR reintegrative effoi-ts. therefore, focused on providing excombatants with 

skills and training to support themselves and their families. Some excombatants were offered 
- - 

opportunities to pursue formal education, while others entered vocational training and 

apprenticeship programs such as mechan~cs. tailoring. ca1pcntr)-, driving. metal xvork and. for 

women, cloth d ~ i n g  (Ginifer, 2003; interview 21). A few excombatants were able to stud! 

professional skills such as management. accountant) and computer studies. Ginifer writes: 

Improving education opportunities has been seen as particularl~ important, as 36 
per cent of ex-combatants survej ed never attended school and onl! one per cent 
of the entire -fighting population' were schooled up to higher education level 
(chap. 2, p. 4). 

Though most ) oung people I encountered, excombatant or civilian, expressed a desire for 

formal education, on11 a few opportunities were provided for adult excombatants to complete 

high school or attend universit) with the sponsorship of NCDDR. According to Human Rights 

Watch (200i), man> of those who received these opportunities were commanders. 

. , 
" Some CDF commanders collected demobilized combatants' identiq cards for -safckceping' aftcr 

demobilization and sold the latter's space in a training program to others. When the demobilized colnbatant 
went . - to register for training he would be told that his space was dread) taken (HRW. 2005). 

Ginifer (2003)  writes that b~ October 2002. 56.75 1 excombatants had registered for reintegration. BJ 
Ma) 2002. NCDDR had sponsored 6.452 excombatants to attend school. 



Reintegration 1vorke1-s regarded skills training as a route to social reintegration. 4 s  Joe 

explained, b) doing something useful in the communit). excombatants can (re)eain the tsust of 

civilians. devclop a vested interest in civilian life and contribute to the communit) itself. As I will 

explain in chapter ten. civilians ove~-whelmingl? said that the) regained trust in excombatants b! 

watching them. Having a profile and a useful function in the communit!. enabled civilians to 

watch them at work.-' 

But having a useful economic function was not enough. Although man). excombatants 

were wa~ml). welcomed b)- their families and communities - especiallj- those who were sent b!. 

the community to join CDFs and those who were clearly kidnapped and did not commit crimes in 

their villages - others needed intermediaries to pave the way for their i-etum. 

Traditionally, if a conflict or problem arises between communitj members, those 

involved ~vould not address the problem directly but would ask a respected person to intervene on 

their behalf. This is seen as a sign of proper humili6. It was therefore better for a reintegration 

officer or other official to appeal to a communit) on behalf of an excombatant than for 

cxcombatants to return directly. As one Mende elder explains: 

When the bush cow gets onto somebodj's f i lm and feeds on his plants, either 
rice or whatsoever, that cow will not sleep that night because he realizes he has 
done bad. he has destrojed something. That's what those people are. those who 
did wrong with people. The! have done terrible damage. Now that we have come 
back to sit down, the! will not just come back to settle. The! will a l w a ~ s  go 
through places like DDR "We want to go there so please go and beg for us " 
When we agree then when the) come the) will settle down (inteiview 52). 

Such a formal appeal, if successful, establishes a commitment bj- the chief and 

community to help the excombatant and make him or her \velcome. Thls commitment is 

important to ensure that the excombatant is not ostracized, a common punishment for thosc \vho 

offended the cornmunit).. As Joe, the reintegration worker. said. "Eveq. African is afi-aid of 

ostracizing" (interview 19) 

Ostiacism is not exile: it is a refusal of communit~ members to interact with the offender. 

The Mende elder explains: 

I want to tell ).ou a stoq. Before the end of the war, when the militag took over, 
one of them left and went to his home to~vn. At that time people had not gone 

'X Hoffman (2001) cautions against making artificial distinctions between people's economic and social 
lives. "Manj j outh.. . were unable to dissociate their participation in the conflict from their relationship to 
patrons on whom thej depended for both economic and social livelihoods - patrons who either ordered 
their j oung -clients' to fight or who sewed as their commanders with the vasious militias" (p. 221). 



there to talk to people to forgive them. He told them "I have come so let's sit 
down." The) said ok. Just like we are sitting down here the three of us. So when 
this man comes here. all of them will just leave the place. When he sa!s good 
morning. good afternoon to an!bod!, when he greets people (the! non't return 
the greeting). There was nobod) to cook for him. So he went back to the bush. 
That is whj we are afraid to treat them in that waj so that the) will go back 
(interview 52). 

Still, many excombatants do not remain long in their villages reflecting the long and difficult 

process of regaining acceptance and tiust. 

NCDDR officials were well aware that social acceptance of excombatants was not 

automatic. The). worked with local NGOs to encourage civilians to accept excombatants back. 

As NCDDR reintegration worker Stephen esplains: 

At times the NCDDR staff move to these different, different locations. hold 
meetings and talk to the people and preach the message of forgiveness. 
reconciliation and acceptance. Because what \ve notice was that the majorit? of 
the excombatants who hail from the east and the south are in the northesn region - 

and the). are afraid to come back to their places of origin ... because of 
reprisals ... Because some of them did a~b-fil things in their places of origin 
(inte~view 2 1). 

In one communitj., NCDDR officials saw that villagers were reluctant to accept a high- 

level RUF commander back and decided that .sensitization' was needed. As one villager 

described the process: 

DDR pw-sonall) came here to have (a meeting at the) court bail-6.'" In that 
meeting there's the questlon of Mr coming back.. So people were against it 
... DDR also planned another (event). The) brought a skit here for 
reconciliation ... The) did that at the court bane. For homecoming for thosc 
people who had done something bad. The) regretted what the) had done and 
what the) (wanted us) to accept them to come back. 

Over 30 \vorkshops were held here. All this on conflict resolution. Lots and lots 
and lots of workshops. All this around tqing to reconcile with those who have 
done wrong and ti) to find a wa! to bring them back. We have done that. We 
have had skits. I m) self was involved.. . in one skit. All this on reconciliation 
(interview 49). 

Even with the help of an intermediaq, and this 'sensitization' pressure, social 

reintegration was not eas). for man). excombatants, especially those associated with the RUF who 

were retunling to villages in the south. 

A court barre is a central village court where inpitant meetings and tmditional court sessions are held. 



Rosalind Shaw (2002) claims, based on observation of reintegrative rituals. that people in 

different regions of Sierra Leone have -$ti-iking(1))" different attitudes toward the return of child 

ex-combatants. In Koinadugu. families conducted "rituals to thank the 'old ones' and God for the 

safe retusn of their child (while) those in Mamamah and Makeni did so in order to bring about an 

jnner ti-ansfoimation in the child-' (p. 3). 

However, the ke) differences in her two esamples were not regional: the!. reflected the 

faction the children fought with and whether the?- had the support of the cornmunit). and famil!.. 

In Koinadugu, the children she desciibed 'voluntaiil~.' joined the CDFs, usuall~. with the 

permission of their families and communities. Their families pra)-cd for them while the!- were 

awaj- (Shaw, 2002) and held them in the same heroic regard as ail)- familj- who sends a loved one 

to war to protect the homcland. Naturally they thanked God or the 'old ones' for their safe return. 

In the north, children were kidnapped, traumatized and resocialized b!. the RUF. 

Predictably the families prayed for a transformation in these children, to change thcm from 

traumatized children who knew the lule of violence to peaceful, happj- children who fit into the 

cominunit~ and family. 

A similar contrast could be observed between Kamajor attitudes and those of former RUF 

who retuixed to their communities. The CDFs I met spoke with confidence and regarded 

themselves as heroes who acted bravelj to protect their communities and the countq, though the! 

did not tend to acknowledge CDF abuscs. At a time l ~ h e n  SLA soldlers could not be rclied on to 

protect communities and indeed seemed to be colluding with the rebels, CDFs stood their ground, 

often with few weapons and little meaningful training. Even though communitj members quietl! 

acknowledged CDF abuses, the! did not dare challenge local 'heroes.' BJ contrast. those who 

had been with the RUF, often under duress. had to prove themselves to the communit) to gain 

acceptance. 

This contrast is evident in a series of interwews I did in a Mende village that I will call 

'Togo.' I heard about this village in Freetown when I asked about communities that refuscd thc 

retum of an excombatant. The people of 'Togo' said the! lvould not accept a senior RUF 

commander back and NCDDR oficials were tqing to persuade them to change their minds. I 

followed this up with NCDDR in Bo and reintegration officers kindly introduced me to the actlng 

chief and cornmunit)- leaders in -Togo.' The acting chief of the village kind11 arranged 12 

~nterviews for me, to be conducted over two dajs. The interviews were with an equal number of 

men and women covering a broad spectrum of the population: educators; chiefs; health care 



professionals; market women and excombatants. Of the 12, one person declined an interview at 

the last minute. 

Half thc inteiviews occurred in the presence of others - usuallj. familj members but 

sometiines friends. This seemed to be the preference of the inteivicwees. The other half took 

place in private and in most of these cases the person indicated that this was her or his preference. 

Most \yere conducted in Mende with the excellent interpretation of m j  research assistant. Musa 

The two da1.s in Togo provided me with some of the richest inteiview-based insights into 

the challenges of post-war reintegration and reconciliation. I refer to this visit at length in sections 

8.2.1. 8.3 and 10.3. 

8.2 1 ,4n uneasy return: The Mende village of 'Togo' 

Togo was much like man] small communities in the j ears immediate]} after \\as Signs 

of optimism and rebuilding mingled with ruined. buint-out houses now overgrown nit11 flowers 

and vines. Eveq once in a while a sign advertising an aid project - in this case the World Food 

Program and the Canada Fund - could be seen fiom the main road through the village. The 

village was attacked b) the RUF three times during the war. Houses were burned, propei-tj 

looted. people were murdered and children were abducted. Some also voluntarilj joined the 

rebels. 

In Togo, I conducted two interviews with !ouths lvho had been with armed factions. The 

first was \\;it11 a j oung n-oman. Grace, who was abducted bj  the RUF and had recentlj returned. 

'rhe second was 1~1th a !oung Lamajor. The contrast between the two is striking. 

I interviewed Grace under a shelter on her familj's propei-tj . Her mother and sister. along 

with many small chddren, were present for her support and protection. In a quiet voice she told 

me about her experiences returning home: 

Grace: Some will make comments like, "You led the people to come and burn 
this town." But it hurts. Because if J-ou look at it, let's imagine I was the one who 
led the people to come and bum this town, I would not have allowed them to 
bum mj. own houses. But j.ou look at it the!- were all burned down. It's just now 
mj- father managed to put up this building, two rooms, that ure are managing. 
Then people begin to make that kind of comment. It's hlirting to hear them. 
Before even I came, people were sa?.ing it to mj. own relatives. And even whcn I 
came back mj. parents told me that people were making such comments about 
me. Nobodj- really has said it before me. Thej- are saying it but nobody has reallj. 
said it to me.. . (italics indicate her emphasis). 



Me: When j-ou came home was there a ceremony to welcome :,.ou back and to 
include you in the communitj. again'? 

Grace: Thcrc was no foimal ceremonj as such but definitelj people were ver? 
h a p p ~  . In our small compound people were rejoicing, all of these things. There 
was no formal cereinon? . . . 

Me: If j ou hear people makmg comments, it must make j ou feel a bit distanced 
from the communitj . What do j ou think could happen that could make j ou feel 
safer and better now that jou're back in the communit:,? Is there a wa! that the 
coinmunit! could help? 

Musa (interpreter): She said, number one, she has the responsibilit:,. of going to 
the members of the communit:,. to show her appreciation and love for them. And 
then in retuin she expects them to be open to her. 

Me: How do ! ou show j our appreciation and love for them'? 

Grace: The way I talk to the people. Even the waj- I walk. Sometimes j.ou walk 
in a wvaj- that people will notice. People \\.'ill not be happy.. . The way j.ou n-alk 
will show whether 1 . o ~  are proud or not. You understand'? There are certain ways 
j-ou walk, people will know this person is proud. And also even the way !.ou 
walk, ~ ' o u  relate to people as j.ou walk, people will know that j-ou are humble 
enough, :,-ou are not verj. proud. Those are the things I am talking about 
(interview 57). 

Grace had not spoken of her experiences with the RUF to anyone outside her immediate 

family. She knew she had to communicate her desire to accept communitj- values and be part of 

the communit:,. through her bod:,. language and tone of humilit:,. and respect. Grace was a victim 

of the RUF and undoubtedly suffered greatlj- with themxb but paradoxically she was on 'trial' I>:,- 

villagers for this umvilling association. She had to do her time bj. humbling herself and \\.'orking 

hard to regain community confidence. 

In the same village, a male excombatant who had been with the RUF had originall! 

agreed to talk with me but declined at the last minute. In m j  notes I observed the palpable sense 

of unease I felt amongst former RUF in their efforts to retuin home. 

This unease did not seem to be shared b:, a former Kamajor I interviewed. His tone was 

veq- different. While he emphasized the need to forgive those who had been with the RUF. he 

strcsscd that those who returned should not be too proud: 

Kamajor: Definitely we are angq for the things they did. Even in this town.. . All 
of the houses were burned down. Even me, sitting here, I did not fight for 

Xb I did not ask people what happened to them duling the war for fear of distressing them. I onlj- recorded 
such information if they volunteered it. 



nothing. It was because it was rebels \vho killed mj. father. hok ing  at it reall!; 
we have all the right or we have all the zcal to saj. 'Those people should not 
return to this place' but we cannot sa!. so. Because the first thing we all depend 
on. which is the government, says the people should return to this place. And 
based on the facts that if ?.ou go to the mosque, if j-ou go to the church. the!- sa!- 
to !ou, 'If somebod)- has wronged !.ou and comes back, confesses and asks for 
forgiveness, J-ou should forgive that person.' So therefore those people are our 
brothers. Aqt ime the? come we can embrace them. 

Me: Are they confessing'? 

Kamajor: The) have not done it.. . But the point is that once somebod! had been 
involved in such a thing, he is too cock?. He can still continue to be proud. It's 
like part of him or her. So she will turn and do the same thing. So if even the! 
who are coming leave their wicked past waj s and begin to behave well. then we 
can (wvalk/work?) together (interview 54). 

The contrast between the two excombatants in Togo is great. The Karnajor is confident. 

judgemental and supported bj- traditional authorit!.. Grace knows she must be humble to be 

accepted. Man?- RUF returned to this kind of environment and some, used to power in the bush or 

changed in other ways, did not last in their home villages. Also, while RUF crimes are open]! 

discussed - though not individual experiences - Kamajor crimes are not. This ma?. lead to 

problems with Kamajors in the future. 

Many people mentioned RUF excombatants from the south and east who were living in 

Makeni or other noi-thein communities because the!- were a h i d  to return home. When I 

questioned Togo villagers, most said that RUF excombatants can return and will be forgiven but 

they usually said it with a laugh. One educator, Edlvard, was more forthright: 

Edward: Actuall) I have not seen an! excombatants who went awa? 
(voluntaril! ), the) actuall? had gone and committed atrocities. The! have fear to 
come back. 1 have not seen an? one 1 et come home. 

Me: Do the?- have reason to have fear'? 

Edward: Yes. because of what the? have done. Because of what the! havc done 
so the! would be afraid to come back. 

Me: But what I mean is, would somethmg happen to them if the! did come back'? 

Edward: Ah.. . I don't know. Well. I think.. . . Somebod?, one or tn.o came back 
here. The)- were here for about a week and then the? left. Then the! left. Then 
the) came for some time but what happened, or what did not happen. . (laughs) 
The) went back (interview 49). 

Makeni, then, \\-as an obvious place to visit. 



8.2.2 Internal exiles: The town of Mukeni 

Makeni is the main town of northern Sierra Leone and it was the last rebel base and 

stronghold. During the RUF occupation, the inhabitants of this dust] trading town lived uneasil! 

\vith explosions of gunfire at night. looting. violence and the domination of the RUF. Toda? the 

tables are tunled and former RUF combatants live here at the pleasure of local inhabitants on 

whom the)- depend for emploj ment and services. 

In the centre of Makeni, dozens of :, oung men on motorcjcle taxis congregate, \vaiting 

for someone to flag them down while others buzz the streets loolung for customers. B o ~ s  sell 

cigarettes and other small items on tra!s. Still others hang out in little tea booths. chatting ana! 

the time with their mends. Makeni bustles with commerce and small-scale industq. Outdoor 

shops line the roads and make-shift restaurants sell big bo\vls of groundnut soup on nce. 

Sidewalk tables are laden with beautifid tie-dj e and batik fabrics. d j  ed in compounds around the 

citj. At night the road is gentlj lit b! the kerosene lamps of outdoor shops and tea stands. the 

latter even busier now with j oung men watching the progress of games of dl-aughts. 

This is where many young men and women who were with the RUF s t a ~ e d  or returned 

after an uneasj- time at home. In Makeni I interviewed six excombatants in their late teens and 

earl)- twenties, two of whom were women. None were oiiginallj- fi-om Makeni and I wanted to 

know why they did not return, or remain at, home. The !.oung men were interviewed in groups or 

lvith friends: the women were intei-vien.ed individua1l~-." T h q  were introduced to me bj- 

relatives of m! research assistant who was originall\- from the area. This was a usual wa!- of 

gaining introductions. 

The intervieus were cautious on all sides. A single, shoit interview is an artificial and 

inappropriate \Val- of gathering meaningful information fiom those who exist uneasil!. in a 

societ!.. Research on the opinions and experiences of excombatants should be ethnographic, 

involving a prolonged staj. so that excombatants get to know and tiust the researcher. or the 

interview should be of use to respondents. The interview may be on a topic of interest to themx' 

or it ma!. provide an opportunit)- to talk about something with an outsider that the). cannot discuss 

$1  I intelviewed one group privately in the living room of a local hall. I inte~viewed the other young man 
in the presence of two of his friends at a local restaurant where I bought eve13-Mj- soft diinks. The two 
women were inteiviewed individuallj- in the empty courtyard of my hotel. I had interviewed one young 
woman and she later brought a %end to talk with me without encouiagement from me. All intetviews were 
conducted in Krio or Temne and were interpreled bj- mj- assistant. 
" As one example. a Sierra Leonean NGO. PRIDE, conducted research on excombatant views of the Tiuth 
and Reconciliation Commission a subject that was of interest to excombatants. PRIDE was also one of the 
main N o s  providing infoimation across the country about the TRC. 



with those around them. M:, interviews with former RUF combatants lacked these featuses so in! 

goals were correspondingl! modest. 

All four male excombatants said the) were in Makeni because the) wanted to go to 

school. One )outh said he had been abducted from Freetown duiing the Januaq 6 invasion and 

returned home after demobilization. However, he soon quarrelled \vrth his father who wanted him 

to leain tailoring while he wanted a formal education. Because he was angq at his father he 

retunled to Makeni to find a wa) to go to school. He also mentioned that he had more fnends 111 

Makeni than in Freetown (inteiliiew 30). 

The second joung man said that he too returned to his home coinmunit:, but had 110 

chance to go to school there. He retuined to Makeni pal-tl:, because NCDDR workers told him 

the! would pa! his school expenses. This never materialized and at the time of the interview a 

friend was helping him attend school (interview 30). 

The third excombatant had no famil:, support in Makeni but paid school expenses b! 

hawking cigarettes and cand:,. The fourth excombatant, who was inteiviewed separatcl!. 

appeared to have no desire to return to his village in thc south. His mother was killed and he felt 

he had no connections there an:, more. He lived with a cousin in Makeni and attended school 

which he saw as his hope for the future (intewiew 3 I). 

The first three young men acknowledged that man:,- excombatants in Makeni were afraid 

to return home because of crimes the:,. committed in their communities. When I asked what they 

should do if the:,. wanted to go home, the:,. said an inteimediaiy should speak to the chief and 

villagers on their behalf. One excombatant said that a person's demeanour \\-ill determine his 

success in reintegrating (interview 30). 

The two female excombatants were in the final month of a six-month hairdressing course 

provided b j  Noiwegian Aid. Margaret, a ! oung woman from Kono District, visited me with her 

one-:, ear-old daughter. She was a student when the rebels attacked. killing her parents and brother 

and abducting her. After the attack she heard that man) famil:, members fled to Guinea but were 

now returning home. She was waiting to complete her course and then planned to return to her 

famil:, (intewiew 33). 

Margaret thought her famil) would be happ) to see her because the:, thought she \vas 

dead. She said she forgives the people who kidnapped and abused her and killed her famil! 

because she's a Chsistian and because it \vas war. "Because." she said, '-if it's a normal situation 

nobod:, would just get up and kill m) famil:," (inteiview 33). I often encountered this striking 



willingness to put war violence into perspective and will discuss thls fillher in chapter ten. Also, 

those associated with the RUF and AFRC have the most to gain from effolts to promote 

forgiveness and reconciliation. 

The nest da). Margaret brought a fiiend. Messie, fi-om her course who asked to be 

mterviened. Messie was abducted from a villagt: near Bo. She was taken to Kono and then 

Makeni b) the RUF. After the war she returned to her village where she learned that her father 

was dead and his house \vas burned down. Although she was well received b! her mother, her 

family was desperatelj. poor and she saw no waj. to support herself. Also, her mother gave her a 

warning: 

When I went to Bo, straight away my mother called me and explained to me that 
'Don't tell anybod). that you are an cxcombatant. Just anybod). that asks . o u ,  just 
saj- J-ou are (a returning refugee) from Guinea. Because the militias, the 
Kamajors, will lull an?-bod? that the?- expect is an escombatant (RUF) (interview 
34). 

Messie soon returned to Makeni where she sta! s with a 'sister' and studies hairdressing. 

She sa:, s she is no longer afraid of attack and may return to her village one da) and open a salon 

but she feels more at home in Makeni than in the village from which she was abducted years ago. 

8 .23  Lije on hold: C'DF amputees near Freetown 

"The trruk ~npolztzcs. " S.R. (a prominent Siein Leonean politician) once told me. 
"1s to promzsr proplr the earth: I Imrnrd thzs porn old Prr W ~ m e  'What the 

Afrzca~ lrkes 1s yromrses. ' he used to say. 'Even IJ you tlor? 't htwe the means to 
keep your promise. Grve people ~ X C I ~ S .  or make some W I V  yromrse. and they'll 
jorget about the-first thlng yon promzsed them. ' " 

Excerpt from In Sierra Leone by Michael Jackson (2004, p. 62) 

Though the lives of Grace and the excombatants in Makeni were h l l  of uncertaint) and 

the stmggles of poveit?. the? were moving on from their war experiences, with or without the 

support of NCDDR. Thc? had formed support netnorks, though not alwajs in their home 

communities. B!- contrast, the lives of a group of around 15 CDF amputees who I met in an 

almost-abandoned camp for displaced people had been put on hold. Almost all camp occupants 

had been repatriated but a group of CDF amputees was refusing to leave until promises made to 

them by their leaders were kept. The) \vere eager to tell people about their plight and latcr 

testified about their situation at the TRC. The interview took place in an abandoned warehouse 

the! had cleaned up to live in. Sistecn male amputees sat around me and my interpreter: their 



wives and ?.oung children were around the perimeter working, listening or going in and out of the 

building. 

The men were deeply a n g ~ ~ .  primarily at their leaders and senior politicians who the? 

said had promised thcm opportunities and had not delivered. The CDFs saw themselves as heroes. 

4 s  one said, "We were fighting voluntaril~ . We d ~ d  not ask the government to pa? us We ncre 

reall? fighting for the motherland, to protect civilians. life and propert) *'" Because of this, the? 

believed the government would reward and care for thcm. Senior polit~cians manipulated this 

belief. the? said. visiting before the election to make promises the? couldn't, or nouldn't keep. 

,4s one former CDF tells it: 

And the? were saying that we are the king's men. We are militiamen. We are 
CDF. We are the king's men. Let us not worq.  You see:' 

The former vice-president.. . in the ?.ear 2002 (before the election), he.. . 
promised us that at the end of the war he \\-ill send all the CDF, the amputees, to 
overseas, in order to get to learn skills, something like that. But 17othir7g 
happened.. . Even Chief Hinga Noiman. The)- were promising us that the?. would 
give us benefits or they would put us on a pension scheme so that whenever the 
month ends the?. would get something in order to upkeep our families. But 
nothing to that (interview 16). 

Another added: 

So Chief Hinga Norman, our former commander or coordinator.. . , the? used our 
names to acquire aid. But when this aid comes the aid d d  not reach us. So the? 
enriched themselves through our names. They used our names (interview 16). 

Pard?. because of these promises. some of the CDFs dropped out of the NCDDR program 

or did not sign up at all for demobilization assistance. The? felt the? were entitled to have houses 

built for them as other amputees had, man) of whom, the CDFs believed. were former RUFs." 

Until the? received these benefits the?- were determined to wait, spending their time vigorously 

petitioning anj.one who might help them 

Some of the men had gone home to visit their families but did not feel welcome for long. 

As one man said: 

When we go home, ok, for the first two weeks our famil? will accept us but aftel 
some time the! ask us to at least have our own houses to live there because n e  

)i 3 Feime and Hoffman (2004) write that -'kaniaprs eveq where routinel) refelmxi to their activities. and to 
thcir \el) reason for being. as 'the defense of life and propeq .' suggesting a l e d  of standardixd 
~nculcabon at work in the movement' (p. 83). 
X4 Ths reflects a Kamajor belief that RUF forces were primaq beneficiaries of denlobilization assistance. 
In realio. more than half of the combatants who received DDR benefits were CDFs (Hoffman. 2001). 



are veq,  veiy angiy because we are amputees ... But if I have my own house 
nobodj- would do something that would make me become angq. (interview 16). 

Another man. who had been a clerk before the war, said that he had been home a few 

times. When I asked him why he retunled he said: 

Well, in fact there is no place for me. There is no shelter there ... When I went I 
was with mj- j.ounger brothers. You see thej. started. thej- started provoking me. 
They said, '-Eh, you our elder brother. It will be fit for J-ou to have j-our 0 ~ 1 1  

shelter than disturbing us." Something like that. You see'? When I went the first 
instance, j.es, the) were very happj- to receive me in order to staj. together with 
them. But as time goes on thej- started grumbling because the shelter is not 
enough. 

You see'? So I decided to come here in Freetown. I have decided that if I don't 
receive that of m! training, m? computer training, I will not go home.. . I would 
like someone to help me in order to pursue mj  course. This is the o d v  reason 1.m 
here in Freetown, so that I will get a chance to do that of mj  eight- or nine- 
months course training (interview 16). 

When I asked them whj- they were not in the Murra!town camp for amputees where 

people were being assisted, one said that this depended on 'big people' to arrange: 

You see the Murrq-town amputee camp'? There are certain people that have that 
camp. There are certain people, the big people, the important people dec~ded who 
goes to what camp. We cannot go to the big people and talk to them but our own 
big people who are responsible can talk to these big people about our plight 
(intei-vien 16). 

Whether or not amputees reallj- need the inteimediation of a 'big person' to access 

services due to them, this perception reflects a reality in which 'big people' are the gatekeepers of 

all services. Big people can grant 'miracles' to a few - promises of trips overseas - and the). can 

bar others from receiving an). services at all. 

The daj. after I visited the CDF amputees. I met Joe, the reintegration worker, and asked 

him about their situation. Joe replied: 

If j-ou are going to wait for things that j.ou never saw but j-ou were promised. 
how long are >.ou going to wait? If you have a cacao faim, how long is that cacao 
faim 1)-ing wasting and j-ou are waiting for soincthing, ma)-be if j-ou want maj.be 
600,000 or a million and what would that do compared to your cacao farm which, 
if j.ou have children, you can work with there and j.ou supervise because as long 
as 1 . o ~  are alive j-ou are part of the leadership of that cornmunit!- (interview 19). 

Joe's faith in the communitj-'s abilitj- to absorb its members is probablj- the \visest 

approach in a poor countq. needing to reintegrate so man) people, all wounded in different ways. 



His vision relies on communities. organic abilit:, to heal. It is a vision of self- and communit:, - 
reliance rather than waiting for handouts that ma:, never come. 

But a communit:, strained b:, war and poveit~ ma:, not be able to absorb its members as 

the vision demands. In the poorest counti: on the UN's Human Development Index. people are 

not managing well. para do xi call:,^ it is easier to absorb an excombatant who caused enormous 

grief than a war-wounded person who cannot earn mone:, . 

Like the CDF amputees, man:, amputees and severel:, war wounded had difficult:, being 

accepted b:, their families and man:, returned to camps. In this sense. reintegration has little to do 

with justness. It is no coincidence that fo~mal reintegration efforts for adults focused on economic 

rather than social reintegration. When families have no financial cushion. all hands need to be 

productive. 

8 . 2 4  "Regionul Wurriors ": Squeezing lvuter out of' stones 

MMv dreurn wus to become U I I  er~gir~eer - to have m yrofrssior? nrd he LI res~~ectecl 
somehocly. Rut it didrz't work out that way. I 'm hearing about recrrritment r~ow 
fbr nr? operatzor? to overthrow (Grrlrwar? I'res~der?t) kmscrrm Cot~tb. A d  I urn 
asked to go to wcir agaltz. I w ~ l l  go. I ~ 1 1 1 .  I have three ch~lclrer? who c/o/? 't hme  ci 

mom. I hme  twelve-year-old boy who wants to go to school, but I ci'ur1.t have 
erzorlgh morzq to buy h m  a rmform. I want more that? anythwg for my chlldrrrz 
to be ed~rcatecl. q v  going to wnr I hme  sacrificed myself'ir? this l!fi nncl I will 
sncr~fice nga~r?. 

Former CDF aho also fought in Liberia and the h o l y  Coast (in HRW, 2005, p. 18) 

In m:, first-level economics class we were taught that there is no such thing as a fi-ec 

lunch. I often think of this phrase in relation to the wa:, people squeeze their comforts and 

sometimes livelihoods out of those beneath them in the hierarch:, of power and privilege. 

Canadians benefit from cheap products often picked or produced b:, those who can barel! meet 

their famil:, 's basic needs. And the low cost of labour is justified b:, our insistence on pa! ing the 

lowest price or b:, corporations' or shareholders. commitment to maximizing profits 

I think too of upper-class Sie1-1-a Leoneans \vho pa:, their emylojees less than a 

subsistence wage for well over full-time work. In one household, a man I knew worked as the da! 

arzd night watchman. 24 hours a da:, , seven da:, s a \veek, and still was not p a ~ d  enough to send his 

children to school. With those working hours he could not live with his famil), and his daughter 

had the reddish hair of a malnourished child. Eveq morning in the cou1-t~ ard he shone his boss's 

Mercedes and smiled when he opened the gate. 



So it should not be suiyiising that some of those - primaril?-, though not entirel!. men - 

who cannot afford to send their children to school or whose families are hungi3-, ma!. choose war 

as a \va) of life. In Siei-ra Leone. Guinea. Liberia and the Ivoi-! Coast. these "regional waniors." 

as Human Rights Watch (2005) calls them. fight when the opportunit?. arises in their own and 

each other's countries, piimaril). for the oppoi-tunit) to loot. In a vicious dowmvard spiral of 

povei-t?., these 'warriors' squeeze the most vulnerable, robbing disproportionatel!. fi-om the poor - 

or food meant for the poor - to help feed and educate their own families. Human Rights Watch 

describes a self-destructive spiral in which the poor are the primal)- losers: 

Ironical1~- those fighters who fought with anned groups, pi-iinaril? the RUF and 
NPFL, often described contributing to the ven destruction of their villages. 
communities and the national infrastructure that had great]). exacerbated the post- 
\var economic depression that in turn motivated them to join other wars.. . Scores 
of interviews with Sierra Leonean and Liberian civilian victims.. . described the 
profoundl) long-lasting and devastating effect of losing their lives savings - 
often several hundred dollars - during a looting fsenz) b) one or the other aimed 
groups (p . 1 7). 

According to Human Rights Watch (2005). around 2,000 of 72.490 combatants disarmed 

b?. NCDDR are believed to have joined aimed factions in other countries. The organization 

recentl? published a stud) based on in-depth intei-views with 60 'regional warriors. from Liberia 

and its neighbours. Man! were former RUF. SLA and CDFs from Sierra Leone. Most began 

fighting when the?. \\-ere abducted by either the RUF or NPFL (Ta\-lor's forces) but after this first 

war experience, almost all: 

... willingl) crossed borders to fight in other wars or -missions.' a term these 
fighters used for war. At the time of recruitment into these subsequent wars. 
almost all were unemplo? ed or living a precarious economic existence, and were 
motivated bj  the promise of both financial compensation and the opportunit) to 
loot (HRW. 2005. p. 3). 

Recruiters - often former commanders - offered them an initial pa) ment. part of ~vhich 

the?- received up fr~nt.~"ll the regional wai-riors also looted civilian propelt>- and were able to 

keep a share of the goods in propoition to their rank. "Most used the mane! to pa? rent. school 

and medical fees for their extended family. and to engage in petty tradmg.' (HRW, 2005. p. 3). 

Most of the fighters interviewed who took past in the Siena Leone NCDDR program received 

on1)- pait or none of their benefits and some attributed their decision to continue fighting to 

" Pajments promised usuallj ianged from $100 to $500 and sometimes $1.000 accoi-ding to the reciuit's 
rank. A small amount of monq was paid up front (HRW. 2005). To put this into perspective. a teacher 
with long experience is paid $100 a month (and is often not paid for months on end). 



failures in the NCDDR program. Reciuiters sometimes exploited this disappointment - and the 

knowledge that there would be future DDR benefits after other conflicts. One former CDF said: 

After disa~mament, I used to gsumble about how we'd fought the Siei-ra Leone 
war but not seen an?- benefit from all our efforts. I was working for 2000 leones 
(US $0.70) a daj. at a master's [car repair] garage earning onlj- enough to get a 
little rice. One daj. in 2002, a CDF commander heard me complaining and said 
that he would give me an opportunity to go disarm again - in Liberia. He said 
there was an operation going on there and that if we went, we'd get a second 
chance at the DDR program (HRW, 2005, p. 24). 

This understanding of international responses to atrocities has become pal-& of the calculus 

of war. Hoffman (2004), who conducted ethnographic research on Kamajors now fighting in 

Liberia, found that atrocities against civilians are pait of the exhibition of war plajzd out for the 

consumption of both local populations and international press. Within the local context, "power is 

not a latent force that can be exercised or held in check: it exists onlj. in its dramatization and is 

evaluated according to its capacitj- for excessive (and often deliberatelj- incoherent) public 

displaj -* (p. 223). 

Hoffman (2004) found that combatants, who were "avid consuiners" of international 

radio news. were veq. familiar with wars elsewhere in the world and international responses to 

them. The?. learn that "when the international communiQ responds to African crises. the mote 

atrocious the conflict, the greater the level of aid" (p. 21 6). Kamajors' inaccurate perception that 

the RUF received the bulk of international assistance through NCDDR also indicated to them that 

"those who were most feared, who committed the worst abuses" would benefit most (p. 2 18). 

Regional warriors are not fighting for ideological reasons. In contrast to their 

participation in struggles in their own countries, Human Rights Watch (2005) found that --man! 

of those who were recruited to fight to (sic) conflicts in a neighboring count13 could not articulate 

the political objectives and, in man! cases, could not even name the organization the! were pait 

of '  (p. 23). In some waj s that makes the stiuggle to end this phenomenon easier. However, as 

long as peace fails to bring corresponding hope and opportunity, and as long as a context of 

impunitj remains, young men and women will be available for recruitment into mercenan forces. 

8.3 Placating the spoilers 

As war draws to a precarious end. talk of Justice is moot. The priorit). is to redirect or 

disable potential spoilers of peace. While the Kabbah government sought to use the Special Court 

to disable the main instigators of the war. breaking "the command structure of the criminal 



organization responslblc for the violence." (TRC, 2004, vol. 3b. chap. 6, f 14). most 

excombatants needed to be redirected or lured to civilian life. This was not just because of 

amnest) agreements. With so man? implicated in serious crimes, and so man) of these d r a m  

involuntarilj or reluctantl) into the \\ar. mass trials would be impractical and possibl) unfair. The 

stlucture of the NCDDR program. and the general \villingness of the population to accept thc 

nature of the demobilization process indicates that, at least initiallj, conventional views of justice 

must be reconsidered: it would be patentlj unjust to resubject the population to the devastation of 

war for the sake of enforcing justice on principle. That is the tiump card of war criminals. 

Both the LomC Peace Agreement and NCDDR provide for the co-optation of those who 

threaten peace most. Co-optation of Sankoh and Johnnj- Paul Koroma failed for the most part and 

this failure, in the case of Sankoh, culminated in the Maj- 2000 hostage takings and his dramatic 

arrest in Freetown. NCDDR also had a clear po1ic)- of co-opting militaly leaders and offering 

incentives to excombatants to re-enter civilian life. The most powerful people in militarized 

forces received the greatest demobilization benefits - continuing the practice of bu)-ing off 

unwantcd leaders with overseas scholarslups (TRC, 2004). In addition to their abilitj- to take 

illicit cuts of underlings' benefits, top commanders - and by implication, those most responsible 

for war crimes - were offered opportunities to lead major projects, involving large sums of 

money, and they were most likelj to benefit from formal educational opportunities. 

The case of 'Togo' is illustrative. It is the home village of a senior RUF official, 'James,' 

l ~ h o  wanted to return but the villagers refused. A senior politician and NCDDR had gone to the 

community to persuade them to accept James back. The). even granted him large sums of mane! 

to lun an agricultural project there. But the villagers were angry about his involvement with the 

RUF whose forces had burned their village three times. Thcj. were also concerned that he might 

be indicted by the Special Court and that would jeopardize the agricultul-a1 project. The)- felt it 

nould be better to keep the project in communitj. hands. NCDDR case worker, Stephen, 

describes his intervention: 

Stephen: I went to the place. I called the chiefdom elders. the authorities and 
~ o u t h s  and religious people to put the case across. Now what the) told me was 
that in fact the! cannot at that moment. the! cannot accept him back into their 
communit~ because he committed heinous crimes. And even if the) nould accept 
him. he should be the first person to go there and repent before the NCDDR 
would take him over and plea on his behalf. 

I came back I actuall) tried to talk to them but then the) said 'no.' The! 're not 
going to accept him Thej even showed me places, houses, stmctures that the! 
saj. the) allege were burned out b? him or on his directives or so. 



So.. . we convened another meeting after sensitizing the communit! . . . It was a 
veq. successful meeting and the) actually said that the). were now willing for 
him to go back. The). accept him ... The on1)- thing is that when the). come back 
the). have to humble themselves. They have to repent. They have to identi@- 
themselves with the people. The,. should not put on airs. The). should not be 
proud that in fact we did such and such a thing in this cornmunit!. and now that 
we are back nothing was done to us.. . 

Me: Did he repent'? 

Stephen: Well actuall). to me, he told me that actually he didn't do, cause an!. 
destruction there. And that I mean he even regrets having joined the RUF. He did 
that according to him to protect his cornmunit>- so that people could not destro!. 
but he was unable to control them when the!- went there ... He's actuall?. 
regretting whatever he has done. But he has not, we have not given him the 
opportunity or he has not gone to to talk to the people to repent.. . because 
the time when he came to go there the). said we won't allow him to go there.. . 

Now that the) are talking about the Special Couit a lot of them are now jitteq. 
Because to me when we are talking of reconciliation, then at the same time we 
are asking for forgiveness. and this and that and ~ o u  see people arresting people 
and bringing them before the court and ) ou start thinking whether that would not 
jeopardize the reconciliation process. 

Me: But it seems to me that all the burden is put on the community and the 
victims to just forgive like that without an) kind ofjustice. 

Stephen: Yes, that is what the communiQ. this is what we have been preaching to 
them that in fact let's forgive and forget but if \.ou stait arresting people or 
bringing them before the Special Couit then people stait wondering what are we 
talking about, about reconciliation, about forgiveness, I mean it's over ... We 
have been telling them about forgiveness, reconciliation and peace that we should 
forget about eveqthing. Nobod!. should be brought to book. 

I mean the war happened. Whj did it happen'? It happened because of several 
reasons. Some people were marginalized. Some people \\.ere being misruled. 
Some people were being misgoverned. All these things. And then people agreed 
ok we have accepted them. Let them come back to our fold. Let us forget about 
the past and let sleeping dogs lie. 

And now that the)- are talking about a Special Court !'ou start to wonder what's 
happening. And in fact when I went to they said 'Now, this guy wants to 
implement a project here and that involves mane)-. It's possible if J-ou give him 
the money he'll run awa). with the mone). because he's like (a top) man in the 
RUF and then ma\-be he'll fear the Special Couit. So it's possible he's using this 
as a ploj. to escape. So what the!- suggested is that if the!- want the fellow to 
implement the agiicultural project in that community then the communitj- people 
should be involved and the)- should be signatoq to the account of that project. 

Me: It sounds veq. logical. I mean the whole idea of these top people getting 
such large amounts of mane>- is to me problematic, isn't it? 



Stephen: (hesitantly) yeah. 

Me: That's a reward. It's a reward and the higher up j-ou are the more mone!. !.ou 
gct. 

Stephen: Well actuallj, we do not look at it that w a ~ - .  . 

Me: ... When you saj. 'we' j-ou mean j.ou and DDR because in fact that's the 
word I'm hearing in mj- interviews. It seems logical to me, but it's a word I'm 
hearing from other Sierra Leoneans. That it's like a reward. 

Stephen: Yes, that is tiue. These are feedbacks that w ' v e  been getting from our 
meetings, from our workshops. Anjwhere we go when \\-e go to tell them about 
social reintegration and economic reintegration, what is their reaction'? The! sa! 
ok, these guj s have destroj ed. The! have amputated. The! have killed. And no\\ 
what are jou gujs doing'' You are rewarding them. And what about us, the 
victims'? 

h i d   no\^, the NCDDR was set up for us to get peace at all costs. We are pal-ing 
for peace. It is because we don't want, Sieira Leoneans don't want the recurrence 
of war. And what's happening in Liberia now. That is why we actuallj. put them 
into ii~stitutions and we even give them allowances (interview 22). 

Stephen's strong advocac) for James' return to Togo is revealing. Like other 

reintegration officers I met, Stephen argued that peace requires Sierra Lmneans to 'forgive and 

forget' so excombatants can retuin home as if nothing happened. He saw the Special Court as an 

obstacle to this goal. He spoke at times as if he was speaking for villagers but it became clear that 

he was speaking the NCDDR line. 

Local politics also plaj-ed a role in James' acceptance or refkal. Though Stephen 

explained the war, and by implication, James' involvement with the RUF, as the product of 

marginalization and coiluption, James was a professional from a familj. of chiefs. As onc villager 

explained. NCDDR first visited on his behalf during the iun up to the chieftaincj- elections. 

Cornmunit!- leaders felt the!. had to refuse him because, '4f the!-'d said the). were going to accept 

him that was going to tarnish their own character and the). were going to lose the elections ... I 

felt it was a bit untimely" (interview 48). Also, despite Stephen's claim that James regretted his 

involvement in the RUF and that he joined to help his communitj. James continued to be active 

111 the political wing of the RUF after the war was over. He was also amongst those who were 

'recruited' b j  Foda! Sankoh in Liberia bcfore the initial invasion (TRC, 2004). 

In chapter ten, I \\ill discuss James' potential retuiti to Togo from the perspective of 

villagers. This case illustrates the fragilitj and injustice of efforts to buy out senior combatants. It 

is driven bj. faith that these senior commanders are tired of war and will be content with such buj 



outs. As 'regional waniors' learn from other contexts. i t  sends the message that lvar pa!s and that 

those who succeed in rising to the top echelons of rebel movements - usuallj through cluelt) and 

t\ ram) - will be paid the most of all. 

8.4 Reintegrating former child combatants 

Whei? -- ((I chlld who was abd~ictrd by the RIJF) came to s~hool.  ench time she 
hears ar? aeroplune or hehcopter she comes to the bush and h~delrs beh~rd the 
trees That hipprzed.fiir some time bqhre she got a little relirf And !f she is 
walbng or? the road she will riot walk straight. She ~ 1 1 1  walk sidewqs so thnr 
she curr see whut 's huppetrztrg behind urrd whut 's happening ahead. That 
took some hme bqfore she gradiinl/,v changed. 

Educator in rural village (interview 49) 

In late 2000-2001 the survivors of the civil war began to know peace. For most, it was a 

time of tremendous hope. The prospect of safely cultivating crops, rebuilding, travelling, going to 

school, returning home and reuniting with loved ones. Others must have been more ambivalent - 

among them, those who were abducted by the RUF and AFRC as children. Snatched from 

families and communities. often forced to commit violence at home, with a sea of atrocities. 

complicit!. and hardship between them and their foimer lives, these children and j.outh were 

deep1)- changed. They knew intimately the darkest side of humanity and were now expected to fit 

into 'normal' life, living amongst people who man!. barel>- remembered and who regarded them 

as guilt)- bj. association with the RUF. Girls, most of \vhom were raped during their ordeal, 

canied the further stigma of the violence against them. 

The numbers of children abducted during the war is unknown. According to UNICEF (in 

Williamson & Cripe, 2002), 8,466 children were registered as missing between 199 1 and 2002. 

Of these. 50 to 57 percent were girls. In 1999 alone. 4,448 \\.ere registered as missing. retlecting 

the thousands of children abducted during the Januai? 6'h invasion of Freetown. It is reasonable to 

assume that the rate of reporting missing children was much higher in the capital where people 

had better access to humanitarian agencies than in the count13 side where such agencies were 

relativelj scarce. especiall? in the RUF-occupied regions. 

According to Williamson and Ciipe (2002) 6,904 children were demobilized b) 

NCDDR." The Child Soldiers Global Report (2004) states that, of these, 529 \\ere girls. We 

"" Though Williamson and Ciipe write in 2002. a pear before NCDDR finished its mandate. the Child 
Soldiers Global Report of 2001 provides a similar figure of G.845 children demobilized. 



know that this figure heavilj. underestimates the number of child soldiers, in particular those with 

CDFs and girls. Thls is pastlj due to the criteria used in the demobilization process. 

The Cape Town Principles provide an internationall!, -recognized definition of a child 

soldier. " It defines a child soldier as: 

. . .an} person under 18 ears of age who is part of an? kind of regular or irregular 
aimed force or aimed group in an) capacit). including but not limited to cooks, 
porters, messengers, and those accompanj ing such groups, other than purel~ as 
familj members. It includes girls recruited for sexual purposes and forced 
marriage. It does not, therefore. onlj refer to a chld who is calqing or has 
canied aims (Legrand, 1997). 

NCDDR's criteria for deteimining child combatants were much more restrictive. To be 

eligible for demobilization assistance, children aged 12 to 17 had to prove that thej- could handle 

a weapon and had to be presented as a combatant bj. a commander. Children from the ages of 

seven to 11 were eligible if thej- could prove any one of a list of criteria: the?. knew how to cock 

and load a gun; the). had been trained to use a weapon; thej. had been with an armed faction for 

more than six months: thej- had been used on raids or spjing missions: or the!- held a rank. 

Children lounger than seven could be demobilized if a social \vorker felt they would benefit from 

the process (Williamson & Cripe, 2002). 

The criterion that children aged 12 to 17 had to be presented b?- a commander was 

especially problematic. Commanders who took girls as 'wives' were unlikelj. to releasc them. 

And some bo1.s remained with their commanders, especiallj- around Makeni and in mining 

regions lvhere the>- were put to work (Williamson & Ciipe, 2002). 

Children with CDFs were also likely to be under-represented. The use of children as 

combatants b j  government-allied militias was politic all^ embarrassing to a government t13 ing to 

claim the moral high ground in the Fvar. Though the number of children nith CDFs ma! have 

been as high as one-fifth of the 25.000-strong militias, top CDF officials have publicl) denied 

that the militias used children at all. One NGO reported that "after this announcement CDF 

children who were brought forward for demobilization in Pujehun and Kenema were 

categosicall> denied access to the process bq . . . UN militan observers" (Williamson & Cripe. 

u - This definition was developed in April 1997 in Cape Town at a Sjmposium on the Prekention of 
Recluihnent of Children into the Armed Forces and Denlobilization and Social Reintegmtion of Child 
Soldiers in Africa. sponsored bj UNICEF and the NGO Working Group on the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child. 



2002, p. 9). Hoffman (2003) also suggests that some CDF commanders tried to demobilize 

children as adults because the)- were then eligible for direct demobilization payments. 

Also. excombatailts \vho were abducted or recmited as children but n-ho \vere adults 

when the war ended might have benefited from the ps?chosocial assistance provided to chdd 

excombatants but the) \vere ineligible (Williamson & Cripe, 2002). 

The reintegration experiences of chldren with CDFs and those who had been with the 

RUF or AFRC were veq diff'erent. CDF children were often in contact with their hnil ies during 

the war and could return direct])- to them. The?- were 1argel~- respected bj- the communitj- as they 

were seen as protectors (Williamson & Cripe, 2002). Indeed one child reintegration officer said of 

CDF excombatants, "We are thinking like them, the)- were defending. That-s whj- I don't 

normally refer them" as excombatants (interview 25). On the other hand, for reasons explained 

above, the)- were less likely to benefit from the formal demobilization process. 

Children who had been with the RUF had a much more diflicult time. General]?. after 

demobilization, they were sent to interim care centres (ICCs) run b)- local or internationally- 

affiliated organizations such as CARITAS Makeni. They would remain there for a masimum of 

sis weeks whle  efforts were made to trace their families. During their staS- at the interim care 

centre, the)- would receive medical attention and engage in activities aimed at helping them 

-'retun1 to normal life, such as regular schedule, chores, classes. plaj, artwork, singing and 

learning culturall~ appropriate behaviour:' If the famil? could not be traced, or if the communit? 

or famil? was not prepared to receive them. the child was moved into foster care or older children 

could live in small, supervised groups (Williamson & Cripe, 2002, p. 27). 

Man)- chldren did not immediately want to return home - and many families and 

communities did not want to receive them. It took time to develop enough trust and willingness 

on both sides to make reunification possible. Children are often deeply traumatized by \vhat they 

have seen, done and experienced, and m a q  are also reluctant to give up the status the? gained 

through violence. Abdul, a reintegration officer, saj s: 

Some of these gu1.s were big guns. They're big honchos during thc regime. When 
the whole chiefdom or district knows the person. So now 1 . o ~  call the name. "Ah, 
I sabe him" "I know him." If that same guy is to go back home and he's 
somebody not to be reckoned with, he may feel, 'what am 1 going to do here? 
Because for the past five years I was called lieutenant. Or commander or 
brigadier XYZ. Now I go there only to be known by mj. simple name and ma>-be 
people don't want to see me even. Whj. should I go therc'? Social status. 



And.. . economic status. Some don't have economic stability or ecoiioinic 
strength to go back home. Because the!'ve been seen to be living some kind of 
buo~.ant life. I mean, duiing the regime, when the)- were there as kind of top 
brass, top gu!-s. The!. have their vehicles. I won't talk of inone).. It's something 
the)- just dish out as and when thej like. Not to count the number of women the!. 
used to have and they don't have now a dime or a cent to occupj- their status 
which the).'ve created for themselws during the war period. How are the). going 
to live in the same communit)-? I'd better sta). here and die here as a paupcr. I'll 
not go (interview 38). 

The readjustment to a humbler life in which children and youth are subservient to elders 

involves a difficult readjustment for eveiyone. This readjustment begins in the interim care 

centres and foster homes where children receive both medical attention and ps~chosocial 

counselling. As Joe explains: 

While they are there, you work about how man!. times the) react to some event. 
Because their mind is obstructed. The)- are traumatized. And within that time j ou 
are detraumatizing them. You make them feel comfortable within the societ!. 
where I-ou want to place them. And within among themselves, how the\- can 
relate to each other. The)- know, well, when love is needed and how somcbod! 
can avoid hurting.. . And then thej- start to weigh the values of their communit) 
plus thc values they had in the bush camp or m a j k  as combatants.. . 

After that )-ou begin to know, after one month or hvo months, if the child is 
becoming more.. . ) ou know coming back. (beginning the) healing process. Then 
he'll start to even come back to you and ask, the first questions \.ou asked. the 
first documentation j.ou wrote about me.. . , well, it was false.. . So J-ou need to 
give them time to come back, and the more !.ou know the). are coming back the! 
will counteract those statements that \.ou had before. Then >-ou know that the! 
are becoming normal ... Because even the name, the first name the). will give 
j.ou, it might be a bush name. It will not be their surname. But afler some time 
they will start to tell you where they came from and ma\-be the)-'11 give you their 
surname now. Then from there we'll s t a t  to go to family tracing (interview 19). 

According to Abdul, famil). members oflen require some persuadmg and preparation 

before the!. are ready to accept a child back: 

(We tell) them the kind of child ).ou are receiving now is not the same child that 
left ).OU some time back ... The same creation that made him what he is, is the 
same creation today, but something has happened to that child and the parent 
may even tell you what he has even seen that child doing duiing the war. Now 
that same child is coming back and some of the parents are re-jecting the children, 
telling them "I no wan kam" Don't come with him or her here. I don't want him. 
It is 0111)- when j.ou go through serious mediation. Talk with the parent that it's 
not the child that has responsibility. It is not the child that has done this. The 
child wvas innocent. He's just another victim. Like j.ou being a victim of this war. 
Haven't you suffered since the war breaks in this countiy. Yes. The same 
suffering the child has also been undergoing. In the jungle he wvas finding himself 



holding a gun. It was not bj. his own mind. The child did not want that. He was 
persuaded (interview 3 8). 

You have to reallj create awareness in that parent. So that eventuallj when that 
child comes he may not be expecting normal behaviour of that child. Bad things 
will come. The child will use abusive language. The parent will think, "That man 
came to us about this child, so I think I have to be courageous and t q  to changc 
him" (interview 38). 

Because of the difficult readjustment, Abdul ensures that a cornrnunih- witness is present 

during his first meetings with the parents. He explains: 

If that child is causing trouble in that communig the parent might want to take a 
drastic step or even abuse the right of that child. And somebodj will come to tell 
him, "That man came here and he mfoirned ) ou about this. If J ou take this line of 
action the law \\ill bite ? ou" (interview 3 8). 

In his program, Abdul saj s, parents receive a package of agricultural assistance after thej accept 

the child back (interview 38). 

Some child excombatants who return home have developed a sense of entitlement 

because of their experiences in aimed forces and assistance provided to them after, Abdul sajs. 

For this reason. and to mediate conflicts involving the child. a communitj-based child welfare 

committee is formed to support and guide the child. He explains: 

The children have a lot of things which the) use as a kind of a... pompositj . The? 
feel the) are excombatants being suppoited b? NCDDR and UNICEF. The) lvei-c 
supporting us. providing vehicles. giving interim care centres, suppljing us with 
a lot of things so we ate three times in a daj .  So all of these things are in their 
minds. You know. They feel it's a kind of a privilege.. . Not knokving that it's 
their right. These are the normal things that we should do for our children. And 
bj  doing that the children maj feel kind of buo? ant about it. 

So that can bring conflict between them and the communitj.. Going back to the 
communitj wherein the parent ma)- not be able to provide two square meals. That 
may cause of problem. They may go out from their homes thieving, molesting 
people, belittling people. Aggressors feeling they are on top of the heap. Those 
kind of things ... For three ).ears if a child has not been respecting anj-bod>'s 
propert?.. They enter the village. They take what they want to take. Nobody asks 
them. They abuse aq.body, nobod!. questions them. It's something normal. 

That's whj we have child welfare committees (CWCs). A selected group of 
people. Stakeholders like the leader of the jouth, the Mammj Queen. that's the 
leader of the women ... When the children cause problems in the communitj. this 
committee intervenes between the parents and the communitj. Maybe a child 
steals a mango, a cassava ... The man will be vexed. So the CWC comes to 
mediate between that person and the child together with the parents ... Those 
kinds of behaviour. we would not put it to them directl) that the) are responsible 



because it's from where the) came from. But we have to make sure that the! 
change it (interview 38). 

According to Williamson and Cripe (2002), local chiefs and counsellors were kej- to 

successful reintegration. Reintegration off~cers would approach these leaders, explaining the 

child's circumstances, usuallj. emphasizing the fact that the child was abducted and forced to join 

the RUF. Chefs would eventuallj. introduce them to other k e ~ -  cornmunit>- members who might 

be part of the child welfare committee. In the communitj- of Dam, for example, the committee 

consisted of traditional leaders, police representatives, hvo children and other leaders fi-om the 

community. This committee not onlj- mediated when conflict arose, the!. sensitized cornmunit!. 

members about children's lights and sometimes successfullj advocated changing local lays to 

protect children.xx 

Agencies involved in child protection and familj tracing have been working in a 

coordinated fashion since 1996 when UNICEF and the Ministi) of Social Work, Gender and 

Children's affairs created the Farnilj Tracing and Unification network. A jear later. the then- 

cxiled Kabbah government worked with UN agencies and local and internat~onal NGOs to create 

the Child ~rotection'committee, later the Child Protection Network. These agencies created 

stixteg~es and policj guidelines that enabled them to work effectivelj together once democratic 

govei-nment was restored (Williamson & Ciipe, 2002). As a result. the perspectives and 

approaches of organizations involved with child reintegration are ven similar. 

Duiing mj  research, reintegration officials often described their policies and practices as 

traditional jet it is uixeitain whether traditional practices or the agendas of reintegration agencies 

and personnel guided these processes. Shepler (2005) notes that -'a theon and practice of the 

rehabilitation and reintegration of child soldiers has emerged in the last ten to fifteen >ears ... 

Program models were taken from Mozambique and tried out in Uganda. The) were then tried out 

in Liberia" (p. 12 1). Tradition-inspired cleansing ceremonies, used to rid rape victims and child 

excombatants of the stigma of the past and affiim communitj support, have been a consistent pait 

of this model in Afiica. 

At times a -traditional' attitude was advocated bj  reintegration organizations and 

personnel that ma:, or maj not reflect local values. As one example, two reintegration workers 

working with the same organization in different towns emphasized the -tradition'-inspired need 

*X  Williamson and Ciipe (2002) mention that the child welfare co~nmittee in Dam was able to pass a law 
prohibiting chldren from being beaten and publicly humiliated for bed wetting. the former of which I also 
saw during mj staj . Thej write that "previouslj. a child who had wet his or her bed would be smeared with 
chicken faeces and paraded through the village cam) ing a container of chickens" (p. 24). 



never to leave an excombatant alone to his or her own thoughts. One reintegration worker. Jacob, 

explained: 

Jacob: We do a lot of sensitization within those communities, those 
children are not let alone. We want them to forget about the issues. 
Completely. If that child keeps on reflecting on what has passed then 
definitely it will be a problem for him or her. You do reflect once in a 
while when you have a quiet moment.. . (but) we don't want them to sit 
quietly. We want them to be always playing so they try to forget what has 
passed, rather than keeping on reflecting.. . It was not his or her own wish 
to go to the bush. I do understand that very much. But we try as much as 
possible for them not to reflect their minds on what has happened. It is 
very difficult to forget. 

Me: Yeah, Do you think that it's important for children to have someone 
they can talk to about things or are people in the villages just trying to not 
talk about it so the child will forget? 

Jacob: Like in the villages, people don't accept these children to be saying 
these things again. 

Me: So they don't want them to talk about it. 

Jacob: Of course they don't want.. . (the children may do an interview) but 
the parents don't want the child to be sitting with his or her peer group 
explaining what has happened. 

Me: Even if the child is sorry? Like often these things might happen one to 
one . . .  and that seems therapeutic to me. That they can talk to somebody 
about what happened in order to not feel alone and to try to sort through 

Jacob: It's not that they are not talking to people. But parents don't LIKE 
the idea. Some parents don't like the idea of these children recalling. Some 
do sit with their grandfather or grandmother (interview 25). 

Though Jacob often presented the notion of discouraging children from talking 

about the past or sitting alone as coming from parents and communities, upon further 

questioning he admitted that it was the organization's policy. A colleague also confirmed 

this. However, some accounts do suggest that parents preferred their children to remain 

silent about their experiences with rebel forces."" 

Y 9  Jackson (2994) provides an example of a Kuranko man. originall} from the north. who did not want to 
know of' his abducted son's experiences with the RUF after he returned. "The son managed to escape 
during a battle.. . and return home to Freetown and his family. But his father told him that he did not want 



Two formal traditional processes are very important in creating a sense o f  

community belonging: 'cleansing' ceremonies and initiation into male and female secret 

societies. Cleansing ceremonies are designed to  appease the ancestors for offences 

against them. Without these ceremonies or  other acts of  ancestral restitution, people 

believe, bad things can happen to  a person. In agreeing to  and paying for cleansing, 

children and their families acknowledge the wrong that has been done and the community 

af'firms that the child belongs to it. William, a reintegration worker, explains that 

cleansing is a type of  accountability, though it is an accountability shared by the family: 

William: Before the child was settled in the communitj. the)- have to show 
remorse.. . And the people have to show forgiveness but the) can onl! do that 
when the) pass through some traditional rites. The) sa). ok, this is our child. He 
belongs to this famil) and famil) A belongs to community A. You see. so. ~ o u  
ask the parents, the familj members to produce certain things. Like some ask for 
rice, palm oil, cola etc. etc. Those are all tradltional items. 

Mc: So the famil).. . . 

William: Yes, the familj contributes to that. You see that's part of the 
accountabilit~.. Because the) are making that child accountable for what he has 
done in the communitj . 

Me: But it's not the chlld who's being held accountable. It's the famil! 

William: ... You know through the familj- the Mende child accounts because ).ou 
have to.. . they take J-ou to like a stream or.. . 1-ou knoxv'? One of those traditional 
areas, j.ou know where they do cleansing. They say, they say 'j.ou have 
committed sooo much.' You know, so we are now accepting j.ou, but since J-ou, 
j.ou, you are taking responsibilitj- for what has happened, though it was an abuse 
of human rights at that particular point in time, then we'll accept you back into 
the community (interview 2). 

Initiation into secret societies is perhaps an  even more important expression of  

full community belonging. Joe explains: 

Because; like now, I could tell ).ou there are some children who have never, 
never joined the tradltional societies. And the)- were captured. And thej- werc 
canied awaj.. And then coming back home. In some villages now when peace is 
returning, most of the children they are coming up with these traditional 
societies. That means when coming through the traditional societies the people 
believe that the? are part of that society. And that means automatically they allow 

to hear aqthing of what happened. It made him feel bad. As for the boy. apart from saying he hated the 
RUF. and would never forgive them for what they had put him through. he craved onlj that his ignonlinj 
not become public knowledge" (p. 72). 



j-ou to go to the societj-, you are full}- accepted. There is an acceptance that when 
>-ou are reunih-ing the children with their parents or being in the communities 
!.ou find that there is traditional cleansing. There is also traditional societies. 
When thej- join that means thej- are cleansed. The!- are washed. The!. have been 
accepted. Because if the!- don't accept you, j.ou won't be allowed to enter that 
societj., that traditional societj- (interview 19). 

While children's responses to war experiences differ, separation from familj ma? be the 

most traumatic experience for joung children. Williamson and Cripe (2002) write. famil! and 

cornmunit). reunification: 

. ..are both the goal and the process of recoven . . . for the ovzi~vhelming majorit! 
of children ... The more a child sees him or herself as protected and guided b! 
adults with whom he has close attachments, the less likelj it is that an experience 
will cause lasting ps:, chological haim-. (p. 17). 

The formal. ritualistic processes of cleans~ng and initiation, though not entire11 u~i~roblematic.~~' 

directl:, affiims a cornmunitj 's acceptance that a child belongs to it. Other than the 'cleansing' of 

suivivors of rape, these formal social processes are largelj laclung with returning adults. 

8.5 Conspicuously absent: The demobilization of women and girls 

When we think about demobilization and reintegration, it's easy to think that one size fits 

all. that programs promoting these processes meet the needs of men and women. people of 

different classes, ages and geographies. But just as women and men have profoundl~. different 

experiences in war and peace, so the transition to peace affects them differentlj. Policies and 

programs designed to reintegrate people into communities need to automaticall! incorporate a 

gendercd anal\-sis that recognizes the diEerent realities and power relationships of women and 

men in war and peace. A gendered approach does not mean pigeonholing men and women into 

tiaditiotlal roles. It means giving them choices, consistent \vith their circumstances. that enable 

them to control their own lives 

Demobilization programs in Sierra Leone were designed and carried out large1 b?. men, 

with inen and boj s in mind, pad! because the!. are most at risk of returning to the bush. These 

programs ignored the different experiences and social expectations of female combatants and 

reproduced the power structures of -normal' society. 

We do not know how many girls and women were with the fighting forces but we do 

know the! were vastlj underrepresented in demobilization programs. Of 72.490 combatants 

""e process of female initiation. as I discussed above. includes a clitorectomj which can be considered a 
hither act of violence against girls and women. 



disa~med b j  UNAMSIL, onlj 4.751 (6.5 percent) were women and 6.787 (9.4 percent) \va-c 

children, 506 of whom were girls (Carlson & Mazumna, 2004). Yet most observers put the ratro 

of fcmales. in rebel forces in particular. much higher."' 

Observers present a number of reasons for the under-representation of women and girls in 

the NCDDR program. First. females served man) more functions than males did. The! were used 

as combatants. labourers and spies, as males n-ere. but the] concu~l-entl) served domestic roles. 

Carlson and Mazurana (2004) found that all girls the! inteiviewed who had been combatants had 

also been 'wives* and while 60 percent of their respondents said that the) had been the -1lfe- of a 

combatant. onl) eight percent said that this was their main role. 

When the time came for demobilization, officials viewed man)- of these women and girls 

as primaril). wives or -dependents' who were not eligible for demobilization assistance. This 

contradicts the definition of a (child) combatant in the Cape Tonn Principles, above. which 

includes '*cooks. porters, messengers (and) girls recruited for sexual purposes and forced 

marriage" (Legrand, 1997). 

Second, the criterion that combatants 12 )ears and older required permiss~on of 

commanders for demobilization prevented the release of some women and girls. RUF-AFRC 

commanders had little incentive to release their 'wives' who still provided domest~c and sexual 

services for them and man! had children fi-om these unions (Williamson & Cripe. 2002). 

CDF commanders had other reasons for not wanting to release women and girls as this 

would expose the mjth that CDFs were stiictl~. male forces. Carlson and Mazurana (2004) found 

that women and girls were "full>- initiated members of the CDF" ( 12). especiallj. Gbethi militias. 

where 'The)- served as commanders, frontline fighters, initiators, spiritual leaders, medics, 

herbalists, spies, and cooks" (p. 13). The)- estimate that around 1,700 girls seived with CDFs but 

only seven were official1)- demobilized."' 

Late in the NCDDR program. officials decided that 'wives' of male excombatants could 

qualifj. tor microcredit. However, to qualifi, the excombatant had to accompanj- his 'wife.' No 

woman could app1~- alone. Carlson and Mazurana (2004) argue that had the). been able to appl!. 

alone. the). might have been given choices that would allow them to leave these relationships and 

still support themselves and their children. The!- quote one NCDDR official as sa!-ing: "even if 

'" Cxlson and Mum-ma (2004) estimate that as man> as one-third of all child combatants were grls 
''' 296 CDF (adult) women demobilized (Carlson and Mazurana 2001). 



the:, were raped and abducted, 70 percent of the women and girls \\anted to be \vith their 

'husbands'.' (p. 18). 

Third. n-omen and girls face considerable stigma from being associated with armed 

factions. As William explains: 

(Women and girls) have been stigmatized. one bj participating in the war. In our 
traditional societ?. a woman is not allowed to stand out and condemn. or even to 
kill somebod). But some have done that. Some have participated as combatants 
at warti-onts. So it is a concern since people can identifg ! ou that J ou were one of 
the rebels, jou know? And !ou find it ver) difficult to go through the noma1 
process. that is the NCDDR or through child protection agencies. So what the! 
do is they sneak back into the communities so that the) cannot be identified or 
recorded or documented (intei-view 2). 

Carlson and Mazurana (2004) also reported stigmatization of women and girls who fought nith 

CDFs. 

Perhaps a greater stigma accrues to women who have been sesuall! active in 

relationships unsanctioned b:, the communit~ . RUF forces often reminded their female captives 

of this fact. Traditionall), even rape survivors were stigmatized and considered guilt! of an 

offence and there was little legal recourse for such violations. Though people are becoming more 

aware that girls are not responsible for sexual crimes against them (Williamson & Cripe. 2002). 

these stigmas caused man) women and girls to. in Williain's words. "sneak back" home. 

pretending to have been refugees in Guinea. 

When older girls or joung mothers succeeded in entering demobilization and 

reintegration programs, the) were sometimes prevented or discouraged ti-om going to school b\ 

well-meaning social workers working with NCDDR. Instead, thej were pushed towards gender- 

specific skills training programs like gara tie-d~ing or batdung. In this waj, for excombatants 

luck) enough to benefit ti-om the NCDDR programs, the programs often replicated existing class 

and gender hierarchies with different opportunities going to different classes of people (Carlson 

& Mazurana, 2004). 

Women's stigmatization because of their connection with armed factions and their 

experiences of rape shows that a clime is not an isolated act. A victim's esperience is affected b~ 

the social interpretation and contest of the violation. Amputation is even more devastating in 

Sieria Leone than in a wealthy countq. because of limited medical and ps)-chological assistance 

and because it severel!. limits a person's economic possibilities in a poor societ). nith few 

income-generating options. 



The impact of rape and sexual torture is similar. Women not onl! suffered the 

stigmatization of rape, manj suffered severe g~ naecological injuries"' and cannot bear children. 

In a societj in which women are valued plimaiil? as mothers and their propeitj rights are accrued 

through men, this affects their desirabilit? as wives and their legal status. The TRC (2004) 

therefore advocates reviewing and changing disc~imlnatol-\ laws. 

In sum, when the war ends, combatants are often espected to fit back into pre-war 

hierarchies, some of which contributed to the rebellion in the first place. Reintegration processes 

reproduce these hierarchies as thej- channel excombatants into roles considered 'nolmal' for their 

situation in life. These programs ma!. be highlj. gendered as women are trained in less lucrative 

-feminine' skills or are viewed as dependents of male combatants so are ineligible for assistance 

in their own right. Programs, in other words, can be both gender blind and gendered in \\;a!-s that 

fail to meet the needs of women and girls. 

8.6 NaCSA: The civilian equivalent of NCDDR? 

In 1991, when the RUF first invaded Siena Leone, the countq. was the poorest in the 

world and at an cconomic and political breaking point (UNDP 199 1). Ten years later as the war 

neared an end, the vast majorih- of Sien-a Leoneans were decidedl~. worse off. Even poorer: 

emotionall!., psj~chologica1l~- and phj.sicall~. wounded: widowed, oiphaned or othenvise 

abandoned, people were ovenvhelminglj- concerned with survival. 

Familj- and cornmunit}. mechanisms that could help members during setbacks in the past 

were strained well bej.ond capacity. Disciiminatoi-\. laws and customs that ma). have once, 

arguablj-, met people's needs in a benevolent, patrimonial societj. could not address the new post- 

war realities. Above all, laws that severel!- restricted women's independent claim on property 

could not serve a society in which thousands of girls and women were orphaned, widowed, 

espelled or abandoned. Moreover an increasing number of Sierra Leoneans were seeing 

education as part of their basic needs and their hope for a better future. Meeting this need requires 

not onlj. a heavy investment in schools and teachers in the present, it demands a tremendous 

improvement in the economj- in the near hture if J-oung people's hopes upon graduation are not 

to be dashed, making them a source of further instabi1it)-. 

The institution charged with coordinating assistance to civilians in Sierra Leone is the 

National Commission for Social Action, better known as NaCSA. NaCSA is often referred to as 

rii Among the most common injuries from rape and sexual torture is vestico-vaginal fistula (HRW. 2003). 



the civilian equivalent of NCDDR, but the two were ve13 different. Both goveinmental agencies 

worked in coilsultation with the UN and international donors to set polic) directions and 

coordinate all aid relating to their respective mandates. but there the similariq ends. NCDDR was 

a reactive program designed to achieve "peace at all costs" (interview 21) b j  providing 

excombatants 11-ith alternatives to war, while NaCSA was designed largel) to build the 

infrastiucture of a peaceful societ) by supposting cornmunit)--based pro-jects rather than 

individuals. 

I will not describe and critique NaCSA and the experiences of civilian survivors of war in 

depth. Though such a description and analysis would great]) enrich this stud), it is beyond thc 

scope of already-broad research. Here, I will onlj provide a brief outline of the NaCSA program 

to provide contextual information for chapters that follow. 

NaCSA's mandate focused on five areas: emergency relief, the return of refugees and 

displaced people: resettlement and reintegration; rum1 development; and poveity alleviation. The 

first three functions were winding down at the time of my research (Febi-uaiy to Ma). 2003). From 

then on, NaCSA p~imaiil!. focused on identifi.ing and implementing cornmunit).-based projects 

(NCRRR 200 1; interview 54). 

Under the community-based reconstruction and development programs. communities or 

communitj- groups, assisted b!. NaCSA field workers, identifi. projects that they would like 

assistance with. This may be the reconstruction of schools, wells, court basses or health facilities 

or it may be micro-credits or group-sun income-generating pr~~jects. NaCSA then pairs successful 

applicants with organizations who can help them. In theory, bj- taking this cornmunit!--based 

approach and involving local people in implementing projects, projects nil1 be more relevant to 

the cornmunit>- and more empowering for community members. NaCSA claims that this format 

enables beneficiasies to "acquire the practical skills of project management during the course of 

implementing the activities b j  themselves" (NaCSA, 2002, p. 2). 

Some civilians felt that providing individual financial and educationalltraining assistance 

0111) to excombatants. who caused so much damage, was unfair and that educational assistance 

should be provided to all citizens. However, when I asked a NaCSA official about this, he reacted 

angrily, saying: 

You have t o  look at it from a broader aspect o f  it. You know. The fact that 
w e  are enjoying peace is a benefit to every Sierra Leonean. And you 
know, these guys who were committing crimes, you have t o  remove them 
from these crimes so that you yourself will not suffer that crime. He will 



not be killing you. H e  will not be raping. H e  will not maim ... So I hi1 to  
see the injustice (interview 59). 

The official saw no contradiction between the t\vo approaches: NCDDR dealt with the past: 

NaCSA \vas looking to\vard the future. 

Some groups of individuals did receive indvidual assistance. Through NaCSA, refugees 

and displaced people were returned to their communities and received some start-up assistance. 

Also. international agencies provided skills training and some direct assistance to amputees and 

severel! war wounded people. However, like the CDF amputees above, man) amputees found 

themselves without famil) assistance because direct famil} members were killed. missing or too 

poor to support them. 

A Canadian who worked with amputees explained that man? amputees were re.jected b). 

the extended famil). He said: 

It's because the!.'re a burden and because there's a harsh stigmatization toward 
amputees.. . Because it's.. . well, when you're disabled 1.ou're basicall!- unable 
now. And in the eyes of people like the families.. . what are they going to do'? 
Like. the?-'re not as efficient ~vorking. The?- take more care which means more 
mane!- and when ~ . o u  alreadj. have a limited source of funds how are J-ou going 
to find the extra funds to support the extra famil). member'? And sometimes that 
fanily member is not even a direct famil). member. It's like a cousin or it's not 
from the direct familj. so it's from the extended famil). That makes it even 
harder for them to justify probably to bring in someone and spread out the limited 
funds that t h q  ahead). have (interview 9). 

4 s  a result, inteinational organizations like the Norwegian Refugee Council built houses 

for some amputees and their families. The houses I saw in one village were near one another so 

the). foimed a small communit? within a communit!. An elderlj. man whose aim was amputated 

said, "We live as a communiQ., as a family; because ?-our alm has been amputated and m?- arm 

has been amputated so all of us have the same suffering" (interview 17). Another elderl!- female 

amputee said that she, too? preferred to stay in her new community only a few hours from 

Freeto~vn rather than return home: 

I have no family an?- more at home. My brother that I should have stayed with at 
home is no longer there. Onlj- the smaller children is what is left. I have nobody 
to take care of me at home now so that is why I decided to staj. here (interview 
18). 

In manj. ways, these amputees, with their new houses and property, were the providers of 

their families. The man had been trained in soap making but he said he was better able to pay his 

children's school fees bj- begging. This is interesting because. though I often saw people with 



disabilities begging on the streets of Freetonn. I rare]! saw amputees begging. Bccausc of 

international publicit) surrounding this widespread atrocit}, of all groups of war victims. 

amputees were the best kno\vn. the best organized and generallj the best provided for. 

8.7 Conclusion 

Institutional efforts to facilitate reintegration of excombatants and civilians were centrall! 

coordinated through NCDDR and NaCSA. \vorking with UN agencies and local and international 

NGOs. Though the processes were far from peifect. they benefited from fairly good coordination 

and unity of purpose and vision. The NaCSA official-s strong defense of the NCDDR process 

indicates that, in his mind at least, the two efforts are consistent with one another despite their 

different approaches. He is not alone in that vie\\.. 

The vision sustaining reintegration efforts is exemplified bj- the expression. "There is no 

bad bush to throw awaj. a bad child." This presents a view of communitj- and family as infinitely 

capable of absorbing members who are experiencing difficulties: though proponents recognize 

that communities need support in the process. While NCDDR and NaCSA do provide some 

support that families and communities need to reintegrate their members. the stresses of povei-tj., 

war and discriminatory laws and practices maj- mitigate against people's successful return. Also 

the war and post-war peacebuilding processes maj- have altered the population considerab1~- as 

many people have new ambitions and ma!- be less nilling to accept subservience, discrimination 

and abuses of power. 

If NCDDR and NaCSA were the main government institutions charged with 

reintegration. the Tiuth and Reconciliation was the main institution promoting reconciliation. 

Whcre NCDDR and NaCSA stressed the idea of justice as ignoring the past for the sake of peace, 

the TRC looked long into the past and saw reasons for accountabilitj and change. In a process 

that had a life of its own, the commission filled a much-needed gap in a countq 111th few outlets 

for open talk and has the potential to contribute greatlj to reconciliation in the counti?. if leaders 

11 ill listen. 



Chapter 9: 
The Sierra Leone TRC: A snapshot 

No one could have anticipated the evolution of the Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission. After unpromising beginnings as a second-best alternative to trials, with lukewarm 

support from politicians and former proponents and scant attendance at its earl) hearings in 

Freetown, the TRC began to draw packed houses in former occupied areas. Whereas in earl) 

hearings senior RUF officials were cautiousl) questioned and expressed no remorse for their 

involvement in the brutal insurgencj, just three weeks later TRC chaiiman Bishop Humper 

carried out a near crusade. imploring collaborators to confess and apologise for their complicit! 

with the rebels. 

In this chapter I will briefly describe the origins, mandate and public perceptions of the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission and its sometimes problematic relationship with the 

Special Court. Mj- main purpose, however, is to describe the evolution of the TRC hearings 

during the two weeks and a daj- that I attended them in Freetown, Bo and Kailahun over a period 

of three and a half weeks. I will also discuss the TRC report, which was publicl!. released on 

'ugust  8, 2005, and its potential contribution to reconciliation in the countq. 

9.1 The origins 

With the collapse of the Abidjan Peace Agreement, the AFRC-s eight-month takeover of 

government in 1997-1 998, and the brutal Januaq 6, 1999 attack on Freetown, civilian leaders 

realized that peace would require renewed negotiations and that amnest! would be part of the 

final deal. In Januaq 1999, government and civil societj leaders, who had fled to Conak~?, 

Guinea, began to discuss the potential of a truth and reconciliation commission to address 

rcsponsibilit~ for the war (Bennett. 200 1 ). 

The first meetings were sponsored b) the newlj-created Sierra Leone Human Rights 

Committee, a joint effort involving goveinment and civil soclet) leaders in exile, the UN and 

international organizations. The committee struck up a TRC working group which operated under 

the National Forum for Human Rights, an umbrella group of human rights NGOs in the count? . 

The government human rights commission, the National Commission for Democrac~ and Human 

Rights (NCDHR), also began exploring the prospect of a TRC (HRW, 1999b: intervrew 44: 

Bennett, 200 1). 



In the end, incorporating the TRC in the Lome Peace Agreeincnt was seen as a wva! of 

providing some accountabilit) and making the amnest! and power sharing deal palatable to thc 

people of Sierra Leone. Then-Attonle! -General Solomon Berewa (200 1)  (now vice-president) 

described the TRC as a means of healing the nation's wounds: 

Far from being fault-finding and punitive, it is to serve as the most legitimate and 
credible forum for victims to reclaim their human worth: and a channel for the 
perpetrators of atrocities to expiate their guilt, and chasten their consciences. The 
process has been likened to a national catharsis, involving truth telling. respectful 
listening and above all. compensation for victims in deserving cases (pp. 3, 4). 

After the Lome Accord was signed, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Maq 

Robinson, offered UNHCR's assistance, providing the TRC nith expertise, fundraising and other 

help. Over the nest two )ears, though continued violence stalled other aspects of the peace 

process, consultations with civil societ). and traditional leaders took place about the shape and 

nature of the TRC. hitiall), local civil societ? groups showed strong interest, participating in 

consultations and studies (Ha) ner. 2004). Unfortunatel? . this good will and enthusiasm did not 

last and man) of the veq allies that the TRC needed to hold the government to its commitments 

and capture the imagination of the population became disillusioned with the process before the 

hearings even started. 

9.2 The mandate 

In Feb iua i~  2000. the government of Sierra Leone passed the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission Act which set five objectives for the TRC: 

. . . to create an impartial historical record of violations and abuses of human rights 
and international humanitarian law related to the aimed conflict in Sierra Leone, 
t7om the beginning of the Conflict in 1991 to the signing of the Lome Peacc 
Agreement: to address impunity, to respond to the needs of victims, to promote 
healing and reconciliation and to prevent a repetition of the violations and abuses 
suffered [Truth and Reconciliation Act of 2000, s. 6(1)1. 

The TRC was mandated to investigate violations: 

. . . to the fullest degree possible. including their antecedents, the context in which 
the violations and abuses occurred.. . whether those violations were the result of 
deliberate planning, polic? or authorization b! an? government, group or 
individual, and the role of both internal and external factors in the conflict [Truth 
and Reconciliation Act of 2000, s. 6(la, I)]. 

The commission was also required to: 



. . .work to help restore the human dignit) of victims and promote reconciliation 
bj providing an opportunit) for victims to give an account of the violations and 
abuses suffered and for perpetrators to relate their experiences, and b) creating a 
climate which fosters constructive interchange between victims and perpetrators, 
giving special attention to the subject of sexual abuses and to the experiences of 
children within the armed conflict [Truth and Reconciliation Act of 2000, s. 
6(lb)l. 

Whereas the mandate of the South African Tiuth and Reconciliation Cominission focused 

narronrl?. on gross violations of human rights. the Sienra Leone TRC was asked to look at 

'tiolations and abuses of human rights and inteinational humanitarian law" [Tiuth and 

Reconciliation Act of 2000, s. 6(1)). The commission inteipreted this mandate broadl!., 

examining violations of national and international law and of "economic, social and cultural 

rights ... civil and political lights, as well as other categories of rights such as the right to 

development and the right to peace" (TRC, 2004, vol. I, chap. I, 7 54). 

As an example, the commission commented on such practices such as female genital 

mutilation which were not related specificall). to the conflict: 

... it might well be argued that the practice of female genital mutilation 
contributed to a context of oppression and marginalization of women that was 
manifested in violations and abuses that were unquestionabl) related to the 
a~med  conflict such as gang rapes and sexual slaveq (TRC, 2004, vol. 1. chap. 1, 
7 65). 

The coinmission also examined conflict-related events that preceded the war and might 

continue into the future. The request to look at "the role of both internal and external factors in 

the conflict" also enabled it to examine events outside Siei-ra Leone. B). contrast, the Special 

Coui-t was limited to investigating crimes committed since November 30, 1996 and conducted in 

the country (TRC, 2004, vol. I, chap. I, 7 64). 

The commission was asked to promote "constiuctive interchange between victims and 

perpetrators" [Tiuth and Reconciliation Act of 2000, s. 6(lb)J and it interpreted this to include 

encouraging dialogue and reconciliation between victims and those who committed crimes 

directl! against them - inter-individual reconciliation. Encouraging this h p e  of inter-individual 

reconciliation was a routine part of the public hearings. 

The TRC had four Sierra h n e a n  commissioners, including the chairperson and deput! 

chairperson, and three international commissioners. UNHCR was responsible for raising funds in 

the international community. choosing international commissioners and providing other support. 



The names of local commissioners were sublnittcd b:, the Sierra Leonean government on the 

advice of a national Selection Panel."4 

9.3 Difficult beginnings 

The TRC was a product of cooperation behveen Sierra Leonean civil societj. government 

and members of the rnternational communit:, . But problems with the earl) admlnlstratlon of the 

project," inadequate hndrng b) international donors and lack of clarih about the TRC's 

relationship with the Special Court severel) weakened this partnershrp before the public hearings 

even started. 

The lack of support for the TRC bj- the very civil societ:,. leaders the commission needed 

to have on side can be attributed to three factors. First, early administrative problems and 

perceptions of political manipulation in hiring national commissioners and staff undermined 

coniidence in the process. TRC chairperson, Joseph Humper, bishop of the United Methodist 

Church and president of the Inter-Religious Council: deput>- chairperson. Laura Marcus-Jones. a 

former High Court judge; John Kamara, a veterinary surgeon and former principli: of N.jala 

Universitj College; and Sylvanus Tolto, a teaching fellow at the Institute of Public 

Administration and Management of the Universit). of Sierra Leone, were perceived to be 

connected to the ruling part). (ICG, 2002b). H a ~ n e r  (2004) notes that this concem is partlj offset 

bj. the presence of three international commissioners: Yasmin Sooka, a former commissioner 

with the South Afi-ican TRC: Ajaalatou Satang Jow. former Minister of Education in the Gambia: 

and William Schabas, the Canadian director of the Irish Centre for Human Rights at the National 

Universit). of Ireland (James-Allen et a]., 2003). However, the effectiveness of international 

commissioners in mitigating bias was greatlj- reduced by the fact that only Jow was in the count?. 

f d l  time. Sooka and Schabas were o n l ~ -  available part-time. 

Largely because of these problems, man:,. of the TRC's earl>- civil society supporters 

became disillusioned with the process, a particularl:,. damaging development. BJ- the time I 

arrived, a month and a half before the TRC hearings were supposed to begin in earl). April, even 

'14 The selection panel consisted of representatives of governnlent. the Inter-Religious Council. the RUF. the 
National Forum for Human Rights and the National Commission for Democraq and Human Rights. 
Candidates were selected from a short list presented bj  a UN representative. an international resident in 
Sierra Leone. and a member of the Inter-religious Council and government (James-Allen et al.. 2UOZ). 
9 j  For a good discussion of some of these earl) management difficulties see the International Crisis Group 
report (2002). Sirrra Lrotir b Truth ar~dRecoricrl~at~orr Comn~rssiori: Afrrsli start .' 



members of the origmal TRC Working Group failed to voice suppoll for the commission."'; The 

response of one civil society leader was h-pical: 

A lot of Sierra Leoncans felt that the truth commission had a lot of politics. It 
was politicallj motivated in the set up. Starting with the executive secretaq and 
members, the) all, from our point of view, seemed to be chosen from a political 
basis. Eve13thing was man~pulated. Even some of the so-called Sierra Leonean 
commissioners now, the! all had strong political links.. . with the SLPP (the 
governing paiQ) and the) still have political links with the SLPP. And so 
because of that. if the truth commission is supposed to be neutral and it's 
supposed to give an historically-balanced explanation of what happened, we 
should not see people who plaj ed a role in the SLPP, a high, visible role having 
high. visible positions within the truth commission (intervie\\- 43). 

Though the TRC did have some support from local NGOs such as PRIDE" and the Market 

Women's Association, the lack of broad civil societj commitment did not instil public confidence 

or a sense of ownership in the institution. 

Second, the shift in support for the commission ma!. also be related to the creation of the 

Special Court in June 2000 and earl! proponents' desire for accountabilitj. ideallj in the form of 

trials. Two civil societj- leaders who were involved in the early talks in Conakn. said they had 

hoped the TRC would bring accountabilitj- at a time when an amnesty deal seemed 1ikel)-. One 

said he hoped the TRC would reflect the South African model with amnest!. being conditional on 

public confession: 

What we were looking for was. j.ou tell }.our stoq.. After telling your whole stoq. 
1-ou applj- for amnesty based on what j-ou said, and what you left out, !-ou could 
be prosecuted for that. Also.. . (if) somebod). did something terribl!. bad, it's not 
possible to saj. you should come to the platform and say 'Oh, I forgive !-ou.' Likc 
let's saj. if you burned down houses, the commission recommends that \.ou go to 
that community, j.ou help rebuild their houses (interview 45). 

Other civil societj- leaders who studied TRCs in other countries began to see that truth 

commissions might retraumatize victims nithout providing compensation or justice. One woman, 

Fatima. said, after reviewing videos on the South African TRC, 'The impression I got was that 

(the TRC) opened a lot of old wounds.. . and at the end of the day, I don't think (the victims) got 

""el-haps as a reflection of this. the TRC working group chose to change its name in 2001 to the Tmth and 
Reconciliation Working Group to create more critical distance from the TRC (interview 45) and to work 
towards reconciliation be} ond the commission (interview 12). 
- The Post-conflict Reintegration Initiative for Developnlent and Empowerment (PRIDE) was activelj 

involved in sensitization efforts. It also carried out a stud) of excombatants view of the TRC that MI be 
found through the website of the Intenlational Centre for Ti-ansitional Justice (www.ictj.org). 



an~thing out of it." When an international observer told Fatiina that "the TRC is tiuth with a 

capital T and the R is a small R." (interview 11): 

From that dq- I just lost interest. Because for me I'm a Sierra Leonean, I have to 
staj- here. My people are here.. . And I honestlj- feel as if I'd be lying to them b!- 
telling them that just talking about it is going to heal ).ou. It's not (interview 11) 

Fatima leads an organization that helps war victims. She said: 

When we staited off we had to take statements fiom them to see those who fit the 
criteria.. . The; \yere veq , ven suspicious of us. The; thought we were taking 
statements for the TRC. Some believe the TRC is going to use their statements in 
the Special Court. Some wouldn't even understand what the TRC is all about. 
But for me, explaining what the TRC is all about isn't a problem. But tclling 
them that the) 're going to benefit 1 s  m j  problem because I'm not sure the) 're 
going to (intei-view 1 1) 

Another civil societj leader involved in sensitization efforts about the Special Court and 

TRC said, --because some people did not decide to show remorse. people sa j  the TRC is more of 

an insult than justice..' She said those who "prefer the TRC are those that have the minimum 

atrocities. Maj be he was looted or he was beaten, but.. . those who were raped or their families 

were killed.. . prefer the Special Court" (interview 15). 

Thus, civil societj. leaders. ultimate desire for justice, even when they supported the 

TRC, may have led some to shifi attention from the TRC to the Special Court when trials became 

possible. 

Third, civil societj confidence in the process ma? have been undermined b! the lack of 

claiitj about the TRC even in the month before the hearings. This especiallj related to the 

ambiguous relationship between the TRC and the Special Court," in particular surrounding the 

question of whether the court could require the TRC to share information with it and whether it 

could use self-incriminating testimonies given to the TRC in public or in confidence. 

The statute governing the Special Coui-t asserts that 'The Special Coui-t shall have 

primac) over the national courts of Sierra Leone" (Statute of the Special Court of 2000. art. 8). 

Though a report b j  the Office for the High Commissioner on Human Rights states that "the TRC 

does not fall within this mould  (in Schabas. 2003. p. 1049). the legal stance of this position was 

unclear. Schabas writes, "There would appear to be no legal guarantee against self-incriminating 

evidence being used against an accused in a prosecution before the Special Coui-t or. for that 

"%k questions were whether the report would name names. whether those who committed violations as 
children but were now adults were eligible for private hearings. and the nature of victim-peipeb-dtor 
meetings (interview 6) .  



matter, before the coui-ts of S i e m  Leone." And nhile Special Court prosecutor Dawd Crane said 

he would not subpoena information from the TRC, "The real issue.. . is that defense council will 

request materials in possession of the TRC, including evidence given in confidence. in order to 

challenge the credibilit? of prosecution witnesses, especiallj victims" (pp. 1052, 1054). 

Because of this, and despite TRC assertions that it would not share confidential 

infoimation with the Special Court, man] people worried that it might be compelled to do so. 

The concern was especiallj expressed b? escombatants and those n o r h g  with them who \\ere 

worried that those who testified might incriminate themselves. 

Government leaders also did not appear to be f i l l j  committed to the TRC process. Top 

officials could have taken the lead in apologizing for their mistakes duiing the war. This would 

have sho\vn great courage and leadersh~p that would have been recognized b? the people. A 

number of people mentioned with admiration that Johnnj Paul Koroma apologized for AFRC 

crimes during the war. Yet the president has not apologized for his own errors during the na r  that 

still rankle some Siena Leoneans. 

Six out of the 55 Sien-a Leoneans I interviewed mentioned (almost all without me asking 

them about it) President Kabbah's statement from the safe9 of Guinea that all those left in 

Freetown were rebel supporters. One man also mentioned that the president made a similar public 

statement about people in Makeni (intervie\vs 3, 5 ,  1 I, 20, 35, 36, 4 1). In the words of one 

labourer: 

You see, so (the president) too has something to saj-. He too has something to 
saj.. He has to apologize. Ma?-be he was earlj. tempered and he don't know what 
he was sa~ing.  Yes. He can't be blamed. He can't be blamed because it's a war. 
Yeah, it was a war. But he has to withdraw that statement and apologize to the 
mission. We are ready to forgive him. He's our president. Come what ma). he's 
our president. We just have to forgive him (interview 3). 

Some civil societj leaders felt that senior officials did not take the TRC seiiouslj and 

were not interested in using it to reflect on their own culpabilities during the war. One person said 

that she saw no official, apart from the attorney general, go out of their waj to support the 

commission: 

None of our political leaders have come out, minus the political speeches that 
thej- have to give at the start and whatever. But none of them have reall?. come 
out on board. Even the ministers go to their constituencies and saj. 'listen, j-es. 
let's do this. I hear statement takers are coming to m!. area. I'll be there. I'm 
going to give the first statement.' There's been no political leadership 
involvement in the TRC which has hampered it a great deal (interview 43). 



This lack of support b j  political leaders. whether real or perceived, further undermined the 

commission in the e) es of some civil societ) members who feared that the requisite political will 

to address the past and make changes in the future Ivas lacking. 

The TRC's heavy reliance on NGOs to educate the public about the process and lack of 

enthusiasm bj  man) NGO staff translated into a lukewarm public response before the hearings. 

Although most of m j  interviews were not specificallj about the TRC. the subjects of thc TRC 

and Spccial Couit arose in man) of them. In the tmo months leading up to the public hearings. 

inteiviews with 22 individual Sierra Leoncans and one group, excluding those \vho were directl) 

involved in forming or promoting the TRC, revealed ambivalent support and considerable lack of 

knowledge about the two institutions. Most people I spoke with outside NGO circles did not have 

an infoimed opinion about the TRC. Of the 12 I\.-ho did (includmg NGO workers), the most 

common response (five respondents) was that it would reopen old wounds. These respondents 

questioned the value of talking about painful experiences and of learning who hurt their loved 

ones or burned their homes. A t~ pica1 response was: 

Just like this ti-uth and reconciliation sjstem and the couit. Who that comes 
before me to saj 'I slaughtered J our daughter that I loved so much. Your mother. 
I killed her. I buined J our house.' Before me, that person will never be forgiven. 
So therefore we don't want to know them again. Wh? the Ti-uth and 
Reconciliation Commission'? (intew~ew 24) 

Four respondents preferred trials over the TRC. As one said. "If the? acknowledge. then 

what benefit am I going to get out of it? ... Thej should be punished because those of us have 

suffered. Thej should go to the court" (interview 24). 

A number of people expressed a desire to "let sleeping dogs lie" while also asking for 

justice. For some, this seeming contradiction can be explained by a desire to hold those most 

responsible for the war accountable while being willing to accept rank-and-file excombatants 

back home. Others concerns regarded bias in the TRC and the Special Couit. using monq on 

these institutions whch could be better spent elsewhere, the lack of a tradition of speaking openly 

about crimes committed, and the view that perpetrators were unlikelj- to admit their crimes 

Interestinglj: a group of well-informed respondents who stated adamantlj. that the? 

opposed the TRC (interview 16). ended up sending a representative to publiclj testifj on their 

behalf. In the end, the:, saw the TRC as a vehicle for informing the government about tht.11. 

situat~on and asking for assistance. This is reflective of the evolving nature of the TRC wh~ch I 

will discuss below. 



Of the three respondents who favoured the TRC and articulated reasons. one saw it as a 

form of accountabilih and another saw the value of creating an impartial historical record of the 

war and. he stressed, the antecedents 

The third respondent. a student in Freetown named Rashid, felt the TRC could facilitate 

reintegration of former government soldiers, providing a public forum for them to apologize for 

their actions. Rashid articulated better than an) one the factional violence that o c c u ~ ~ e d  after thc 

XFRC fled Freetown in Febman 1998. He felt that soldiers needed the TRC to esplain their 

situation and apologize for their actions. He said: 

Those who I expect to apologize are the ones who voluntaril) supported the 
AFRC and when, during the intervention of ECOMOG. when the! were pushed 
from the cit), went to the bush.. . Because the! are part and parcel of societ) . So 
for the fact that the) want to be reintegrated. The) want to live an amicable life 
with people in socieo where the) were living (interview 5).  

After Koroma apologized on behalf of the AFRC, Rashid said. other soldiers wcre read! 

to follow suit: 

There are other soldiers. other perpetrators, who are read)-. I've met them. I've 
discussed this with them. The)- said that they are ready, the day that they will 
start, the)- will go there, they will apologize for the acts that the). &d. ..The!. 
would apologize because some of them in fact are still in the militan. because 
after, after the whole saga then A. T. Kabbah, the president, decided to accept 
them back in the militaly. Now that they have occupied their former positions in 
the militaij-, and the). want to continue with the militaq.. The) want to continue 
having or establishing that militan-civilian relationship then they have to 
apologize (interview 5). 

The NGO, PRIDE (2002), suggested that RUF excombatants too might support the TRC 

and Special Court. In a surve? of 176 excombatants in Makeni, Bo, Freetown and Kailahun in 

Ma!. and June 2002. the)- found that, especiall) after a workshop on the two institutions, most 

(89% and 79% respectively) were supportive." 

My interviews that touched on the TRC took place in Freetown. Port Loko and Makeni. 

Respondents outside of Freetown showed considerabl). less knowledge about the TRC process. 

Though m! sample is far from representative, it was consistent with mj observations of people's 

initial responses to the TRC in these communities. Four months before the TRC hearings began, 

the International Crisis Group (2002b) stated that: 

00 This stud) can be found through links with the Inteinational Centre for Transitional Justice: 
llttp://www.ictj.org 



There are manj. indications of public ignorance about the TRC. For example, 
much of the population still believes. wrongl), that it will be paid if it testifies to 
the Commission. Manj express doubt about the need for a TRC, sajing the:, 
believe Sierra Leoneans can simply forgive and forget. Others sal the TRC has 
no power to compel or punish and so can serve no useful purpose (p. 3). 

Despite discouraging beginnings, with little positive to show for its first months of 

operation,"' the TRC began to gain momentum in late 2002 due to better transparenq in hiring 

and the arrival of kej staff, both local and international (Haj ner, 2004). 

In earl) December. 2002, two months after its one-) ear operational phase began. the TRC 

sent statement takers to collect testimonies and bj  mid-April, 2003, thej had collected 7.100 

statements (SLW, Aplil 14, 2003).'~' In earl) 2003, researchers also began interview~ng ke! 

nitnesses. TRC staff began developing processes for intel-viewing and hearing test~mon~es of 

children and victims of sexual violence. based partlj on a report produced b j  UNICEF. the 

Nat~onal Forum of Human Rights, and UNAMSIL (UNICEF et al., 2001). On Aprd 14, the TRC 

public hearings opened and a monumental process, with tremendous potential to change the 

counti-\.'s self-perception, began. 

9.4 TRC hearings: snapshots 

In my scrapbook of memories of the TRC heaiings I have six mental snapshots taken in 

three towns: Freetown. Bo and Kailahun Three snapshots are of opening and closing ceremonies 

In Bo and Kailahun and three are ofthe hearings themselves. Placed in chronological order. thej 

speak of an evolution of the TRC, but, like all photos thcj are inadequate to convc) the entire 

stoq . These snapshots show onl? that the TRC hearings changed dramaticall? in different regions 

and over time but the? saj nothing of future developments. MJ sixth snapshot was taken less than 

half w a ~  through the hearings that ended Julj 18'h and I do not know what t~anspired after that. I 

therefore can say nothing definitive about the healings. I can 0111). share what I heard and saw 

9.4.1 Snapshot 1: Cautious beginnings in Freetown 

For one of the most important institutions in Siessa Leone's modern histor)-. the TRC 

public hearings did not initially att~act much attention. Throughout the second week of hearings 

in the hall behind the Freetown YWCA, only between ten and fort)- seats in the public gallei? 

1 The TRC was inaugunted on Julj 5.  2002 and its start-up phase ran from Julj to October 1. 2002. 
During this time il experienced its greatest administrative problems. The initial operational phase ran from 
October 5. 2002 to October 1. 2003 and it received a six-month extension. 
1b1 All five statement takers in each district were from that district. spoke local languages and were familiar 
with the area and the people (inteiview 6). The commission gathered 7.707 statements in all (TRC. 2001). 



were occupied at an> one time. Yet. 111 that almost-emptj hall. a riveting histoq-telling and 

histoq -writing process unfolded. While senior RUF commanders, SLA soldiers, amputees and 

relatives of victims told all-too-familiar stories of atrocities. the! also began to expose little- 

kno\vn or little-acknowledged details of the war, details that would be difficult to denj in the 

future. 

One bj- one witnesses rose to the stage and swore on the Koran or Bible to tell the truth. 

Some victims brought a friend or relative to support them as they told their tragic stories. A TRC 

counsellor also sat beside the speaker, I-eadj. to provide a tissue. water or comfoiting alm. 

Witnesses were asked to tell their stories in full, without interruption. When they spoke languages 

other than English an interpreter t~anslated their statements. Questions or statements b! 

commissioners or staff were stated in English and translated back into the witness's language. 

However, when witnesses spoke English. no translation was provided into Krio or other 

languages. 

When witnesses were finished. commissioners asked questions. followed b! the leader of 

evidence."" Finallj. witnesses were asked whether the! had aqthing to ask or saj to the 

commission. Manj victims \vere also asked whether the) would reconcile with those who ha~med 

them.'"' After testifj ing, witnesses left the stage and a TRC official debriefed them."%t the end 

of each daj, a commissioner read the names of those mentioned as dead during the proceedings. 

This was followed b j  a minute of silence. 

Hearings were generallj. held from Tuesday to Friday of each week with one day of 

closed hearings for children and victims of sexual violence. Not all victims of sexual violence 

opted for closed hearings, choosing instead to tell their stories publicly. Though people 

commonlj. said that rape victims would not come fonvard, they were among the first to give 

statements in numbers (interview 6). This, and the evolving public enthusiasm for the TRC 

hearings, indicates that the TRC maj. have provided an important avenue for public discussion of 

past atrocities and future remedies where few such avenues existed within communities. This 

countered the local 'common sense' understanding that people did not want such open 

communication. 

lo' The two leaden of evidence were both lavers  by training: Ozomia Ojielo. the Nigerian chief of thc 
Infornution Management Unit: and Martien Schotsmms. the Belgian head of the reconciliation division. 
They were extremely important in directing questioning and analyzing and assimilating information. 
103 This question was on the original statement so commissioners must have known the answer in advance. 
Nobodj. who was asked this question refused to reconcile and some witnesses were not asked. 
104 All witnesses were counselled by TRC staff before they testrtied and debriefed after. TRC counsellors 
conducted follow-up visits with 226 of 103 witnesses (TRC. 2004). 



During the second week of hearings in Freetonn. three people testified on behalf of 

groups. Mr. Jalloh,"j head of the Amputee Association, testified for amputees. Although he told a 

heart-wrenching stoly of the assault that changed his life and of the implications for himself and 

his famil), his main purpose in testifj ing was to request assistance for amputees in the count13 . 

Bishop Humper asked Jalloh whether he would be \villing to reconcile nit11 the person who 

amputated both his hands, if that person could be found. and he agreed. 

A senior RUF commander, Colonel Vandj- Khosia, who had been part of the RUF 

political wing in Freetown, testified for RUF combatants who were still being held in Pandemba 

Road Piison without trial in connection with the Ma). 2000 hostage taking. Khosia pleaded for 

their - and his own - release. He talked about divisions between the political and militai? wings 

of the RUF and argued that members of the political wlng who were arrested in Freetowm had no 

connection with the hostage taking. 

Khosia was questioned by the commissioners about atrocities and asked whether he 

would apologize for his involvement with the RUF. When Khosia refuscd to apologize and 

denied involvement in atrocities, saying -'there arc a l w a ~ s  a few men that don't nant to take 

commands'' and "we all went wrong during the war," the commissioners did not press the issue. It 

was left to the leader of evidence, Ozonnia Ojielo, to question Khosia hard. Khosia still refused to 

take responsibilitl- for atrocities despite his senior position in the RUF. This relativel!. gentle 

questioning of Khosia contrasted sharpl?. with heavy questioning of collaborators in Kailahun a 

few weeks later (April 24; 2003). 

Two other testimonies in the Freetown hearings are significant for what the! reveal about 

the evolution of the TRC process. In one, a Mr. Lahai testified, with his brother at his side, about 

a hoi~endous ordeal at the hands of Kamajors. Lahai and his brother had been SLA soldiers. 

When the AFRC took power in Ma3 1997. all lojal soldiers xvere told to turn themselves in to 

ECOMOG. But Lahai and his brother could not get through the Kamajors to do so. He told a 

harrowing stoq of being captured and tortured b j  Kamajors. including at a hospital in Kcnema. 

He also talked about how the ordeal has affected both his and his brother-s abilit) to ~vork. 

Questioning of Lahai was gentle and consistent with the victim-centred process that the 

TRC claimed to be. When Humper asked if he wanted to reconcile with the perpetrators Lahai 

said that was whj he testified. The people who to~tured him live near his home and he cannot 

l llj I ail1 including the names of witnesses as they were stdted at the hearings and cannot confilm the 
spelling of their names. 



return, even though he was the victim. untd reconciliation occurs. He asked. "Can J ou bring those 

people to apologize to us and shake hands with us'?" He also sought economic assistance as he 

could not afford to send his children to school (April 24, 2003). 

For those following the hearings. Lahai's testimon~ raised the profile of Kama.jor abuses 

in a war in which CDFs saw themselves as heroes as did many of their supporters. This important 

cad! testimon~ recalls Ignatieff s ( 1998) statement that: 

A truth commission can winnow out the facts upon which society's arguments 
with itself should be constructed.. . The past is an argument, and the function of 
tiuth commissions, llke the function of honest historians, is simpl). to purifi the 
argument. to narrow the range of pe~missible lies (pp. 173, 174). 

The da). after Lahai's testimony, Ibrahim Brima Kamal-a, a representative of CDF 

amputees, testified nith the intent of asking for economic assistance for his group. However. the 

commissioners questioned Kamara hard about CDF crimes - though the leader of evidence was 

gentler. In the end, when asked whether he had anjthing to saj- to the commission, Kamara asked 

if the CDFs had been wrong. Bishop Humper replied that, '-We are not here like a court to saj' 

this was good and this mas bad" (April 25, 2003). 

The week of hearings in Freetown that I attended exposed an emerging narrative that was 

far more complex than the dominant stoq of the war. Stories were emerging about divisions 

within the RUF, CDF atrocities, including cannibalism, and the dlfiicult position that some SLA 

soldiers found themselves in. At the same time, nitnesses were being questioned in markedly 

different wa) s. Some were clearl) questioned for the purposes of information gathering: others 

were listened to and questioned in a \\-a! that promoted healing and reconciliation. While the 

testimonies and questioning of the latter ma) expose information pertinent to the TRC's grand 

narrative. these hearings were clearl) victim centred. 

The 'snapshot' of the Freetown hearings is also interesting for reasons of contrast. 

Though a story in Sierra Leone Web (April 18, 2003) indicates that Moigboi Moigande Kosia 

admitted responsibilit). for "recruiting and training ... abducted children" for the RUF when hc 

testified before the commission in the first week of hearings, I heard no one admit responsibilit~- 

for crimes during the (second) week that I attended. According to H a ~ n e r  (2004) ex-combatants 

took a while to gain confidence in the commission, but once they did, "man)- clamoured for the 

oppo~-tunit)- to speak" (p. 4). Also, the gentle questioning of Khosia, and Humper's statemcnt that 

"we are not here ... to sa) that this was good and this was bad," contrasted with later 

developme~its. 



Finallj-, during this week in Freetown. few people showed much interest in the hearings. 

None of the human rights people I had spoken to were present while I was there although the 

Council of Churches sent observers to hearings in a number of districts. Unless I raised the 

subject, no one around me talked about the hearings, though the). were broadcast live on radio 

and a half-hour summary was presented each night (Ha!-ner. 2004). This public apathy contrasted 

sha~plj- with the public interest in Bo and Kailahun. 

9.4.2 Snapshot 2: The opening ceremony at Bo Town Hall, April 29,2003 

The Honda (motorcjcle taxi) driver could not have picked a worse time or spot to hit a 

pedestrian. Right in fiont of Bo Town Hall, Just before the TRC's opening ceremonies began, he 

struck a little girl. Women whooped and jumped and eveq.bodj. looked. The place was buzzing 

with police, and the careless, unlucky p u n g  man was brusquel! hauled off. Such was the 

beginning of m). I-ecollection of the Bo TRC hearings. 

Inside Bo Town Hall, the public galleiy was almost full and would continue to be so 

during much of the week. In this space, elderlj- and joung, poor and professional mingled. A 

lasgc group of amputees sat together. Though the poor appeared to come with high hopes for the 

cornmission, the opening ceremonj. at Bo Town Hall was not for them; it was a ceremon? for and 

by the dignitaries of Bo. One bj. one, in this largely Mende communitj, Bishop Humpn-. the 

provincial seeretaq, the Anglican bishop, representatives from the Civil Societj- Movement and 

NCDDR, the resident minister, and the chairperson of Bo Town Council got up to speak in 

English. The resident minister said that in Bo, "no rebels were permitted here except when the 

junta took ovet-" and the audience broke into loud applause. The paramount chief - the onlj. one 

to speak in Mende besides the interpreter who onlj- provided brief summaries - poured libations 

and publicl!. complained that he was not on the written program. The provincial secretal? 

apologized, saj-ing -3-ou are the link between the living and the dead." 

9.4.3 Snapshot 3: The Bo Hearings 

Despite its fairl! elitist start, the TRC proceedings did seem to matter to people around 

Bo. Attendance ranged from a low of 40 to 50 (when the hearings overlapped with the 

inauguration of a palamount chief) to a nearlj -full hall of at least 200 people. Usuall? the hall 

was at least half full. Some local people went to almost all the hearings. Others followed the 

proceedings on radio and talked about events when we met. This interest was In shaip contrast 

~vith the attitudes of people I met in Freetown. 



'Themes that nere hinted at in the Fseetonn hearings began to emerge more clearlj in Bo 

and were emphasized b! the choice and order of witnesses. New themes also emerged. The 

hearings began to appear as public drama and education. bejond their fact finding and 

conciliatoq roles. This educational function was occasionallj highlighted bj  thc chai~person of 

the daj who seemed to add-ess the audience when he or she asked certain important questions. 

One example was a series of questions about the term 'sobel' (soldiers turned rebels) 

used b j  a witness during his testimon? . The chairperson turned slightl? to the audience and asked 

the witness how he knew the attackers in question were 'sobels.' In doing so. he problematized 

this commonlj.-accepted concept for obsei-vers and listeners (Ma! 2, 2003). Man? 'educational 

moments' ended up as important themes in the repoit. 

Also. consistent with the goal of' public education, the days seemed to be ordered in 

themes. On the first daj. of the Bo hearings, after a few accounts of rebel violations; a Kamajor 

named Hassan testified about his recruitment and initiation into the Kamajor societ?.. The 

commissioners asked him about his Kamajor tiaining, which he said lasted only one week. This 

publicly contradicted assertions that Kam?jors wcre traditional hunters with deep knowledge of 

the forest and tradtional magic. 

When Hassan mentioned Kamaior 'magic* that he believed made men impelmeable to 

bullets, men in the audience cheered and were silenced b j  the chairman. The educated Mendc 

man sitting beside me told me he believes in this 'magical power.' 

The commissioners also asked Hassan about Operation Black December, the two-month 

spate of Kamajor attacks that began in December 1997. These attacks, which the commission 

suggests in its repoit had the approval of some top government officials, involved rituals of 

cannibalism, massacres of civilians, and extensive looting of propel% and crops. Hassan denied 

seeing an!- crimes. 

The next daj primarily featured testimonies about Kamajor crimes. presenting a vel? 

different picture of the Kamajors than Hassan tried to convej . The public hearings"" in the dajs 

that followed mainl! dealt 1~1th rebel and SLA crimes. Slowlj, a much more complex picture of 

the war emerged and new questions were raised that had been unthinkable before the hearings 

began. 

I 06 There was a day of closed hearings with children in between. 



1 asked a commissioner how the TRC chose who would testif! out of thousands of 

statements given. The commissioner replied that they sought representative witnesses in terms of 

their experiences. violations the:, suffered and lvho the:, were: their region. ethnicit:, and religion. 

-'so at the end of the da? nobody will accuse us of not can3 ing out a national exercise" (intervie\\- 

17). The commissioner esplained: 

When these witnesses come we have already read their stories. But their stories 
sometimes are not detailed enough.. . So when they appear before us, it gives 
them the opportunity to expand on the testimonies the:,- have already written out. 
Secondly it gives us the opportunit:,- to clari%. some of the issues they raise. 

Like toda:,, for example, there was this man who came just to talk about 
violations but in the course of the hearings we discovered he was an old soldier ... 
It was not in an) waj indicated In the statement form.. . So this hearing gives us 
the oppo~tunit:, to get more information. lo '  

Also it gives us the opportunity to let the public know, to hear what the 
experiences of people are. A number of them have read about it. But I think it's 
the first time for man). Sierra Leoneans to listen to those voices and to make 
them believe that this is indeed real (interview 47). 

When I commented that the commission was exposing a much more complicated stoq of 

the war than is commonly po~tra:,.ed and that interviews seemed to be deliberately chosen and 

ordered to convey this, the commissioner agreed, adding: 

We tended to believe in this count13 that it was the rebels who caused all the 
havoc . . If :, ou ask me I would sa! about 90% of the people would feel this was 
so. But now in the testimonies ... it's becoming apparent that there were other 
groups. There was the Sierra Leonean A l r n ~ .  There were the Kamajors ... Even 
though some of thein, the Kamajors we have identified, are telling us that the! 
did it for the national good. Despite eveqthing, whether it was for the national 
good or not, the point is the! committed violations. And we want to make sure 
that our record is impcrrtial. That word impartial is veq. veq,  veq ~mpoi-tant to 
us ... 

Me: At the introduction ceremoiq. the war was described as the 'rebel war.' But 
jou're getting a much more complicated picture. Does it ever make !ou wonder 
whether that-s an appropriate wa:, to call it? 

Commissioner: Yes, that's right. Sometimes we have to ask questions. When j-ou 
say '-rebels,' !.ou can see it coming out of the questions. Who were they6? What 
did the:,. look like'? What were the). wearing'? Were they sobels? Because the)- 

10- In a fascinating series of questions the commission learned that the man had been a lieutenant in the 
Sieira Leone Annj and was forced to retire in 19G9 after junior officers mutinied. The leader of evidence 
asked whether the man Mr. Conteh saw parallels between the situation among soldiers in this war and the 
situation at that time. More impoitant than the answer was the fact that the commission raised the question 
in the minds of the public and began to show another angle of inquii). that appeared in the report. 



have this word -sobels'... And what is a sobel? So we have been flying to get this 
information ... Thc word 'rebel.' reall). I think the more we start talking about 
the aimed combat, the internal conflict. I think it would be better for all of us 
(intei-view 4 7). 

Part wa!- through the Bo hearings, I began to record the apparent main purpose of 

questioning each nltness according to three main themes: fact finding; reconciliationl 

healing/apologj; and public education. Though the commissioners usuall!. showed sympath:,. and 

couiles). to the witnesses, the goals of clarifi ing facts and gathering information - fact finding - 

seemed to dominate most of the questioning. Of the 29 hearings I attended, I identified the 

dominant questioning themes of 24."' Of these 24, fact finding seemed to be a major objective 

for 17, and in 14 cases it was the main objective. 

Reconciliation, healing or soliciting an apolog) were objectives in ten of the 24 hearings. 

In three of these ten cases, commissioners sought an apolog) from RUF perpetrators or 

collaborators, and in two of these cases, both in Kailahun, seeking an apolog! seemed to be the 

main objective of questioning. In three other cases, healing and reconciliation of victims seemed 

to be a main objcctivc of questioning. In these, fact finding was a secondaq ob-jectivc as the 

commissioners and leaders of evidence did not question the witness hard about facts of primal3 

impoi-tance to the commission and focused more on the person's immediate needs. 

At times, reconciliation and healing goals seemed to take pi-ecedcnce when 

coinmissioners or the leader of evidence recognized opportunities for conciliaton action. This 

might involve organizing a conciliatoq meeting between victim and perpetrator where both were 

known and the victim wanted a meeting, organizing a proper burial for a loved one, or pushing 

for an apolog:, where this was likel:, (see snapshot five). 

The third objective of questioning appeared to be public education. Though public 

education was an integral part of the public hearings, I identified six cases when commissioners 

appeared to make a statement to the audience, highlighting an issuc. In three cases, the wtncss 

was either a leader or a celebrated case. When Mr. Jalloh, chairman of the Amputee Association - 

an organization that resisted cooperating \vith the TRC and Special Court - testified, Bishop 

Humper concluded the session with the public statement, -'This commission is victim centred ... It 

IS in the interest of the nation and the UN to prevent a reaction from :,our group." He added that 

the TRC was committed to following victims' recommendations. 

I OX I categorized earlier hearings based on mj- notes and recollections. 



Almost all the 29 witnesses sought economic assistance, largel! tor themselves but also 

for the groups or communities thej represented. The exceptions were those from whom apologies 

were sought (though one of these witnesses requested assistance in getting out of prison) and 

those who specifically sought justice (1) or reconciliation (2). 

The Bo hearings also raised questions about witness protection. On a few occasions. 

when a seiious crime had been committed b j  someone living in the victim-s communit\. the 

leader of evidence asked the victim for the perpetrator's name and address. In one case the leader 

of evidence said the TRC would send the victim with a TRC staff-member and a vehicle to get 

the named man to testifi. In m> view. this seemed to endanger the victim as the perpetrator still 

held power in the community (Apiil 30, 2003). However, a reconciliation meeting did occur and 

the perpetrator gave the victim's familj- monej to cover formal funeral expenses (TRC, 2004) 

In another case. an amputee asked the commissioners how the) would ensure the secuiit! 

of amputees who testified. Bishop Humper replied that the witness was not alone in fearing for 

his secuiit!. As the goveinment supported the TRC, it should provide protection. He said: 

Anj- witness or perpetrator who comes before this commission is entitled to 
maximum protection. Go and tell our brothers and sisters who suffered not to be 
afiaid to testio. We know where the witnesses are and, beginning with the 
communitj., there is security. Even after the commission, we will recommend 
that securitj- continues (May 2, 2003). 

At another point, Bishop Humper said to an RUF collaborator, "All people who testifj are under 

TRC protection. It does not give anjone license or pelmission to harass or attack" (Maj 16. 

2003). 

How could the TRC guarantee such protection'? Even before its mandate ended, it did not 

have the capacity to ensure the safetj. of witnesses after they returned home. H a j w r  (2004) writes 

that guamntees of confidential it^. in closed hearings represented the main foim of witness 

protection. Therefore, '-those who requested appearance in closed session were generall?- granted 

it if the)- were able to demonstrate their reasons, including an!- safety concems*~ (p. 4). 

For those who testified publicl!, all the commissioil could promise was that ph~sical 

harassment of witnesses was a crime and subject to judicial action - in a countl? where justice 

has been an exception rather than the iule. The TRC's protection strategy seemed to be based on 

the commitment of chiefs and other communitj- leaders to ensure that harassment would not be 

condoned. This strategj was best articulated by a civil society leader who had been involved wit11 

the creation of the TRC: 



I spoke w ~ t h  some of mj. colleagues a couple of months back. The) were talking 
about emplojing a lot of police, sending some witnesses out of the countn, 
which I think is not the answer. If jou take police. put them in the communio, 
j ou'll have to withdra\v them one daj . If 1 ou send them abroad, the) '11 have to 
come home one daj . 

But simply, involve the communitj- members in this witness protection. Let the 
communit~. members agree that \\hatever this witness is doing, he is doing it in 
the interest of the community. He is representing the communit~.. He is doing it 
to let the communitj- be part of the historical record. And we have a common 
phenomenon in Sierra Leone whereas if you are well respected in the 
community, or accepted in the communitj-, 1-ou cq., he)- CIT. You laugh, they 
laugh with \ou. So if j.ou get them to agree. Whatever happens the)- will be with 
that witness. In case, like, at night the person screams, they  ill all come out 
immrcliatrly. 

(For returning excombatants), znvolvs the communitj leaders in this process. If 
possible call a communit~ meeting in this village. Religious leaders. Communit? 
leaders. And then talk to the communit:, as a whole. Provided the perpetrator 
shows remorse N-11) he or she did what the! did. Then that would sort of help to 
calm them down and agree to protcct him or her (interview 45). 

Throughout the week in Bo, the commissioners and staff worked extremelj hard and kept 

long hours. When they were not in hearings, they were giving interviews for television or radio or 

preparing for the next day. As they gathered more information, their questions became inore 

direct and they were better able to cross-reference information from other testimonies and refer 

direct11 to operations, tonns and individuals. 

By Saturday morning, the last day of the Bo hearings, the commissioners seemed 

exhausted. The first witness wvas a j.oung man, James Gibrila, whose brothers died brutally at the 

hands of the RUF and mother died as a result of her ordeal with them. Though Gibrila was 

clearlj. a victim and had suffered greatly, the tone of questioning was mostla- fact finding. The 

commissioners seemed inattentive and tired. Thej- made errors in their questions and asked about 

information already given. I noted, "Thej. are showing this )-oung man less sj.myath~. and 

attention than they showed victims earlier in the week.. . Healing and reconciliation did not seem 

to be major conceins" (Ma!. 3, 2003). 

The next witness, a paramount chief, was treated with much more attention and sympathy 

even though his losses were less than those of the previous witness. Bishop Humper specificall! 

welcomed the chief, acknowledging that he wvas the first to testib- and that other paramount chiefs 

should follow his example. I asked Sierra Leoneans sitting beside me ~t-hether the!. found the 

difference in the commissioners' manner towards the two witnesses strange. The! both said this 



was natural because the second man is a pamnount chief. Not all witnesses, therefore, were equal 

before the commission (Maj- 3, 2003). 

The experience of the final witness: a Kamajor commander, suggests some continuit? 

with the Freetown heaiings. The Kamajor, Beinard Smith, described a iivalq. between two ruling 

houses over a chieftaincy that was plaj-ed out within the contest of the war. The cornmissioncrs 

and leader of evidence. however, questioned him about the training and structure of the Kamajors 

and crimes committed bj- them. The?. also questioned him about female Kamajors. publicl!- 

raising this possibilitj- which countered popular beliefs about the Kamajors as an all-male society. 

Smith affi~med that there were women With special powers" - who had visions - amongst them 

(Ma! 3. 2003). 

At the end, like the CDF who testified in Freetown, Smith asked, "Are the people who 

overthrew the junta bad people'?" Bishop Humper replied. "Good acts are good acts but laws are 

stipulated in the constitution.'' When Smith asked commissioners about the indictment of 

Kamajor leader Hinga No~man bj. the Special Couit. Bishop Humpcr replied. "Before a warrior 

defeats another warrior there must be evil. Chief Sam Hinga Norman. m;hether he did good or 

bad. he is the one who helped overthrow the junta." 

In sum, the heaiings in Bo seemed much more meaningful to local people than those in 

Freetown. There was also more of a connection between those on stage and the audience. 

Commissioners sometimes appeared to address the audience and the audience responded more to 

developments on stage, whether in response to a bad translation or to witness statements or 

actions. Commissioners at times had to silence the audience. 

The nan-ative threads of the commission report also emerged during these proceedings. 

Commissioner's questions were more precise and directed. demonstrating their growing 

knowledge of events. Still, in Bo, I &d not hear anj one admit to crimes. 

Y.4.4 Snapshot 4: From 'Soldier Killed Rebel Junction' to 'Peuce Junction' 

If the opening ceremonj- in Bo was for the piivileged, the closing event was largel!- for 

locals. In a siinplc and moving ceremonJ- a major road junction that had been called -Soldier 

Killed Rebel Junction' was I-enamed 'Peace Junction.' All the proceedings were in Krio, which 



was better understood b} those present.""he exceptions were the imam. who pra) ed in Arabic. 

and the chief who conducted libations in Mende. 

4 1 oung man explained that the junction had bzzn the site of a stand-of-f betncen local 

people and attacking rebels. An NGO worker added that "It comes to a point \vhert: we don't 

know who is a soldier. We don't know who is a rebel. The rebels n.erc actual+ repcllcd b! 

civilians. including market women." BJ changing the name to Peace Junction and marking it with 

a inzmorial. the communit) is sho~ving its \villingness "to make Bo District a place \vhere we talk 

about peace and reconciliation." a TRC official said. 

Bishop Huinper spoke of a need to change attitudes: "Don't say I help mjself before I 

help others. This 'help m)-self has destroyed the counti)..'' He went on to stress that peace will 

depend on the commitment of Sierra Leoneans and the inteinational communitj.. Finally, a man 

spoke of children's braveq in terrible circumstances and the need to embrace them and give them 

a chance. We concluded by singing a beautiful song about "peace like a river" and I felt that thc 

manj- people who attended the ceremonj-, including man). ).oung people, were deeply moved. 

A fe\\ da! s later a policeman flagged a taxi and asked to go to Peace Junction 

9.4.5 Snupshot 5: The Kuiluhun heurings, Muy 26, 2003 

It is not easy to a i m g e  a iide to Kailahun. It is in the eastein district where the war 

started and wllich was occupied by the RUF for much of the fighting. Kailahun and Makeni, b!- 

virtue of their long occupations, probabl)- hosted the two most important hearings and, though I 

was travelling in other parts of the countq., I resolved to attend the Kailahun hearings at lcast for 

a da) . A delay in an arranged iide and a diiving speed dictated by a severel! -potholed road meant 

that I on l~ .  caught the last two testimonies. But those two hearings and the closing cel-emonj- 

showed a remarkable transformation in the public face of the TRC. Thej- also showed me that m!- 

observations were no more than snapshots of a commission that was changing dad!-. both in itself 

and in its relations with its audiences. I can say nothing definitive about the hearings and public 

ceremonies beyond mj- record of events. 

When I entered the Kailahun Community Centre on the last of four d a ~ s  of public 

hearings, it was clear that the hearings had changed. The hall was packed, with standing room 

I 0 0  Krio is not universally understood. however. and might be less accessible to people who had not been to 
school or had not been with the RUF who used it as their lingua fmca. This would especially be the case 
with those who lived far from Freetown. 



onl:, . Most of those around me were men but children, women, and even dogs were also present. 

The audience was rapt. 

The witness, a man of 70 named Mr. Saffa, was being questioned hard b j  the 

commissioners. Their questions were specific - about RUF committees he served on, his relations 

n-ith Sankoh and the RUF organizational structure. 

Bishop Humper wvas on a c~usade. He noted that Saffa came from a d i n g  house and was 

held unww~llingl> . Because of his situation he "became a perpetrator,' serving on committees that 

forced people to produce food and palm 011 for the RUF. Then the bishop said. '-Pa Saffa, look at 

m! face and 1-11 look at !ours.. . We have had over 7,000 statements. You wvere a c~v l l~an  rebcl. In 

order to protect j our own life, j ou became a rebel." When Saffa replied. Humper did not \vait for 

the usual English translat~on but dove in with the nest question. 

This tone, this pressure by the commissioners. was never used at the hearings in Freetow\-n 

and Bo. Clearlj. the TRC had much more information, but something was also happening with the 

commission's relationship with the audience. In a dramatic series of questions, Leader of 

Evidence Ojielo asked Saffa about being in a helicopter when the Indian peacekeepers were 

captured in 2000. He asked if Saffa had entered it. When Saffa denied this, Ojielo said, "People 

are laughing. Did j-ou enter it?" Saffa smiled. 

Ojielo noted that Saffi was "not less than 70 jears old..' He said, "Do J O U  love the people 

ot'liailahun:' Non- tell them something the? know." 

Saffa replied, 'These are my people here. They are really sj-mpathizing with me..' 

Ojielo said, "People value honest? and an apology. Apology can 0111~- come with honest! 

to be meaningful.. . At jour age, eveiy :.oung person here should be coming to j ou for >our 

wisdom and blessing. Thej- shouldn't be ashamed to have j our namc. There is an Afiican saying 

that elders speak the truth. This commission can hclp j-ou reconcile with ?.our people but the 

choice is ).ours Pa Saffa. Nobody is forcing >-ou to admit to what J-ou have not done." 

When Saffa began to talk, Humper talked over him, saj  ing, --Pa Saffa, !.ou are a victim 

and because jou were captured jou had to join. You did not have palm 011 so jou got it from 

others. " 

Finallj, Saffa apologized. Turning to the audience and said. "We were.. . trapped bj  the 

war. We had no way to escape. We were not asked to contribute and we were not the owners of 



the plantations but if we did not produce, we would be punished. We used )our propeltics to s a w  

our lives. So I'm now appealing to 1 . o ~  today to forgive me..' 

At the end of the hearing, Commissioner Kamara made a public statement: 

One of the requirements of the TRC is to prevent a recurrence of this. Anyone 
given a criminal instruction and who carries it out is held liable for its execution. 
A number of people have been telling us that one cause of the last war \vas 
maladministration, poor goveinance and extortion of the people. A district 
commissioner would come to a chief and sa?- "I want this ... and the chief would 
go to the people and get it. All these things should stop. The war has changed and 
if people continue in cawing out these practices there will not be reconciliation. 
The)- will be prosecuted and punished. 

The final hearing in Kailahun with a middle-aged woman. who had been an RUF 

member. was similar. Commissioners asked precise questions, suggested at times that she nas  

I? ing. and implored her to tell the truth and apologize. Finall) Bishop Humper said: 

If !.ou attach )-ourself to a group, j.ou must share whatever good they do and 
whatever bad they do. You had a bush school. You captured children. For the 
sake of the children who are our future ... You dld wrong as a rebel, whether as 
coordinator of education ... You did wrong period. You must saj., 'I did wong.  
I'm sort? .' You will never get this opportunity again. 

The witness refused to apologize. 

Humper's assertion that 'You &d wong." however accurate, contrasted sharply wvith 

commissioners' statements to CDFs in the Freetown and Bo heaiings that "We are not here like a 

couit to sa). this was good and this was bad" (April 26, 2003). This position may have changed 

over time but the two statements may also be consistent. Participating in self-defense militias or 

even in the original resistance against an oppressive state ma! be justified, but crimes against 

civilians and torture and abuse of prisoners cannot. The CDFs quoted earlier asked wvhethcr their 

mission was wrong and, given the desperate need for community defense, it would be hard to say 

that it was. But willinglj collaborating wvith a group that is notorious for committing atrocities is 

wrong. 

The Kailahun hearings werc much different from those in Bo and Freetown. The) \\ere 

clearlj. meaningful for the audience which was totall!. engaged in the process. The commissione~-s 

applied much more pressure on witnesses and appeared to have more information about them. At 

times the) directly accused witnesses of 1) ing and used the audience to cajole them. The audience 

responded \vith laughter or noises of discontent and, rather than being silenced as the) had in Bo, 

this was used by the commission 



Also Humper's occasional interruptions and untranslatcd conversatioils with witncsscs 

reflected a new; crusading mentalit). But was this crusade consistent with the TRC's claimed 

impaitialitj and were its allegations based on reasonable evidence'? 

9.4.6 Snapshot 6: 'The Slaughter Horrse' 

We stood on the hill across the road from the mined house known in Kailahun as the 

'Slaughter House.. It was so named. Bishop Humper told us. because between these blood- 

splattered walls "87 souls were slaughtered.'. On the road between us, the road that led to the 

baincks of the UN Pakistani Battalion. the commissioners, the paramount chief, a reverend. and 

men and a woman seeking forg~veness stood in a circle. Behind them was a militan band and 

spectators, hvo of whom sported the insignias of CIVPOL. the UN civilian police. and their 

nat~onal flags: one Ken) an and one Canad~an. 

One bj. one the men and woman spoke of their misdeeds. Three were escombatants and 

two were collaborators, includmg a man who served as paramount chief under the RUF. In their 

apologies the) named their crimes. One RUF excornbatant said. "I am pait of the people who 

forced people to work on our farm ... According to the law all these were wrong. We had ses with 

people who were not our wives." He knelt before the paramount chief and appealed for 

forgiveness. The chief placed his hands on their heads to indicate that the! were accepted and 

forgiven (TRC. 2004). The excombatant then invited all RUFs to step foi-ward and do the same. 

No one moved. 

The paramount chief announced, "We accept all the people who apologize. The 

government should accept them too. There should be no more molestation." The reverend 

followed him. saying, " W e  unbind them unconditionall! from all their wrongs." 

Finall!. Bishop Humper gave an impassioned speech, talking about the significance of 

the Slaughter House as a memorial of the atrocities and the - 3 7  souls" who were killed there. 

'There is an end to eveqthing. There is a tuining point..' Now is the time for the long joume! 

toward reconciliation. 

I felt uneas!. '-Eight) -seven souls..' a number broadcast to the nation, was veq precise 

for a guerrilla war. Where did it come from? What evidence was it based on in a count13 in whlch 

few forensic digs have occurred'? And unless the number was based on sound evidence, wh? did 

the chairman of the truth commission clte it as facta? It is one thing for a witness to make 



allegations: it is another thing coming from a commission that is charged with providing an 

authoritative - or at least carefully-anal!zed - truth. 

The two policemen had disappeared into the 'Slaughter House' and the two teenaged 

boys who befriended me indicated that I should go donn too. The ceremony was wrapping up so 

1 followed them to the !.ard below the house. One boy stood in the door and; grinning, beckoned 

me to enter. This "Slaughter House" was turning into a spectacle. I waited outside while the 

colnlnissioners entered and exited the rooms where the crimes n-ere said to have been committed. 

The other spectators then entered. Reluctantlj-; I followed them to the two small rooms within. 

People were pointing with excitement to the 'blood'-splattered walls and ceiling. I did not linger. 

That evening, I met the Canadian and Kenyan policemen and one asked me about m!- 

impression of the ceremony and the '-Slaughter House." I said I wondered if this had been a 

conciliatoiy event. The policemen wondered whether it had been an execution site at all. The 

blood on the walls and ceiling was too evenly splattered, they said. That blood was sprinkled 

there, "stage managed," possibly to terrorize. The Kenjam noted that when a person is killed near 

a wall there will be big splashes of blood, not sprinkles. The nest morning before I left Kailahun I 

revisited the "Slaughter House*' and saw again the even sprinkles on the wall. Whatever happened 

at this site - and atrocities may indeed have occurred - the number, "87 souls,.' seemed less 

believable than ever. 

These six snapshots show an evolution in the public's relationship with the TRC. More 

accuratelj-, different -publics' engaged in different ways with the commission over time. The 

TRC also seemed to change its questions depending on opportunities recognized by the 

coinmissioncrs and leader of evidence. Where a clear chance to solicit an apology or be useful to 

a victim seemed present, questioning tactics seemed to change from fact finding to promoting 

reconciliation, apology and healing. In some of the latter cases, such as the hearings in kailahun 

and Mr. Jalloh's hearing in Freetown, conci1iatol)- statements and questions also sent a message 

to the public. A study of the video recordings of all the public hearings would be useful to 

understand this dj-namic better. 

M e r  the public apathy and cautious questioning in Freetown. the commission seemed to 

gain confidence as it gained knowledge in Bo. Moreover, thc Bo public sccmed to be intercsted 

and listening, and the commissioners facilitated this by giving frequent radio interviews. The 

closing ceremon>- in Bo was obviously conciliatoq. and meaningful to local people. This, in a 



town that was not as hard hit as manj others during the war, partlj because of local organized 

resistance and the heav) presence of Kamajors in the region. This was also a region that man! 

RUF in the north were said to fear returning to. 

Bj contrast, the hearings and cercmonj- in Kailahun felt more like a crusade. This was 

not necessaril~. a bad thing. Many Sierra Leoneans wanted excombatants to at least acknowledgt: 

and apologize for crimes the). committed and, to mj. knowledge, this was happening through no 

othcr public mcchanisin. As long as hard questioning did not lead to a witch hunt with false 

allegations and false 'confessions,' such hearings might contribute to accountabilitj. and 

reconciliation. However, once the commission publiclj. raised allegations and suggested tht: 

witness was ljing, the taint of suspicion would remain with the witness regardless of the veracit?. 

of allegations. 

Finally, conciliatoq public apologies and statements of forgiveness at the closing event 

in Kailahun were overshadowed bj- the ambiguity of the "Slaughter House." While public 

monuments of atrocities are important, by presenting the "Slaughter House" as thc site of 87 

executions, the TRC's crcdibilit! and the con cilia to^-\- function of the monumcnt \\.ere 

undeimined. 

Between April 141h and July 1 lth, the TRC carried out individual hearings for five days 

each in 13 districts in the count1:-. It also conducted institutional and thematic hearings from May 

ith to earl,. August, covering topics such as conuption, \-outh, women, media, mineral resource 

management, and the role of external actors in the war (Haj-ner, 2004). According to Haj-ner, as 

excombatants, who were initially reluctant to testifi., began to see that the Special Court did not 

an-est people after testi@ing. "man). clamored for the opportunio- to speak." In the end, 

perpetrators provided more than 13 percent of statements. As the public outside Freetown gained 

interest in the commission. "there were strong calls*' for the TRC to return to the provinces or staj- 

longer (p. 4). Unfortunatelj-, time and resource constraints prevented this. Onlj- around 350 of thc 

7,707 people who provided statements were able to testifj publicly. This strong interest indicates 

that the TRC did become meaningful to the population. For the first time, ordinaq. people across 

the counti3- could talk openlj- about their expeiiences in the past and articulate their hopes for the 

future. 

9.5 The TRC as restorative justice? Apologies, forgiveness and reconciliation 

Though the term 'restorative justice' is rarelj. heard in Siei-ra Leone, the TRC used it to 

describe its approach to reconciliation. The restorative justice emphasis on restoring relations 



"between victims and perpetrators and between perpetlators and the communit! to nhich thej 

belong" seems ideal for the commission's conciliatoi> task (vol. 3b. chap. 7, 7 7)."" This 

definition does not recognize the need to reconcile victims n-it11 their communities but this n.as 

also an impostant part of the TRC's work. 

The report notes that restorative justice requires '-accountabilit>, truth-telling. 

acknowledgement. and reparations'. (vol. 3b, chap. 7, 7 8). The commission tried to encourage 

perpetrators and those with command responsibilih for forces to acknon-ledge and apologize for 

their climes and errors, with mixed success. Hon.ever, the report states: 

The Commission IS of the opinion that forgiveness b j  a victlin is not a necessaq 
element in (the reconciliation) process and cannot be forced. The Commission 
also notes that an admission of remorse bj the pelpetrator cannot be forced 
Remorse, while desirable is not necessaq for reconciliation (vol. 3b. chap. 7, 1; 
8). 

While the commission is correct that remorse or forgiveness camot be compelled, I think 

genuine forgiveness is pait of deep reconciliation betueen two people. Remorse and change b! 

perpetrators ma:, also be important for victims' securit! and healing B j  discounting these 

important elements of deep reconciliation, the TRC maj be interpreting reconciliation 

supe~ficiall:, , taking it to mean onlj a willingness to interact and not take rcvenge. 

When TRC commissioners implored victims to reconcile with perpetrators "for the good 

of the countr)," the:, also confused conciliatoi> goals (vol. 3b, chap. 7. 11 66). Neither the 

commissioners nor the report explain how victim-perpetrator reconciliation facilitates 

national reconciliation. The report only implies that it contributes to individual healing 

which only indirectly relates to  the health of  the community and state. 

While inter-individual reconciliation has little relationship to peace at the national level. 

individual victims and perpetrators may have their own reasons for wanting to meet. A high 

percentage of people who gave statements to the TRC s a ~ d  the? wanted to meet the person n h o  

harmed them or who the) harmed. A random sample of 300 statements indicated that 88 percent 

of victims were \\illing to meet those who harmed them or their loved ones and 81 percent of 

peipetrators agreed to meet victims. Also, 3 1 percent of combatants said the! would accept 

responsibilitj and apologize for their climes and 20 percent said the) nrould help rebuild their 

communities. None were willing to pa! repalations to those thej harmed (TRC, 2004). 

l l o  All citations in sections 9.5 and 9.G are from the TRC report (2001) unless otheiwise stated. Therefore I 
cite onlj the volume. chapter and paragraph of anj quotations. 



Though man] escombatants san. the TRC hearings and ceremontes as a means of 

apologizing to their communities and gaining "the confidence to move freel!" within them. man! 

apologies were half-hearted (vol. 3b, chap. 7. 7 97b). Man! peiyetrators did not admit to their 

crimes or state their roles in the violence. The following testimonj of an RUF vanguard, taken 

froin a closed hearing in Kailahun in Ma! 2003, was t~pical .  

Mustapha Koroma: The war was not made b! human beings: it was made b) 
God. I am appealing to the Commission to plead to the 
people in Kailahun for them to have mercy on me. 

. . . Comm. Kamara: 

Mustapha Koroma: 

Comm. Kamara: 

Mustapha Koroma: 

If J.OU say you were going to apologize, people will ask 
apologize for what'? 

I am apologizing for what the war did. 

What kind of clime do you accept to have caused? 

I apologize for what the war has caused and, as a member 
of the RUF, I apologize for what the RUF did during the 
war. I am appealing to the goveinment to assist us with 
education (vol. 3b. chap. 7,T 89). 

Only perpetrators who admitted their actions, even half-heai-tedly, could participate in 

closing ceremonies and be -forgiven' by chiefs. The TRC acknowledges that this act of 

'forgiveness' is reall]- an act of acknowledgment that the haim was done and the cornmunit!. is 

nilling to receive the perpetrator back. The report states: 

It is important to note that the communit! cannot forgive in the name of the 
individual wronged; it can on]? acknowledge the harm done to the communit? 
The acknowledgement of wrongdoing helps pave the wa? for the victim and 
perpetrator to live together. The approval and suppoll of the communit! in such a 
reconciliation process is necessai? in order to make reconciliation sustainable 
(vol. 3b. chap. 7-71 20). 

Though the TRC report stated that leaders could not forgive for victims. man! did speak 

as if this is what the). were doing. A religious leader said, '-It is incumbent on all of us here to 

forgive Ansu Koroma." And a women's leader said, '-1 am talking on behalf of the women in the 

town to say we have forgiven you" (vol. 3b, chap. 7,a 85). 

These public ceremonies expressing forgiveness and reconciliation are best seen as acts 

of witness that protect perpetrators and victims from further haim from each other. The TRC 

noted that after the! testified, five witnesses suffered securitj threats. In all these cases. thc chiefs 

were informed and the issue was resolved. This indicates that this foim of witness protection is 



faislj effective in Sierra Leone and traditional leaders and other cornmunitj \~itnesses haw an 

important role to play in ensuring protection 

9.6 Breaking the silence: The TRC report 

Truth commissiorw car? am' do change the ji-ame oj'yublic tlisco~rrse ard public 
memory. Rut they connot be,j~ri/gedjail~rrrs because they jail to change behavior 
am/ ir?stitjltior?s. That 1s not their,fi~r?ctior? 

Michael Ignatieff (1998, p. 173) 

Some uf'us. some people know. We k m w  the origir?. Rut noboc~v 's going to sqv it. 
It 's not worth giving a lijijbr. And some people say. !fyou know that this mar? is 
high. visible ir? the SLPP, are yo11 going to go 0 1 1 2  orx/ say '011  yes I k m w  where 
12 uc21rally started or. some oj' the uct~ral ear@ mrr2irzgs the ~mrties or the 
parties irzvolvecl who started this whole rebel thing'? No. SO we 011 sit ilow~l CIS LI 

rmtion and say well we kr?uw we 're not going to get 2he root calrses. How are :oil 
going to make sure it never happens uga~r?P(Histor,v will only come 0112) whet? 
people.fl.el secrrre. When theyjiel safl.. Civil society leader (intewiew 43) 

For a countq often described as having a 'culture of secrec: .' where speaking out ma? bt: 

dangerous. the TRC report offers a remarkable deviation from the past. In a bold, well-researched 

and, at times, brcathtakingl! frank document, the TRC has set a new standard in Sierra Leone for 

discussions about the past and expectations of human rights and governance in the future. 

The four-volume report, entitled W~trzess to Trirth. was handed to President Kabbah in 

December 2004 and was publiclj released on August 8, 2005."' I have discussed contributions of 

the TRC toward reconciliation; here I highlight major conciliaton. aspects of the report. 

The main contributions of the TRC' report to reconciliation are fourfold. First. in fulfilling 

its mandate to "create an impartial historical record" of the war [Truth and Reconciliation Act of 

2000, s. 6(1)] the document provides b! far the most compelling histoq of the conflict available. 

One of the most illuminating sections is the 375-page chapter on Militaq and Political his to^? 
which discusses in detail the motivations, strategies. actions and contexts of all sides based on 

thousands of testimonies and interviews. The report tries hard to bc transparent in its anal!sis. 

When witnesses offered contra&ctoq stories, the report outlines and weighs different versions 

and suggests the one the authors feel is most credible. The sheer volume of people of all levels 

' I '  The f i  report can be downloaded off the intc~net at www.trcsier1a1eone.org. It is also possible to 
download a children's version through the same website. 



willing - and nanting - to talk to the coinmission indicates that the TRC was meaningful to 

people, including a large number of perpetrators who wanted to explaln their situations."' 

No book or report, however well researched, can provide a definitive histoq of an event 

or countq. The reader must alwajs weight the credibilit~ of statements or arguments and assess 

the methods used to amvc at these conclusions. The TRC report had the advantage of rclj ing 

extensivelj on piimaq data - 7,706 personal testimonies - and was able to cross-reference 

information with the help of an extensive computerized data base. This provided TRC researchers 

with insights into patterns in the war and the involvement of specific people that the) might 

otheiwise have missed. Combining this with the analjtical transparencj mentioned above and 

consei-vatism in apportioning blame, the TRC provided a credible record on which further studies 

might build. 

Some maj- sa!- the report's authors strove too hard tor balance in their criticisms of all 

sides in a war in which the RUF committed most atrocities. Indeed the TRC was cautious in 

attributing responsibilitj- for climes to Charles Tajlor and Fodaj. Sankoh and ma!- have 

understated their roles. This conservatism and reliance on credible, cross-referenced testimonies 

is appropriate for good scholarlj. work and is especiallj. important in the work of such an 

influential report. Also, by stressing violations. the TRC has made it difficult for anj group to 

argue that the}. are above the law. The report also dealt with rifis within the Kabbah government 

during the war and criticized decisions and lack of leadership bj- top officials, including the 

president. In my view. the report treated everyone fairlj and no one was above criticism. The fact 

that the report names names is also important for creating an environment of openness in the 

future. 

For example. as noted in chapter 6.8, the report challenges the belief that the RUF was 

driven b j  a desire for diamond revenues. The rebels did not control diamond regions for extended 

periods until 1997 but government officials and other elites smuggled diamonds into Liberia 

throughout the war. With this statement, officials can no longer hide behind the RUF to disguise 

their own corruption and oppol-tunisin. 

The conciliatoi? value of such a histoq goes bejond reconciling Sierra Leoneans nith 

the facts of the past. It pops the bubble of simplistic mjth-making that curtails dialogue to 

preserve itself. No longer is it possible to dismiss RUF and SLA combatants as mindless 

"' A major conflict between the TRC and Special Court involved the court's refusal to let the TRC publicly 
question those in custody. Hinga Norman wanted to appear at a hearing and the court denied permission. 



'lumpen' elements or cast CDFs solel! as heroes. In its place the rcpolt provides a stoq that is 

much more human, nuanced and convincing. 

Writing a credible and nuanced histoi-y of the war based on the input of thousands of 

citizens also empowers Siena Leoneans who see their words taken seriousl?.. The repoi-t is a 

public document and hopefullj. civil societ!- groups will take the lead in disseminating its contents 

in multiple forms and national languages so it is accessible for review and discussion by children. 

\\omen and men across the countq.. Inteinational commitment of funds will be needed to realize 

that potential. 

Second, the repoit promotes reconciliation b?- holding all people to standards consistent 

with democratic values and human rights. Significantl~, the TRC states that "the Commission is 

not called upon to assess the justness of the conflict itself.-' Thus, civil defense forces cannot 

legitimatelj- argue that the). are less culpable for abuses than the RUF because they claim to have 

been fighting a 'just war.' The report states. "Violations and abuses of human rights and 

international humanitarian law can be neither justified nor excused on the grounds that the!. are in 

some na) responding to violations and abuses b) the other side in the conflict" (vol. 1 chap. 3 7 

36. 37). 

The repoi-t similarly sets a standard of leadership. It criticizes national and local leaders 

for failing to take responsibility for their actions during the war and shoving a lack of 

commitment to reconciliation processes. The report prints at length the transcsipts of a fascinating 

exchange between the leader of evidence and President Kabbah, the last witness at the thematic 

healing on reconciliation and reparation. In the exchange. the president refuses to acknowledge or 

take responsibiliw for his mistakes during the was. The report states: 

The recognition and symbolic acknowledgement bj the Head of State in Sien-a 
Leone regarding the violations committed bj all sides during the conflict in 
Siei-ra Leone and the recognition of the suffeiing of all victims at this TRC 
healing would have been a huge step fonvard in the pursuit of national 
reconciliation. It would have set a positive example which individual citizens 
could have followed.. . The Commission regrets that the President, as the Father 
of the Nation, missed a prime opportunitj to fulfil this role (vol. 3b chap. 7 T 
1 13). 

The report states that "The Commission regrets that the leadership of Sierra Lone has 

not taken the opportunit~ to do more to promote reconciliation at the national level." noting that 

this support is crucial to the "success of the I-econciliation project" (vol. 3b chap. 7 7 19). This 

concein extended to chiefs. The report states: 



The Commission was surprised bj the number of complaints about the violations 
committed bj. man?. of the Chiefs duiing the conflict, for which thej- neither as a 
group nor individually expressed remorse or offered anj. explanation to their 
communities. In reality. while the Commission had to relj- on the Chiefs as 
leaders of their communities and had to work closel! with them, the Commission 
was cognisant of the fact that many chiefs have been discredited by their failure 
to csplain the roles thej- pla!-cd during the war. It is for this reason that thc 
Commission has not felt entirely comfortable relj-ing on traditional structures to 
help foster reconciliation.. . The Commission has recommended that the role of 
Chiefs and the manner in which thej- have been manipulated bj. successive 
governments must be placed on the national agenda for discussion, as it has huge 
potential for further conflict in the future. (vol. 3b chap. 7 T/ 25). 

Third, the TRC's broad interpretation of its mandate enabled it to examine and make 

recommendations on cultural and legal factors that support violence against wvomen and children 

or fail to protect them from discrimination or abuse. Bj considering the cultural contest that both 

enabled violence and into which women and children retuin, the commission acknowledges that 

violence and reconciliation are inteiyreted through culture."' Of all the lessons that the Sierra 

Leone TRC has to offer future commissions and analj.sts of post-conflict transitions, this ma,- be 

among the most important 

Fourth, after listening to thousands of witnesses, the commission makes 

recommendations to address problem that contributed to violations and advocates reparations for 

certain categories of victims. Although the TRC Act did not use the \vord 'reparation,' the term 

"encompasses a broader sense of justice that goes be!ond individual satisfaction and includes 

recognition for the harm suffered, as well as a sense of civic tiust and social so1idarit~-" (vol. 2 

chap. 4 $ 5). 

The TRC stresses the importance of reparations in recognizing harm done to victims, 

addressing imbalances created bj. assistance to cscombatants - though it asserts that this is 

redress. not assistance or charit}. - and restoring trust in the state. States are legall!- obliged to 

redress w-rongs of both state and individuals because thej arc obliged "to guarantee ... human 

rights and to ensure that human rights violators are brought to justice" and victims receive 

rqarations (vol. 2 chap. 4 l j 2 1). But the report states: 

In Sierra Leone, effective redress is simplj not available through the courts. The 
justice sjstem currentlj does not have the capacitj to deal wit11 the massive 
violations committed during the conflict. Large parts of the count17 do not have 

1 1 3  BJ 'enabling violence' I refer to attitudes towards uomen and children that made them more vulnerable 
to violence. I do not refer to direct atrocities - except perhaps the practice of camibdislll which is not 
uillcllown in the region and was used bj people falselj acting in the name of t~adition. The first mass 
amputations that I am aware of were conducted by Belgians in the Congo (Hochschild 1999). 



functioning courts and access to formal justice is difficult to obtain. Moreover, 
the judicial). suffers fi-om a perceived lack of credibilit~ and lacks public 
confidence (vol. 2 chap. 4 7 1 I) .  

The TRC did not limit reparations to those who testified, as the South African TRC did. 

Nor did it limit them to civilians or nationals. Instead. it used 'vulnerabilitj.' as the basis for its 

recommendations. In doing this, it "acknowledges the iinpossibilitj. of compensating victims in 

proportion to the haim they have suffered, and does not by this categorisation prioritise suffering 

and haim" (vol. 2 chap. 4 7 28). 

The commission focused on providing reparations to specific categories of people: 

amputees: children; victims of sexual violence; and certain groups of war wounded. For war 

wounded, the TRC considered victims' economic dependencj and inabilitj to cover high medical 

costs to be pal-ticularl! damaging. It thus determined vulnerabilitj largel! according to economic 

considerations. This was consistent with the economic conceins of victims. Of 7.707 statement 

makers. 49% asked for help with shelter (the largest number of requests). 41% wanted 

educational help, 27% asked for medical assistance and 18% asked for cash. Onlj 2% asked for 

justice, the second smallest number after religious rites (1%). 

The TRC deteimined that "for certain benefits to be accorded to victims. the violation 

committed against the victim must constitute a 50% or more reduction of earning capacitj" (vol. 

2 chap. 4 7 68). This resulted in some chilling calculations. The commission considered that 

victims who had one ear amputated o n l ~  lost 7% of the~r  earning capacit! \vhereas those who lost 

two ears had a 50% reduction. Similarlj. those who had one e je  removed from its socket had a 

30% reduction of earning capacit) whereas a blind person had 100% loss. Amputees. victims of 

sexual violence and eligible chlldren did not have to prove a reduction of earning capacitj to gain 

assistance and the TRC recommended free health care (including surge12 for fistula) for victims 

of sexual violence and free prosthetics and rehabilitation help for amputees. 

To explain the focus on economic capacitj., the TRC states: 

To ensure sustainability, the programme focused on the reduction of dependencj. 
and the empowe~~nent of victims. Restoring the human dignitj- of a victim means 
helping him or her to become a fullj. participating citizen of society again. 
Having an income may contribute significantll- to the feeling of recovered 
dignit].. Therefore, manj- of the reparations measures rccoinmended b ~ .  thc 
Commission focus on education, skills training, micro-credit, entrepreneurship, 
and emploj-ment (vol. 2 chap. 4 7 78). 



In sum, the TRC report contributes to reconciliation in four n-als. First, b) creating an 

impartial and detailed historical record it humanizes the conflict. exposes and destro? s m ~ t h s  and 

empowers the population. Second. it affirms values and standards of democrac) and human 

rights. Third, it recognizes that crimes are enabled and interpreted within a social contest and 

cannot be assessed outside that contest. The report made recommendations to deal nit11 social 

structures and laws that enabled violence or hindcred reintegration on just tcrms. Finall?. the 

wport made recommendations on reparations. future directions and legal changes that \vould 

better protect women and children from violence. 

Chapters eight and nine discussed some major institutional mechanisms that promote 

reintegration and the first stages of reconciliation. Chapter ten explores informal wa? s in which 

individual Sierra Leoneans build deep reconciliation with the state and between each other. That 

deep reconciliation is measured b j  t~us t .  



Chapter 10: 
"We watch them": 

Building trust in the absence of openness 

10.1 "You are a bloody rebel!": On the front line 

April 3,2003. 

Incident during a pada pada ride, recounted by Umaroh, my interpretef14 
I t  started when the driver gave the policeman 1000 leones. The policeman said 

the money is too small. So (the driver) gave the 2000 leones to  the apprentice 

so that the apprentice would collect the f i rs t  1000 leones that was gimn. So 

the policeman became offended. He said "Now, what I 'm going t o  tel l  you. You 

offload everything. You put down all your load and you tell the passengers to  

bring down their luggage t o  check." 

So they were there arguing. He said, "OK, what I 'm doing is discretional. OK, I 'm 

a security. The one that I feel t o  search, I ' I I  search. The one that I feel is 

safe, I'II allow it t o  go." So there came in (a youth) who said ... "I think we have 

peace now. I think we have peace now. Please allow us to  go. This is partial. This 

is partial. Not the right thing. Look at the other vehicles are going. You did not 

check them. Only our vehicle." 

So the policeman continued to  say that *Oh, this is discretional. I am the 

security here ... I 'm doing a special job because this is security. Any vehicle that 

I ' m  not satisfied with, I 'm going to check it. I t ' s  discretional. I t ' s  discretional." 

So the boy continued to say *We have been condoning this for years. Ten years 

war. We have been suffering. Now it is peace. Please allow us to  go. Don't delay 

us here. Look a t  the other vehicles. Look a t  the government bus. Why can't you 

check the government bus?" 

And the policeman said, "Yes, you'm already said that. I t ' s  a gomrment bus. 

That's a go~rnmen t  vehicle. No need to  check a government bus, let me tel l  

you." 

114 As eveqone spoke Krio during this incident I could only follow parts. Umaroh recounted it to me later. 



Then there came in another policeman who said (to the youth), "You are the one 

that's collaborating. You are a rebel, in fact ... You are a bloody rebel! You are 

the one that's collaborating! You are the one that's condoning this war. We are 

trying to check. We are suffering. We are fighting for you people. Now you are 

saying those obnoxious words. Those obnoxious words" ... 

The boy continued to say that "This is peace. This is peace. We need peace. We 

need peace." Then there was that woman, that f a t  woman who said "I have been 

begging you to  release us. Why are you still adamant not to let us go? My 

husband in fact is a forceman. You can salute my husband." 

There came in another woman who said, "To hell with your husband. Who can 

salute your husband? I cannot salute your husband. If I am a civilian how can I 

salute your husband?" 

(Then one policeman said to the youth), "I will  arrest you for interruption." 

Therein I (Umaroh) came to  stop the policeman because he was admncing 

towards the boy. I said "No, you are security. You have the ultimate right. You 

are doing the right thing but please let us go." 

Then he said, "For your sake, you can go". . 

That's corruption. Because you don't say you're discretionary ... There must be a 

law. I f  you decide to check, you check everybody. 

(Back in the poda poda) the boy said, "All of you are going to face the TRC." He 

said, "Look a t  me. I 'm  not going to the TRC because I ' m  not concerned. I never 

owned a gun. I never corrupted the country. I n  fact I have my 0-levels" 

The fat lady said, "Let me tell you. Do you think they are going to call them to  

the TRC? Look a t  the Anti-Corruption (Commission). Nothing happened there." 



For all Sierra Leoneans' conci1iato1-y words, a journey in inter-city poda podas blasts any 

illusions. This is the front line of civilian-government relations - an ongoing contest between an 

old, corrupt, elitist order and hopes for a different future. The struggle is cvident in battles 

between police and drivers, passenger debates, the accusation, "You are a blood?. rebel!", the 

j-outh's claim of superior$. bj. virtue of his education, and the woman's attempt to use her 

husband's position to intimidate policc. 

Popular mistrust of authorities exists siinultmeouslj~ with a desire for impartial law 

enforcement and Justice throughout the count i~ ,  a situation that req~iires public confidence in 

police and the judicial sj-stein. In the words of one teacher: 

The only wa)-. . . the government will be able to put things under control.. . is 
when thej- have enough adequate securitj. in place and to make sure that the laws 
of the country arc implemented everywhere in e v r q  corner of the counti-y.. . 
Every corner from Freetown right through to Kailahun, the border with Liberia, 
right on to Kambia, the border to Guinea. Every pail of the count13 should have 
the police (intciview 5). 

When I was in Sierra Leone, police appeared to bring about conflict rather than securit! 

and peace. At the frequent roadblocks between towns, drivers were usuallj asked for bribes and 

at tiincs thcj wcrc fiilcd for offcring thcm. Thc frustiations of poda poda passcngcrs and drivel-s 

erupted into quarrels and livelj debates. A harmonious driving team could fracture in minutes 

with the frustiation of dealing with police. One tough driver fought back tears aftcr a 

confrontation, saj ing, "That was mj college monej .-' Passengers too. esasperated after long rides 

over short distances due to seeminglj- endless banicades, debated whether bribing was justified. 

Many said this is a new era. People should not bribe. Others said they must or thej- will never get 

anywhere.' I' 

Much of the trouble between police and drivers comes from the poveiq. of both. The 

taxis and poda podas are in terrible shape. and drivers, who do not usuallj. own the vehicles, art. 

paid according to the number of fares thej- collect. There is always some infraction they can be 

accused of. The police. like most civil servants, arc inadequatelj. paid, if thej- are paid on time at 

all. Not only are they tempted to request bribes, poorlj--paid superiors may also demand a cut and 

encourage corruption bj. their underlings. 

An international police observer said, "lt's not corruption in m?. mind. It's sustenance." 

He mentioned an inspector who heads a municipal detachment and onlj eams 170,000 leones 

115 I am told that in 2005. road blocks are infrequent though the) still exist 



(US$60) a month plus a bag of rice. An average police officer receives 130.000 to 140,000 leones 

(US$5O) (inteiview 63). The pressure is compounded bj the common expectation that those with 

jobs should support unemplo! ed relatives. 

In chapter four I argued that tmst is a good measure of deep reconciliation: reconciliation 

that goes be>-ond compromises or physically bringing people in conflict together. It is 

reconciliation that is felt. The case study of Sierra Leone shows that this measure is apt. Long- 

term national reconciliation in Sierra Leone involves three areas of tiust building: creating trust 

between citizens and the state: building t~us t  and promoting healing within communities: and 

reconciling factions or divided segments within the population. This chapter deals with all three. 

10.2 "We market in 'Do you know who I am?'": Regaining trust in the state 

7'he witizrsses eqmssed discoizteizt over ihe jact that those yllblic iizstitutzoizs 
&signed to dejiizd the interests qt'the people were orzly sewing the interests uf' 
those coizstitzlting them ... There is very little tntst iiz leadership. Many people 
also irzdicted their fiar of'bei~lg victimized zfthey criticize them opeidv... The 
leaders shoztld ~trgerztl~ address this lack oj'tntst. jor it can o d y  be a source q' 
,filrther slrzfi am' uizrest. 

TRC ~ o p o ~ t  (2004, vol. 2, chap. 4, a 48) 

There is a... wide[v held view and I am speakrzg here from the perspective r?t' 
the Third World which attributes the state oj'yoverty in mnrzy qt'oz~r countries 
to corrztptior?. In other words. we ofirrz hear that fhese coz~ntries are rich in 
i~atztral resollrces hut coiztinzte to remain poor and ztnclerclrveloped becarrse qi 
corruption. In short. cormptioiz ... by public uficials. cryuears to have become 
one uf'the root calrses. zf'rzot the root cartse uf'all that crjlict olrr coztiztries - j h m  
civil wars to economic stagnation. I h e s  this mecm thaf combating corrztptioiz by 
public oJficials is a yanaceajur all those afllictions.~ 

It has also become a t r m m  to pmnt ouf that corruptpractzces zizvolve two actors. 
orzd two private berzeficzarzes to the u'rtnment oj' the pltblzc good The public 
sector employre cannot commzt ai? act oj corrzlphor? wzthollt a przvate sector 
bribe, and vice versa. 

President Tejan Kabbah, Keynote address, Commonwealth Business Forum 

Abuja, Nigeria, Dec. 2004 

Most Sierra Leoneans say the war was primaril~- a response to co~ruption and 

mismanagement by state leaders. Although the government is now democratically elected, Sierra 

Leoneans still tend to be suspicious of those with political power, often accusing them of using 

their positions to benefit themselves and their families while blocking services and opportunities 



from those \vithout status or connections Partl:, for this reason, most were inclined to forgive 

low-level combatants while blaming those at the top for maintaining the conditions that caused 

the war. In the words of one teacher: 

Up to three months now I have not gotten mJ salaq.  You see so how do JOU 

espect us to LIVE'? MJ wife and kids? But the] (politicians) are living, the) arc 
living fabulousl! , estravagantlj , driving all sorts of vehicles, enjo! ing 
themselves. We are suffering from blackouts, power cuts, that soit of thing. Now 
of course we arc being affected bj  inflation. Price of commodities is rising eveq 
d a .  Petrol, the price of petrol has been increased, transport fare has been 
increased.. . But the) saj we have a government. Having a government is one 
thing but good governance is another. We're not having good govelnance at all 
(interview 5). 

Whether or not the teacher's widel! -shared perception of senior politicians' enrichment at public 

espensc is accurate, the perception indicates severe popular mistrust of government leadcrs. 

Reconciliation between citizens and the leaders and institutions of state is, in m>- view, 

the most important lund of reconciliation follo\ving the Sien-a Leone civil \var. Citizens have 

good reasons to distrust the state and manj- of its institutions, . e t  that distiust undermines leadersr 

ability to run the goveinment. Sierra Leoneans will have to continuously debate and renegotiate 

the qualities of good goveinance as suited to the traditions and evolving conditions of the count12 . 

Reflecting the seriousness of this matter, the Kabbah government has made conuption a 

prioritj. In 2000, it passed the Anti-Corruption Act. created the Anti-Corruption Commission."" 

and passed a Procurement Bill to deal nith. in President Kabbah's (2004) words. an --area of 

massive leakages of public funds..' In Februaq 2005, the government launched a National Anti- 

Corruption Strategj which. the president (2005) claimed, was "developed in consultation with a 

cross-section of societ~ and stakeholders in Freetown and Regional capitals." The government 

also promoted the decentralization of government bj. enabling chieftainc) and District Council 

elections."' Under the new Local Government Act, which includes a chapter on trans pa^-cncj. 

Accountabilit~ and Participation, "all elected officials and senior c~vil servants in Local 

Government" must declare their assets "before and after their terms of service, as a deterrent to 

~llicit enrichment" (Kabbah. 2003). 

1 I6 During m) stay in Siena Leone. billboards could be seen all over Freetown encouraging citirens to 
phone the Anti-Conuption Coirunission to report corrupt acts. Radio programs. often produced b) the 
NGO. Taking Drum Studio. provided forums in whch people could publiclj discuss incidents of 
corruption or improper piactices b~ civil seivants such as teachers asliing students to pa) small sums. 
1 1 -  Siein Leone has not had elected local governments since 1972 (Kabbah. 2003). 



President Kabbah (2003), who is in his last tenn in office (Office of the President, 2002), 

publiclj addressed the impact of corruption which, in his words, T-dclegitimizes the state..' He 

spoke of the "vicious c j  cle" of 'petty corruption-': 

The customs official.. . ma! feel justified in "topping up" his or her own income. 
arguing that this is onlj "fair" retribution for long hours of work for low pa). The 
sum of pett! corruption constitutes significantlj to the bankruptc! of 
government. 

... How often are we not told, that public \vorkers such as customs and police 
officers are prone to solicit or even demand bribes because the)- are poorl!. 
paid'?. . . Does it follow that because ours is a poor country most people have no 
alternative but to engage in corrupt practices'? Does this mean that povert!. breeds 
corruption'? One could take it further and ask whether povert!- reduction 
programmes such as the one now being implemented in Sierra Leone. could 
contribute to our effo~ls aimed at combating co~luption, or is it the other waj- 
round'? That is to say, in combating col~uption we would in the process be 
contributing to the attainment of our objective of reducing p o v e ~ e  (Kabbah, 
2003). 

While Kabbah's point is well taken, he does not address the realitj- that manj- civil 

servants do not receive their salaries for months on end and must find alternative ways to survive. 

For new teachers I met, some of whom had not been paid for eight months. this often involved 

giving private classes outside school time, raising the objection that better teaching occurs outside 

school than in it. Other teachers required students to work on their farms or bring small 

contributions of rice. palm oil or money. As a result, even where school was supposed to be free. 

costs of uniforms, books and teachers' 'contributions' prevented some families from sending their 

children to school. 

Kabbah (2005) spoke of the value of the Anti-Conuption Commission (ACC). which 

receives and investigates allegations of corruption but he cautioned that it should not feed public 

cynicism about political leaders by giving the impression that government "ministers as a class 

are being targeted" for investigations. He mentioned an ACC press statement announcing that six 

unnamed ministers were being investigated. This not onlj. affects the ability of all government 

ministers' to do their work, he said, it also inhibits "hlghlj. competent and honest people" from 

taking up government positions. 

However, at least four Sierra Leoneans I spoke with were more concerned that the Anti- 

Corruption Commission can only investigate cases: it relies on the Attornej General to press 

charges. The process is not independent and is therefore susceptible to accusations of government 

manipulation. One human sights observer said: 



The Anti-Corruption Commission.. . would have been a vei? good institution but 
it was effectivelj emasculated when the enabling legislation was passed in 
parliament. The). onlj. have power to investigate. The!. don't have power to 
prosecute and in fact they don't even have power to choose the cases that are to 
be prosecuted. The only high profile cases that have been prosecuted under the 
Anti-Conuption Act have political undertones. So people have come to the 
realization that the Anti-Corruption Commission was set up to soit of muzzle 
political opponents of the government.. . Because j-ou look at the old) high 
profile cases that were prosecuted. It was a foimer government minister, who was 
iumoured to be ready to challenge the president for the leadership of the party. 
Automatically meaning that if he had got it he would have been presidential 
candidate for the ruling part?. And all of a sudden we heard he was in court 
(interview 20). 

If t h s  is true it is an old tactic, recalling Siaka Stevens' paradoxical use of corruption trials to 

threaten or eliminate opponents. Given this histoq. the government ma!. be well advised to make 

the Anti-Corruption Commission independent, despite its reservations. and thus demonstrate its 

commitment to tackling coi~uption. 

It is important to caution against taking allegations against government leaders as fact. 

Top politicians and civil servants are easy targets for popular discontent. Recognizing and 

tackling injustice in one's own cornmunit?. is much more d~fficult. Local abusers ma!. also use 

discontent with government to detract local criticism 

Power abuses at the local level. including legal exploitation, tend to be dealt with in three 

wajs. First. the! ma! be internalized through ideologj so the) appear to be natural in the minds 

of the victims - as ma? be the case with class, gender or age discrimination. Second. where 

victims do not accept abuse, the case ma) be grieved through mediat~on or judicial processes, 

traditional or otherwise. Third. those in weaker power positions ma) deal with injustice 

sun-eptitiouslj-, through passive resistance, theft, sabotage or other forms of secrecj.. While in the 

first case. the victim maj not know an injustice was done, the second option ma? be difficult 

when there is a lack of impartial justice, and the third option cannot be discussed open11 b? its 

veq nature. Blaming the central government or seeking goveinment assistance ma? be easier and 

fail-1) safe. 

A similar phenomenon may exist with Sierra Leoneans' requests for redress or assistance 

from government. People know the). will not receive redress from perpetrators - or if redress 

were offered or enforced the) would not get much. Most perpetrators are as poor as most victims. 

I asked one man who lost his house and savings after RUF attacks whether he would seek redress 

from the perpetrators if the? were known. He replied, "I'm not even thir.1kzng of them. If I'm 



expecting help, I'm onlj thinking of other sources but not from them. Because the) themselves 

are poor" (interview 5 1). Thus, people ma! calculate that the government, backed b! foreign 

donors, will be a more likelj source of assistance than those directlj responsible for crimes. The! 

maj therefore direct their attention - and fiustrations - toward the government. 

Finally, Sierra Leonean societ>- is changing fast in response to the war, the transition to 

peace and djnarnic world conditions. Sierra Leoneans need to discuss and negotiate ~vhat 

cot-iuption and good governance are. Traditional (or colonial) practices like paj-ing tribute to 

chiefs in the form of gifts, maintaining hereditaq privileges, channelling redress through chiefs, 

or accepting patronage appointments maj. or maj- not be considered legitimate goveiming 

practices in post-war Sierra Leone. These practices need to be discussed by all Sierra Leoneans, 

not Just forums of elites. 

One state institution that especiallj- needs reconciliation with the people is the militall- - 

and this is a relatively new development. In the 1970s and 1980s, Siaka Stevens sidelined the 

militall- and created altcinative security apparatuses, such as the hated Special Securitj- Division 

(SSD), that were loyal to him rather than to the state. The militan. therefore did not experience 

popular antagonism before the war and manj- people celebrated the coup by junior officers in 

April 1992. 

But the war created many reasons for antagonism between the general population and the 

militai?.. The activities of renegade soldiers, soldiers' inabilit!. to successfully fight a guerrilla 

war and RUF disguise tactics fomented popular distiust of soldiers. This was encouraged bj- 

government and traditional authorities who shifted support to CDF militias. As people started to 

use the term 'sobel.' soldiers became sj-non\.mous with 'rebels' in the popular imagination. This 

became a self-fillfilling prophesj-. Manj. aggrieved soldiers became part of an oppositional force. 

opposed to Kabbah's democraticallj--elected government that threatened to downsize the milita~>. 

in favour of militias. The Ma!. 1997 AFRC takeover of government. the 1998 attacks on 

perceived AFRC supporters, including executions of 24 solders and the Janua~.?- 61h invasion of 

Freetown created severe lifts that will be difficult to heal. Thus, public mistrust of the militaq has 

taken the form of both institutional and factional distmst. 

In sum, popular distrust of government and state institutions, especiallj- the police and 

military, is a considerable obstacle to peace and good governance. To change this, govenlme~~t 

leaders must not onlj. take serious steps to tackle coi-mption and improve professionalism, they 



must create and trust independent investigative processes such as the TRC and the Anti- 

Coriuption Commission and fully follow their recommendations. 

Top government officials also need to show leadership in taking personal responsibilit? 

for past errors. something the current leadership has not done. The number of times people spoke 

nith admiration of Koroma's public apologj. even when the? d d  not support his actlons. 

indicates that the:, would be receptive to such apologies. 

Finall?-, government leaders need to show faith in government institutions. Rather than 

sidelining the militaq. in favour of militias, the goveinment needs to support its soldiers by 

ensuring regular and decent salaries and proper screening and training. Paying living salaries to 

civil servants or? time, while maintaining no tolerance for corrupt practices, would go far in 

restoring public confidence. 

10.3 "How fo do?" (What can we do?): Informal community reconciliation 

Distrust of government is well articulated in Sierra Leone, but man). giievances, 

especiallj- within communities, are unexpressed and consequentl?- unaddressed. Few formal 

processes exist within communities to discuss serious conflicts openlj- and direct]?. Though 

traditional courts address minor conflicts and infractions, the)- have never dealt nith an?thing on 

the scale of the war. Man?. also see them as biased in favour of local powerholders. Moreover, 

man)- conflicts within communitics are traditionall?- dcalt with indirectl?., through age- and 

gender-appropriate intermediaries or rituals such as cleansing ceremonies. Direct and open 

communication, especiallj- between J-outh and elders, is discouraged. This silence is reinforced b!- 

some child reintegration agencies that advise parents to avoid talking with chddren about the past. 

With few opportunities for direct and open conversion between people in conflict. how 

do Sierra Leoneans express their needs, ask questions and build trust after the war'? And what 

kinds of war-related tensions and conflicts are people dealing with'? 

A British researcher who examined conflict resolution processes in rural Siel-1-a Leone 

found that 'The experience of war" itself divided people, including noncombatants. As mentioned 

above, families with children were sometimes forced away from fleeing groups because people 

were afraid that infants might c13- and alert the rebels. As another examplc, villagers fled to to\vn 

or camps for internallj- hsplaced people if the). could but some had no means of transportation 

and had to staj- in the bush. When the fighting ended, the latter lvere the first to return to the 



village. Major disputes arose \\.hen some who ai-rived later accused those \vho preceded them of 

looting their propel-&! and taking tin from their roofs (interview 63). 

A man from Southern Province also mentioncd extreme secrecj and distrust betwveen 

civilians during the war. He said if someone whispered that the RUF might attack at night. no one 

would tell their neighbours. The? would just pack a fen  things, take thelr families and head to the 

bush. If the) told anjone, Kamajors who guarded the area might accuse them of lacking 

confidence in them and cause trouble later. "So people were ven skittish," he said. "The! would 

come and go at anj rumour."' I n  

Some people also used the war to settle old scores or for their own enrichment, pointing 

fingers at rivals or wealth) people when aimed forces entered a village (TRC, 2004). A number 

of people described having to den) who the? were to escape. At least one case occurred when 

~ivals told soldiers that the person fleeing was an RUF supporter. 

Finally, the British researcher mentioned civilians' reticence to talk about Kamalor 

violations - though Kamajors themselves were more foithright about their o n a  crimes. This is 

another unspoken issue between communit! members (interview 63). 

When I arrived in Sierra Leone. I wanted to look at wa!.s in which war-related climes 

were dealt with using redress or other restorative measures. I thought traditional justice might 

have restorative justice characteristics. providing a forum for open discussion about crimes and 

the impact of violations, suppolt for healing victims and perpetrators. and opportunities for 

redress for victims. But when I asked people about this no one fivoured the idea. Though Siei-ra 

Leonean human lights workers were looking at traditional and religious processes to promote 

healing and reconciliation, no one thought traditional coults were the answer. As one man said: 

HO\Y would ? ou feel if J ou have given me a heay slap and then thej turn around 
and call me and sa! You be the judge'?' How do jou think I would judge that 
kind of thing'? So that is the lund of thing that if we are to use our traditional 
justice and judge these people. Because it's the same people who have suffered 
who are going to judge these people (interview 22). 

This man wanted unbiased judgments and felt that chiefs and village elders were too 

involved in the conflict to be neutral. With one esccption, no one expressed faith in the neutralit? 

of existing judicial processes in the countq.. The one person who said that courts should be 

presided over by respected cornmunit! members felt that people preferred to have disputes settled 

bj  those the! knew and trusted (inteiview 28). In some w!s. this divergence is between 

11% Quotations reconstiucted from my recollection of a conversation with a friend. 



traditional and newer attitudes towards justice that will have to be negotiated b j  Sierra Leoneans 

and maj, in fact, continue to coexist. 

Judicial and conflict resolution processes maj be changing within small communities. 

The British researcher said that in the past some chiefs imposed heay. fines on people, especiallj 

those accused of violations against the chief himself.'" In other words, chiefs were sometlines 

complainant and judge. This conflict of interest resulted in some local resentment. To address this 

concern, the Red Cross hclped form alternative local conflict resolution processes that avoidcd 

fining. Red Cross workers encouraged people to build a palaver hut (open shelter for discussion) 

and form Communit) Peace Consolidation Committees. People in conflict go to these committees 

and the latter helps them resolve their differences without involving the chief or fines. Few chiefs 

opposed this because the!. know things must change and it reduces their work load (interview 63). 

Hierarchical communitarian s j  stems ma] also prevent victims of crimes from receiving 

individual redress. Bj customaq law. redress for rape cases goes to male heads of extended 

households in the form of 'woman damage,' not to the victim herself (HRW, 2002). Similarl!. a 

village teacher told me that redress, if it mere offered, would go not to victiins but to chiefs. A 

segment of our inteiview is revealing: 

Teacher: This one is a national issue. And that is why the nation sajs, the 
goveinment saj-s, "Let's go down to the people who suffered from all these 
atrocities and if the!. are all right. and if thej. want to accept their own brother, 
their own sister, it's alright with them. 

Me: But !.ou're not going to the people who suffer. You're going to the chief and 
the elders. 

Teacher (a bit loudly): You cannot go to that person who suffered (stammers) 
alone.. . You have to have a mediator. 

Me: But what I mean is, the paj-ment, the apologj., all this doesn't go to the direct 
person who suffered. It's going to the representative. 

Teacher: You are right. You are right. And this is whj- these amputees and these 
people have organized themselves to sa?- "Government n7e need support." 
Because they know that they are not getting anjthing from these perpetrators.. . 
The! know anj-thing coming to the communitj- rhej. will not even get it. The 
chiefs are going to receive that (interview 48). 

I I 0 The researcher said inany iural people mentioned polygamj as a big source of tension among men. 
Chiefs took three to six wives depriving j oung inen of palmers. Sometimes when liaisons between young 
inen and a chiefs wife was discovered. the n m  would be brought to coui-t. presided over bj the chief. and 
heavil) fined. Often the man would flee the village and was ripe for the rebels' anti-authori~ message. 



Ferme and Hoffman (2004) suggest that attitudes and expectations ma:, be changing as 

the discourse of individual rights reaches people. The) found that -the old male-dominated, 

gerontocratic, hierarchical order.. . was being challenged." In the past, goods "intended for 

collectivities (local teachers, rural villages, professional associations, members of political 

bodies). . . would have been handed over to a senior member of the group for allocation within 

associations, rural extended households, and so on." Now, people are beginning to confront this 

"corporativist logic-' b j  insisting that resources be distributed individuallj "no matter how time- 

consuming the process, or how small the amount that ended up in the hands of each woman or 

man, j-oung or old" (p. 84). 

These changing attitudes will take time to take hold. For now, people have few options 

but to say the!. forgive and ask the government or international agencies for assistance. In 'Togo,' 

many people, even lower-level chiefs. used passive language when discussing justice and 

excombatants' return, indicating they had no control over decisions and had to accept them. This 

was the context in which people spoke of 'forgiveness.' 

In Sierra Leone. two sentiments were strikingly evident in discussions about the return of 

excombatants: the desire for an apology and the willingness for people to saj- the)- forgive. Time 

and again, people said of excombatants, "If he (or she) apologizes, I will forgive."'" But no one 

said the)- had heard an apology, with the notable exception of the high-profile apologj- of 

lioroma. Still, people say thej- will forgive. When I asked what forgiveness meant, the answer 

was almost alwaj-s the same:I2' It means 'I will not take revenge.' The following statements were 

Forgiveness is when you sort of release all the thoughts that j.ou have in ).our 
mind for somebody. And you forget about it totally. The essence of it is that j'ou 
will not want to seek revenge anj- longer (teacher, interview 5). 

What I see as forgiveness is this. If we have made up our minds to let go of what 
these people have done then, first. we should allow them to come back. 
Secondlj. if ever anj of them were with me in m j  onm house. then I should be 
willing to live with them. And if. even in the moining if I want to go to mj  
garden, I should be willing to call them, to go with them and if I have food and 
the) are around, thej are hungq, I should be readj to feed them and share what I 
have with them. In addition to that, if somebodj has wronged IOU and he has 
asked for forgiveness and jou have decided to forgive, then jou need to forget 
about ull that he has done (former CDF, interview 54). 

I" 0111) two people in .Togo' said that an apology would not make an) difference to their attitude towards 
exco~nbatants. 
''I The two exceptions were one human rights activist who said ..Real forgiveness is from the heart" 
(interview 12) and my research assistant whose observations I quote here. 



4 village elder said: 

The houses, those beautiful houses built around. even our children, the) have 
killed them. If \ye saj we will not agree for them to come back. will that bring 
our children back to lifc or our houses'? That is wh) we havc to forget about 
evei-\thing and s\vallow the peace and allow them to settle down in our 
cornmunit) again.. . 

What is forgiveness'? When somebod). has done something to he has 
wounded >.ou in this wa)., and he sajs  to ).ou I'm sorn; you will sa)- ok and just 
leave him. I n i l 1  not take a stick and hit j.ou nith it because ).ou have done 
something to me (interview 52). 

After two dajs of listening to interviews in 'Togo,. rnj research assistant, Musa, offered 

these astute observations: 

Rather than really jurgiving, the). are rather sacrificing.. . It's because when j-ou 
listen to speaker after speaker the!- will tell j.ou, 'We have no alternative. So we 
have to accept them.' ... If I've forgiven somebod). then I should be able to make 
a clear statement of acceptance of that person. But I will not go further and say 
'-How fo do?" '-What can I do?'' I have no alternative. For forgiveness, there 
should be an alternative. The alternative is, ).ou have the alternative to hate the 
person. But J-ou are choosing to forgive him, to let go that hate and accept him.. . 
It is possible that one or hvo people really have forgiven, but most people, from 
especial1)- the two dajs in . I get to be more convinced that it's more of 
allowing those people themselves to live with those people. 

Some Sierra Leoneans drew a dircct connection between people's willingness to forgive 

and be grateful for little things and their position of power. Recall the priest-s statement: "It's 

because people are helpless. The}- feel suppressed. They feel no wa)-. And so they just saj.: 

'Thank God. I thank God" (inte~view 36). Jackson (2004) also relates the two. In the following 

passage, he asks his friend Noah about a conversation with a Kuranko woman, Fina Kamara, 

whose hand, and the hand of her ).oung daughter. had been amputated bj  'rebels': 

When I had asked Fina Kama~a what she might do to redress the damage that had 
been done to her and her daughter she said, 'There's nothing I can do.. And when 
I asked her what she thought about reconciliation she used the phrase rn 'barn 
hnkr to or? yr, which small S.B. t~anslated as 'I can forgive. but I cannot forget.' 
What esactl) does she mean bj this'? 

'It's \vhat ).OU might sa).,' Noah said, "when someone offends or hurts j .0~;  and 
you are powerless to retaliate.. . Sa\- a hawk came out of the blue and seized one 
of your chickens. What can you do? You can't get it back. The hawk has flown 
awa?.. . . All you can do is accept, and go on with your life. But you don't reall?- 
forgive.. . You simpl!. accept that there's nothing you can do to change what has 
happened. Look at me. I have no wa? of taking revenge on the rebels who took 



awvaj my livelihood, but at least I can rid mj self of them. I can shut them out of 
m) mind." 

. . . "If I saj- I hake a to iqw. " Noah continued, "I am freeing mjself fi-om the 
effects of your hatred. I am refusing to hate back. But this doesn't mean that 
justice will not be done. Most of us here feel that God sees eveq-thing, and that 
God will mete out punishment in his own good time (pp. 68, 69). 

Jackson (2004) contrasts the responses of Fina Kamara and Noah with that of Noah's 

older brother. S.B. Marah. a po\verfid politician: 

Clearly, both one's point of view and one's tactics reflect one's hold on power, 
and I wondered about S.B.'s unforgiving comments about the RUF. That he gave 
them no quarter was not because his anger was stronger than Fina Kamara's, but 
simply because he was in a stronger position. When I asked him for his opinion 
of the truth and reconciliation process, he said, "I come fi-om a warrior famill-. 
M>- ancestors went to war. So with this war now, I wanted to fight to the finish. I 
wanted the fight to go on to the end, until the RUF were defeated" (p. 70). 

If most Siena Leoneans see themselves as powerless in relation to escombatants, how do 

they build tiust within their communities'? And are excombatants 'apologizing' indirectlya? When 

t asked Sierra Leoneans how the! learn to trust excombatants the answer was almost a h a >  s. "We 

watch them..' The following statements are hpical: 

(A certain excombatant) has done a lot of h a ~ m  to the people. It will not be veq 
easy for them to trust h m  again.. . If ma) be he had come here, stajed here for 
some time then the) watch him, see how he behaves to them, (the) might) have 
some tiust. But staling far off and just coming like that, it will take them some 
time to have confidence in him. The) will still have some fear. Because j ou need 
to tiust somebod) (teacher. interview 55). 

Well, we are watching them. Some of them are still aggressive. The). can't 
change totall)-. They change gradually. So as time goes on the). build tiust. So \ve 
are watching them.. . I treat them as the)- treat themselves (man in small town, 
interview 24). 

When j.ou (an excombatant) are talking, from the tone of ].our voice and every 
other thing we'll be able to know whether J-ou are sa).ing the tiuth (village elder, 
interview 56) .  

Because people built tiust I>). watching excombatants, many felt that those who did not 

return home were guiltier of crimes and more likelj. to return to violence than those who did. 

Also, if escombatants did not return, villagers would not have a chance to re-establish tiust. Here 

are two conversations with a village elder and a teacher: 



Conversation with elder: 

Me: There are people who were with the rebels who came back to . But thej- 
didn't stay long. Somebody mentioned that. They left again. And there are other 
people that people have mentioned that won't come back. They're afraid because 
the?- know what the?- did. Do thej- have a reason to be afraid'? 

Elder: Yes. The reason is that when j-ou get into that organization (the RUF) then 
instead of j.ou just being around. !.ou also begin to take the gun and begin to do 
like them. If the civilians around, maybe people from here, they saw you going 
from one place to another and attacking tonms, j-ou nil1 be afraid because !.ou 
know people saw you when you were doing those things. R11t [fjorl go thrrr nrd 
?;ozi do not imolvr yol~rsc@'ir? whut the-li were c/o~r?g. yon will 11ot ever? sta-v 1011g. 
yo11 w l l  ,lot hick jrom y m r  proplr. Yo11 will rrtrirr? back as soor? as poss~blr 
(interview 52). 

Conversation with teacher: 

Teacher (forcefully): The fear that people have is that they will change their 
attitude they d l  accept and forgive them but they still will have that fear that 
ma)-be after some time they will return to their own wa!x 

Me: What would make you think that they wouldn't'? What would have to 
happen.. . that would make ?-ou think that the?- wouldn't return'? 

Teacher: Well, if j-ou staj- with them.. . then j-ou'll be able to tell but j.ou can't 
tell if j.ou are not staying with them.. . (Long pause, then softlj-) But then if !-ou 
are staling with them. working togethcr with them J-ou d l  be ablc to assess 
whether thej- will change or not (interview 55). 

Returning excombatants or people associated with rebel forces were fullj- aware that the!. 

were being watched. Recall the words of Grace, the joung woman who was abducted from 

'Togo' b j  RUF forces (section 8.3.1): 

Grace: The waj I talk to the people. Even the waj I walk. Sometimes ! ou walk 
in a waj that people \vill notice. People will not be happj . . . The n7a\ ou walk 
will show whether j ou are proud or not. You understand'? There are certain maJs 
~ o u  walk, people will know this person is proud. And also even the wa? jou 
walk. jou relate to people as ?ou walk, people will know that jou are humble 
enough. jou are not veq proud. Those are the things I am talking about 
(interview 57). 

An imam in Makeni talked about his reconciliation with a child combatant who looted his 

home duiing the war: 

Imam: The young boj who mas sitting here, he took all the propert? 111 this 
house. So we accept him. Now we can send him to launder for us and do other 
petty things - go do this, go do that. Because \vhen he comes he saj s -Please, we 
have nowhere to go.' So we accept him. 



Me: So is he tq ing to make up for what he did bj. doing things for j.ou'? 

Imam: No, I pay him mane).. I pa). him. It's not for nothing 

Me: But he's not trying to make it up. To sa!- I'm sorlT. 

Imam: No. we didn't sal. anjthing. But I can see his face, he looks son)-, reallj. 
So if I have a little errand, he ~ u n s  quick and comes back (interview 3 I). 

In this waj, without talking about the past. the imam and the child are reconciling. The 

child shows remorse in the eagerness and speed with which he i-uns errands. Bj contrast, the same 

imam did not forgive an adult soldier who killed man] people: 

One SLA soldier, he's n i c k n a m e d .  He was occupying that apartment (in the 
compound). He did all types of bad things around here. So recent]!. he came to 
me to have a room to be rented. I said I have no room. He's a big boj (interview 
3 1). 

In sum, though some people wanted to ask excombatants about the past, their 

opportunities to do so were limited at least in part bj. traditional strictures on direct speech and 

the need to work through age and gender-appropriate intermediaries. Because of this, peoplc built 

t~us t  b?. watching each other. Retuining home was thus important for reconciliation as it cnablcd 

people to interact. 

Though man}. people wanted excombatants to apologize. these were not gcnerall! 

fo~thcoming. Apologies, deserved or not. were indirectlj expressed through bod) language and 

humilit~ . Because opcn dialogue about thcsc issues \\.as limited even abductees \vho committed 

no climes had to 'apologize' in this waj. Thc TRC provided one of the o n l ~  opportunities for 

public apolog~es and open discussion of the past. 

10.4 Reconciliation between indigenous and Lebanese-Sierra Leoneans 

The conflict in Sierra Leone did not predominantlj involve ethnic rivalries or sustainable 

factional divisions. Three exceptions might be mentioned. First. political parties are associated 

with different regions and the central government will have to ensure that it cannot be accused of 

regional or ethnic favoritism. Also, there is some evidence that northerners were subject to attack 

b~ Kamajors during the war. Though Sierra Leone has an admirable histoq of ethnic and 

religious cosmopolitanism. the British researcher found that ethnic diversit! in the southein 

communities he studied declined during the war (interview 63). 



The second factional tension exists between people associated with the old Siei-ra Leone 

Army and AFRC regime, and those supportive of the SLPP govenlment. The government and 

militaq will have work hard to restore popular tiust in the latter. 

The third tension, an ethnic one, is not openlj- discussed and is only biieflj- mentioned in 

one paragraph in the TRC (2004) report that states: 

There is a perception among Sierra Leoneans that the Lebanese keep all 
the profits from the diamond trade within the Lebanese community and 
invest only in their own businesses, or export the profits to Lebanon. 
Many Lebanese, despite their long years in Sierra Leone, have not 
integrated into Sierra Leonean society and are resented by Sierra Leoneans 
for their failure to do so (vol. 3b, chap. 1, fi 68). 

4 s  Reno (1995) suggests, some Lebanese businesspeople, in their key capacit!- as 

diamond dealers, have participated in smuggling diamonds and facilitating other coi-iupt 

transactions. As a result, the entire Lebanese community is tainted, in the minds of man! Sierra 

Leoneans, with the same brush. 

During the war, many Lebanese, Fulla and Mandingo traders were specificall?. targeted 

bj some aimed forces (TRC, 2004). though motives are unclear. These attacks came up a number 

of times in TRC hearings and in interviews. Fatu, a woman in a noi-&hern town, mentioned that 

SLA soldiers had burned a Lebanese familj- in their house. I asked her whether Lebanese-Sierra 

Leoneans were specificallj- targeted: 

Fatu: Yes, of course they were. Well, we heard a stoq that in fact it was the 
Sieria Leone army. This particular soldier that went down to their house. That is 
what we heard but we could not confirm that. Thej- went to their house because 
they were iich people. They were business people and they demanded money 
from them but thej- refused to give them monej-. But because the}- know them; 
that was why they decided to kill them.. . 

In fact, even during the military takeover the}- suffered the most. Because their 
shops were looted. Because it's now in our minds that the Lebanese helped 
destroj- the count1-y because most of the time they gave and took bribes. Say for 
example if somebod?- wants to get a contract, the}. will bribe perhaps tnice 01- 

even three times just for them to get a contract. So all these have been built into 
our minds now. Thej. are one of the coi-ruptive elements. So that's why always 
when there are coups the?- are the first people to suffer. So people go into their 
shops. In fact, during NPRC and AFRC daj-s the?- went into their shops and the,- 
throw out their goods, giving them to people free (interview 26). 

These resentments are not new - recall the 'rice riots' of 1919. Thej. reflect both a real 

grievance against anyone, including Lebanese-Sierra Leoneans, who benefits from war and 



coimption and. in Kaniki's (1973) nords, a double standard whercb~ "Lebanese (nho) 

'profiteered' in trade ... were singled out as exploiters, as evil-doers and targets of attack" (p 

1 13). This perception and real giievances against some Lebanese war beneficiaries point to the 

need for reconciliation and dialogue between Lebanese and indigenous Sierra Leoncans It also 

suggests the need for all citizens to discuss the nature. responsibilities and rights of citizenship.''' 

10.5 Conclusion 

So far. conciliatoq eEoits in Sierra Leone have focused main15 on phjsical and 

economic reintegration and promoting a kind of 'forgiveness* that reallj means -1 will not take 

revenge.. But these are onl! the first steps. Sierra Leoneans still need to heal from their \~ounds 

and losses and build the trust that is indicative of deep reconciliation. People are currentl? striving 

to rebuild tiust b j  watching each other and 'peiforming' acts of humilitj. but this is neither fair 

nor enough. For deep reconciliation to occur there must be real dialogue and some semblance of 

justness. if not justice. 

It is bej-ond the scope of my research to emnine the situation of Lebanese-Sierra Leoneans during and 
atter the war. though such a study would be valuable. Mamdani (2001) discusses in detail the difficult 
situation that middleman minorities find themselves in. with more tentative citizenship rights and unequal 
access to land in post-colonial societies in which rights are largely based on indigeneio . Partlj- because of 
this insecurity. middleman minorities often seek to amass wealth and grow in the businesses in which they 
are allowed to operate. This benefits colonial and indigenous elites. In Sieira Leone. middleman groups - 
Lebanese. Fullas and Mandingos - tended to occupy key positions in the diamond industq . Because of 
their overseas connections. Lebanese also are lu&ly visible in import-export and retail businesses. 



Part IV 

Conclusion 



Chapter 11: 
Beyond the impasse 

The reconciliation process in Sierra Leone is at an impasse. Sierra Leoneans - still in 

shock from the war, willing to make sacrifices for peace, consumed with the struggle to survive 

economic all^, and wanting to see their brothers, sisters and children back home - were quick to 

sa! the) mould reconcile with and forgive excombatants. However this onlj meant that the! were 

willing to coexist peacefull:,. and without ostracism. People's declarations of forgiveness and 

reconciliation were riddled with phrases like "We have no choice," -'What else can we doa?'* "We 

want peace," and "We forgive because the government (or religion) says we must" that reflect, in 

Musa's words, a spirit of sacrifice and helplessness rather than heart-felt reconciliation. 

This raises the question of whether post-conflict reconciliation is as smooth as the word 

'process' suggests. Is there a point at which reconciliation becomes stuck or resistant to moving 

forward towards its deeper, sentient forms'? If this is so, why does it happen'? Let's review what 

we know. 

This research found that the four main conciliatoq needs in post-war Sierra Leone are: 

1. Intra-inhvid~ial rrconcrl~nhor?: Individuals need to reconcile (heal or come to terms) 

with what happened to them or what they did during the war; 

2. ~ r ? d i v i c ~ ~ i a ~ - c o m m l ~ ~ ? i ~  rrcor?ciliatior?: Perpetrators, collaborators and beneficiaries need 

to re-earn the trust of the communi6 and victims need to regain tiust in the community: 

3 Intra-group rrcor?c~l~a~~or?: Fighting factions -the RUF. Sierra Leone Arm:, , and CDFs - 

need to come to terms with their responsibilities for war atrocities. The public also needs 

to acknowledge what these forces did. 

4 .  Irdivicl~ial rrcor?ciliatior? with political lruclrrs and govrrr?mrr?t: Citizens need to trust 

their political and gove~ning leaders and institutions at national and local levels. 

The first three conciliatoq needs are largely products of war - although the issue of 

marginalized youth long preceded the fighting and this will also have to bc resolvcd. The fourth 

relates to the wares root causes that are commonl! associated with government mismanagement, 

corruption and &scriminator)- social and legal structures. Notably, all four involve sentient 

reconciliation. 



In addition to these plimar) conciliatoq needs. reconciliation takes man? forms 

throughout the peace process and these coexist with other peacebuilding priorities. These are 

illustrated in Diagram 1 1.1 below (reworked from Diagram 3.4). 

Diagram 11.1 The flow of transitional and conciliatory processes 

Stage 1. Brina conflicting parties to the neaotiating table 

Stage 2. peace agreement 
Negotiate transitional govemment 

(Political reconciliation as shared vision of governance) 

St. 3. Transitional govemment Securitylreinteqration Economic reconstruction 
(Re)establish governing - Disarm, demobilize, Change from war economy 
institutions and rule of law retrain & reintegrate to peace economy 
(Political reconciliation as enacting excombatants Rebuild infrastructure 
shared governance) - Refugee return 

- Coexistence, interaction 

~ t a n e  4. Truth, justice, dialogue and 'iustness' 
Truth commission: Narrative reconciliation; listening, promoting dialogue 
and making recommendations that promote 'justness'; 
War crimes trials; 
Dialogue: Through TRC and civil society, involving all citizens in discussion: 
of governing and social processes; 
Justness: Reparations; equal opportunity; law reform (ending discriminatory 
laws and prohibiting violence and expl~itation);'~~ 
Nation building and education 

Stage 5. Sentient reconciliation 
Trust: In individuals, community and government 
Healing: Physical and psychological 
'Coming to terms' with events and actions 

In chapter three I argued that some forms of reconciliation can be assessed using rational 

measures while others can 0111~- be felt. Rationally-assessed reconciliation involves coming to 

'" .Violence' and .exploitation' are loaded and subjective terms and their meanings need to be worked out 
through inclusive halogue w i t h  Siena Leone and in accordance with inteinational human rights 
agreements that the Sie17-a Leone government has signed. 



agreement. corning together, or coexisting peacefullj after conflict. Sentient (felt) reconciliation 

involves healing, 'coming to terms' with events and building tiust after a rift or injuq.. 

Although thej may overlap. thesc two categories of reconciliation are not concurrent. 

Rational f o ~ m s  tend to precede sentient ones. In Diagram 11.1, stages one to three of the peacc 

process involve rational and measurable forms of reconciliation. Healing, trust-building and 

coming to teims with the past - and the accountabilitj and truth-telling processes that facilitate 

them - largely come later. in stages four and five. The first thee  stages of peacebuildmg thus 

provide the foundation that enables or disables later forms of reconciliation. 

11.1 Laying the foundation: Early peacebuilding efforts 

In the immediate post-war period, peacebuilding efforts emphasize ending violence, 

rcstori~ig limited democratic goveinance and the rule of law, and assisting the return and 

reintegration of excornbatants and refugeesfdisplaced people to their fo~mer or other 

communities. Peace agreements and reintegration processes are largelj. guided bj- the pragmatic 

view that pacifi.ing and co-opting those most responsible for violence or most likelj. to cause 

trouble in the future provides the surest route to peace. These agreements often contain amnesties, 

division of territoq (in Bosnia) or power sharing deals that legitimize and reinforce war gains and 

the claims of war leaders. Early peacebuilding efforts do not require fairness or consistenc~- with 

human rights values to be successful; in fact, the, often provide the veiy opposite. 

In Sierra Leone. achieving securit? meant that excombatants had to be convinced to give 

up aims and integrate into a peaceful societj-. The)- were given training oppoi-tunitics or education 

that provided economic alternatives to fighting. Contraiy to a logic of justice, senior commanders, 

the v e q  ones who were most likelj- to be prosecuted for war-related crimes. were given the 

largest economic incentives and were often put in charge of large projects or provided with senior 

jobs. Also, UN forces charged with disarming excombatants allowed senior commanders to 

determine who could disarm and demobilize, thus maintaining the latter's grip of polyer over 

subordinates. This practice - again using powerful intermediaries to administer central 

government policies - enabled some commanders to skim benefits meant for underlings and 

others to maintain control over women the). had taken as 'wives.' This control was facilitated by 

NCDDR officials' tendency to view these women as dependents of commanders, even if the!- 

were also combatants. In such a context> it is paradoxical. but not surprising, that women and 

victims of serious crimes have a harder time returning home and being accepted than perpetrators. 



The reintegration process was guided bj- the benevolent philosophj- articulated in the 

expression, 'There is no bad bush to throw away a bad child." This philosophy espouses an ideal 

of Afi-ican societ\- that holds that Africans w i l l  alwa?.s want to be in their home communities 

amongst their people and that communities will alwa?.s suppoit or have a place for their members. 

It addresses a real need in post-war Siersa Leone to encourage people to retuin to their villages 

and to agricultural production rather than crowding towns that are ill-equipped to handle a mass 

influx. It also selves to disperse excombatants throughout the country, making them less 

dangerous. And it uses traditionalism and traditional processes to do this. 

The ideal contains five assumptions: 1) that Sierra Leoneans are reconciling with and 

forgiving excombatants; 2) that people want to retuin home; 3) that returning to the pre-n.ar 

situation in villages is ideal: 4) that all people are valued; 5 )  that communities have the capacitj. 

to absorb all retuinees. But the findings of this study cast doubt on their accuracj- and 

appropriateness. Regarding the first two assumptions, Sierra Leoneans are largely willing to 

coexist peacefully but the?- are not reconciling in any deep sense. Although man}. people did 

return to their home communities, many others - victims and combatants - preferred to settle in 

new communities that better met their needs. While some excombatants in Makeni ma!- have 

been afraid to return home, others felt more at ease among those who had similar war 

experiences. And others seemed to value the oppoitunit). to pursue their ambitions relative1~- free 

from fainilj or communitj- pressures. 

The third assumption is also problematic. As chapters five and seven indicate, the 

situation in villages preceding the \Yar was far from ideal. Rigid power structures entrenched in 

custom and enforced through customaq law controlled b j  village elites resulted in the 

marginalization, impoverishment and servitude of manj Sierra Leoneans. Victims and 

perpetrators integrate into peace-time societ? through these social structures. When reintegration 

efforts use traditional processes - reljing on traditional chiefs and elders to guide and support 

reintegration and using cleansing ceremonies and initiation into secret societies as vehicles of 

integration - thej reinforce existing hierarchies. 

The final two assumptions - that all people are valued and that communities can absorb 

all returnees - must also be questioned. First, as manj- amputees discovered, ahead).-struggling 

families and communities have difficult?. meeting the extraordinan needs of large numbers of 

war survivors - including for food and shelter, and medical, psj-chological and educational needs. 

Less obvious, but equally important, is that trahtional reintegration processes and conciliatoi>- 

practices ma). not require equalit>- or human rights. To saj. that all community members are 



valued 1s to suggest that all people have a valued role in societ) but it does not imp]:, that all rolcs 

- or people - are considered equal. Similarlj, to state that communities can absorb all their 

members sajs nothing about the tenns of that absorption. Man:, Siei-ra Leoneans are absorbed 

~ n t o  the local economj through severel:, exploitative labour conditions: others, like women and 

children, have a place nithin societj but little saj  in major decisions that affect their lives.'" 

Thus, "There is no bad bush to throw a w q  a bad chi ld  articulates a message of belonging and 

social interconnectedness but it is neutral in terms of human rights and justice. 

In sum, while earlj- stages of peacebuilding, including early f o ~ m s  of reconciliation. meet 

the immediate needs of transitional states, they do not require fairness, justice or consistency with 

human rights values to be successful. These stages also tend to focus reactivel:,. on the symptoms 

of the war - achieving security and addressing the emergencj- needs of victims - rather than 

acknowledging and addressing its root causes. On the contra~y, hierarchical traditional structures 

that may have contributed to the war are often used to facilitate reintegration and guarantee 

security. Similarly, efforts to rebuild a peacetime economy, including skills training and 

education for excombatants, do little to address poor conditions of emploj-ment. Of the 

peacebuilding priorities depicted in the first three stages of Diagram 1 1.1, onlj- efforts to re- 

establish institutions of democratic governance and the rule of law require some limited 

consideration of fairness and equal representation. It is worth asking, then, what sentient forms of 

reconciliation require. 

11.2 Preconditions for sentient reconciliation 

Sieira Leoneans have largel) achieved the peaceful coexistence that man! call 

reconciliation. A look beneath the su~face, however. reveals substantial social distrust and 

wounds and rifts that will be difficult to mend. In other words. Sierra Leone has met its rational 

objectives but sentient reconciliation is a long waj off. 

While much research is needed to understand the conditions that facilitate sentient 

reconciliation, certain observations may be made. First, war grew out of a climate of extreme 

social distrust, abuse of power, disabling of public institutions and silencing of dissent and open 

communication. The violence only added to these. Unless Sierra Leoneans experience and 

Manj abuses are culturallj supported zn thr rlanir of rrooriozliation. For example. women who are 
beaten bj their husbands are commonlj advised bj elders. religious leaders and familj members to 
reconcile with their abuser. Malilng waves bj leaving the abuser is sociallj frowned upon. In this case. 
reconciliation pwadoxicallj perpetuates and reinforces an injustice. 



recognize a significant change in these underljing conditions, individuals n i l1  not regain trust in 

their leaders either at the national or local level. 

Second, assistance in helping victims heal from crime must consider not only the crime 

itself but also its social and economic implications for the victim. This is most vividly 

demonstrated in the case of female abductees, victims of sexual violence (especiall~ \yomen and 

girls who can no longer bear children as a result of their experiences), and severelj war wounded. 

In a societj- in which rape victims are stigmatized and rural women's claims on propertj are tied 

to their relationship with (and benevolence of) male relatives, the implications of rejection due to 

rape are severe. Healing ma?. require special assistance to victims of sexual violence, a change in 

discriminatoiy laws and practices, and sensitization efforts that change social attitudes about 

sexual violence. ''j 

The situation of amputees and other severely war wounded is slightlj. different as they 

may not be stigmatized for the crimes committed against them. However, many are rejected 

because they are seen as a burden or a non-contributing member of the familj.. These groups also 

need ongoing economic, medical and psychological assistance to overcome these difficulties. 

Third, it is reasonable to assume that victims of serious crimes need some form of justice 

or fairness to heal and regain trust in their communities. Although trials and punishment or 

redress ma! be part of this. the) form onlj a small pal-& of the justice picture. For this reason it is 

erroneous to dismiss justice as a goal simpl! because an amnest! agreement has been signed or to 

view prosecutions as the sole means of obtaining justice. There are good reasons to prosecute and 

punish war criminals but we cannot assume that this meets victims' justice needs. Instead, 

sui-vivors of seiious war-related crimes need to have a sa! in what constitutes a fair or just 

outcome of their suffering. In this. we can draw from the flesible and dialogical approach of 

restorative justice. Much more research needs to be done to understand how victims in different 

conflict and social contelqs see justice or fair outcomes in its broad sense. 

'" There has been some encowaging action bj government on this front. Following a review bj the Law 
Reform Commission of existing laws that discriminate against women or fail to punish acts of violence 
against them, the Sieila Leone Law Officer's Department has drafted new laws on sexual offences. 
marriage. inheritance and succession whlch it will soon present to Parliament (Anmeso Intelnational et al. 
2005a: Amneso Intelnational 2005b). This will be a big step in the right direction if these laws are passed 
and enforced. but the process of changing social attitudes towards women will be slow. Also. men if the 
pla! ing field for women were level. J ears of &sadvantage will be difficult to overcome. Proactive measures 
that provide qualit) education. loans and decentlj -paj ing emploj ment for members of disadvantaged 
groups will be needed to counter this inequio . 



Fourth, perpetrators, members of perpetrating groups and their supporters need to come 

to terms with what thej- (or those thej- support) &d. This may require some public mechanism for 

exposing war atrocities and root causes and for reinforcing moral norms consistent with human 

rights. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was effective as a means of investigating and 

publicizing events surrounding the war and of reinforcing just laws and noilns. Some civil societ\- 

groups were also veiy effective in raising awareness of human rights and promoting discussion 

about what constitutes an abuse of power."" 

Victims also need to hear that crimes against them were abuses and that the! are not 

guilty or responsible for them. This is particularly important in cases of rape and phj-sical abuse 

against women and children that may be tolerated even in peacetime or where a stigma applies to 

the victim. In contexts were human rights violations are legitimated (or ignored) bj- custom or 

where violations become the norm - as occurs during war - a reinforcement of moral norms 

consistent with human rights becomes especiallj. important. 

These four observations suggest that sentient forms of reconciliation require: 

.h~sticr: Some form of fairness or broadlj--defined justice in the transitional process: 

Public tnrth trlling: Acknowledging war-related crimes, identifi.ing those 

responsible; and asserting that the crimes cannot be justified. Sentient reconciliation 

also requires exposing the root causes of the war. 

Social. rcor?omic amipolitical changr: Changing the conditions that led to the war 

and that permitted or perpetuated war violence as well as conditions that prevent the 

successful recoveq of vulnerable victim groups; and 

(Rr)rstablishmrr~t uf moral Zrgal ~?orms cor?sistrr?t with human rights ar?c/ gooil 

govrnmrr?t: Public acknowledgment and education about human rights values and 

laws and expectations of responsible government. 

There is a contradiction, then, between early peacebuilding efforts (including rational 

conciliatoiy ones) and sentient conciliatoiy needs. Sentient forms of reconciliation come late in 

the peacebuilding process and build on the foundation laid bj. earlier peacebuilding efforts. Yet 

'"' One of the most effective and innovative of these civil society organizations was the Talking D~um 
Studio wluch produced radio progans to be aired on Siena Leonean radio stations. These propans 
discussed issues surrounding human rights. conuption and abuses of power and were aired on radio stations 
throughout the countq wherever raho was available. 



sentient reconciliation seems to require justice, human lights and social, economic and political 

change while early peacebuilding efforts do not. 

This helps explain the impasse. The processes that meet the cinergencj. needs of a societ>- 

in transition fi-om war contradct later needs for justice and social change. If reconciliation is seen 

as stopping at the point of peaceful coexistence, the deeply-felt reconciliation which I believe is 

required for sustainable peace will not be achieved. 

11.3 Conclusion: Lessons learned 

Given that compromises need to be made in the transition fi-om war to peace, how can 

this impasse be avoided:' This research indicates that three earlj- steps are extreme1)- important if 

sentient reconciliation is to be achieved. First, criteria of broad justice and human rights need to 

be incoi-porated into every step of the peacebuilding process. As earl)- as the first peace talks, 

these ciiteiia are needed to give weight to those who promote human rights and democracj- within 

the society. The international cornmunit)., probablj. through the UN, needs to establish realistic 

standards of justice, human lights and democracj- that must be part of anj. peace agreement. 

These criteria will reflect international human rights law but they will also leave space for 

flexible negotiations - even allowing for the possibility of amnestj. for all but the most serious 

crirnes. Once criteria are established, the international cominunit~. needs to stand by thcin in eveq  

aspect of its involvement in peace negotiations. Just as UN representative Francis Okello refused 

to rati@ the amnestj. for serious war-related crimes in the Lome Peace Agreement, inteinational 

actors should refuse to endorse an agreement that does not meet these international standards. 

Considerations of justice or fairness must also guide all steps of the transitional process. 

even where compromises need to be made. Without these. demobilization and reintegration 

programs will alwajs tivour the most dangerous and neglect those who are not seen as a threat. 

At a minimum, fairness means that there will be a balance between individual benefits for 

combatants and civilians, that victims of serious abuses will be given special assistence. and that 

demobilization and reintegration efforts will not discount or limit the options available to those 

associated with aimed factions simplj because they pose less of a threat. 

Second. substantial information needs to be gathered about the broad context of the war, 

including its root causes, the cultural implications of people's war experiences, and wajs in 

which people integrate into their communities in their dad) lives. This information is needcd veq 

early in the peacebuilding process. Knowledge of root causes enables planners to avoid 

replicating or reinforcing the vely social structures and practices that led to the war in the first 



place. At the veq least. it enables them to use these stmctures \\it11 caution. Where the war 

resulted from a breakdown in governance, the nature of future governing processes must be left as 

an open question. to be decided through broad-based public deliberation in the future. Identifi ing 

arcas in which decisions need to be dela~ed or restmint needs to be used requires substantial 

social information. 

As an example of an opportunitj. lost because of well-intentioned but misplaced 

assistance, the British Department for International Development (DBD) began funding the 

P a m o u n t  Chiefs Restoration Program in April 2000, even before the war officiallj- ended. Dfl D 

provided these funds despite its own reports that identified polver abuses bj- chiefs as one of the 

root causes of the war (KG,  2004). This move created facts on the ground that nil1 be difficult to 

change when Sierra Leoneans later re-esamine their ruling structures. The International Crisis 

Group (p. 24) writes, "This is a pa~ticularlj. clear cautionary tale that a consensus between donors 

and the political elite may entirelj- miss the realities of ordinary people." 

Information about a societj. cannot be gathered fi-om the elite alone, even if the>- insist 

that thej- speak for the people. The political elite benefit from ruling stiuctures and ma). request 

assistance that reinforces their power. Research by both local and international researchers, fact- 

finding missions, and public commissions of inquiry such as the TRC must be used (and funded) 

to espose alternative views. Once a reasonable level of security is in place, wide-spread public 

consultations provide valuable information as thej- identib- problems and promote public 

discussion and political education. 

Even when traditional hierarchical stmctures are implicated in the root causes of the war, 

earlj. peacebuilding interests maj- require that local elites and rituals are used to facilitate 

reintegration and ensure seculitj.. I am not arguing against using tradition-inspired integrative 

processes: they seive an important function in peacebuilding and the)- are processes that people 

know and are usuallj- comfor&able with. 1 do, however, caution against blindly or romanticall!- 

supporting such processes and reel>-ing uncriticallj- on elders or other elites when the?- are 

implicated in perpetuating injustices and stifling discussion and peaceful dissent. Local leaders 

will continue to plaj- an important role in cornmunit). development but this role will evolve as 

power becomes less centralized at the local level and as more broad1j.-based local institutions 

emerge. 

While information gathering is a1wvaj.s useful, it is clearlj- most important in countries 

like Sierra Leone and manj- smaller African states that have not received much scholarly 



attention. In contrast to well-documented transitional countlies like South Afiica and Bosnia. the 

existing literature on Sierra Leone and degree of academic debate and research on the conflict is 

inadequate to meet the needs of effective polic! making. In such an environment, t ~ u t h  

cominissions can make a ti-emendous contribution to policj making simplj b? exposing an 

enormous amount of credible information about the past that had not previous been documented. 

The need for good research and information on pre-conflict contest also points to the immediate 

need for sociological and anthropological research on societies on the edge of violent conflict. 

Such research could also be instrumental in developing proactive policies that address tensions 

before the! lead to war. 

Information gathering leads naturallj- to the third step: public coi~sultations and 

involvement in identieing problems and finding solutions for the future. These discussions, 

which occur once peace has begun to hold, must include all sectors of the population throughout 

the countq., including iural women, !.outh and other marginalized or dsadvantaged groups. 

Although most rural adults in Sierra Leone are illiterate, the TRC and civil societj- groups such as 

the Market Women's Association have proven that processes can be created that effectively 

solicit thoughtful discussion and input from people who cannot read or write. 

Sierra Lconeans of all levels of education have demonstrated tremendous tolerance and 

practicalio when presented with difficult political situations. This stands the countq in good 

stead as citizens discuss options for the future and work towards governing processes that the! 

can feel part of. Success in these efforts depends on the continued support of the international 

cominunitj, the commitment, cooperation and vision of civil societ: and, above all. tht: 

willingness of existing leaders to listen and respond to what the? hear. 



Appendix A: 
Peter's story 

In Freeto~vn I met a man in his 20s who. after ECOMOG freed Freetown from 

AFRCIRUF control in Februaq. 1998. found himself in the terrible and common situation of 

being suspected b!. all sides. Peter. a civilian, had fiiends in the junta and after the ECOMOG 

victoq -democrats' began to threaten him. Fearing for his life, he fled. HIS stoq indicates how 

some people found themselves with rebel forces simplj. because that was the safest place to be at 

a time when ECOMOG troops and civil defense forces, were executing suspected rebels with few 

questions asked. Peter's s toq  is interpreted from Krio: 

So even when I escaped from the democrats.. . the juntas that I met threatened me 
because the) never reall)- believed that I was with them and was part of them. I 
was used as a load camer.. . From there. we went but I became tired. I told the 
people I was tired but they said if I was tired it would be the end of me. 

So we reached a pasticular point on Kiss) road where we met our other 
colleagues. Then I decided to drop down the load that I was carqing. So after 
three d a ~ s ,  I decided to escape, because of the threats. I was afsaid of them. I 
escaped and decided that it was better for me to return home and face those \vho 
were threatening me before. I-ather than to go into the jungle where there n a s  no 
securitj at all. 

So on mj  waj coming I met ECOMOG and the Kamajors. As soon as the:, saw 
me the) started firing. The! thought I was a junta, a rebel. So I decided to tu1-11 
back. It was a veq dangerous location, in fact the house had alreadj been burned 
down and the fire was still blazing. Smoke was still going on. That was the vel? 
place that I went into ... So the sole of m) foot was busned and the skin peeled 
awa) . 

I was really in a dilemma. I was tqing to escape from the ECOMOG and 
Kamajors that were firing at me. I escaped and met the juntas again. I argued 
with them, t q h g  to tell them that it was ECOMOG that were chasing me. And at 
that particular time, it was hard for somebody to believe, for the junta to believe 
that you are part of them 01- for ECOMOG to believe that you are part of the 
democrats. So they wanted me to produce something that would identifj me that 
I was with them or not. If not they would put an end to mj. life. So I took out In!. 
school i.d. card. The). never believed that at all. They said I was a CDU - a civil 
defense unit. 

So the:,- were arguing when ECOMOG anived at the scene. When ECOMOG 
anived at the scene they started firing. Then hvo of the juntas dropped down 
dead so I had to escape. So when I ran.. . I met one of mj- fiiends (and) that was 
the time that I got relief. 



After a week, that was the time that I got a problem with mj (now-crippled) arm. 
The people who were responsible for this were neither ECOMOG nor the 
Kamajors nor the junta. The! were civilians like me. Ever? bod! was protectmg 
his ow-n area. So as soon as the! saw me, the} saw me as a threat. So t h e  opened 
a grenade launcher and the? threw it. 

From there, there was no way. I could not come over to this side to the democrats 
where ECOMOG was. And in fact I could not go to the junta because I could not 
identifj. with anj of these two factions. So I had a problem. 

So because I was in that situation I decided that I could never go there nor go 
there so I decided to staj. with my friends at that point. And I decided that if I 
was going to dle, let me die. I was tired of the whole situation. 

After being in that situation for 21 daj-s I had not gone to an}. doctor at all, no 
one to prepare food for me, so finally now, because I couldn't go back, I decided 
to follow the junta into the jungle where life was v e q  difficult. So after 2 1 d a ~ . s  I 
\\as able to reach Waterloo,.. . about 20 miles from the tit?.. So when I reached 
Waterloo that was the time that I believed that mj- life was saved. So from there, 
rnj. friends decided to come to m>- aid bj. finding transportation for me to go to 
Makeni. That was the (rebel) base. I was at Makeni for a good 9 months. 



Appendix B: 
Chronology of eventsz7 

Colonial period 

1787 The British government bans slavei? on British soil and establishes the port and 
settlement of the Province of Freedom. later Freetown. to which it can 'repatriate freed 
slaves from its settler colonies. The British maintain the area around Freetown as a 
colon). 

1896 The British government proclaims the interior of Sierra Leone to be a protectorate and 
administers it indirectlj. through cooperative chiefs. 

1951 Formation of Siena Leone People's Part) (SLPP) 

1957 SLPP wins national elections. Milton Margai becomes president. 

Independence and lead-up to war 

196 1 Independence 

1962 SLPP wins national elections 

1964 President Milton Margai dies. His brother, Albert Margai. succeeds him. 

1967 All People's Congress (APC) wins national elections. APC government is formed in 
1968 wit11 Siaka Stevens as the new president. 

1970 Former APC supporters, led b~ John Karefa Smart, break off to form the United 
Democratic Part) (UDP). Senior officers. notabl) Arm? Force Commander John 
Bangura, who are thought to be s j  mpathetic to the UDP. are forced to retire. 

1971 Bangura and a group of army officers; including Fodaj. Sankoh, are implicated in a failed 
coup. Bangura and three other officers are executed. 

Sieria Leone becomes a republic and a dejucto one part] state. 

J T C ~ ) ?  Mid-1970s Libj-an government becomes increasingly involved in Sierra Leone. It funds (' 
Rook studj groups at Fourah Ba) College which espouses a populist, revolutionai? and 
anti-imperialist ideology. 

1978 National elections increasingl?- violent. Sierra Leone becomes legal one-party state. 

1982 National elections extremel). violent. Entire villages are destro~.ed. Villagers in 
Ndorgboiyosoi, Pujehun, challenge government's imposed candidate and the government 
sends securitj- forces. This remains a source of local anger. 

''- All references are in the body of the thesis. plimarilj Part 11. and are not repeated here. 



Student demonstration at Fourah Ba) College. Student Union president Alie Kabba and 
four others are arrested and expelled. After their release the! move to Ghana whcre 
Kabba becomes Ghadafi's Siena Leonean contact person. 

President Stevens retires and is succeeded b j  Brigadier Joseph Saidu Momoh. 

High inflation and plunging diamond revenues. IMF forces Momoh to agree to stsict 
austesity measures, including a drastic reduction in rice subsidies. This affects his sourccs 
of political control. 

Call for aimed revolution from students in exile. Split between those n h o  favour a m e d  
rebellion and the Pan-African Union, which votes against the move. Some of the former. 
including Sankoh, head to Benghazi. Lib) a for training. There Sankoh meets Liberian 
rebel leader Charles Taj lor. 

Sankoh travels to Liberia to act as a senior commander in Tajlor's NPFL. 

Liberian president Doe calls on ECOWAS for militaq help. ECOMOG is formed to 
enforce peace. Sie~l-a Leone sends troops and provides a base for ECOMOG. 

Sierra Leone civil war 

1991 March 23. Commonly given as date of the first RUF incursion into Sierra Leone, 

1991-93 Phase I of the war. The RUF tights a conventional war against the Sierra Leone Arm) 
(SLA) and adheres to populist ideologj . Most abuses are committed bj  NPFL forces. The 
RUF gains most of its willing recruits in t h s  time. 

By late 1991, relations between RUF and NPFL forces are strained. Sank011 appeals to 
Taylor to withdraw forces. Man). NPFL remain until Septembes 1992 when RUF troops 
force them out of the count i~ .  

April 29. Junior SLA ofiiccrs revolt. Momoh flees and the officers form a new 
government, the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC), under 27-J ear-old Captain 
Valentine Strasser. Initial optimism turns to fear as young leaders execute, toi-ture and 
harass perceived political opponents. 

Mass recruitment into the amj - ,  which began in 1991 under Momoh, continues. Even 
before 1992 coup, civil defense militias begin to be formed. 

The SLA, civil militias and Guinean troops recapture almost all RUF teniton.. Phase I1 of 
war begins. RUF changes strategy to guei~illa walfire and drops efforts to maintain 
ideolog!.. Tactics demoralize and discredit soldiers who have no training in gue~l-illa 
warfare and often flee attacks. BJ- 1994, civilians begin to assume that soldiers are 
'sobels': rebels in uniform. This idea is supported by govestment to justio- growing 
reliance on militias. 

Kamaior militias formed. 

Executive Outcomes, a South Ahcan  private security film, is contracted to defend 
Freetown, recapture teniton- taken bj. the RUF and train militias. 



The militar? government is under pressure b j  civilian groups to hold democratic 
elections. This leads to Bintumani I, a meeting of civil societj representatives and chicfs 
that will decide whether there \\ill be 'peace before elections" or "elections before 
peace." Most delegates support the latter. 

1996 NPRC experiences a bloodless internal coup. Brigadier General Julius Maada Bio takes 
over leadership. Bio begins negotiations with RUF leadership in Abid-jan. Ivoq Coast. A 
second electoral conference is held - Bintumani I1 - and despite harassment b j  soldiers. 
delegates again vote for elections before peace. 

111 lead-up to the March elections. RUF increases campaign of terror against civilians, 
conducting mass amputations to tq -  to prevent people from voting. 

March 29. Tejan Kabbah becomes president of Sieira Leone. 

November 30. Abidjan Peace Accord signed. 

1997 March. Sankoh arrested in Nigeria on charges of purchasing arms. He remains in 
Nigerian custodj. until July 1998 when he is returned to Sierra Leone and tiied for 
treason. Phase 111 of the war, Qpified bj- power struggles among leaders, begins. 

Faced with a high security bill for Executive Outcomes and under donor pressure. 
Kabbah dismisses Executive Outcomes before alternative forces are in place. 

Maj 25. Junior officers overthrow government and form the Armed Forces 
Revolutionar? Council (AFRC) under Johnnj Paul Koroma. The new government invites 
RUF to join it in the capital. Kabbah and his government flee to Guinea. Popular boj cotts 
and sanctions pressure new regime. The coup is a turning point in ECOMOG's 
involvement in the war. 

Beginning of AFRC/RUF occupation of major Qamond areas. 

1998 Febiuan 2. ECOMOG attacks AFRC forces and, by mid-Februar-j expels them from 
Freetown, leaving a corridor through which they can escape. 

Julj . UN Security Council creates the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone 
(UNOMSIL) to disaim and demobilize combatants and act as monitors. On October 22. 
1999, UNOMSIL is replaced bj  UNAMSIL. 

With the ousting of the AFRC, Freetown becomes the scene of widespread revenge 
attacks by 'democrat' supporters against anj-bod}- accused of association with the AFRC 
regime. On October 19", 24 officers are summaiilj- executed by firing squad, increasing 
the sense of grievance by former government soldiers. 

1999 Januai? 6. AFRCRUF invasion of Freetown led by AFRC. Massive atrocities in the 
capital and thousands of children abducted. Precipitates serious talks. 

June. Lome Peace agreement signed. It contains an amnesh agreement, a power-sharing 
deal and the commitment to form a TRC. UN addendum states that amnesh- should not 
apply to gross human rights violations. 



In the lead-up to Lome. lifts between the AFRC and the RUF widen. Man! soldiers 
disarm after Lomi., hoping to be incorporated into new, post-war aim). 

2000 RUF leaders in noi-th and east refuse to cooperate with peacekeepers. Divisions between 
RUF in Freetown (the political wing) and the military wing in the field. 

Februaq.. Truth and Reconciliation Act passed b). Parliament. 

Ma). RUF forces in noi-th and east capture almost 500 Zambian and Ken>an 
peacekeepers and hold them hostage British government sends 700 paratroopers to 
secure Freetown and support hostages. With Tajlor's assistance all hostages released 
except six who had been killed by the RUF. 

May 8. 30,000 protesters march to Sankoh's house to call for hostages' release. Sank011 
escapes but is captured nine daj-s later, an-ested and jailed. 

August. At Kabbah's request, UN Securit) Council creates joint UN-Sierra h o n e  
Special Court to try those deemed most responsible for the war. 

2002 Januaq.. President Kabbah declares the war to be over. 

Januaiy. Disaimament process completed. NCDDR continues with reintegration stage 
until December 2003. 

Ma).. National elections. President Kabbah is re-elected and the SLPP Party wins 
maj ori@ of seats. 

July 5 .  Truth and Reconciliation Commission launched. Operational stage begins. 
October 5. Statement taking December 2002 to March 2003. 

2003 March. Special Court begins pre-trial hearings and issues seven indictments. 

April to August. TRC conducts individual, institutional and thematic hearings. 
Investigations continue. 

Julj- 29. Fodaj. Sankoh dies in piison. 

2005 August 8. TRC report publicly launched. 
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